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Abstract
This thesis brings together two complex and rapidly developing phenomena: biotechnology, and
landscape management. The nexus between biotechnology and landscape is important , although
attention has so far been isolated to a handful of foci of narrow scope. I demonstrate the
importance of this nexus, and identify some of its major features. Consistent with the nature of
the subject, the research proceeds in an interdisciplinary and exploratory fashion, using multiple
perspectives and methodological approaches. I apply four different strategies of thinking to
biotechnology:
1.

Consider the underlying properties, not just iconic or selected examples.

2.

Impose simplifying boundaries on the subject, such as a domain of application. In
this case, I choose the domain of landscape.

3.

Be imaginative with the context of a thing rather than the thing itself.

4.

Consult others of divergent and representative mindsets.

This methodology yields interesting and multiple results. They enlarge our understanding of
potential interactions between emerging biotechnologies and the landscapes in which we dwell,
use and strive to manage.
Strategy (1) is undertaken in Part I, where I create a definition and framewor k for thinking
rigorously about biotechnology by focusing on its underlying properties , covering both
technical and public dimensions.
Strategy (2) is implemented in Part II, through the synthesis of a novel and powerful lens for
biotechnology (Landscape Biotechnology), that explores the emerging role of biotechnology in
providing 'informati onal' and ' interventional' tools for landscape management. The scope of
actual and possible Landscape Biotechnologies are described in detail, divided by the crucial
bifurcation between the interventional and informational
Interventional Landscape Biotechnologies include:
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•

No ve l forms of po pu lat ion con tro l (Sterile Fe ral tec hn olo gie s, dau gh ter les s
tec hn olo gie s, con tra cep tio n - by che mi cal an d im mu no log ica l me ans - and targeted,
spe cie s-s pec ific po iso ns)

•

Bio rem edi ati on (m icr ob ial )

•

Ph yto rem edi ati on

•

Int erv ent ion s in wi ldl ife hea lth (in clu din g vaccines an d me dic ati on s)

Inf orm ati on al La nd sca pe Bio tec hn olo gie s inc lud e
•

Us ing DN A to assess po pu lat ion str uct ure , dy nam ics , and inc rea sin gly fun cti on al
att rib ute s of org ani sm s on the lan dsc ape , wi th a spe cia l em ph asi s (cur ren tly ) on
mi cro bia l app lic ati on s

•

Hi gh -th rou gh pu t and gen om ic bio log y

•

No n-i nv asi ve sam pli ng of DN A

•

Ex plo itin g bio log ica l rea cti on to str ess es as ind ica tor s (bi oin dic ato rs)

In Pa ii III, Str ate gy (3) is pu rsu ed thr ou gh exa mi nat ion of the im pli cat ion s som e of the se
bio tec hn olo gie s ma y hav e for Au str ali a's institutional str uct ure s aro un d lan dsc ape and
bio tec hn olo gy , and un cov ers sev era l loo mi ng cha lle ng es. It is cle ar tha t ma ny of Au str ali a's
ins titu tio nal ain ng em en ts will nee d to cha ng e the wa y in wh ich the y pu rsu e the ir ma nd ate (or
cha ng e tha t ma nd ate itself) as La nd sca pe Bio tec hn olo gy is app lie d bey on d the res ear che r's
ben ch. I also exa mi ne the pro spe cts of con flic tin g use of bio tec hn olo gy acr oss int ern ati on al
bo rde rs , and arg ue tha t there are sig nif ica nt def ici enc ies in int ern ati on al tre aty arr ang em ent s in
cas es wh ere the bio tec hn olo gic al inn ov ati on can dis per se and rep lic ate itself.
To un der tak e Str ate gy (4) in Pa rt IV I trial and cri tiq ue two app lic ati on s of no vel me tho ds of
con sul tin g and del ibe rat ing wi th sta keh old ers on La nd sca pe Bio tec hn olo gy , Mu ltic rite ria l
Ma pp ing (M CA ) and Co nst ruc tiv e Te chn olo gy As ses sm ent (C T A). I con clu de tha t wh ile MC A
pro vid es an int ere stin g and tra nsp are nt me tho d of rep ort ing on the val ues and con cer ns of
op ini on -le ade rs, there are sig nif ica nt qu est ion s as to the acc ura cy and fidelity of its final
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summaries of these opinions. It seems likely that less structured qualitative interviews could
uncover equivalent information with greater certainty of the findings. My attempt at CT A was
taken only halfway - this reflects both circumstances beyond my control, and the difficulty in
running such a project on a short timeframe and low levels of resources (financial and
personnel). This failure of the technique is equivalent to a failed benchtop experiment, and
instructs us of a) the particular difficulties and risks that institutions face in conducting public
conversations about controversial technologies ( even as university research projects), and b) the
conceptual challenges of kickstarting a unified conversation amongst a disparate set of
specialised knowledge sets.
Finally, in Part V, drawing on contemporary policy experiments overseas, I examine the
prospects for establishing a process for proactive and participatory construction of technological
research directions in Australia. I suggest there are at least four models that Australia might
consider for such a challenge, of varying levels of institutional commitment and centralisation. I
conclude the thesis by identifying future research and policy challenges in the area of both
Landscape Biotechnology and participatory construction of technology.
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1 Introduction
This thesis is about thinking differently about biotechnology. Biotechno logy is rife with
assumptions and assertions - at social, political and academic levels - that are being accepted
with insufficient critical analysis. As a result, debate is limited and often unproduct ive, and
options for the future not well-conceptualised and analysed. This thesis is also about thinking
about how biotechno logy will affect the way we treat landscapes. Consequentially, it is also
about the institutions of society that surround landscapes and technology. It is also the result of
having been trained in biotechnological sciences - and being quite enthralled by the possibilities
it offered - and yet still maintaining a commitment to the ideas of sustainability, social justice
and democracy.

1.1 Motivation
As biotechno logy unfolded in Australia in the late 1990s, under the headline issues of GM crops
("Franken foods" and "superwee ds"), human cloning ("designer babies"), and the brave new
world of multinational corporate dominance, I grew uncomfortable. How could one individual
subscribe to "both" camps? What was I - a greenie or a mad scientist? Clearly, for me and many
of my fellow students, society had no conceptual box that could accommo date both values in
one person. This distressed us. We had always looked at biotechnology as tools for living better
on the planet. We looked at Greenpea ce's emotive and simplistic propagand a with a mounting
sense of disgust and betrayal.
I followed the path from undergraduate biotechnology to honours, looking to find a
technological project that might offer a key to some of these "greener" biotechnological futures .
And indeed, I did find places where these projects were discussed. In the senior ranks of
biotechnology, there are a set of critical and inventive people that have a very nuanced view of
what biotechnology is, and what is could be, and how we could use some of this stuff to make
the world something of a better place. Unfortunately, these people are running out of places and money - to do such research. In a government laboratory, my superviso r was told that he
had to source research projects from industry (i.e., the dreaded multinationals) to fund his job.
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Th at was clearly deflating to a ma n in his mid-30s, beginning a family, talented in science,
bristling with his ow n research ideas, but uninterested in commerce. It was disheartening to
watch. It also see me d counter to the national interest. The atm osp her e was no t a happy one. 1 I
lasted only three months, abandoning a Ph D project in that sam e lab.
I wa nte d to ask different questions. Wh ere was I to go? Wh at aspect of bio tec hn olo gy was I to
address? Jus t what aspect of biotechnology did I thi nk was wo rth pursuing? My initial survey of
the topics on offer (an d constrained by the possibilities for supervision an d funding) turned up
material that did n't really enthuse me. Social (i.e. non-scientific) co mm en tar y on biotechnology
see me d to be either narrow economic-stimulus approaches (ge ner all y sup po rtiv e of agbiotech),
ethics (risk, medical bio tec hn olo gy applications and bio pir ac /), pro per ty rights (including
international trade, and biopiracy) and criticism of multinational corporations and globalised
power. Th ese are all worthy topics, and deserve the interest an d scholarship they currently
receive. Bu t they are not particularly inventive wi th the possibilities that bio tec hn olo gy offers.
Wo rk that dealt with fature impacts of bio tec hn olo gy , whilst som eti me s encouragingly lateral in
its thinking, was usually ideologically com mi tte d (eg. the tec hn o-d isa ste ris m of Ma e Wa n Ho
(1997), Jeremey Rif kin (1999) or Ric har d Hi nd ma rsh (H ind ma rsh & Lawrence 2001)).
Al tho ug h there were a handful of very interesting technical bio tec hn olo gy projects, to work
with the m wo uld involve a ret urn to the lab-bench and a consequential narrowness of focus:
wh at wo rke d and wh at did n't wi thi n that project, rather than wh at could and what should be
attempted, and wh ere such projects would fit in society. Indeed , the "sh ou ld and where"
questions about research seemed to be cloistered within two places.
Firstly, there were the management meetings of government res ear ch organisations. Th ese were
high-level meetings in which pro gra m managers would meet with up per management, and a
portfolio ofr ese arc h would be decided upon. This also meant that these meetings were arenas of
com pet itio n for a range of agendas: a share of increasingly sca rce intra-mural resources, which

1

I also discovered I was not particularly talented in the careful mi nu tia e of bench-top science!
2
"B iop ira cy" refers to commercial biotechnological exploitation of traditional knowledge of the
(us ual ly pharmacological) utility of plants, animals and microbes, without the consent of the
traditional kn ow led ge holders, and/or insufficient or no distribution of this benefit ba ck to the
traditional knowledge holders.
18

also meant people's jobs and careers; continuation of pet projects; demonstration of ideological
commitments to higher levels of governance; licensing and defence of intellectual property; and
the means of securing extra-mural (industrial) money.
Secondly, beyond the walls of government research organisations, there were funding
applications for researchers in universities. But funding applications must appeal to the current
wave of thinking in a paiiicular (often singular) discipline, and thus are limited in what they can
consider - truly divergent ideas have a hard time. Applications are instrumental to the process
of research not research projects in themselves, although they often directly build on previous
work. Furthermore, funding applications are a high-stakes, high-risk activity: they are essential
for a researcher's work, require a significant amount of work in themselves, and yet often have a
very low likelihood of success. By the necessity of competition and scarce resources, research
proposals build from a relatively narrow network of facts, needs and facilities.
The greatest problem with both these places was that of access. This was particularly imp01iant
for a junior researcher wishing to both study and contribute to these things. Management
meetings of a government research organisation are restricted events. They are powerful
activities, and that power is not distributed readily. Funding applications are scattered
geographically and institutionally, in-confidence unless funded, and there is the general
impossibility of knowing who has what idea where. Furthermore, in a climate in which ideas are
valuable property, open discussion of ideas for the direction of research is something that
carries a lot of risk. Within these two places, there are good reasons not to be open. My brief
explorations of (federal) government found them similarly closed, not particularly foresightful,
preoccupied (perhaps appropriately) with current trends of biotechnology, and generally guided
by an economic view of technology, wherein sound science produced useful technology which
found a place in the market, thereby contributing to the greater good.
None of the features listed above are necessarily wrong. It can be entirely appropriate for a
research organisation to play its cards tight to its chest. A good proportion of research proposals
should build on a narrow base of expertise. Technology does have an important role to play
within an economy. And it may be perfectly appropriate for interest groups to push particular
19

agendas into the public sphere. But if that is all there is in biotechnology, then there is
som eth ing wrong. Ta ken as such, it seems that there are structural disincentives to move bey on d
current patterns of thinking on biotechnology. Ar e we do om ed to another decade of simplistic
pro - or anti- GM-crops debate, for instance? Altogether, it seemed in early 2001 that only a
pri vil ege d few were sanctioned to think about bio tec hn olo gy 's potential directions with
institutional support.
In 2001, I moved to the Ce ntr e for Re sou rce and En vir on me nta l Studies at the Australian
Na tio na l University, a centre with a reputation for interdisciplinarity and interest in
sustainability issues, and located in the national capital. I be cam e a regular attendant of the
Hu ma n Ec olo gy Fo rum series at the AN U' s School of Resources, En vir on me nta l Science and
Society. I be cam e an me mb er of CRES 's complex systems dis cus sio n group, under the guidance
of Ba rry N ewe 11, and ben efi ted further from ma ny on e-o n-o ne discussions with him. I became
the sole non-science student me mb er of the Pest An im al Co ntr ol Co -op era tiv e Research Centre
later that year, a group pioneering some innovative tho ug h con cer nin g directions in
biotechnology, wi th generous top-up scholarships that enabled me to do som e novel social
res ear ch across Australia in 2002, and attend a diverse array of conferences here and overseas.
An d in 2004, I wo n a 13 mo nth research project from La nd & Wa ter Australia to investigate
ne w directions in biotechnology, and ho w we thi nk abo ut them in a democracy. This pat h from
the lab bench to the current document saw a great many changes in my thinking , and the
str uct ure of the thesis reflects that.

1.2 The thesis
In this thesis I offer a series of excursions in thinking a differently about biotechnology than the
lines of thought that dominate in Australian and other we ste rn societies. This is not a
com pre hen siv e review of biotechnology - that is neither the po int nor, in such a fast-moving
field, is it feasible. It is not positivist and a technotopian manifesto, although I am optimistic and
spe cul ati ve in places. It is not technophobic and a green manifesto, although I am concerned and
critical in places. An d it does not claim to be the final answer. It is an attempt to take (primarily
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Australian) thinking and discussion on biotechno logy further than it has gone with rigour,
honesty, utility and creativity as procedura l objectives.
The way I have approache d this task is to acknowled ge the complexit y of biotechno logy, the
context of the challenge of sustainabi lity, and think of ways in which we - as individual s and as
a democracy - can approach the complexit y in useful ways. Biotechno logy is an incredibly
complex phenomen on. At its biophysic al source, it involves all the myriad complexit ies of life physiolog y, biochemis try, genetics - and follows through with significant implicatio ns for
biological processes on landscape and continental scales. It involves a large range of social
actors - scientists, technolog ists, entrepreneurs, regulators , activists and lay citizens - informed
by a range of ideologies and goals. It also draws on and impacts on a diverse array of systems of
knowledg e, from the western academic disciplines of sciences, economics , and law, to
traditional systems of knowledg e that inform drug companies where to look for their next
breakthrough. It stretches back into recent and ancient history (perhaps to the dawn of
agriculture if the bounM of one ' s arguments are sufficientl y broad), froths and bubbles with
great intensity at the wavefront of the present, and casts long shadows into the future. No one
individual can think about biotechno logy comprehe nsively. And like most complex phenomen a
society has to deal with, the aggregate d thinking of a society on biotechno logy is not as
sophistica ted as some might hope.
The thesis is broken into parts that take the following strategies for thinking about complex
things, and applies them to biotechno logy:
1.

Consider the underlyin g properties of a thing, not just iconic examples.

2.

Impose simplifyin g boundarie s on the subject, such as a domain of applicatio n.

3.

Be imaginativ e \Vith the context of a thing - that zone of interaction with the rest of the
system - rather than the thing itself.

4.

Escape the limitations of a single human mind by talking to others of divergent and
representativ e mindsets:
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a.

In a judgemental consideration of a particular example, thus exploring
underlying issues.

b.

In a creative and collaborative discussion of context and content.

Along the way, I explore some of the background and context to biotechnol+ogy and the
domain of landscape to ground these ideas in the real world. The thesis structure is therefore in
parts:
Part I - Confronting Biotechnology, aims to create a definition and framework for thinking
rigorously about biotechnology by focusing on its underlying properties rather than discrete
examples of the technology.
Part II - Landscape Biotechnology, aims to impose a domain on biotechnology ("landscape"),
and synthesise a ne w lens of looking at biotechnology that could be ju st as important as
agricultural, industrial and medical biotech, bu t currently is hardly recognised, discussed or
understood.
Part III - Implications of Landscape Biotechnology, examines some of the ramifications of
Landscape Biotechnologies that might not otherwise be obvious, using various scenarios and
critical analyses. It examines some of the institutional structures of Australia relevant to
transparent and open formulation of Landscape Biotechnology.
Part IV - Adventures with the People, explores two attempts to explore biotechnology with
other members of society using cutting-edge techniques of social science and civics, and
critiques these methods.
Part V - Thinking Forwards, is the concluding section of the thesis. Here I explore some of
implications of the material generated in the previous parts , particularly the challenge of
developing a capacity for foresight and dialogue on technology issues in Australia. I draw the
thesis to a conclusion, recap its main contributions, and consider avenues for further work.
There is a large quantity of literature cited in the thesis (over 1100 references), mostly in Part II.
The breadth of the enquiry has meant I have had to cover a lot of ground. Because my aim has
been specifically to generate a new synthesis of biotechnology, I have both consciously steered
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away from other synthetic (or summarising) texts , and ventured into areas in which there are
none, leaving me with no choice but to cover many specialised research reports. Lastly, it has
been my experience that enquiry within scientific disciplines does not encourage more than
limited speculation, a rule only broken for very senior scientists, or for those who become
advocates for scientific research and pursue funding and public support. Because some of my
work is speculative in nature, I wished to ground it as firmly as possible in the scientific
literature to retain credibility and plausibility. This has had consequences. Each section of the
thesis has been written in a different time. In the biotechnological literature especially (but
others as well), there have been cut-off dates for searching the literature. I make these cut-off
points clear in the text. In some areas, I have absorbed ideas directly from practioners,
researchers in the field and fellow students. Such areas include human ecology, complex
systems, and science and technology studies. These ideas form a cognitive backdrop to my
work. A fuller exploration of the ideas from the thesis in the context of these fields awaits
subsequent work.
Lastly, I use a first person narrative throughout the text. This is keeping with many fields of
research, an increasingly common trend, although somewhat novel in scientific literature. Use
of the first person is an acknowledgement of my role in the work, the perspectiv es and
normative assumptions I inevitably bring to the material, and a clear signal that the relevant
statement is interpretive, not a statement of "objective" empirical fact.
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Part I - C o n fr o n ti n g B io te c h n o lo g y
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2 Characterising Biotechnology
This chapter offers two things. The first is a simple definition of biotechnology that is mindful
of its historical context, but also inclusive of the radical new directions of recent years. The
second is a framework for considering biotechnology in a more nuan ced way than such a broad
definition would otherwise allow. This is a framework that focuses on the underlying properties
of a biotechnological invention, which may facilitate a systematic understanding of these
inventions, and facilitate a systematic comparison of various biotechnology inventions. The first
part of this framework focuses on the technical and/ or biophysical properties of the
biotechnology. The second focuses explicitly on the public side of biotechnology, and is more
tentative in nature.

2.1 A bad definition
Most people in Australia think that biotechnology is synonymous with cloning and genetic
engineering, (Biotechnology Australia 2002). It is not: these are biotechnologies, certainly, but
subset to the overarching concept of biotechnology. The same study suggests Australians are
well aware they don't know much about biotechnology. The pro- and anti- genetic modification
(GM) lobby groups exploit this ignorance in different ways to their own ends, but broadly rely
on what could be termed a "sympathetic iconographic" strategy. A particular example of
biotechnology is held up as exemplar, and a direct association is made betw een that iconic
example and a range of values and emotions that already exist in the public domain. Consider
the panels in Figure 2.1. Pro-G M propaganda invokes the Humanist ideals of Progress (better
healt h, better lives, and lately, better environments through rational intervention in the natural
world), while anti-GM propaganda plays on fear of technological disaster, the violation of
natural harmony, and the corruption of motherhood and nourishment. This is a strategy of coopting existing feelings in the population, of winning adherents to the cause by a sympathetic
reaction instead of a critical, persuasive argument. These icons , with their associated values and
ideological commitments, then become the baseline from which all other biotechnologie s are
considered. The icon becomes the definition.
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A

B

Figure 2.1 - A strategy of sympathetic iconographies. Panel A is from the biotechnology
webpages of the pro-biotech science (US) lobby group , Council fo r Agricultural Science and
Technology (http ://w ww .cast-science .org/cast/biotech/). It makes clear associations between
biotechnology and the Progressive ideals of human betterment through the wise application of
sci ence . Panel B is a Greenpeace poster (captured from a websearch via Google). This poster
emph as ises a disruption to the natural and maternal relat ionships of food , fam ily and health,
co rp orat e dom ina nce and secrecy , driven by "mad " science . These very different
re pre se ntations of biotechnology both attempt to map a biotechnology (GM crops , agbiotech) to
existing, wide ly and deeply held values and emotions, using powerful iconic images .
Re cruitment to th eir respective agendas is (attempted to be) achieved by the viewer
sympath eticall y aligni ng to their presentations of the technology - i.e . sympathetic iconography
- rath er than fa ctual or nuanced debate .

It wo ul d be na iv e to su pp os e th at this thesis co ul d ch an ge this situation; th er e ar e deep str uc tu ra l
re as on s sy mp ath eti c ico no gr ap hy works, no t the least of wh ich ar e the de ma nd s of six -se co nd
so un db yt es in the me di a. It se em s likely tha t iconic visions, not en tir ely di ss im ila r to th os e in
Fi gu re 2.1, form pa rt of the mo tiv ati on of ev en hi gh ly kn ow led ge ab le actors in th e bi ot ec h
debate. Ho we ve r, de fin in g bi ot ec hn ol og y th ro ug h a pa rti cu lar icon leaves gaps.
Firstly, there is an ob vi ou s po lar isa tio n. By 2001 in Au str ali a, polls, me dia re pr es en tat io n,
po lit ica l sta tem en ts an d co nv er sa tio ns in the pu b ab ou t bi ot ec hn ol og y we re cle ar ly sa yi ng th er e
we re on ly two ca mp s in the "d eb ate" - pr o- an d anti-GM - an d the fight wa s on for th e he ar ts of
Au str ali an society, bu t less so the ir minds. (This was pr ob ably mi rro re d in ot he r pa rts of the
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world, too, and Australia was certainly a recipient of material submitted to these other areas,
particularly from Europe and the USA.) This simplistic dualism was and is incredibly
frustrating to see. For instance, many researchers profoundly dislike the way in which GM crops
are seen as only suitable for conventional monocultural industrial agriculture, but are banned
from more integrated forms of production such as organic farming. From this minority
perspective, it seems there is a productive "hybrid" form of agriculture that takes the systemic
and integrated aspects of organic productions systems and exploits the novel capacities of
biotechnology to address (perceived?) shortcomings of complicated management, product
quality control, or indeed to create new products. It is extremely difficult to advance such ideas
in a polarised sensationalist climate. And whilst this may be a good-news story that languishes
by the wayside, are there likely dangers that are being obscured by responses to unlikely-butemotive visions of disaster?
The second gap is one of transferability. The particular icons of biotechnology that pro- or antiadvocates may adhere to ·are hard to translate to other examples. For instance, the assemblage of
facts, values and judgements about GM-crops that facilitate the use of a proprietary herbicide
have only partial relevance to a GM form of biocontrol against a major ecological pest. The
assemblage surrounding GM rice with elevated levels of nutrients to help developing nations
combat malnutrition is only partially transferable to proprietary GM crops in western industrial
nations. Formulating a defensible and useful opinion on a new biotechnological invention
requires deconstructing the original defining icon, sorting through this assemblage for the
relevant bits, and adding new elements. This is a cognitive and reflexive act. It is not clear that
many have the hours, strategic opportunity or space to do this: politicians, accountants and cafe
owners (to take an eclectic sample) have busy lives.
Emergent from this, is a problem of language and structuring concepts. Sorting through the
attributes of a particular icon and examining their applicability to another example of
biotechnology requires intermediate concepts, possibly implied but not articulated in the
original icon. Consider the Greenpeace image in Figure 2.1. It is a clever, wonderfully evocative
piece of propaganda. The terrified, defensive posture of the housewife implies a spreading
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autonomous hoITor, som eth ing that creeps along and magnifies its elf like a pla gu e of mu tan t
zombies from a 1950s hoITor film. An d yet that pro per ty of spreadability is not always relevant
to all folTilS of biotechnology. Fo r som eo ne tra ine d in mo lec ula r biology, ecology or other
specialised kn ow led ge sets about bio tec hn olo gy might be abl e to handle the idea of "sp rea d"
fairly easily - wh en it applies, wh en it do esn 't, under wh at conditions, etc. Bu t try explaining
those details, say, to yo ur parents! This pu ts a great deal of po we r in the hands of a relatively
few "kn ow led ge elites". Elites, wi th the ir ow n agendas, criteria for credibility, and sensitivities,
bri ng rigour and expertise to a subject, oft en co mm an d respect and deference in decisionma kin g processes, bu t also loc k tho ug ht int o par tic ula r lines, and suppress divergent views. An d
eve n elites can ma ke mistakes.
So, by a variety of mechanisms, soc iet y is loc ked into par tic ula r lines of thi nk ing abo ut
biotechnology, a limitation I think is lamentable. Further, bre aki ng out of the se lines - by
any on e - requires an acquisition of a very arc ane set of knowledge. Bio tec hn olo gy is a complex
subject, and its me cha nis ms not rea dil y acc ess ibl e by mo st life experience. On e op tio n wo uld be
to inc rea se general levels of edu cat ion abo ut biotechnology. However, the pro vis ion of material
on this topic is nev er free of values, an d is often bla tan tly seen as an opportunity to adv anc e a
pai iic ula r notion of bio tec hn olo gy tha t satisfies the edu cat ors ' (the pu bli she rs', the web
des ign ers ' , etc) agenda. We wo uld exp ect to see tha t on the websites of multinational
corporations and NG Os . Bu t bio tec hn olo gy also has its supporters in those locations we mi gh t
ho pe to be neutral. Ple nty of go ver nm ent sources on bio tec hn olo gy in Australia present a
pa1iicular story on bio tec hn olo gy that, whilst factual, is not without its un der lyi ng beliefs in the
safety and utility of bio tec hn olo gy ( exp lor ed in Ch apt er 6). And no ne of it is par tic ula rly
cha lle ng ing to the do mi nan t ideas on wh ere and ho w bio tec h should be used. Fu rth erm ore , a
pro life rat ion of facts like "w ha t a gene is" , "what a promoter is", "w ha t bio che mi cal function
does a particular gene pro du ct dem on str abl y hav e in a par tic ula r species" can ob scu re im po rta nt
issues. It is not easy to bu ild a critical un der sta nd ing of bio tec hn olo gy from this bas e of
material , and questions that perhaps sho uld be ask ed about an invention may be overlooked.
Ed uca tio n that is pro vided in this wa y to the interested pu bli c is a poor ma n's ver sio n of a
bio tec hn olo gy degree.
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2.2 Another definition
Given these deficiencies, I wanted to create my own definition of biotechnology. In the first
instance, I needed such a definition to facilitate my own work, and put my statements about
biotechnology into context. Secondly, I would like to create a definition that can be used by
interested lay people to critically and intelligently ask questions about a biotechnological
invention. Thirdly, I wanted a definition that acknowledged some fundamental principles and
properties about biotechnology that would allow room for novel interpretations about what
biotechnology is and could be. Lastly, although the definition could only, inevitably, be a
reflection of my own values, I wanted it to be useable by "both sides" of the biotechnology
divide.
My starting point has been the contest over what is natural and traditional, and what is artificial
and radical. Anti-GM proponents maintain that biotechnology is a radical departure from
traditional practises, with traditional breeding approaches being more harmonious with nature.
Although less current now, leading up to 2001 it was very common to hear statements from proGM actors that normalise modern biotechnology as (i) a continuation of the historical process of
humans taming and cultivating nature, and (ii) not so biologically novel after all, since crossspecies gene transfer does indeed occur in biology. The definitions that each camp proposed for
biotechnology were about claiming "Nature" for their own, and disenfranchising the claims of
the other. Both sides have truth in them, but by their omissions contain untruths as well. At face
value, facing each definition presents a "natural-unnatural paradox". It seems morally wrong to
force someone to choose between these definitions, and choose which untruth they will accept.
While it is disingenuous to claim that genetic modification by contemporary technique is in
anyway traditional and natural, it is equally disingenuous to advance the idea that genetic
changes of great consequence are not produced from traditional selective breeding. Human
practises, now as for centuries past, have been deeply embedded in the ecology of life around
them (Boyden 1987). I wanted a broader definition of biotechnology, simultaneously inclusive
of both perspectives, but not permitting the denial of either.
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At an ess ent ial level, bio tec hn olo gy mi gh t be bes t tho ug ht of as a pro ces s of the application of

ou r knowledge of biological phenomena, an d those ph en om en a themselves, to some pe rce ive d
ne ed or want (Fi gu re 2.2). In short, it is the app lic ati on of the bio log ica l to hu ma n int ent and
action. As a cat chp hra se: "us ing bio log y".

Human Needs/Wants

Biological Knowledge
Biological Phenomena

Human Activity

Biotechnology

Figure 2.2. A definition of biotechnology - human activities employ both the phenomena of
biology and our knowledge of such to satisfy our needs and/or wants. Note too that there are
reciprocal influences in this diagram. They include: that between ou r knowledge of biology and
ou r activities (because we do things to understand biology); that between biotechnology and
human activity, because biotechnologies are embedded in attendant human actions, and; that
between human activity and our needs/wants, because what we do is both generated by and
produces needs and desires.

Co nsi der ing bio tec hn olo gy in this way, on e is led to the vie w tha t bio tec hn olo gy is less a static
' thi ng ' tha n a dy nam ic rel ati on shi p bet we en hu ma n mo tiv e an d the liv ing wo rld , fro m
do me sti cat ion , thr ou gh fer me nta tio n, to mo lec ula r medicine. Th e adv ant age of this def ini tio n is
the pro mi ne nc e it gives to the context - soc iol og ica l, historical, eco no mi c and bio log ica l wi thi n wh ich bio tec hn olo gic al end eav ou rs are un der tak en. Th is forces rec og nit ion of the stepwi se tec hn olo gis ati on of usi ng bio log y - fro m lan dsc ape ma nag em ent fire reg im es of hu nte rgat her ers , to do me sti cat ion of pla nts and ani ma ls, to pro ces sin g of ma ter ial s for
ph an na co log ica l pro per tie s, to ped igr ee- bas ed sel ect ion of des ira ble traits, to the int rod uct ion of
exo tic spe cie s for eco sys tem ma na ge me nt as in bio log ica l control. (If on e is mo re lat era l in their
int erp ret ati on of the wo rd "us ing ", we mi gh t also con sid er the "us e" of bio log ica l ele me nts in
sys tem s of be lie f, identity and soc ial str uct ure , too). Th res ho lds hav e be en exc eed ed sev era l
times in ou r pas t and hav e bee n no rm ali sed, so in this sense, a pro gre ssi ve exp ect ati on of
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technology is justifiable. An opposition to biotechnological advances because of inherent
unnaturalness is not logically consistent, and could only be so if accompanied by a cry to return
to a pre-hunter-gatherer state, in keeping with a notion of ancient ecological balance. The idea
of ancient balance, of a certain soft stability in the relationship between humanity and biology,
unwinds in the face of this historical perspective.
Of course, this cuts both ways. This radical step-function history, evoking notions of ecosystem
and lifestyle changes as profound as the shift from hunter-gatherer to agrarian, means that the
new biotechnologies are not in a smooth transition from the past. Concomitant with that must
come the acknowledgment of very real possibilities of radical and deleterious changes in our
situation within biological processes, and the dynamics of those processes themselves. The new
biotech cannot be explained away and protected from critical inspection as "more of the same".
Hence, the natural-unnatural paradox dissolves within a single term that encapsulates both
.

3

meanmgs .
Whilst this contextual definition is useful, if left on its own its breadth has problems of
vagueness and imprecision that do not arise with iconic definitions of biotechnology. Icons are
very informative because they build on the existing values and understandings we have of the
biological elements of our world, and the social order associated with them. If we are to use
values and understandings created in the context of our existing relationships with the biological
to inform our position on the new relationships that biotechnology brings, then we should be
careful to do so selectively, accurately and rigorously. If we do not take this care then we
obscure common ground between disagreeing parties, and encourage a dumbed-down
reactionary contest between simplistic diametric ideologies, with no place for critical and
constructive thought or dialogue. Frankly, that is stupidity. Given the technical capacities of
modern biotechnology - its direct interface with living systems that support us, even give rise to
and define us - there is limited room for the luxury of stupidity. To maintain the valuable
contextualising nature of my earlier definition of biotechnology, but constructively and fairly
3

I would also like to clarify a point of language here. "Biotechnology" henceforth refers to the
field of biotechnology as defined above; "a biotechnology'' is a particular biotechnological
innovation, invention, or application of biotechnological ingenuity; "biotechnologies" is the
plural. Occasionally, I will use the colloquial term "biotech", as is common practise elsewhere.
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capitalise on the understandings and vales we already have about the biological, we need a
framework for deconstruction and comparisons of the underlying properties, attributes and
dimensions.

2.3 A Framework to Stru cture Biotechnology
There already exists a rigorous framework for deconstructing and comparing biotechnology:
orthodox science. But scientific understanding of the differences can depend on technical
education. This technical knowledge is not distributed evenly through our society, nor should
we expect it to be, yet it is the consequences of (some) technical details that determine the gross
properties of the technology in question. It is not reasonable to expect a critical non-expert
audience to, as one senior biotechnologist said over dinner and wine, "g o'n get a degree" before
forming an opinion.
One productive wa y forward is to consider the underlying properties of a biotechnology.
Breaking down a complex phenomenon into a description of interacting but separable features is
a useful way of handling that complexity. This strategy has a heritage that can be traced back to
Pla to' s Ideas and Ar ist otl e's Forms. In this case, considering biotechnologies' properties means
that one does not need to get a degree to ask pertinent questions. Properties are disaggregable
and combinatorial, and hence elements of thinking about biotechnology might be more easily
and defensibly transferred between particular examples. A definition of a biotechnology that
uses properties is less vague and less symbolic than iconic definitions. In essence, defining
biotechnologies through a series of properties provides a systematic, generalisable, robust and
critical framework for understanding biotechnology as a whole.
There is a similarity here between ecologically4 sustainable development (ES D) issues and
5

biotechnology. Both present challenges in definition, are complex and multifaceted, and often
hotly contended. Cases of ESD problems are often similar in generalities, but different in key
specifics, a property that confounds a generic approach to their solution. Kelly ( 1998) argues

4

While "sustainable development" is the internationally recognised term, Australian legislation
and policy uses the term " ecologically sustainable development".
5
It is noted that, under the proposed definition of biotechnology , some ESD cases are
biotechnological ones.
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well for the criticality of informatio n to be structured in a way that permits its effective use in a
complex situation:

" ... appropriate information infrastructure is critical to the design and
implementation of sustainable development approaches. "
As a caveat to the ESD literature' s contributi on, it should be noted that ESD automatic ally takes
a problemat ised stance. A position on "good" and "bad" is already taken, defining the current
situation as unsustaina ble (bad), where the challenge is to make it sustainabl e (good).
Neverthel ess, much effort is given to developin g adequate definitions and descriptio ns of the
situation, relevant to the needs of the users. Multicrite ria analysis can be used to aid decisionmaking that benefits from many different expertises , an advantage enjoyed partly by its
characteri sation of the problem in a multi-dim ensional way (eg. Munda et al. 1994; Stirling &
Mayer 1999; Quaddus & Siddique 2001). Systems approache s often attempt to describe the
situation both structurall y and functional ly, its extent in space and time, and to identify which
subsystem s have what properties in regard of the latter, and in their affect on other values
(Costanza & Patten 1995; Kelly 1998; Musters et al. 1998). However, Davers (1995; 1997) goes
furthest in identifyin g a set of robust properties of an ESD situation that would permit
systematic and intelligent compariso n between cases, and defines two lists of "attributes ",
dealing with "problem- framing" and "response -framing". His framework also seeks to find a
more fundamen tal way of characteri sing an ES D situation than by consistent themes (Davers &
Handmer 1992), as an aid to policy and decision-m aking.
Unlike work in ESD, the definition of biotechno logy here does not take an automatic ally
6

problemat ised stance. It aims to be more descriptiv e and pluralistic , neither pro nor con, but
like the efforts of Davers (1995) tries to provide a framewor k for reasonable discourse and
elucidatio n of key points of difference and similarity between cases of biotechno logy. However,
it does address the prima facie 'problem' in biotechno logy discussed above, that there is a
difficulty for the technical non-exper t to interpret the informatio n available in a framework that:
•
6

bears some structure from the foundatio n of disinterest ed empirical observation;

This should not be read as an accusation of bias in ESD literature.
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•

addresses widely expressed concerns, and;

•

enhances the no n-e xp ert 's capacity to construct a critical filter of the information they
receive.

What follows is a set of properties that I consider can represent the essential characteristics of a
biotechnology . However, rather tha n a list of properties that are either present or absent, I have
an an ge d them as a series of opposing pairs. Ea ch pair form between the m a continuum of
intermediaries, rather like a geometric dimension, or the greys between black and white. I do not
wish to suggest that a measurement of a bio tec hn olo gy 's dimensions can necessarily be an ive d
at with mathematical precision, although perhaps in some cases they can. My aim in
constructing a series of dimensions is pri ma rily that they may be used as a framework for a
sophisticated definition of the bio tec hn olo gy in question, as discussed above. But also, since the
designation of a bio tec hn olo gy 's point along these dimensions may very well be disputed, I
ho pe that they may be used to help aii icu lat e and clarify the debates that ensue about jus t what a
particular biotechnology is an d isn 't.
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2.4 The Technical Dimensions of Biotechnologies
The following dimensions are aimed - mostly - at the biophysical and technical aspects of a
biotechnology (summarised in Box 2.1)
Process
Informative

Product
Manipulative

Revisionary

Revolutionary

Generic

~

Ephemeral
Fixed
Stable
Invisible

•

Specific
Proliferative
Dispersible
Mutable
Visible

Box 2.1 - The Technical Dimensions of Biotechnology

2.4.1

Process/Product

One basic property of a biotechnology is whether it is an end in itself, or whether it is a truly
facilitating technology. A tomato that tastes better, for instance, could be regarded as a product.
The Agro bacterium transformation technology used to make such a technology could perhaps
better be described as a process. This is an originally natural bacterial system that has been
' tweaked' to be used as a general genetic engineering platform technology for a range of plants.
(In the wild type, the Agro bacterium inserts paii of its own DNA into the plant, to force the

plant into making a food only that bacteria can digest.) Although the Agrobacte rium is a 'thing',
the multi-step protocol in which it is used is clearly a process. The underlying theme here is
more roughly stated as: "is this biotechnology a verb or is it a noun"?
2.4.2

lnformative/lnterventional

Does the biotechnology simply give more information about the system under consideration, or
is it truly a manipulative agent within the system? Does it, by and of itself, effect a change?
Molecular approaches to mapping genetic diversity give us new capacities in gathering
information, thus allowing us to choose different management strategies for both wild and
domesticated biodiversity. This is where the DNA of a species or population that one is
interested in is sampled and analysed for specific patterns that tell us something about the
familial history of the group, how related individuals may be to each other, their breeding
history, and in some cases, which genes are responsible for a particular phenotype. This
technology is informative, but does not itself effect a change on those populations - one could
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eve n get thes e sam ples from faec es or she d fruit, with out dist urb ing the livi ng organism. Of
course, we can cha nge our own acti ons , suc h as con serv atio n plans (Bo oy et al. 2000;
Lin den may er & Pea kall 200 0; Pea kall et al. 200 3) or bree ding strategies (Wu et al. 200 0;
Y enc ho et al. 200 0; Del sen y et al. 2001 ), on the bas is of this info rma tion , but the tech nolo gy
itse lf does not do that.
How eve r, biot ech nolo gies can also be des ign ed to dire ctly intervene in the way the sys tem
works. Et-c otto n is a clas sic exa mpl e. Her e, a cott on plan t has bee n gen etic ally mod ifie d to
exp ress a bac teri al gene, pro duc ing a che mic al (the Bt pro tein ) that, whe n dig este d by cert ain
types of insects, turns into a toxi n that rup ture s the inse ct gut (Ru kmi ni et al. 200 0). The
7

inte nde d resu lt is a cott on plan t that is toxic to thes e insects. Sin ce we can loo k at the cott on
crop as a type of system, wit h the cott on exis ting in a rela tion ship wit h the farm ers' inputs, the
soil, wat er and sun, and a larg e con stitu ent of insects, we can say this is a tech nolo gy that
man ipul ates the dyn ami cs of som e of tho se rela tion ship s. It is interventional in that it changes
the dyn ami cs of the agr oec osy stem by cha ngi ng the pro pert ies of the com pon ents (Ri ddi ck et al.
200 0; Sch uler et al. 2001).

2.4.3

Revisionary/Revolutionary

Thi s looks at whe ther a bio tech nol ogy is sim ply a cas e of 'bus ines s as usual, but a little bett er'
or truly cau ses a fun dam enta l shif t in the met hod and sco pe of our operations. In this case,
inse ctic idal crops are revisionary - the inse ctic ide is not sprayed, but gen erat ed in planta. It is
still the app lica tion of a kill ing age nt to an unw ante d elem ent in an agri cult ural mon ocu ltur e.
Des ign ing a GM plan t spe cifi call y for use in inte grat ed pes t man age men t, org anic or
poly cult ural syst ems that wou ld not oth erw ise be feasible wou ld be a revolutionary
biot ech nolo gy.
Eng inee red salt tole ranc e ( eg. Zha ng & Blu mw ald 200 1) wou ld be mor e revo luti ona ry - land
types pre viou sly unu sab le wou ld be now agri cult ural ly pro duc tive , exte ndi ng our agri cult ural
ran ge and thus resh ape land use s . Thi s ove rco mes a fun dam enta l con stra int on our prev ious coopti on of land, an ove rtur nin g of a bas ic " gro und -rul e" that makes it revo luti ona ry.
7

For the pur pos es of illu stra ting the prin cipl e sim ply, I wis h to avo id the clai ms of othe r effects
of the Bt pro tein .
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The produ ction of 'plan tibod ies' (antibodies from trans genic plant s) woul d be an instance of a
biote chno logy that is revol ution ary in more than one respe ct: it repla ces ferme ntatio n meth ods
curre ntly dominant in mono clona l antib ody produ ction , and; it produ ces a new high- value hightech comm odity crop that is not food, fibre or feeds tock (Fisc her et al. 1999; Daniell et al. 2001;
Stein & Webb er 2001).

2.4.4

8

Generic/Specific

Acro ss much of life, many basic mech anism s and devices opera te in essentially the same way.
Beca use of this, many biote chnol ogies are applications of natur al phen omen a in biolo gical
contexts different from those in whic h they evolved. For exam ple, the jellyf ish Aequorea

victoria produces a prote in that glows unde r UV light. For the most part, this green fluorescent
prote in (GFP ) is non-toxic, and functions in a wide varie ty of envir onme nts (Chalfie et al. 1994)
- i.e., it still glows in anyth ing from mous e skins cells, the abdo mens of fruit flies, to the root
nodu les of plants. The DNA that encodes it (the gene) is relati vely small, was relatively easily
defin ed and now is much modi fied to revea l specific featu res of biolo gical phen omen a
other wise very hard to be seen (Inou ye & Tsuji 1994). It is incre dibly useful. But this utility
only come s abou t from GFP' s transferability across biolo gical thresholds. It is a highly generic
biotechnology.
Ther e are biote chnol ogies that sit on the other end of this scale. For instance, there are many
reaso ns one might want to genet ically modi fy insects - from basic questions of biolo gy to those
of industrial application. Desp ite the motiv ation, the mean s have been hard to find. Mostly,
insec t trans genesis (the introd uctio n of foreign DNA by genet ic engin eerin g) has relied on
modi fied versions of transposons, 'jump ing' piece s of DNA that inser t themselves into the host
geno me in certa in conditions. But those conditions are quite stringent, and there are very
defin ite host ranges for these devices - some insects simp ly canno t be genetically engin eered
(Han dler 2001 ). Hence, this is a fairly specific biote chno logy. The impo rtanc e of specificity is
obvio us when one consi ders viruses as bioco ntrol agents (Fenn er 2000). Arguably, there are
good reasons why each instan ce of this biote chno logy shou ld be highl y (and stably) specific.
8

This may be less revolutionary, thoug h, when one consi ders the long histo ry of narcotics and
medi cinal plants such as poppies. This highlights the sensi tivity of these dimensions to
found ation al assumptions and cultu ral norms.
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2.4.5

Ephemeral/Proliferative

In con sid eri ng mo re est abl ish ed tec hn olo gie s, suc h as agr och em ica ls , ass ess ors typ ica lly dea l
wi th hal f-li ves , a me asu re of the rat e of dec ay of the ori gin al am ou nt of sub sta nce released. Th is
is a de facto lim ita tio n of the tec hn olo gy , a ho riz on be yo nd wh ich the age nt its elf no lon ger
cau ses hami9, wh ich is a prope1iy of ephemerality. Th e proliferative nat ure of liv e age nts me ans
this ho riz on do es no t nec ess ari ly exist, and rat her tha n an exp on ent ial dec ay, we mu st dea l wi th
the (un com for tab le? ) po ssi bil ity of exp on ent ial am pli fic ati on of the agent. Th e de facto con tro l
we hav e ov er che mi cal s and the ir ilk does no t ext end to ma ny bio tec hn olo gie s, and jus tifi abl y
calls for a dif fer ent typ e of thi nk ing . It is wo rth no tin g tha t this is no t wi tho ut pre ced ent - the
int rod uct ion of inv asi ve spe cie s acts no t on ly as a wa rni ng ana log ue, bu t as a tem pla te for
ma nag em ent (Pa rke r & Ka rei va 1996; Ma ille t & Lo pez -G arc ia 20 00 ; Pe ter son 20 00 ; Al len &
Ra mc ha ran 200 1).
Th is is par tic ula rly of rel eva nce for fie ld rel eas es. Ge net ic mo dif ica tio ns, by art ific ial
rec om bin ati on or art ific ial sel ect ion , are pec uli ar am on gst all exi stin g tec hn olo gie s by the vir tue
ofr ep lic ati on . Pro life rat ion is piv ota l in con sid eri ng the ris ks of irr epa rab le dam age (as
con tes ted as tha t ris k ma y be) to the bro ad eco sys tem . Ste rile tra nsg eni c cro ps (O liv er et al.
19 98 ; Ku vsh ino v et al. 20 01 ) and con dit ion al sui cid e sys tem s ( a bio rem edi ati ng mi cro be tha t
dies wh en the po llu tan t is go ne; Ga rbi su & Al ko rta 1999; To rre s et al. 20 00 a; Ro nch el & Ra mo s
20 01 ) are exa mp les of bio tec hn olo gie s tha t see k to lim it ris k (and dis fav ou r?) ari sin g fro m this.
Ap pli cat ion s of an enz ym e to a po llu ted wa ter wa y (Fl ock et al. 199 9; Ka uff ma nn et al. 1999;
Du ran & Es po sit o 20 00 ) mi gh t be con sid ere d eph em era l bio tec hn olo gy , and per hap s mo re
sui ted to con sid era tio n alo ng est abl ish ed (che mi cal ) lines.
Pe rha ps a mi d-p oin t on this sca le wo uld be 'du rab le' - a lon g-l ive d effect, bu t not pro life rat ive .
Re lea ses of ste rile pes t ani ma ls, suc h as the ste rile ins ect tec hn iqu e (K raf sur 1998) mi gh t per sis t
in the env iro nm ent for sev era l mo nth s. bu t wil l no t inc rea se the ir ow n nu mb er. Ca rp eng ine ere d
to pro du ce on ly ma le off spr ing (G rew e 1997; Da vis et al. 1999), mi gh t fall som ew her e bet we en
du rab le and pro life rat ive - the re wi ll ind eed be a pro du cti on of tra nsg eni c fish, bu t ult im ate ly a
lim ite d on e as fem ale s bec om e too sca rce to bre ed with.
9

Al tho ug h this say s no thi ng of sec on dar y eff ect s, bio acc um ula tio n. etc.
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2.4.6

Fixed/Dispersible

The ability of the biotechnology to move from its original point of release is an obviously
important characteristic. Consider biocatalysis - the practice of using living processes to convert
one material into another. One way biocatalysis can work is by taking the enzymes that do the
conversion and immobilising them on a substrate in a bioreactor (eg. Lamacka & Sajbidor 1997;
Suwasono & Rastall 1998). Being.fixed, these biological components won't wash out when the
bioreactor is emptied, so one needn't worry about loosing the active component, nor about
having to separate it from anything downstream (like the valuable product, or the recipient
environment). Clearly, such fixed biotechnology has very different engineering and
management considerations than would free-floating GM-microbes for the same catalysis. Such
a biotechnology would be regarded as dispersible. This is not to be conflated with the notion of

proliferation - such GM-microbes might well disperse from the end-of-pipe into the
environment, but rapidly die out because they are unsuited to the conditions. Similarly, while
cloning of animals is a proliferative biotechnology by definition, it is highly fixed in nature.
Dolly the sheep could not run about spawning more clones on her own, but a transgene in a crop
plant with nearby wild relatives, for a topical example, is an obviously potentially dispersible
biotechnology (Colbach et al. 1999; Klinger & Ellstrand 1999; Amand et al. 2000).

2.4.7

Stable/Mutable

Like the dimension of ephemeral/proliferative, the question of mutability seeks to account for a
biotechnology over time, but is a sufficiently distinct property to warrant is own consideration.
At the heart of the matter is, regardless of the length of time it exists, how does the
bioteclmology change over that period? Individual elements of a biotechnology will have
different durabilities. All molecular biologists are aware of the toll so many freeze/thaw cycles
can have on biological reagents, with unwanted or reduced potency as a result, so transfers
between the lab bench and the freezer are kept to a minimum. In the case of a particular gene
under specific genetic regulation (that is under a particular biological control to say when and
how much the gene will be switched on), how long is it before a mutation changes that control?
How long before a mutation changes the coding sequence (the gene proper)? These sorts of
questions of genetic stability are a routine challenge in biocatalysis with living cells (Chang et
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al. 1998; Re za pk in et al. 1998; Ba iza et al. 1999; Re za pk in et al. 19 99 ; Du ffy & De fa go 2000).
Ho w ma ny ge ne ra tio ns that stability will last, an d ho w fast th at is in re al time, is a critical
pa ra me ter .
Pe rh ap s a mi d- po in t alo ng this sp ec tru m wo ul d be 're sp on siv e' - does th e bi ot ec hn ol og y ch an ge
in re sp on se to sti mu li? A go od ca se in po in t wo ul d be th e ch an ge of tra ns ge ne ex pr es sio n in
re sp on se to stresses. Fo r instance, we kn ow th at ge ne sil en cin g (a tec hn iq ue th at sw itc he s of f a
pa rti cu lar gene) ca n be di sru pt ed as the or ga ni sm re sp on ds to en vi ro nm en tal ch an ge s (M ez a et
al. 2001 ). Vi ru se s, pe rh ap s us ed in the rap y, ca n ch an ge the ir be ha vi ou r if th e bo dy is re sp on di ng
to a ve ry di ffe re nt str es s su ch as ch ro ni c ch em ica l do sin g (W he ele r et al. 2000). Th is is not
un ex pe cte d, es pe cia lly if the or ga ni sm is mo di fie d wi th pa rts of its ow n mo lec ul ar ma ch in er y
wh ich will be na tu ra lly tu ne d to ch an ge in re sp on se to various str es se s (L in k et al. 1999). Th is
ha s ke y re lev an ce to th e no tio n of co nt ro l we ha ve ov er a bi ot ec hn ol og y. Gi ve n th at th er e are
m an y fa cto rs be yo nd ou r control in an y gi ve n sit ua tio n to wh ich a bi ot ec hn ol og y ma y be
ap pl ied , this di me ns io n is im po rta nt in ex am in in g the fid eli ty of th at co nt ro l ov er time.

2.4.8

lnvi si bl eN isible

Th is is an iss ue th at wi ll be in sta nt ly fa mi lia r to all scientists. As m an y ha ve fo un d out in their
un de rg ra du ate tra in in g, one pl ate of ba cte ria ca n of ten lo ok the sa m e as the other, es pe cia lly if
no t labelled! In the field. ho we ve r, ho w ca n on e tell if a co tto n pl an t is GM or not? Ev en the
ub iq ui to us GF P re qu ire s sp ec ial vi ew in g co nd iti on s (Z yl ka & Sc hn ap p 1996). Do es a vat of
ch ee se ma de wi th re co mb in an t en zy me s lo ok ob vi ou sly different to th at wi tho ut? Al th ou gh this
m ay se em tri te at first, as a sc ala r di me ns io n it be co me s useful. A line of bl ac k mo us e
tra ns fo rm ed \Yith the ag ou ti allele Ar is easily id en tif ied as ye llo w co ate d an d ob es e (D un n et al.
1937: Ri ng wa ld et al. 20 01 )- this bi ot ec hn ol og y is hi gh ly visible. Th e sp re ad of a tra ns ge ne
fro m a cr op to a po pu lat io n of wi ld relatives, ho we ve r, requires a co ns id er ab le ef fo rt to ob se rv e
be ca us e the bi ot ec hn ol og y is lar ge ly in vis ib le to the un as sis ted eye. De tec tio n re qu ire s field
sa mp lin g. tra ns po rt. an d off-site pr ep ar ati on an d mo lec ul ar dia gn os is, etc (D ar m en cy et al.
1998: Sa eg lit z et al. 20 00 ). Ob se rv in g the in tro gr es sio n of fa rm ed sa lm on ge no ty pe s in to wi ld
po pu lat io ns re qu ire s sim ila r coordinated.. no n- tri vi al efforts (C ro zie r 20 00 : Ha ns en et al. 20 00 ,.
De tec tio n of a tra ns ge nic pr ot ein in seed. in co nt ra st, ma y be ac co mp lis he d bv on -si te
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immunotechnology-based tests, in real time by non-technical personnel (Agriculture 2001 ). In
this instance, one biotechnology is being used to make another visible. As self-evident as it may
sound, the ease in which a biotechnology is recognised has important implications for
management, processing, safety protocols, marketing, and perception.
Of course perception is a complex and subjective issue. It leads into the fact that arbitrarily
defining a set of technical parameters alone does not explain a biotechnology fully, nor usefully,
in a social context. As mentioned before, biotechnology is political. Even though one group may
arrive at a particular description for a biotechnology by using the above dimensions, another
group may arrive at a very different description for the very same technology. Consider the case
of detecting a transgenic protein in a crop as given above. This is reference to instructions
issued by the US Department of Agriculture to identify the genetically modified Starlink maize
that found its way into human food-supply lines without approval. It is only useful to you if you
are a particular class of person. Firstly, you must receive the instructions or know where to find
them. Secondly, do you have access to the immunotechnological device to which they refer?
You may if you are a successful farmer with a good resource base, but you might not if you are
a poorer or subsistence farmer, or struggling to balance the books, or cannot read. So
biotechnology is deeply entwined in power and class relationships.
This is the social face of the biotechnological phenomenon, and it is full of friction. These
properties have origins that are contextual and complex, but then so too do the properties that
can be addressed by the technical Dimensions given above. It seems reasonable to submit that a
similar exercise can be undertaken to get a manageable characterisation of these 'public '
properties of biotech.

2.5 The Public Dimensions of Biotechnologies
I am much less confident of these dimensions than I am of the technical ones . I present them
here as a possible method for considering the social manifestations of a biotechnology.
Unlike the technical dimensions outlined previously , the "public dimensions" of a
biotechnology are much more volatile and much less demonstrable or measurable. In talking
about "the public" I generalise massively, lumping an enormous heterogeneity of values,
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aw are nes s and motives into some singular average. It is not the int ent ion of this wo rk to try to
un rav el this meta-public into discrete tribes of sub-publics . I use the wo rd "pu bli c" in reference
to the wi del y use d (and accepted) ph ras e "pu bli c debate", a po orl y def ine d idea that is
acc ess ibl e to the bioscientist, social scientist, hu ma nit ist and lay -pe rso n alike. It represents a
con ces sio n to acc ept abi lity am on gst those wh o might reject or dis reg ard terms like
"so cio log ica l" or "an thr op olo gic al" , bu t its use nee d not detract fro m the val idi ty or complexity
of the soc ial sph ere

10

.

Th e dim ens ion s are highly related, and arg uab ly are dep end ent var iab les in ma ny cases,
alt ho ug h by po orl y cha rac ter ise d dynamics. No mi nat ing a po int on the se dimensions may be
hig hly contested, and in som e cases a range along the scale or sev era l clusters mi gh t be mo re
app rop ria te tha n a discrete point, (Box 2.2). I thi nk tha t is entirely appropriate. Mu ch of the
arg um ent for these dimensions is rhetorical, and draws on my ow n exp eri enc e of the
bio tec hn olo gy debate. Mu ch of the rea son ing is intuitive. Wh ile the re is definitely mu ch ave nu e
for scholarship in this area, and ind eed mu ch is pu bli she d tha t deals com pre hen siv ely with the
issues raised, I do no t hav e the time or space to treat them ade qu ate ly her e an d I hav e limited
my ref ere nce to them. This treatment has bee n suf fic ien t to my intent. Th e pu rpo se of these
dim ens ion s is to highlight and pro mp t qu est ion ing of par tic ula r aspects of a giv en bio tec hn olo gy
in its social aspect; per tin ent to its assessment, ma nag em ent , dev elo pm ent and to the way we
ass ign me ani ng to suc h innovations.
Ignored

Topical

Invisible

Visible

Publicly Old
Wi de ly
Mysterious
Public Benefit
Limited Access
Publ icly
Determ ined
Process

Publicly New
Wi de ly Understood
Commercial Benefit
Restricted Access
Elite Determined
Process

Bo x 2.2 - Th e Public Dim en sio ns of Bio tec hn olo gy

10

This sec tio n was originally written to a scientific aud ien ce in (G iln a & Da ver s 2002).
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2.5.1

Ignored/Topical

In the overtly political dimension s of biotechno logy, this is perhaps the most significan t. At the
introducti on of the Flavr-Sav r tomato, GM foods were apparently an acceptable biotechno logy
to the wider public, a technolog y whose developm ent was fettered only by technical hurdles
(Kramer & Redenbau gh 1994). This was a canning tomato, geneticall y engineere d for a richer
flavour, and introduced to an apparently receptive USA market in the early 1990s. Initial sales
went well. Obviously , this situation has changed. GM foods often elicit massive passions in
electorates , form key parts of election platforms, and form the core of trade disputes between
large blocs like the USA and the EU (Bernauer 2003). By contrast, the decades-o ld use of
potent mutagens to create novel genotypes in conventio nal plant breeding has apparently passed
by without a murmur in the public arena. Similarly, molecular (PCR-base d) detection of
pathogens has had a major impact on clinical practise, but made little or no headlines in the
wider communit y. Regardles s of the justice in this distributio n of attention, the topicality of a
technolog y has major implicatio ns for its unfolding into the society that will use it. Unlike some
of the technical dimension s of biotechno logies, this aspect is subject to change, and is sensitive
to incidents arising externally to the R&D process. For instance, would the anti-GM campaign
have been met with such public support if not for sensitising events such as the scandal of mad
cow disease (bovine spongifor m encephalit is, BSE) in Britain and Europe?

2.5.2

lnvisibleNisible

Again, this is a very important characteri stic of the technolog y. The visibility of a biotechno logy
does not necessaril y correlate with its topicality, however. Despite the fact that fibre produced
from Et-cotton is indistingu ishable from conventio nal cotton, Bt transgenic cotton remains a
point of concern for many (arguably, amongst many who have never seen a cotton plant). In a
recent survey of the Australian public, 66% could not agree or disagree with the propositio n that
"there are [fresh] fruit and vegetables produced in Australia using gene technolog y". (At the
time, there were not). How might people feel about this, given that the same study found 41 %
were unconvinc ed of the moral acceptabil ity of GM foods and 73% thought it "risky for
society" (Millward Brown Australia & Biotechno logy Australia 2001 )? The internation ally
widesprea d and protracted calls for labelling of GM-conta ining foods also highlight the fact that
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vis ibi lity of a bio tec hn olo gy is im po rta nt. Does vis ibi lity of a bio tec hn olo gy lea d to gre ate r
con fid enc e and acc ept anc e? Or does it mo re fun dam ent all y add res s the issues of po we r
im bal anc es an d cla ss str ug gle as inv ok ed by Be ck in his Ri sk So cie ty (B eck 19 92 )? Th e ability
of peo ple to be abl e to ass ess the ir sur rou nd ing s directly, wi th their ow n sen ses , is sur ely a
fun dam ent al req uir em ent for a sen se of security.
2.5.3

Pu bli cly Ol d/P ub lic ly Ne w

Bio tec hn olo gie s can be ver y old (eg., bre wi ng ) or ver y new (eg., ma mm ali an clo nin g). Th e
qu est ion is no t wh eth er 'w e hav e be en do ing it for age s', bu t wh eth er the pu bli c-a t-la rge has
kn ow n abo ut it, or be en aw are abo ut cer tai n details of it. Wh ile ma ny sci ent ists po int to
con ven tio nal bre ed ing as a lon g acc ept ed her ita ge for GM in agr icu ltu re, for ma ny the ide a of
ma nip ula tio n of gen eti c ma ter ial ('th e stu ff of life its elf ) in any cap aci ty is ast on ish ing ly novel.
Th e ide a of a GM veg eta ble pro tec ted fro m frosts by a fis h-a nti fre eze -pr ote in (C utl er et al.
19 89 ) sud den ly blu rs the his tor ica lly sec ure and im mi sci ble def ini tio ns of wh at a fish is, and
wh at a veg eta ble is - the no vel ty of the pro po sit ion ma y req uir e (fo r som e) a dee p rea sse ssm ent
of the world. In con tra st, the ide a of gen e the rap y for a sic k chi ld (as distinct fro m ger ml ine
the rap y) falls int o the no rm ali sed con cep tua l str uct ure of int erv ent ive me dic ine - in som e sen se
it is not as new, hen ce per hap s less opposed.
So me tim es, we ne ed no t to ha ve do ne it at all, bu t has the pu bli c im agi ned it? Co nsi der tha t
Ma ry Sh ell ey' s Fr an ken ste in wa s aro un d lon g bef ore tra nsp lan tat ion was a reality. It cou ld be
arg ued tha t po pu lar wo rks hav e pre dis po sed pu bli c dis cou rse on ma nip ula tin g bio log y to a
cer tai n po siti on : wi tne ss the ter m "F ran ken foo d". Th e l 98 0's saw a pro life rat ion of cin em ati c
visions of sci enc e and the fut ure tak e on a sig nif ica ntl y dar ker tone, wh ere pre sen t day sci enc e
and tec hn olo gy are the see ds of tom orr ow 's nig htm are 're ali ty' (B ear d 1998). Th e po pu lar ity of
texts suc h as the Ne uro ma nce r tril og y (G ibs on 1985), tel evi sio n's X-Files an d the Ma tri x trilogy
of films ind ica tes this ton e is still well received, and the mo vie The Fly pu t its ow n cau tio nar y
spi n on the pro spe cts of sw app ing DNA. Ge net ic eng ine eri ng is no w a cli che d plo t dev ice
sym bo lis ing a dan ger ou s up set to the nat ura l ord er, the con seq uen ces to be con ten ded by the
pro tag on ist s. Th e ant ici pat ion of the scientific as vil lai n am on gst the pu bli c is not to be
un exp ect ed - po p cul tur e ma tte rs. too.
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2.5.4

Widely Mysterious/ Widely Understood

Does the biotechnology fall into to something that people can readily understand? Notably, if
the issue is not topical, (eg. X-ray mutagenesis in plant breeding), the mysteriousness of the
process may be of little importance. Do people think they understand a biotechnology, but
actually do not (in which case, is it public old or new) ? How long will it take for ' good '
information to dissipate throughout society? To ask people to make decisions when they are
aware of their own ignorance (whether explicitly admitted to themselves or not) is a big ask. I
do not promote the idea that increasing knowledge guarantees increasing unreflexive
acceptance. But knowledge does become important when people must deal with challenges to
their beliefs and values, probably (or in part) because it supplies extra resources to negotiate the
novelty confronting them.
The concerned but uninformed public are vulnerable for criticism for their ignorance. If a lay
person does not understand a technology, the technically 'elite ' (ie. , those in the know) might
justifiably question their credentials to control its development and implementation. Equally
though, if that implementation means that the public is put at risk (either by perception or
objective fact) without consent, especially for the benefit of others, is it reasonable to ask them
to do so? The possession of knowledge beco mes a designator of powe r, so asking about the
knowledge-condition of various members of society is crucial in developing an understanding
of the biotechnology.
2.5.5

Public Benefit I Commercial Benefit

Is there a clear and demonstrable benefit of the technology to the public (including but not
limited to the consumer), or is the balance of benefit such that it is seen that the benefits
(profits) go to the corporate sector? Just examine the thoughts that run through your own mind
at the following: Bhopal, Exxon Valde z, Enro n, Haliburton. There is a history of disbenefit to
the public in trusting (large , faceless) corporations without scrutiny - this theme runs strong in
our culture. Michael Moore, the American satirist and/ or social critic , is making an
internationally renowned career out of it. If a distrusted agency puts forward a novel proposition
with uncertain benefit and fearful possibilities to address a distant problem, in an environment
where there simply is no time (between work, family, the mortgage, the ozone layer , the
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greenhous e effect, etc.) for a comprehe nsive sorting of fact from fiction, should not one expect
the rational person to reject it?

2.5.6

Limitless Access / Restricted Access

This question applies both to the informatio n pertaining to the technolog y and the technolog y
itself. If a public cannot understan d the biotechno logy, can they access enough informatio n to
address that ignorance ? Can it be done in a reasonable time, or is the informatio n both
physically and intellectua lly inaccessib le? For example, while genome sequences may be freely
available on the World Wide Web, it means nothing practical to the lay-reader . While patents
may be publicly listed, user agreemen ts may be unknown (Cukier 2006), so even the
informatio n regarding restriction s is effectively restricted. Similarly, will a biotechno logy that is
mostly the product of publicly-f unded research be freely available to that public? And even if a
biotechno logy is for sale, can one afford access to it?

2.5.7

Publicly Determined Process / Elite Determined Process

Who has set the priorities for the biotechno logy? How is the biotechno logy being introduced
and used? Has the process been transparen t, and has the public (ie., all the stakeholde rs) had
meaningfu l and influential input into developm ent, implemen tation, regulation of and policy
position on the biotechno logy? Have limitations of commerci al confidenti ality precluded such
measures to make a black box, i.e. increased public uncertaint y, of the R&D and delivery
process? Distrust of institution al actors, both of public office and of corporatio ns, is currently
waxing high in our society. To ask the public to trust those same institutions on highly novel
technolog ical prospects is at best naive.

2.6 Conclusion
Biotechno logy is about using biology, for a particular purpose. A handful of biotechno logies
(i.e. uses of biology for pa1iicular purposes) have become icons, functionin g as a definition of

all biotechno logy. With their associated values and ideologica l commitme nts, for many people
these icons become the baseline from which all other biotechno logies are considered and
understoo d. However, these icons do not reflect the differences between biotechno logies, and
thereby shut down what should be a much wider-ran ging discussion of a powerful new set of
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technological possibilities. Detailed scientific knowledge of biological and molecular sciences
provides a different mental framework than iconography, and enables powerful analysis and
exploration of the ideas in biotechnology. However, it is complex, takes a long time to
assimilate

11

.

As an alternative, I offer a set of dimensions of biotechnology as a framework for

thinking critically and productively about biotechnology. These dimensions provide some tools
for describing the character of a biotechnology without resorting to in-depth technical details or
oversimplified iconographic caricatures. They offer a means of comprehending and discussing
biotechnology with a clarity and constructiveness hitherto not possible (or at least, not easily
done). They are each inclusive, robust, systematic and transferable parts of a definition of - or
lines of inquiry about - a particular biotechnology. (It is entirely possible that they can be
amended). They offer a defensible and flexible means of simplifying the complexities of
biotechnology in a useful fashion.
Another method for simplifying biotechnology is to impose a boundary on the domain of its
application. This is quite-common. Already, a lot has been said and done under the banner of
"agricultural biotech", "medical biotech"

12

and increasingly under "industrial" or "white

biotech" (Lorenz & Zinke 2005). Clearly, the disadvantage with such a strategy is that it can
make novel "out-of-the-box" thinking difficult. Similarly, nominating a new "box" - as the next
section does with the domain of "landscape" - can result in a somewhat daunting task: how
does one think through the implications of biotechnology for that particular new domain? Part
of the answer is to rely on the existing structure within the domain. Within "agriculture", for
example, are entities like "crops" and "livestock", and qualities like "yield", "feed conversion
efficiency" and so on are nested hierarchically within that. These are useful starting points to
begin asking the question, "where and how can biotechnology be applied here?". But a
judicious application of this framework of dimensions can make this task easier and more
insightful.

11

And (like all science) has its own normative assumptions and epistemological commitments
that many cannot accept.
12
I would like to leave aside an investigation of how these terms may be tautological in light of
my definition of biotechnology as "using biology".
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Part II - In tro du cin g La nd sc ap e
Bi ot ec hn olo gy
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3 Landscape Biotechnology
This paii of the thesis looks at biotechnology through the lens of a novel domain, the landscape.
In Chapters 1 and 2, I outlined the limitations of dominant thinking about biotechnology. One of
these limitations is the lock-in of thinking into particular domains of application for a
biotechnology. Currently, we see that there is a great deal of thought, discussion, research,
entrepreneurialism, and finally policy response within the domains of medical biotechnology,
agricultural biotechnology and industrial biotechnology. Whereas Chapter 2 sought to provide
tools that by-passed such silo thinking by focussing on underlyin g properties, this chapter takes
the opposite starting point: apply a domain of interest to biotechnology, and explore
biotechnology through that new lens. I do not discard the dimensions entirely - they are useful
tools to analyse what can sometimes be a large volume of possibility. And they can lead to
useful insights when combined with a reductive analysis - almost symmetrical analysis - of the
domain itself.

3.1 Selecting the domain "Landscape"
Before beginning this thesis, I had been motivated to explore how biotechno logy might be
applied directly to the challenge of sustaining human society and nature into the future. But
"sustainability", or its cousin, "environm ent" was not an adequate domain to focus my
enquiries. I realised this by the reasoning given below.
In developing the concept of "Landscap e Biotechno logy" (henceforth used interchangeably with
LB), I initially drew heavily upon my exposure to the emerging discipline of Landscape
Ecology, (a research strength of my host institution, CRES). Landscap e Ecology is a relatively
new field of research that aims to span and include many modes of investigation around the
concept of landscape. In essence, it is concerned with the spatial relationships between elements
of a landscape, and the processes that drive them. It prides itself on its interdisciplinary nature,
and uses the landscape concept as a focus about which to integrate the disparate worldviews of
the various traditions of study, not only ecology (Tress & Tress 2001; Tress et al. 2001 ).
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Intere stingl y, the histor ical roots of this "met adisc ipline " stem from two very differ ent ways of
view ing "natu re" and "ecol ogy" (Bast ian 2001 ). On the one hand is study of the Euro pean
huma n-alte red lands cape, wher ein peop le are so integ rated into the lands cape, so wide sprea d
acros s it spatia lly and temp orally that the cultu ral canno t be divor ced from lands cape proce sses.
This very differ ent parad igm is attem pting to fuse with the more non-h uman witde mess orien ted ecolo gy of the New Worl d, pa1iicularly the USA , wher e the idea of a separ ation
betw een huma n-def ined lands capes like farml and, subur bia etc., and pristi ne wildl ands is
cultu rally defensible. Rece nt innov ation s like remo te sensi ng and geogr aphic al infor matio n
syste ms (GIS), comb ined with powe rful statis tical tools are recen t innov ation s that have
facili tated ration al and scien tific analy sis of lands capes , and the devel opme nt of lands cape
ecolo gical theor y (O'N eil 1999). In Land scape Ecolo gy, these reduc tionis t scien ce-ba sed
parad igms are place d along side more huma nistic interp retati ons such as landu se plann ing,
cultu ral geogr aphy, socia l scien ce and the arts. It is an uneas y synth esis that is still being
negot iated .
The distin ction betw een (i) the ecolo gy oflan dscap es as wilde rness , versu s (ii) ecolo gy as being
integ rated with huma n socie ty, is impo rtant. In devel oping the LB conce pt, I was awar e of a
long- runni ng resea rch progr am that used mode m biote chno logy to contr ol three of Austr alia's
wors t pests. The progr am was run by the Pest Anim al Cont rol Co-o perat ive Rese arch Centr e
(with whom I later becam e assoc iated as a stude nt mem ber); the techn ologi cal appro ach,
immu noco ntrac eptio n, is descr ibed in detai l in Secti on 4. 7 .2. All three of the targe t anim als are
agric ultura l pests (the rabbi t, the fox and the mous e), and the rabbi t and fox are some of
Austr alia's most ecolo gical ly devas tating invad ers. It was clear that there was a both a stron g
"pro- ecolo gical " motiv e in the immu noco ntrac eptio n work , but also a stron g "pro- agric ultura l"
or "pro- resou rcism "

13

motiv e - gettin g rid of these pests woul d be good for ecolo gy and for

fanni ng.
At first glance, this co-in ciden ce of motiv es seem ed some thing at odds with the split in the
biote chno logy debat e of "natu ral" (in this case, "wild ernes s") and " agro- indus trial" motiv es (see
13

Wher e " resou rcism " is a persp ectiv e that views the world as a set of resou rces to be exploited,
eg. forests as timbe r, land as minerals or cropl and, etc.
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discussion in 2.1 ). As a thought experiment, how confusing would it be if in a public debate on
immunocontraception, one side called the technology a green or ecological biotechnology,
whilst the other called it an agricultural biotechnology (anew form of agro-pest control)?
As a further complication, whilst the division between "ecological" and "agricultural" is
reasonably strong at the level of popular politics, it is not at all clear at a scientific level. Pest
problems in agriculture are those that we use ecosystemic knowledge to solve (Stenseth 1981 ;
Fitt 1989; Zhu et al. 2000). As artificial as a monoculture may be, it is still a type of ecosystem.
Furthermore, extensive forms of agriculture like grazing or ranging are an agroindustrial activity
located in a complex ecological setting. Immunocontraception may therefore fall under a
domain that, scientifically, might be labelled "ecosystemic" or "ecological" biotechnology.
However, "eco-" has acquired such a strong political meaning in our society (at least in the
West) that an "eco-biotechnology" would signal to some groups either commercial public
relations spin, or a product of anti-industrial Green groups. I wanted to name a domain without
a normative spin. Similar concerns eliminated "sustainable" biotechnology - some of the
biotechnologies I wanted to consider in the same frame might not be particularly sustainable at
all. The solution was to find a term that encompassed all layers of meaning.

3.2 The inclusive concept of "Landscape"
The term "Landscape" has been the subject of scholarly definition from at least 200 years ago,
and the question of defining it is still "live" today (Bastian 2001 ). I do not intend to defend a
definition of my own here, but will present enough to locate the proceeding discussions of
Landscape Biotechnology.
Across any society, there is a wide range of perspectives on landscape - field of conquest,
resource, source of theological meaning, national identity - the list could continue. The
geographer Meinig (1979) wrote a classic essay, The Beholding Eye, that states the case well.
"Take a small but varied company [to a lookout] ... and have each, in turn,
describe the "landscape" (that "stretch of country as seen from a single point, "
as the dictionary defines it), to detail what it is composed of and say something
of the "meaning" of what can be seen. It will soon become apparent the even
though we gather and look in the same direction at the same instant, we will not
- we cannot - see the same landscape. We may certainly agree that we will
see many of the same elements - houses, roads, trees, hills - in terms of such
denotations as number, form, dimension, and color, but such facts only take on
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meaning through association ; the y mu st be fitted tog eth er according to som e
coherent body of ideas."

Meinig 1979:33 -34.
Ou r perception of landscape is moulded by our interests that lie wi thi n it. If you develop
ho usi ng estates, you have an interest in the landscape. If yo u sell tourist packages, you have an
interest in the landscape. If you far m cattle, yo u have an interest in the landscape. If you are a
fre edo m fighter, you hav e an interest in the landscape. If you study the will of yo ur god, you
hav e an interest in the landscape. If yo u fight your way thr ou gh traffic in rus h hour, quietly
gri nd ing yo ur teeth at the real estate market that forces yo u to live so far from the centre of
town, and pac ify yo urs elf with dreams of retiring to the coast, you too hav e an interest in
landscape. No ne of these perspectives wo uld loo k at a landscape in the sam e way. Ea ch would
see k to do different things to their relationship with the landscape. Ea ch might make different
cha ng es to the lan dsc ape , we re it within their po we r to do so.
Hence, the concept of landscape can be app roa che d in ma ny different ways - it is a truly
interdisciplinary concept, and indeed goes bey on d academia. This makes it an exciting term to
use be cau se it can spe ak to ma ny about the sam e central thing, bu t does no t need to invalidate
on e's ow n interpretations, va lues and mindset. This gives it a similar utility to the definition and
cha rac ter isa tio n of bio tec hn olo gy in Ch apt er 2, namely that it can form the basis for convergent
dis cus sio n between divergent wo rld views.
La nd sca pe Bio tec hn olo gy then is any application of bio tec hn olo gy , in the pu rsu it of any
par tic ula r agenda, on the landscape. Designing a biocontrol that wo uld wi pe out a native "pest"
species to pre ser ve agricultural productivity is jus t as much an LB as wo uld be a vaccine to save
a threatened native species from an epidemic. Th e ter m LB is usefully inclusive, politically. It
also refers to the lan dsc ape processes dealt with in La nd sca pe Ecology. Particularly , Landscape
Ec olo gy is interested in the emergent pattern across a wide geo gra ph ica l expanse, driving and
dri ven by myriad smaller scale ecological processes, including anthropogenic influences (W u &
Hobbs 2002). Th e bio che mi cal processes to wh ich biotechnology is directed are exactly
analogous to this focus in landscape ecology. (Neither does the ter m pre clu de non-terrestrial
systems like "seascapes"). Moreover, prominent landscape thinkers like Na ve h (2000) place the
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reciprocal causative interplay between ecological process and human societies firmly within the
landscape domain. So, Landscape Biotechnology is also based on the notion that there has
always been a reciprocal relationship between land and people. Landscape Biotechnology is that
subset of technology that is employed to structure, facilitate, constrain, enable and texture that
relationship.
3.2.1

The Biophysical Dimensions of Landscape

Let us consider the biophysical reality of landscape. This is the material context in and upon
which LB will act. Uncontroversially we can say:
•

Landscape has components from the litho-, atmo-, hydro- and bio- spheres, as well as
influences from the anthroposphere.

•

Within this, biological processes have special relevance: the prolific, adaptive and
causative nature of living processes in landscape processes.

•

A note on scale--: "landscape" evocatively suggests all that is within a field of view. We
might reasonably say that limits us to considering tens of square kilometres. But also
relevant are regional and bioregional scales, which can be hundreds or thousands of
square kilometres. So too are the very localised, small and myriad scales at which
events occur to give rise to the greater pattern. Within Landscape Ecology, there is a
recurring call to address integration from the micro to the macro (eg. Hobbs 1997).

•

Landscapes are naturally and anthropogenically heterogenous systems. Microclimate
effects, uneven distributions of geology, and self-referential emergent patterns make the
nature of landscapes subject to change as we move across space. Of special relevance to
us in considering LB is that these differences are reinforced in biological processes and
components.

•

Landscapes change in time as well as space: they are temporally heterogenous, and at
many different scales (from near instantaneous biochemical responses, through diurnal
cycles to geological timeframes). There is a challenge here too in integrating across
these scales.
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If we were to problematise

14

landscape - as you would if you wan ted to do som ethi ng to it -

these properties would form your constraints. To achieve your changes, you must develop a
met hod that can address the particular set of spatio-temporal scales and processes that impinge
upo n you r intentions. If your met hod is to be a technology (as opposed to a behavioural or
con cep tual change), then you must define the requisite dimensions of you r device. We can
retu rn to the dimensions developed in the previous chapter to identify properties of
bio tech nol ogy that make land sca pe applications so feasible.

3.2.2

The Technical Dimens ion s of Landscape Biotechnology

Eac h application of bio tech nol ogy to a landscape pro blem may hav e different constraints, but
we can mak e some general explicatory statements. Since spa tial scales are so central to
landscape, the ability to develop dispersible biotechnologies is a key property. Aside from a
sma ll ran ge of large infrastructure (eg. dams )1

5

,

something that can be distributed across an area

is likely to be mor e useful in affecting landscape change than som ethi ng that is fixed, or moved
wit h great difficulty. Similarly, something that pro life rate s extends infl uen ce in spa ce and in
time, so the use of living, replicating agents confers considerable advantages to someone usin g
bio tech nol ogy to achieve their goals.
Imm edia tely , we can think of examples of these sorts of biotechnologies that have already been
implemented. Biocontrol is a case in poi nt - a pest-controlling agent that can proliferate and
disperse across a landscape on its own has obvious advantages over things like chemicals or
mo re mechanical approaches like trapping and shooting.
"Following their esta blis hme nt, suc ces sful natural ene mie s [spe cies introduced
for classical biocontrol] can provide enduring pes t control; replicate and
disperse without continued hum an man age men t and persist when populations
are stabilised at very low den sitie s ."
(Hoddle 2004)[emphasis added]

The need to address invasive species is acute and growing, and biocontrol, precisely bec aus e of
these properties of dispersion and proliferation, is increasingly looked at to provide solutions
(Carruthers 2004). But experiences with biocontrol are liberally sprinkled with disasters. The
14

The expression of a thing not as an objective description, but in a descriptive structure that
nom inat es existing elements that are favourable or obstructive to achieving a particular goal.
15
One could suggest that these are devices that distribute dryness across the dow n stream area,
and wetness across the ups trea m - either way, to affect a landscape there must be some
distributional function.
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dispersible and proliferative nature of these biotechnologies may also be their greatest
drawback.
"Mechanical and localised chemical control methods exist and, although they
take time and resources, may represent less harmful containment strategies [of
pest organisms] in the long run than introducing self-replicating, self-dispersing,
irretrievable biological "natural enemies" with unexpected ecological side
effects."
(Louda & Stiling 2004)[emphasis added]

These "ecological side-effects" draw attention to the need to consider a biotechnology
completely. The ultimate success of biocontrol may well depend on the stability of the
biotechnology over time - will the organism maintain its viability, or its original host range over
many generations? If the biocontrol agent disperses into territory where the intended prey is
absent, will it start to feed on something else? Recall that landscapes are typically heterogenous
systems in space. Scattering something widely, without precision, means anything one can do to
ensure the effect is specific will translate to greater fidelity of control. Working with arthropoid
species used in biocontrol, Louda et al. (2003) identify 10 emergent patterns in a review of
problematic instances of this biotechnology, which can be summarised as variations on three
key issues:
1. The host range of the biocontrol agent turns out to be broader than desired;
2. The biocontrol agent disperses from the area of intended application; and
3. Indirect effects via food webs and ecosystem dynamics are deleterious.
We can take these issues and apply them more broadly to include forms of biocontrol beyond
arthropods , such as bacteria, viruses, nematodes , and others. Novel technological capacities in
biotechnology mean we can address some of these limitations. Although not yet applicable to
more complex organisms , biotechnological tools can be developed to create tightly defined
specificities. An example of this would be to use genetic engineering technique s to modify the
receptor molecules viruses use to gain entry to a cell, as being considered in gene therapy
applications (Wickham 2000). By restricting the affinity of the viral receptors to the type of cellsurface molecule found only in the pest, one could significantly narrow the host-range of a
pathogen. On the other hand, one could use either genetic engineering to develop biocontrol
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age nts that wou ld not oth erw ise esta blis h in the env iron men t but mig ht oth erw ise hav e a use ful
imp act on the pes t (Bu rnel l & Dow ds 1996; Lac ey et al. 2001). One mig ht also use gen etic
eng inee ring to pro duc e bioc ontr ol age nts that are repr odu ctiv ely com pro mis ed ( eg. Alp hey
200 2; Alp hey & And reas en 200 2), or inde ed die out whe n their task is com plet e ( eg. Gar bisu &
Alk orta 199 9; Tor res et al. 200 0a; Ron che l & Ram os 200 1).
The se are fair ly man ipu lati ve app lica tion s of biot ech nolo gies to bioc ontr ol, hig hly

interventional app lica tion s, but bio tech nol ogy mig ht also be use d to inform. We cou ld for
inst anc e use gen etic info rma tion to assi st the bre edin g of bio con trol age nts wit h mor e suit able
traits for our pur pos es (Bu rnel l & Dow ds 199 6; Lac ey et al. 2001 ), or to exa min e the
che mis trie s of pot enti al hos ts - the pes ts and the nati ves - to exa min e just how spe cifi c a
can did ate bio con trol age nt mig ht actu ally be (Jor don -Th ade n & Lou da 200 3). Bio con trol crit ics
mai ntai n ther e are lim ited data ava ilab le exa min ing pos t-re leas e ada ptat ions by the bio con trol
age nt, con fou ndi ng our und erst and ing of the stab ility of the bio tech nol ogy emp loy ed (Lo uda et
al. 200 3; Lou da & Stil ing 200 4). In som e way s this is a pro blem of invisibility - one can not tell
how the bio con trol age nt resp ond s to its env iron men t ove r sev eral gen erat ions - does it cha nge
hos t range, dec reas e in its effe ctiv ene ss, incr ease its surv ival in clim atic extr eme s, etc.? We
mig ht use gen etic surv eys , an info rma tive app lica tion of biot ech nolo gy, to con trib ute to long
term mon itor ing of suc h ada ptio n.
The que stio n of ada ptio n, and of the non -tar get effects med iate d thro ugh foo d web s, cha llen ges
the idea that bio con trol rele ases are a pro duc t. Ind eed, muc h of the disc uss ion in bio con trol
pro pon ents ' lite ratu re is sub tly bias ed to bio con trol as a disc rete solu tion : the intr odu ctio n of a
sing le spe cies that will solv e the pro blem of ano ther sing le species. Thi s is a mis take . Lou da and
her coll eag ues her e clea rly mak e the cas e that ther e are eco sys tem pro cess es at wor k that are not
exte rnal itie s to the bio con trol acti on, but an inte gral par t of the who le phe nom eno n. Eve n
Hod dle wou ld agr ee wit h this poin t, as he des crib es bioc ontr ol as "an exe rcis e in com mun ity
reas sem blag e" to rest ore a che ck and bala nce to the pes t species in a new eco logi cal con text
whe re it has no natu ral ene mie s (Ho ddl e 200 4). Critics like Lou da and coll eag ues sug ges t that
pre- rele ase test ing doe s not pay eno ugh atte ntio n to the eco logi cal con text of the bio con trol
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agent, nor to follow-up monitoring. Othe rs note that there is a clear need to act in the imme diate
term on invas ive species, which may invol ve comm itting to action witho ut full know ledge of
outco mes as the best alternative to not actin g in the face of the know n deleterious outco mes of
the status quo (Carruthers 2004). Cons iderin g bioco ntrol as a process biote chno logy places a
focus on the ongo ing consequences of the bioco ntrol actio n, and the need for conti nuing
mana geme nt, in a more realistic way than looki ng at it as a once -off product.

16

Using bioco ntrol as an example, we see that some biote chno logie s posse ss specific prope rties
that surm ount characteristic challenges of lands cape problems. The ability to prolif erate and
self-disperse, to be made specific and preci se in its mode of action, and in some instances to be
adaptable, meets the challenges of lands capes ' spatia l and temp oral scales, and their
heter ogen eity across these scales.

17

In addit ion, we can use techn ical dime nsion s to explo re an

LB solution. We can meth odica lly ask how well the biote chno logic al fix fits the probl em, wher e
it might be probl emati c in itself, and thus sugge st ways in whic h we migh t be able to impro ve
upon the original proposa1

18

.

3.3 Wh at biotechnologies are Landscape Biotechnologies?
There are many examples of innovations in biosc ience s that could be turne d to some appli catio n
in the lands cape domain. In comp iling a list for this thesis, I was soon swam ped by the volum e
of techn ologi cal devel opme nts repor ted in the literature. Readers shoul d unde rstan d that
biote chno logy could be unde rstate d as a "rapi dly advan cing" field. It is explo ding in many
directions , under many themes and journ al titles , and often advan cing throu gh the less
accessible world of comm ercia l R&D that does not get repor ted until the produ ct is ready for

16

Readers may note I have skipp ed over the dime nsion of revisionary/revolutio nary. P erhap s
what we are seeing in this bioco ntrol debat e is an LB in transition from a relatively novel,
revol ution ary way to mana ge invasive speci es to a more norm alised, established revis ionar y
technology. There are significant chall enges in doing so, and they call in to critical focus the
natur e of evidence requi red to make claim s - just how much data is requi red to chall enge the
dominant parad igm on pest control generally, and the sub-p aradi gm of bioco ntrol? A brief but
usefu l comm entar y on these issues with refer ence to the literature cited here is in (Proffitt 2004 ).
17
And of course, there is the directness with whic h biote chno logy interfaces with the biolo gical
elements of a landscape that makes it some what distinct from other technologies.
18
Inclu ding the possi bility that the propo sed techn ologi cal solution is dropp ed altogether.
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use. There is no across-the-board synthesis available, no one digest that is adequate 19 . This is
most acutely felt wh en con sid eri ng bio tec h from a perspective that no one else seems to be. Th at
in its elf makes bio tec hn olo gy pro ble ma tic for society, let alone researchers attempting to
generalise or synthesise. Fa ced with an avalanche of detail, it is easy to lose sight of the bro ade r
context in which these innovations will develop, and eventually influence. Wh at helped in this
thesis was to challenge each pa pe r with the question: what might this do to soc iet y's
relationship with landscape? Un de r this lens emerges a salient pat ter n in the data.
There is one technical dim ens ion of bio tec hn olo gy that seems to occ up y a central typological
role in landscape biotechnology. Co nsi der the example in the previous section. We hav e see n
that biocontrol is very mu ch an int erv ent ion al form of LB, whereas the processes of monitoring
the effects of such a me asu re inv ok ed mo re informative applications of biotechnology. This is
the deep division in biotechnology. No t only are there obvious biophysical (design) differences
be tw een these types of LB, the re are strong cultural implications ingrained in each form. Fo r
interventional LBs, we see an external device or protocol that effects a direct change up on the
landscape: landscape is treated. A par tic ula r agenda, a particular culture and indeed political
mission, exerts its will on the bio ph ysi cal world. Fo r informational LBs there is a process or
device that yields particular data, to be res po nd ed to by the culture that has set them to work:
landscape speaks. No w the cul tur e an d politics must adapt to a biophysical change. Th e
ramifications of suc h a divide, bo th in the genesis of LB innovations and in the cultural
adaptations to information abo ut the landscape, are quite profound.
I will explore these ideas in Pa rt IV of the thesis. Bu t such a discussion needs to be preceded
with a general overview of the palette of lan dsc ape biotechnologies, which will occupy us for
the next two chapters. This is not a review of the state-of-the-art for a biotechnologically literate
audience. Th e aim is to delve into sufficient detail to bring forth the possibilities of the
biotechnology in the landscape domain, whilst retaining a firm footing in the realities of the
science. Th e material is current to early 2004.
19

Th at said, peer-reviewed digest jou rna ls like Current Opinion in Biotechnology and Trends in
Bio tec hnolo gy are good for occasional topical reviews. They are not rolling updates of
developments in the fie ld, however. Na tur e Biotechnology is also useful for frequent updates on
the mainstream issues of biotechnology .
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4 lnterventional Landscape
Biotechnologies
Interventi onal LBs are the technolog ies that allow us to cause some effect on the landscape.
They are the instruments of political will, where the focus is on action rather than perception.
The list is incomplet e - it always will be - but the examples are under active developm ent in
labs across the world, and often with research strengths in Australia. As a note of caution to the
reader, the shortcomi ngs or limitation s of these technolog ies are not dealt with
comprehe nsively. Some may criticise the style of writing as positivist - that is not my intention,
but it does make the task of writing easier, especially across such a broad field as this. The
purpose is to describe and explore the ideas, not critique them.

4.1 Sterile Feral technologies
These are organisms geneticall y engineere d to be healthy but sterile, and cause population s of
the same organisms to crash. The idea is based on the Sterile Insect Technique (SIT), which has
the aim of reducing or outright eradicatin g a particular (pest or feral) species from the landscape
(Krafsur 1998). SIT classically uses a radiation source, but sometimes chemicals or
serendipitous mutations, to produce a large number of male insects that are infertile. Typically,
a pest species is grown up in large numbers in captivity, manipulat ed or somehow sorted to
isolate a purely male batch, which is then exposed to the sterilising agent. These sterile males
are then released en masse into the environme nt where the insect is targeted for reduction, in
numbers so vast that the sterile males will swamp the wild fe1iile males. This is known as
"overflood ing", and can represent quite a high ratio such as 5: 1 or 10: 1 sterile to wild males
(Barry et al. 2003b). The result is an overwhelm ing proportion of 'dud' matings, and a
correspon ding crash in offspring. There have been some celebrated successes with this
technique, notably the eradicatio n or long-term suppressio n of screwwor m fly in parts of the
Americas (Galvin & Wyss 1996) and Libya (Lindquis t et al. 1992).
There are of course problems with this approach, and it is here that biotechno logical innovations
are making impacts. The first problem is one of fitness - irradiation or other sterilising
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treatments do not leave an ani ma l healthy (H eat h et al. 1994; Mc lnn is et al. 2002; Ba rry et al.
2003a). This means to rai se the pro bab ilit ies of a mating in the wild, there hav e to be so ma ny
mo re sterilised an d un hea lth y males to ou tco mp ete the healthier (fitter) wi ld type males by dint
of numbers. Th e sec on d is the log ist ica l and economic challenge of rearing large numbers of the
pest and som eho w end ing up wi th a ba tch of animals wi th a mi nim um of females (K raf sur
1998; Alphey 2002).

20

Ge net ics can help here, with sev era l strategies bei ng employed. Th e first

is the use of serendipitous mutations (R ob ins on 20 02 b ). So me result in the death of females
(m ost adv ant age ou sly at an em bry on ic stage) wh en exp ose d to a par tic ula r condition suc h as
high- or low- tem per atu re stress (Fryxell & Mi lle r 1995; Hendrichs et al. 1995; Caceres 2002;
Ro bin son 2002a). Th e sec on d is mo re complicated, inv olv ing the use of mutations that create
sterility, avoiding the nee d for da ma gin g mutagens like chemicals or radiation. It seems to hav e
be en difficult to develop, fro m the abs enc e of recent material in the literature databases (see
references fro m the 1970s in (R ob ins on 20 02 b ).
Mo re pro mi sin g are the ne w app lic ati on s of transgenics (genetic engineering) to this pro ble m
(Sc hli eke lm an & Go uld 20 00 a; b; Al ph ey 2002; Al ph ey & An dre ase n 2002). Transgenic
devices like tho se des cri bed me an tha t we can bro ad en SIT applications to species other tha n
insects. Insects can be eas y to rea r an d exp ose to a sterilising-but-not-lethal dosage of mu tag en
in bu lk numbers. Su ch adv ant age s in hu sba nd ry and sterilising can no t be said of other types of
organisms. Wi th transgenic tec hn iqu es, a sterile rel eas e sys tem can be con sid ere d for organisms
such as molluscs and other aqu acu ltu ral species that ma y po se pestilence-threats upon esc ape
(C SIR O En tom olo gy 1999; CS IR O Ma rin e Re sea rch 2001) S.Whyard, pers comm., P. Gr ew e
pers. comm.). This app roa ch wa s the co re of Co mm on we alt h Scientific and Industrial Re sea rch
Or gan isa tio n' s (C SIR O's ) Ste rile Fe ral pro gra m - which no w seems to have ceased, or cea sed
to be reported on the CS IR O's we bsi te or scientific literature. In essence, the designs in
dev elo pm ent operate on the fol low ing principle:
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One typically doesn ' t want to rel eas e females as well, bec aus e they will 'm op -up ' som e of the
ma tin g po ten tia l of the treated males, and often the pestilent beh avi ou r is exhibited only by the
female of the species - eg., blo od -fe edi ng in mosquitoes, or egg-laying in fruit flies. Raising and
treating a batch of animals of wh ich ha lf are un-useful or outright dam agi ng is a significant
eco no mi c bu rde n
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•

Find or create a gene that causes sterility, or can be modi fied to do so.

•

Coup le that gene to a special genet ic switc h that rema ins in the "Off ' posit ion only
when in the prese nce of a partic ular 'supp resso r' chem ical

•

21

.

Introduce that gene- and-s witch const ruct into the pest anim al (by genetic engin eerin g)
in the laboratory.

•

Breed that transgenic organ ism in contr olled cond itions , and const antly dose this
popu lation with the suppr essor chem ical ( eg. , inclu de it in the feed).

•

Release that popu lation into the wild, wher e there is no suppr essor chem ical to be
found. With out the suppr essor chemical, the anim als are sterile but other wise healthy.

The resul t is an animal that can be raised and bred in capti vity, maki ng husba ndry that much
easier, and the anim als healthier. When depri ved of the suppr essor chem ical, as it woul d be on
release to the envir onme nt, it gives no proge ny but still effec tively comp etes with wild males
for matin g - a kind of popu lation paras ite that comp etes for resou rces like food and fertile
females , but gives nothi ng back to the population. That is quite a powe rful intervention, and
highl y specific in its prima ry effects. Othe r refine ment s focus on fema le-sp ecific killin g
mech anism s of a similar suppressible type, wher e the funda ment al desig n remains the same
excep t for an added devic e wher eby the females are killed off in the final gener ation befor e
release. Agai n, this makes the pract ice much more feasible - we can breed the anim al norm ally
in captivity until there are sufficient numb ers to overf lood the wild pest popu lation, then ' flip
the switc h' in the final gener ation to deriv e an all-m ale steril e population.
Thes e transgenic sterile feral biote chno logie s are by no mean s unive rsally appli cable - not all
species can be genet ically engineered, and even for those that can, we do not know all that is
requi red about their biolo gy to induc e such changes. Simil arly, as experience with SIT has
shown, the practicalities of mass rearing and the popu lation dyna mics of the pest often pose
significant hurdles to such an interv entio n (Gou ld & Schli ekelm an 2004 ). Generally, it is
21

This 'supp resso r' chem ical could be anyth ing for whic h you can find or const ruct a genetic
switch, prefe rably some thing that is unco mmo n in nature. Many of these systems today use the
antibiotic tetracycline as the suppr essor chem ical, and a switc h devel oped from tetrac yclin e
resistant bacte ria bacteria.
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infeasible to expect a population to stay in reduced numbers after one overflooding event, and
SIT is usually an ongoing activity (Kr afsu r 1998). It would be much easier for a landscape
manager to set an effect in motion with a relatively small initial intervention, something that
wou ld propagate itse lf through a population wit hou t continued heroic efforts like 10: 1
overflooding. Tha t seems contradictory - how cou ld a genetic element that causes the
reproduction of a pop ulat ion to falter be pas sed on to subsequent generations? This is the trick
of daughterless technologies.

4.2 Daughterless technologies
"Daughterless" means exactly that - animals eng inee red so they can reproduce , but only to give
male offspring. Suc h a severe ske win g of a pop ula tion 's sex ratio has obvious consequences.
There are two ways of accomplishing this. The first is to arrange a female-lethal condition, so
that all females die, typically in early development. The second is more cha llen gin g an
undertaking, nam ely to cause all progeny, incl udi ng those that are genetically female, to develop
as fully functioning males. The term "da ugh terl ess" is the title given to an ambitious pro gra m
of research bein g emb ark ed upo n by the Pes t Ani mal Control CRC, particularly its member
organisation CSI RO (Marine Research division), under contract from the Mu rray Darling Basin
Com mis sion (CS IRO Marine Res earc h & Mu nay Darling Bas in Com mis ion 2002). As in the
case of Sterile Fer al technologies, we find similarities with strategies from insect control here
too (Gould & Sch liek elm an 2004). I will use " daughter less" to encompass both of these streams
of development.
The female lethal conditions have bee n tou che d on in discussion of Sterile Fer al technologies.
Historically, the strategy to engineer a female lethal trait into a captive pop ulat ion has bee n to
use serendipitous mutations (Robinson 200 2b ). We previously mentioned temperature
sensitivity, where a heat- or cold-shock can be introduced to kill the females, but there are also
many chemical resistance methods, where only males can survive a dosage of insecticide
(Robinson 1986; Shetty 1987). These weaknesses in the female line can be com pen sate d for or
avoided completely in the controlled conditions of a mass rearing facility to breed up numbers,
and then switched on to finish with an all-male final generation. However, in a daughterless
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strategy, the requireme nts are somewhat different to SIT. The goal here is to introduce a reliable
female- lethal gene into the population, one that does not require the administra tion of some
further treatment like insecticide dosage or the chance encounter with a severe bout of weather.
Furthermo re, gains made in efficiency of the female-kil ling trait are a tradeoff with the ability to
mass rear the animal. But modelling has shown that in an ideal case, the release of males
carrying a female lethal gene could bring a target population down to 1% of its original size in
10 generations, with an overflood ing ratio of as little as 0.44: 1 - 4: 1 GM-males to wild males
(Schliekel man & Gould 2000b ). If your mission is to control an insect, this is tantalising stuff.
In answer to this challenge, two contempo rary but independe nt labs developed a system to keep
females alive and breeding in captivity, but able to be killed in a final generation of males that
carry the female lethal trait (Heinrich & Scott 2000; Thomas et al. 2000). The technolog y has
this basic mechanism :
•

Take a gene that leads to cell death (there are many in natural biological systems). We
will call it the Kil1ing Gene.

•

Couple that gene to a special genetic switch that remains in the "Off' position only
when in the presence of the antibiotic, tetracyclin e

•

22

.

Take a gene that will turn that switch to the "On" position. We will call that the
Switching Gene. Important ly, the Switching Gene cannot override the tetracyclin esensitive switch; if tetracycline is there, the Killing Gene stays " Off'.

•

Couple the Switching Gene to a special genetic switch that only turns on in the female,
but off in the male.

•

Introduce these gene-and- switch constructs into the pest animal (by genetic
engineering) in the laboratory.

•

Breed that transgenic organism in controlled conditions, constantly dosing this
population with tetracycline ( eg. , include it in the feed).

22

This 'suppresso r' chemical could be anything for which you can find or construct a genetic
switch, preferably something that is uncommo n in nature. Many of these systems today use the
antibiotic tetracyclin e as the suppresso r chemical, and a switch developed from tetracyclin e
resistant bacteria.
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•

On the generation before release, raise the population on feed without tetracycline. In
the females, the Switching Gene turns on, which turns the Killing Gene on, leading to
early (embryonic) death of the female. In males, the Switching Gene never turns on. All
of this generation are therefore male, but carry that trait to pass on to the next
generation.

So, we can construct an insect that can pass on a female-lethal trait to a population in the wild.
Modelling suggests that such systems could be orders of magnitude more efficient than
traditional SIT approaches, skewing the sex ratios progressively in a population to a point where
the scarcity of females compromises the po pu lat ion 's ability to maintain numbers (Foster et al.
1988; Kerremans & Franz 1995; Schliekelman & Gould 2000b). However, over three years
since its announcement this technique has so far only been reported in the workhorse of the
insect genetic world, the vinegar fly Drosophila melanogaster. Technical difficulties may be
holding ba ck development in other, real pest species, or progress may be hidden in grey or
commercially restricted literature. In principle however the technology has been proven, and
might be applied to more than jus t insects.
The second approach is the conversion of genetically-female individuals to males. This
approach was explored in insects in the 1970s, bu t with little progress (Gould & Schliekelman
2004). Ne w tools in genetic engineering mean that some of those barriers are being brought
down, and there are repmis of fertile, genetically-female functional "m ale s" in house flies
(Dubendorfer et al. 2002) and Mediterranean fruit flies (Pane et al. 2002). The mechanism by
which these transgendering technologies work is to insert a masculising genetic construct into
the ins ect 's genome by genetic engineering. These constructs then switch off the female
development pathways in genetically-female embryos, whereupon the organism reverts to the
male development pathway by default. This male-by-default pathway exists in many but not all
branches of the animal kingdom. Many vertebrates have gonads that develop as male by default,
and require the action of feminising hormones to become ovarian tissue. Invertebrates like
gastropods , bivalves and echinoderms also require feminising hormones for female
development. Furthermore, the hormones required to make this switch to a female body plan are
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derived from male hormones. That is, the developing female takes male hormones (which it
produces by default) and converts them to female hormones, a reaction that is frequ ently
catalysed by a single enzyme common to most species. If you switch that enzyme off, you tum a
genetically-female individual into a male. Often, that genetically-female male rema ins fertile,
especially in lower vertebrates like fish, amphibians and reptiles. Whic h means all the offspring
of a GM individual will be males that breed and pass that trait on to the next generation.
This is the concept behind the Daughterless Carp project being run at the Pest Animal Control
CRC (CSIRO Marine Research & Murray Darling Basin Commision 2002). The carp, an
introduced pest fish in Australian waters, has proven impossible to control with existing
strategies. While managers are not expecting a daughterless carp to be the complete answer, it is
hoped the technology will be a useful addition to their toolkit. Work is at an early stage , but
there is proo f of the daughter less fish concept in zebrafish, the mode l organism in fish biology.
In work described only in a patent application (CSIRO 2001 ), the researchers successfully used
a transient form of genetic engineering
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to create natural males and transgendered genetically

female males. Subsequent breeding from these fish demonstrated that the genetically female
males were indeed fertile and reproductively viable. Current work centres around making a
stable version of the daughter less construct in another model species, the mosquito fish

Gambusia, also a pest in its own right , with work on carp to begin if this is successful (Pest
Animal Control Co-operative Research Centre 2003). Modelling reported in the patent suggests
that with the introduction of only 25 of daughterless carp each year into a wild population of
1000 , carp populations would begin to crash somewhere in the order of 50-60 years , especially
if environmental fluxes such as the Southern Oscillation Index are taken into account (CSIRO
2001).
There is a range of permutations on Sterile Feral and Daughter less biotechnologie s being
developed (Fryxell & Miller 1995 ; Burt 2003 ; Riehle et al. 2003 ; Wimmer 2003 ; Gould &
Schliekelman 2004). Most are ideas that are receiving new and more point ed attention as the
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A transient genetic transformation is one that is unlikely to be passe d onto the next
generation, or even exist very long in the one animal. In this case, it existed long enough to have
an effect.
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recent advances in biotechnology bring what was formerly conjecture into the realm of feasible
speculation. Not all the attention is uncritical either, with many of the calls for precaution
echoing similar views in biocontrol (Benedict & Robinson 2003; Roderick & Navajas 2003).
But biocontrol, Sterile Feral and Daughterless biotechnologies are not the only circumstances
one might release an organism into the landscape in the hope of 'co rre cti ng ' soinething.

4.3 Bioremediation
Interventions we have discussed so far centre on 'co rre cti ng ' biological elements of landscapes
that are deemed wrong or unacceptable, such as agricultural or ecological pests. We have seen
ho w such adaptive and replicating problems can be met (perhaps) with biotechnologies that
exploit those same properties. But many landscapes are badly affected by non-living elements
like chemical pollution. Chemical pollution is perhaps the 'cl ass ica l' environmental evil, and in
ma ny ways simpler, more familiar and thus better understood than highly dynamic problems
like pests. But that familiarity has not translated to widely available and efficient clean up tools.
Toxic pollutants like organohalides or concentrated heavy metals have properties that make
the m particularly problematic. Being substances whose composition is generally new and
strange in biology, ecosystems have not adapted to them. Hence, normal material cycles in the
environment have not yet evolved the capacity to break them do wn
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.

They often are persistent

for many years, if not decades. They are often in places that are hard to get to and are hard to
isolate, such as distributed through an aquifer or bound up within acres of soil. Sources are
generally anthropogenic, and can include acute incidents such as accidental spills like the
infamous Exxon Valdez. But they can also be from more chronic sources, like years of
deliberate agrochemical application, or escape from installations such as underground petrol
tanks , manufacturing or decommissioning plants, or storage facilities like munitions dumps.
Bioremediation is the application of biological processes to clean up pollution of this kind.
Frequently, we find some of the most useful processes are to be found in microbes , (a term that
includes bacteria, Archaeans , fungi and other such microscopic organisms). It is something of a
truism that no matter what the substance , somewhere you can find a microbe that can thrive on
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Often, the same properties that enable them to persist are responsible for their toxicity.
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it. Microbes are a well-studied class of organisms, and although not without its challenges,
microbiology is a science that has a long history of being turned into technology. It makes sense
that innovators would turn to these creatures to meet the very new metabolic challenges
presented by modern pollutants.
There are two options facing the would-be bioremediator: does one extract the material from the
landscape and transport it elsewhere for treatment, or does one try and treat the contamina tion
on the spot? The first option, ex situ bioremediation, includes strategies like land-farm ing,
where contaminated material is blended into the topsoil at lower less problemat ic
concentrations
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(Straube et al. 1999; Picado et al. 2001; Kuyukina et al. 2003), or the stacking

of material into biopiles, mounds of contamina ted material that are managed for
bioremediation
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(Mohn et al. 2001; Nocentini & Pinelli 2001; Juteau et al. 2003; Miller et al.

2004). Transport ation is costly however, not without its own risks, and often simply infeasible
when faced with large swathes of contamina ted landscape. In situ bioremedi ation - treating the
landscape where it is - has its own significant challenges. To do it successfully, one must
nurture the life below.
Bioremed iation exploits three strategies available to an organism faced with a chemical: exclude
it from the cellular processes with which it interferes, degrade the substance metabolic ally to an
inactive harmless metabolite, or metabolise the substance as a resource, like food or vitamins.
Let us focus on the latter two options, which we will refer to as catabolism. Catabolis m requires
sophisticated physiologies evolved over many generations of exposure to the substance. Small,
ubiquitous and fast growing, microbes can evolve very fast. By doing so, microbes have
developed tolerances to a stunning array of chemicals toxic to other life forms.

4.3.1

Bioattenuation

The contamina tion of a landscape is a driver for evolution. Organisms in the affected soils and
water table are presented with a new environmental condition that they must survive. For some
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Interestingly, this is a case where landscape itself is quite clearly a tool.
26
Cleaning up material like soil is an easier process when you can control the variables - in a
treatment facility you can heat it, wet it, compost it, dose it, etc. to a high degree of control,
producing the optimal conditions to break down the contaminant.
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mem ber s of the mic rob ial com mun ity, the new che mic al repr esen ts an opp miu nity to gain a
com peti tive adv anta ge ove r others. Wh ile larg er life forms mig ht be see n to sick en or be
exti rpat ed from the affe cted area, the evo luti ona ry ada ptat ion of the mic rob iota can be mea sure d
in mon ths if not wee ks. Pol lute d land scap es ofte n yiel d mic rob es that hav e som e abil ity to
cata boli ze the offe ndi ng sub stan ce. For instance, soils con tam inat ed wit h DD T yiel d org anis ms
that can deg rad e DD T and its deri vati ves (Ka ntac hote et al. 200 3 ), the sus pec ted carc ino gen 1,2dich loro etha ne can be dec hlo rina ted by suc h isol ates (De Wil dem an et al. 200 3), and the
plet hor a of indu stri al sites and spills of vari ous hyd roc arb ons (pet role um, dies el, etc) has
yiel ded a cor resp ond ing plet hor a of mic rob es that cata boli ze thes e (Ba iley & Mc Gil l 200 1;
Cap elli et al. 200 1; Mil cic- Ter zic et al. 200 1; Alv arad o-C aud illo et al. 200 2; Li et al. 200 2;
Sar asw athy & Hal lber g 200 2; Tam et al. 200 2; Bor rese n et al. 200 3; Ma rge sin et al. 200 3;
Rub erto et al. 200 3; Zhe ng & Obb ard 200 3). Giv en time, it is like ly that indi gen ous mic rob ial
com mun itie s cou ld eve ntua lly deg rad e the con tam inat ion to not hin g mor e than salt s, CO 2 and
wat er - this is kno wn as bioa tten uati on. How eve r, this rate of deg rad atio n is ofte n too slow for
hum an pur pos es. The key pre occ upa tion in bio rem edia tion is usu ally how to spe ed this pro cess
up (Iw amo to & Nas u 200 1). The re are sev eral stra tegi es at hand.

4.3.2

Biostimulation

Oft en, the bio che mic al reac tion s that are requ ired to bre ak dow n the pol luta nt are eith er not very
ene rge tica lly rew ard ing (ie., the che mic al is not a very goo d "foo d"), or the reac tion itse lf
requ ires an inp ut of ene rgy (ie., extr a food). In othe r case s, cata boli sm can only occ ur in spe cifi c
con diti ons or wit h spe cifi c nutr ient s that may be in sho rt supply. Bio stim ulat ion is the add itio n
of micro- or mac ron utri ents to imp rov e con diti ons for the indi gen ous mic rob ial com mun ity and
spe ed up the rem edia tive pro cess . Thi s can be ach ieve d by the add itio n of oxy gen (Gi bso n et al.
1998; Wh ite et al. 1998; Ndo n & Ran dall 1999; Kal uara chc hi et al. 200 0; Sala nitr o et al. 2000;
Sto ckin g et al. 200 0; Mic hel et al. 2001 ), or other elec tron acc epto rs like hyd rog en (Ha as &
Tre go 200 l ), nitr ate (Hu tchi ns et al. 1998; Kal uara chc hi et al. 200 0), and met han e (Eg uch i et al.
2001 ). The add itio n of fert ilise rs to oil-spills is a wel l-es tabl ishe d bio stim ulat ion stra tegy , if still
war ran ting furt her rese arch (Atlas 1995; Lin et al. 1999; Fra nco et al. 200 0; Bon ham 200 2;
Gue nett e et al. 200 3; Ma ki et al. 200 3; Ser gy et al. 2003). In som e case s the lim itin g fact or
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might be the availability of the pollutant to the microbial population. Many of these chemicals
are poorly soluble in water, and tend to form a slick (where organisms can attack only at the
interface with the water) or adhere to soil particles. The addition of surfactant s (detergents) to
the contamina ted material can therefore also stimulate bioremedi ation (Atagana et al. 2003 ;
Kuyukina et al. 2003; Makkar & Rockne 2003; Rahman et al. 2003; Shao et al. 2003 ; Ward et
al. 2003; Yang et al. 2003).
4.3.3

Bioaugmentation

In some cases, biostimulation may not be enough. Earlier, we presented the catabolism of
pollutant as an evolutionary response to its presence. Evolution of the biochemic al machinery
that breaks down the pollutants takes time, and depends on the raw genetic material it has to
start with. For instance, if a soil has naturally high levels of a particular class of aromatic
hydrocarb on (let us say compound A, and its related molecules Aa and Aaa), the microbial
communit y there is in a good position to adapt to a contamina tion of the anthropog enic
compound Aab. But if that same pollutant Aab were to be introduced in high quantities to a soil
where A-compou nds are rare or non-existent, one would expect it to take much longer before an
Aab-catab olic function evolved. The first soil has biochemic al machinery that is much closer in
function to catabolizi ng Aab than does the second- ie. , it has better genetic resources to
bioremedi ate the pollutant. Bioaugme ntation is about adding those genetic resources to a
contamina ted site.
Perhaps the conceptua lly easiest strategy is to create a bacterium in the lab that is guarantee d to
catabolize the pollutant - this could be done by genetic manipulat ion or by artificial selection.
That strain of bacteria (the inoculant) would then be liberally applied to the contamina ted
landscape, begin to thrive on the pollutant, and rapidly bioremedi ate the site (Vanlimbe rgen et
al. 1998: Prince 2000: Sayler & Ripp 2000 ; de Lorenzo 2001 ; Dua et al. 2002). Unfortunately,
this strategy gives mixed, often disappoin ting results (Atlas 1995 ; Vanveen et al. 1997; Lin et
al. 1999: Margesin & Schirmer 1999; Iwamoto & N asu 2001; Watanabe 2002). The reason may
be that soils are highly competitiv e ecosystem s, with niches already filled by organisms far
better adapted to conditions than a lab-derive d strain. Even if the inoculant has that one
advantage over the indigenous communit y - the ability to catabolize the pollutant - it may not
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be enough advantage to suc ces sfu lly establish itself. Bu t there are ways aro un d this. On e is to
provide nutrients to the treatment are a to help the inoculant survive (eg. Silva et al. 2004).
Another is to take a mi xe d po pu lat ion of microbes from another site that has also be en
contaminated with the pollutant, "en ric h" it for its ability to degrade the pollutant27 , and use that
material as the inoculant (Ellis et al. 2000; Jitnuyanont et al. 2001; Runes et al. 2001; Gentry et
al. 20 04 ). Inoculant material can also come from activated sludges, bioreactors and other mo re
controlled environments to do the sam e job (Runes et al. 2001; Juteau et al. 2003; Ku yu kin a et
al. 2003; Wa rd et al. 2003). In either case, the advantage over single-species, lab-derived
inocula is that the organisms are pre -ad apt ed to an ecologically complex environment, and
pro bab ly include helpful mi cro -or gan ism s that reside in the soil but will not grow in vitro.

4.3.4

Genetic augmentation

There is another solution to inc rea sin g the bio rem edi ati ve potential of a soil that comes fro m a
shift in perspective. Ins tea d of con sid eri ng the whole org ani sm as a catabolic unjt, one can loo k
at the pro ble m as a deficiency of catabolic gen es in the landscape. This takes on special
significance wh en one is wo rki ng at the bacterial level of biology, because they have developed
sophisticated an d we ll-u sed systems of pas sin g genes aro un d (Burrus et al. 2002). Genetic
diversity is the raw ma ter ial for evo lut ion - small genetic differences bet we en different
me mb ers of the same species are a valuable resource to the species as a whole, because those
differences contain adaptive potential. Wi tho ut such differences, there is no evolution. Th ese
differences can be cre ate d in two ways: (1) make errors in the DN A that will be pas sed on, or
(2) exc han ge and rec om bin e sets of those genetic differences (Arber 2000). All organisms make
errors in their DN A - it is an inevitable process in all life. Recombination and sw app ing is a
different challenge, however. Complex organisms like vertebrates have solved this by sexual
reproduction . Ne w combinations of genetic differences are passed do wn 've rtic all y' to the next
generation by a mixing of the father and mo the r's DNA. But bacteria reproduce by cloning - a
27

Enrichment is a com mo n technique use d to pro mo te the growth of certain types of organisms
over others in a complex (multi-species) sample. In this case, it involves taking a sample of soil
from the con tam ina ted site - with all the microorganisms in it, catabolizing and not - then
incubating this in laboratory. To enrich the proportion of catabolizing microbes over others, the
sample would be dosed with increasing concentrations of the pollutant. Those microbes that can
withstand such a chemical , or indeed degrade it, fare better that those that cannot. Hence the
sample is enriched for its catabolic potential.
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single bacterium will split into two daughter cells, identical copies of the parent cell. There is no
opportuni ty here to swap genetic difference s with another of the species; hence there is no
opportuni ty to evolve. To compensa te, bacteria have developed a system of horizonta l gene
transfer. In one such system, a small circular molecule of DNA known as a plasmid is
transferred between two bacteria. These plasmids can shuffle between different species of
bacteria, and often contain genes that give their recipients some adaptive advantage. Sometime s,
the genetic material on the plasmid can recombine with the bacterium 's genome, either adding
the plasmid's genes to the bacterium 's or vice versa. This provides a route for genetic material
from one species of bacteria to transfer to another. A plasmid system such as this is an example
of a mobile genetic element (MGE).
There are a host ofMGEs available to bacteria, including plasmid systems of varying
sophistica tion (Delsolar et al. 1998; Zatyka & Thomas 1998), transposons (Zatyka & Thomas
1998; Burrus et al. 2002; Whittle et al. 2002; van der Meer & Sentchilo 2003), and bacterial
viruses known as phages (Droge et al. 1999; Arber 2000; Dobrindt & Reidl 2000; Brussow &
Desiere 2001; Krylov 2003). Bacteria are even known to take up naked DNA in soils and
aqueous environments (Romanow ski et al. 1993; Gallori et al. 1994; Paget & Simonet 1997;
Sikorski et al. 1998; Lotareva & Prozorov 2000; de Vries et al. 2001; Meier et al. 2002;
Hendrickx et al. 2003). These gene-swap ping mechanism s have recently been recognise d as
crucial for the developm ent of traits like pathogeni city (Dobrindt & Reidl 2000; Krylov 2003),
antibiotic resistance (Brown et al. 2003; Dzidic & Bedekovic 2003; Tennstedt et al. 2003) and
symbiosis (Doman-P ytka et al. 2004; Piel et al. 2004). They are also emerging as essential
mechanism for spreading catabolic genes through the microbial communit y (Top & Springael
2003; Springael & Top 2004).
The effect was first reported in 1994 (Top et al. 2002), when soils contamina ted with biphenyl
were shown to clearly degrade the compound faster when inoculated with a bacterial strain
containing catabolic genes on a plasmid (deRore et al. 1994). Even though the donor strain died
out, the plasmid was detected in other bacteria, meaning that the catabolic genes had been
horizontal ly transferred. The effect has been demonstra ted serval times since (Top et al. 1998;
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D ej on gh e et al. 2000; W ee ke rs et al. 20 01 ; D esaint et al. 2003 ). H ow ev er , ef fic ie nc ie s of su ch
tra ns fe rr al s ca n be dr am at ic al ly af fe ct ed by soil m oi st ur e an d ty pe (W ee ke rs et al. 20 01 ; To p et
al. 2002). D es pi te its ob vi ou s ut ili ty in bi or em ed ia tio n (R om an ts ch uk et al. 20 00 ), genetic
au gm en ta tio n is lim ite d by ou r un de rs ta nd in g of w ha t co nd iti on s ar e co nd uc iv e to su ch
ho riz on ta l ge ne tra ns fe r (T op & Sp rin ga el 20 03 ; Sp rin ga el & To p 20 04 ).
M an y w or ke rs fear that pu bl ic co nc er ns ov er ge ne tic al ly m od if ie d ba ct eria, an d the as so ci at ed
re gu la to ry hu rd le s, m ay st op su ch re se ar ch be in g fu nd ed or ap pl ie d ( de Lo re nz o 2001 ;
W at an ab e 20 01 ). M ic ro be s ar e no t th e on ly or ga ni sm s th at m ig ht be tu rn ed to re m ed ia tio n of
co nt am in at ed la nd sc ap es . It is w or th no tin g th at m an y of th e bi or em ed ia tio n bu si ne ss es in
op er at io n to da y ar e lo si ng m ar ke t sh ar e to an ot he r fo rm of LB, ph yt or em ed ia tio n (W at an ab e
20 01 ).

4.4 Phytoremediation
"Giant underground networks formed by the roots of living plants function as
solar-driven pumps that extract and concentrate essential elements and
compounds from soil and water. "
(Gleba et al. 1999)

Lo ok in g at pl an ts in this w ay , on e se es th e po te nt ia l th ey ha ve in bi or em ed ia tio n - surely, this
ne tw or k of fil tra tio n co ul d be be nt to ou r pu rp os es . In th e sa m e w ay th at m ic ro be s ar e at tra ct iv e
for bi or em ed ia tio n be ca us e th ey ar e pr ol ife ra te an d di sp er si bl e th ro ug ho ut the af fe ct ed
la nd sc ap e, root sy st em s ca n in fil tra te po llu te d soils, w at er ta bl es , an d w at er w ay s. B ut as an
ad de d bo nu s for a bi or em ed ia to r, th ey al so 'c en tra lis e' th ei r flows of material. Th at is, th ei r
bi om as s is co nc en tra te d in to gr as sy shoots an d w oo d, less di sp er si bl e th ro ug h th e la nd sc ap e
th an microbes. Th ey ar e of te n hi gh ly vi si bl e (a lth ou gh their roots sy st em s m ay no t be), an d do
no t ha ve th e sa m e pa ce of ev ol ut io n as microbes. Th es e pr op er tie s to ge th er se em to of fe r m or e
m an ag em en t co nt ro l th an m ic ro bi al bi or em ed ia tio n. A nd us in g pl an ts across a sw at he of la nd is
m uc h less re vo lu tio na ry a bi ot ec hn ol og y th an m an ip ul at in g ba ct er ia - ag ric ul tu re has a long,
ro m an tic an d so ph is tic at ed history. Th is fa m ili ar ity is re fle ct ed in the bo om in th e ph yt osu bs tr ea m of bi or em ed ia tio n, at least in the U SA , as a pr ef er en tia l shift aw ay from m ic ro be s in
bo th R & D an d ap pl ic at io n (W at an ab e 20 01 ) .
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There are four separate landscape-scale applicatio ns of plants to bioremedi ation (after Pulford
& Watson 2003):
1.

Phytodegr adation - the catabolism of toxicants, in much the same fashion as for
microbial bioremediation.

2.

Phytoextr action - the removal of toxicants from the environme nt by the mass action of
the plant's transpirato ry process, usually ending up in the above-gro und biomass.

3.

Phytostab ilisation - locking-up the toxicant, in the plant's biomass or by conversio n to
a more stable, inert form in the soil or water.

4.

Phytovola tilisation - releasing the pollutant in a gaseous form (i.e. into the atmosphere),
usually from the leaves.

The range of plants and pollutant- catabolisi ng abilities is not as well explored as for microbes.
However, there are reasons to be optimistic on this front. Meagher (2000) notes that plants have
a wide range of biochemis tries dealing with aromatic and polymeric compound s, classes of
chemicals that have a lot in common with many organopol lutants. Limited studies already show
some success with the very common halogenat ed organic TCE (Anderson & Walton 1995),
nitrogenou s pollutants like TNT (Chang et al. 2004) and PCBs (Mackova et al. 1997; Chroma et
al. 2002). The biochemic al pathways involved are being elucidated for some of these examples
(Shang et al. 2001), although there are questions about how much plant-asso ciated microbial
action and/or volatisatio n is responsibl e for the clean-up (Bankston et al. 2002; Shang & Gordon
2002; Godsy et al. 2003; Ma & Burken 2003; Schipper 2003).
Phytodegr adation of organics takes a backstage to the remediatio n of metal-con taminated soils,
however. Unlike microbial bioremediation, where metals can at best be stabilised by conversio n
to a less toxic form

28

,

plants offer the potential to pump the contamina nts out of the ground, to

be stored in the biomass and harvested later. For phytoextr action to work there are two
transitions of the heavy metal that must occur: from soil to root, and from root to abovegrou nd
biomass. Metals are often bound to soil particles, or in oxidative states that make them less
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Plants are capable of this too, (Berti & Cunningh am 2000; Schnoor 2000).
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available to the root sy ste m of a plant. Changes in soil pH , or the addition of "c ha pe ro ne "
chemicals called chelators, ca n significantly in cr ea se the availability of metals to plants. In line
with this thinking is a range of studies that lo ok at increasing the bi oa cc um ul ati on of he av y
metals in the target plants by au gm en tin g th e soils wi th chelators. ED T A, citrate, sulphur and
am m on iu m su lp ha te are ad de d to soils to in cr ea se th e mo bi lit y of lead, ca dm iu m, zinc an d
uranium, with a co nc om ita nt increase in the me tal co nt en t of the plants ab ov e (Schmidt 2003 ).
Ho we ve r, leaching of the metals into dr ain ag e ca n oc cu r without be in g ca pt ur ed by the plants
(L ombi et al. 2001; Kos & Le sta n 20 03 ; M ad rid et al. 2003), so exactly ho w much chelator ca n
be ad de d to the soil to ac hi ev e the mo bi lis ati on benefits bu t not displace the pr ob lem is
so me th in g that will re qu ire active m an ag em en t (S ch mi dt 2003). Plants are kn ow n to pr od uc e
their ow n chelators (by themselves or in co nc er t wi th rhizobial symbionts) in response to
nu tri tio na l stress; current kn ow led ge is in co nc lu siv e as to wh eth er that ability might be
en gi ne er ed to the pu rp os es of ph yt or em ed iat io n (M cG ra th & Zh ao 2003).
A few plants display a va lu ab le pr op er ty ca lle d hy pe ra cc um ul ati on . This is a natural ability of a
plant to ac cu mu lat e orders of ma gn itu de gr ea ter concentrations of metal in its tissues th an other
plants in similar conditions, an d survive. It is also ve ry ra re (Reeves & Bker 2000). Th er e ar e
so me ce leb ra ted examples, such as the br ak e fern , Pi ter is vittate, that can hy pe ra cc um ul ate
arsenic up to 22 00 0 mg /k g dry we ig ht (M a et al. 2001 ), an d the se ar ch continues for other s like
it wi th so me su cc es s ( eg. Ke eli ng et al. 2003; Ku bo ta & Ta ke na ka 2003; Ginocchio & Baker
2004; Ya ng et al. 20 04 ). Gleba et al. (1 999) note se ve ra l pr ob lems with hyperaccumulators,
however:
•

M os t hy pe ra cc um ul ato rs se em to be adept at us in g metals like zinc, nickel and copper
bu t these ar e not the most co m m on po llu tan t metals.

•

Th ey tend to have low biomass an d be slo w growing.

•

W e have po or kn ow led ge ab ou t their ag ro no my an d crop protection strategies.

Th es e ar e not insignificant barriers. So me pr og re ss is being made with hybridisation (Aitchison
et al. 2000 ; Sc hn oo r 2000 ; Di Baccio et al. 20 03 ) an d artificial selec tion of kn ow n plants for
useful traits (Samantaray et al. 2001; M ac na ir 20 02 ) Unsurprisingly, there is hope that
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transgenic s could be used to create a more useful plant - take metal resistance and
hyperaccu mulation genes from one plant, and put them into a well-know n fast growing
species

29

.

However, like plant catabolism, an understan ding of the physiolog y of

hyperaccu mulation is an area of current inquiry (Hall & Williams 2003; Zhang & Cai 2003 ;
Becher et al. 2004; Cai et al. 2004; Wierzbick a & Pielichow ska 2004). It seems likely that these
useful abilities are conferred by many genes acting in concert (polygenic ; Becher et al. 2004), or
sometime s by physiolog ical adaptations that are responses at a higher level than the genome
( epigenetic; Pulford & Watson 2003). This is problemat ic for genetic engineerin g strategies
with the current state of the art, which are restricted to simpler systems of one or two genes that
confer the desired character to the recipient organism. As a result, novel strategies are being
explored that take genes from better-kno wn systems like monoclon al antibodies (Drake et al.
2002), mice (Pilon et al. 2003), yeast (Thomas et al. 2003; Tong et al. 2004) and bacteria and
transferrin g them into plants. Bacterial genes, often being easier to work with, are being widely
applied to both catabolic enhancem ents (Hannink et al. 2001; Francova et al. 2003; Ruiz et al.
2003) and metal accumulat ion (Dhankhe r et al. 2002; Dhankher et al. 2003 ; Lee et al. 2003;
Pilon et al. 2003; Ruiz et al. 2003; Song et al. 2003).
Phytorem ediation, and bioremedi ation more broadly, are LBs that are currently being employed
in the real world on a commerci al basis (Watanab e 2001). Mostly, this is in the form of nontransgenic plants like cottontail grass, willow and poplars (Meagher 2000; Schmidt 2003),
although it seems likely that transgenic applications will be ready for approval and common use
soon. And it should be noted that a narrow, 'have-poll utant-add- remediatin g-species ' model is
not the only way in which contamina tion on landscape scales is being managed. The use of
wetlands, as a whole remediatin g ecosystem, has a substantial pedigree and is still being
researched (Williams 2002b ). Similarly, the manipulat ion of plant-rhiz osymbion t relationships
for remediatio n is being explored (Barac et al. 2004). Profitable landuses are being combined
with phytoreme diation, such as cropping for biofuels (Obernber ger et al. 1997; le Clercq et al.
29

This follows the current paradigm of genetic modificati on of plants: on the one hand there is a
plant with a single valuable trait but difficult to cultivate and manage, but on the other are well
known species that have excellent characteristics and well defined rules for agronomy. So, take
the gene(s) from the first plant, and engineer them into the second to come up with a new
'improved ' solution to the problem.
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20 01 ) and fibre (L in ge r et al. 20 02 ). No ve l sy ste ms ar e be in g pr op os ed th at us e ot he r
or ga ni sm s, lik e pe ar l oysters (G iff or d et al. 2004). An d th er e is an ac tiv e in ter es tin g in us in g the
me tal ex tra cti on tec hn ol og ies for ' bi om in in g' (A ng le et al. 20 01 ; Br oo ks et al. 20 01 ; Li et al.
20 03 ; Bo om in ath an et al. 20 04 ), of wh ich th er e is at lea st on e co mm er cia l op er ati on (M cG ra th
& Zhao, 2003 ).

4.5 Interventions in wil d life health
Th er e ar e ma ny re as on s wh y pe op le mi gh t be co nc er ne d ab ou t the di se as es of wi ld an im als 30 .
Fi rst th ou gh no t alw ay s foremost, ep id em ic an im al di se as es , or ep izo ot ics , ca n sig ni fic an tly
re du ce an im al po pu lat io ns in a re lat iv ely sh or t sp ac e of time. W hi le po pu lat io ns ma y be ab le to
re co ve r fro m su ch events, a ra mp an t ou tb re ak ca n be di sa str ou s for species alr ea dy un de r thr ea t
fro m pr es su re s lik e ha bi tat loss, co mp eti tio n or pr ed ati on fro m in va siv e species, or hu nt in g
(A lti ze r et al. 20 03 ). Th e wo rld wi de de cli ne in am ph ib ian s se em s a go od ex am pl e of this (C ar ey
20 00 ; Da sz ak et al. 20 03 ). Similarly, th e cr as h of ke ys to ne sp ec ies like the Eu ro pe an ra bb it

( Oryctolagus cuniculus) ca n ha ve se rio us ec ol og ica l ef fe cts , wi th top pr ed ato rs su ch as the
Ib er ian lynx (Lynx pa rd in us ) an d ra pt or s de cli ni ng clo se to ex tin cti on (F er re r & Ne gr o 2004).
Se co nd , th er e ar e th e direct im pa cts on hu ma n en de av ou rs. In re ce nt hi sto ry we ca n po in t to the
di sa str ou s effects of ep izo ot ics on activities su ch as hu nt in g ra bb its in Eu ro pe (V ill af ue rte et al.
19 98 ; M an go ld et al. 1999). Th er e is gr ow in g co nc er n ab ou t ep izo ot ic risks to fisheries (O we ns
1997; No ak es et al. 20 00 ; Ro ge rs & Beets 20 01 ; Du lv y et al. 20 03 ) an d agriculture, bo th
de mo ns tra ted (S in gh & Sh an ka r 20 03 ; Lees 20 04 ) an d po ten tia l (fe ra l pigs in Au str ali a co ul d
sp re ad the de va sta tin g fo ot -a nd -m ou th di se as e sh ou ld it es tab lis h here; De xt er 2003). Lastly,
th er e is the fea rfu l pr os pe ct of a zo on os is, an animal di se as e th at ju mp s to hu ma ns . Ex am pl es of
th es e ar e we ll kn ow n, su ch as the pe rio di c av ian in flu en za s

31

,

se ve re ac ut e re sp ira to ry sy nd ro me

(S AR S) , W es t Ni le virus, an d Eb ol a virus (K ui ke n et al. 20 03 ), HI V (S ha rp et al. 20 01 ), an d
pl au sib ly ev en lo ng -e sta bl ish ed maladies su ch as me as les an d tu be rc ul os is (D iam on d 1997).
Ne w tools fo r de tec tio n an d ma na ge me nt , br ou gh t in by bi ot ec hn ol og ica l ad va nc es , ar e
3

°For our purposes, "wild" can be taken to mean free ranging species, both naturally occurring

an d in tro du ce d or feral.
31
Th is se cti on was wr itt en be fo re the cu rre nt fears ov er th e HN-51 str ain of av ian in flu en za
em er ge d.
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coinciding with what many see as resurgenc e of new and existing diseases (DaSilva & Iaccarino
1999; Gratz 1999; Daszak et al. 2001; van Oirschot 2001; Williams et al. 2002).

4.5.1

Vaccines

Establishe d methods to handle infections in wild animals usually involve quarantine , destructio n
of infectious populations, or attempts to isolate anthropic targets like livestock or people, or
their vaccinatio n (Artois et al. 2001 ). There are limits on the feasibility of these options.
Quarantin e measures may not be adequate ( e.g. the escape of rabbit haemorrha gic disease
(RHD) from Wardang Island, South Australia; (Kovaliski 1998), and it may be impossibl e to
effectively separate animals from anthropic targets. Vaccines for stock and humans may not
always be available, or feasible on the grounds of health concerns or commerci al realities,
including expense and non-certifiability of disease-free status
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.

Anywhere there are wild hosts

for a disease (known as reservoirs), vaccinatio n campaigns will be an ongoing commitme nt.
Only the eliminatio n of the reservoir population will bring the disease to extinction. In many
cases, destructio n of the infectious wildlife may be physically impossibl e, ecological ly unwise
or unpalatab le in the eyes of the public (Artois et al. 2001 ). But there is another solution:
vaccinatio n of wild hosts. Until recently examples of this have been limited to the control of
rabies, but this success, coupled with a rapidly growing scientific capacity, are pointing the way
to other applications.
Rabies is a viral encephalomyelitis (brain inflammat ory) disease that affects humans as well as a
range of other species such as the dog, Canis familiaris, or the European red fox, Vulpes vulpes.
While domestica ted animals (or those living in close proximity , such as strays) can be
vaccinated , monitored for disease and destroyed, control of rabies in Europe was confounde d by
its prevalenc e in foxes (Blancou et al. 1991). However, the feasibility of an oral route to
vaccinatio n was demonstra ted in the early 1970s (Baer et al. 1971 ), a significant breakthrou gh
that meant a vaccine could be delivered in a bait form, rather than by injection. An animal
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Many tests for disease only check for evidence of the animals' exposure to the pathogen, not
the presence of the pathogen. Unfortuna tely, many vaccines produce immune responses in the
animal indistingu ishable from those to the real pathogen. It becomes impossibl e to distinguish a
vaccinated and disease-free animal from a pre-sympt omatic infected one. Since many countries
require certificati on of disease-free status before animals can be imported, vaccinatin g a
national herd will close off those export markets.
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eating the bait wou ld be exp ose d to the vaccine, and ther eby immunised. This led to bait ing
trials in Swi tzer land in 1978, and a Wo rld Health Org anis atio n-b ack ed, Eur ope -wi de
vac cina tion pro gra m for wild foxes that continues today (Sto hr & Me slin 1996). Estimates are
that up to 60% of foxes in treated areas hav e bee n vac cina ted (Pastoret & Brochier 1999), and
whe re the distribution of an effective vaccine has bee n wel l co- ord inat ed ther e has bee n a
dramatic decline in the disease (Au ber t 1995). Fro m 1989 to the 1994, the incidence of rabies
has dec reas ed by 98% (Au ber t 1995). Similar baiting pro gra ms are now und erta ken in Nor th
Am eric a for their reservoir species, whi ch incl ude sku nk and racc oon as well as canids
(Ma clnn es & LeBer 2000).
Bov ine tuberculosis (bT B) has bec ome another target for wildlife vac cina tion . bTB is caused by
the bac teri um Mycobacterium bovis, principally infe ctin g the lungs of cattle, and control in
live stoc k is usu ally by a test-and-slaughter met hod (Co stel lo et al. 1997). However, while high
levels of control can be ach ieve d in livestock, there are sev eral significant wildlife reservoirs. In
the UK and Ireland, badgers (Meles meles) are wid ely infe cted wit h the disease, the brushtail
pos sum (Trichosurus vulpecula) in New Zea land is a feral reservoir, and infe ctio n amo ngs t
whi te-t aile d deer (Odocoileus virginianus) in the US prev ents erad icat ion from their national
catt le her d (de Lisle et al. 2001). NZ 's feral possums hav e pro ved imp oss ible to eradicate
des pite a variety of motives and efforts. Badgers are a pro tect ed species in the UK and Irel and,
but programs to cull them to control bTB hav e bee n abo rted due to pub lic outcry and con tinu ing
questions over the efficacy of the stra tegy (Wh ite & Wh itin g 200 0; Giles 2003). Again, a need
to do som ethi ng has man ied with advances in imm uno log y and mol ecu lar biology , and there are
pro mis ing leads on vaccines in both bad ger s and possums (Co rne r et al. 2002; Gormley &
Cos tell o 2003).
As men tion ed above, rabbits in Eur ope are a species und er siege. After the introduction of
myx oma tosi s in Australia in 1950 with devastating effects for the Aus tral ian feral, a French
farm er sought to red uce the endogenous rabbits in his reg ion by the sam e means, and illegally
intr odu ced the disease in 1952 with similar effects that spre ad across the continent (Rolls 1969).
After an initial mortality rate of 99.5 %, rabbit num bers hav e incr eas ed som ewh at due to a co-
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evolu tion of resist ance in the rabbi t and atten uatio n in the virus , thought of as a dyna mic
suppr essio n ofrab bit numbers (Trou t et al. 1992; Fenn er & Fanti ni 1999). How ever, RHD made
its way by natur al sprea d from a rabbi try in Chin a to Euro pe in 1987 (Coo ke 2002 ), and again
led to high morta lity in both wild and dome stic popu lation s in Euro pe (Cha sey 1997 ;
Marc hand eau et al. 1998). This double blow to the Euro pean rabbi t has depri ved society of its
prim ary small game species, and had serious repercussions for a numb er of apex preda tors. In
the mid 1990s, howe ver, Spanish authorities devel oped a vacci ne for both virus es in a
recom binan t myom atosi s virus (Be1iagnoli et al. 1996a). This has recently been field tested on a
small island off the Span ish coast, and has prove d to offer high levels of prote ction to wild
rabbits from these epizootics with rema rkabl y few negat ive effects on the anim als ' healt h
(Ton es et al. 2000 b; Tone s et al. 2001). This is significant in itself. But the means by whic h the
vacci ne was const ructe d and designed to be distri buted have signi fican t impli catio ns
themselves.
Vacc inatio n work s by prese nting the immu ne syste m with a versi on of the patho gen that ' looks '
simil ar enou gh to the real thing , but cannot progr ess into full-b lown disease. On the basis of this
similarity, the immu ne syste m reme mber s what the patho gen looks like (ie. , what partic ular
mole cules are on its surface), and develops ready -mad e and speci fic defences again st it. On
subse quen t expo sure to the patho gen, the immu ne syste m launches quickly into an attac k
against a familiar foe. Produ cing a vacci ne that is not virule nt (not disease causi ng) yet still
simil ar enou gh to the real thing can be a tricky task. Some strategies rely on killed samp les of
the real patho gen, whic h is very safe. If this were delivered to wildl ife in a bait form , this woul d
be an exam ple of a biote chno logy that is dispersible across a lands cape but not prolif erative, and
is relati vely stable (apar t from its eventual decay, it won' t muta te into a differ ent form) .
Unfo rtuna tely, despi te its safety, bait-d elive ry of killed vacci ne is not partic ularly effective authorities in the USA dism issed it as an option for rabies control in its wildl ife (USD A et al.
2001 ). Other strategies use attenuated strains of the patho gen, strains of the patho gen that have
lost their virule nce but still persi st long enou gh in the anim al to elicit the immu nising respo nse
(a very limit ed proliferation). This was the original strategy used for the Euro pean rabies
vacci ne (Baer et al. 1971 ; Artois et al. 1997 ; Pastoret & Broch ier 1999) , and is also being
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investigated for the control of bT B in possums (Hughes et al. 1996; Co me r et al. 2002; Skinner
et al. 2002; Aldwell et al. 2003) and badgers (Hughes et al. 1996). Th e dra wb ack here is twofold: first, there are concerns that the attenuated strain could rep air its elf (i.e. evolve) to form
som eth ing virulent (i.e. it is mutable), and; second, a live attenuated str ain can sometimes cause
disease in susceptible animals such as the yo un g of the target species, or indeed in other species
in the sam e area. This sec on d con cer n has bee n a dra wb ack with existing myxomatosis (Brun et
al. 1981) and som e rabies vaccines (Mackenzie et al. 2003a).
Bio tec hn olo gy is no w offering another vaccination strategy, referred to as 'su bu nit ' vaccination.
In this approach, only an immunologically distinctive par t (subunit) of the pa tho ge n is use d to
elicit the im mu ne response. Fo r the purposes of wildlife vaccination, this im mu ne res po nse must
usu all y be elicited via an oral route - capture, injection and release strategies have obvious
logistic drawbacks. Us ing genetic engineering, the DN A that codes for the sub un it (ie., the
DN A that gives instructions to ma ke the subunit) is produced in another organism, wh ich then
bec om es the vec tor for immunisation. Some groups are pu rsu ing the idea of using plants as the
vector org ani sm - to vaccinate, the pla nt need simply be eaten. Ch eap to grow, with welldev elo ped pro toc ols for development, pla nt-ba sed vaccines are offering ho pe in hu ma n health as
we ll as wildlife vaccines (La mp hea r et al. 2002; Martin -Alonso et al. 2003; Streatfield &
Ho wa rd 2003). However, a vector org ani sm can also be a safe, attenuated str ain of a pathogen.
This has bee n tried bef ore for RH D in the Vaccinia virus (from smallpox vaccination) with good
pro tec tiv e results (Bertagnoli et al. 1996b ), bu t also in an attenuated strain of myxomatosis,
wh ich was ma de safer by disabling genes (also by genetic engineering) that were associated
with virulence (Bertagnoli et al. 1996a). This was a double-hitting vac cin e, im mu nis ing against
my xo ma tos is an d RH D simultaneously. The researchers realised ho we ver that delivering the
vac cin e in baits wo uld not necessarily vaccinate all rabbits (and individual injection was
infeasible); it wo uld be far more efficient if the vaccine was capable of dispersing its elf through
the population. So the researchers pla ced the RHD subunit in a strain of myxomatosis isolated
from the field, one that was infectious, efficiently immunogenic, but of negligible virulence
(B arc ena et al. 20 00 a; Barcena et al. 2000b ). This vaccine has been found to be safe (Torres et
al. 20 00 b) and transmissible to 50 % of un-inoculated rabbits in field trials (Torres et al. 2001 ).
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This devel opme nt has not gone unno ticed , with some experts raising serious questions abou t the
desirability of a prote ctive trans missi ble virus in a conne cted world, wher e elsew here these
diseases are essential for feral rabbi t control (Ang ulo & Cook e 2002); revisited in Chap ter 8).
The vaccine is awaiting regul atory appro val, with further exper imen tation being unde rtake n by
a priva te comp any to satisf y regul atory infor matio n requi reme nts (JM Torre s, pers. comm.).
Auto -disse mina ting vacci nes aside, biote chno logy is bring ing the prosp ect of cheap , (perhaps)
safe, and robus t vacci ne-ba its that are easy to develop, manu factu re and distribute. Vacc inatio ns
strategies are being consi dered for a varie ty of diseases and species, such as bats and
lyssaviruses (the virus group of whic h rabies is a part; Agui lar-S etien et al. 2002; Fook s et al.
2003; Mack enzie et al. 2003 a), mice and plagu e (Osorio et al. 2003), elephants and
encep halom yocar ditis virus (Hun ter et al. 1998), and a varie ty of North Ame rican species for
brucellosis (Davis & Elzer 2002). Disea se contr ol in wildlife migh t in future rely very heavi ly
on this lands cape biotechnology.

4.5.2

Medications

Vacc inatio n is a useful tool in situat ions wher e there is a know n disease circu lating in a
population, or an immi nent risk of such. Howe ver, in cases wher e a particularly small and/o r
valua ble popu lation is at risk from a current disea se, proph ylact ic interventions may not be
much help. If one is faced with losin g the last rema ining group of animals that are all battli ng
current infection, medi catio n is more appropriate.
Exam ples of such interv entio ns are few in the literature. This quite possi bly reflects the status
that veter inary medi cine has in mode m socie ty's resea rch priorities. In some cases, there is a
clear ly recog nised comm ercia l failur e to develop the relev ant medicines (Tho mpso n 2001). For
most pharm acolo gical interv entio ns in so-ca lled 'mino r speci es' (i.e., wildlife and unco mmo n
domesticates, including species in zoos, etc.) dosag e regimes are based on extrapolations from
livest ock or huma n data, a possi bly misle ading pract ise neces sitate d by a dearth of relev ant
infor matio n (Hun ter & Isaza 2002). For the mom ent, we will ignor e applications of fertility
control to wildlife, whic h is to be dealt with in a later section. Apar t from delivery of
anaesthesia for captu re-an d-rele ase treatments, the few reports of wildl ife medi catio n relevant to
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us here are con cern ed with the control of parasites. In one report, a wide variety of animals in a
safari par k were treated with a single anti-worming drug with good but mixed results across
species (Vo nke yse rlin gk et al. 1997). A small group of chimpanzees (Pan trog lody tes) in a
Cam ero on wildlife refu ge wer e successfully treated for skin infections (Dubuis & Luc as 2003 ).
In truly land sca pe- sca le med icat ion of free-ranging animals, zoonotic parasites ·hav e bee n
targeted in foxes in Ger man y (Schelling et al. 1997; Tac kma nn et al. 2001; Han sen et al. 2003a;
Han sen et al. 200 36) and Jap an (Ito et al. 2003). A Slovakian project successfully tackled liver
fluke infections in two species of deer, (Rajsky et al. 2002). In each case, there has been a
suppression of par asit e loads, or their incidence, rather than an eradication from the population.
The medications for these studies have bee n delivered in baits, for the same reasons as in
wildlife vaccination. However, delivery of drugs poses challenges that are somewhat different
from vaccination. Hun ter and Isaz a (2002) note that apart from the information deficit
surrounding the met abo lism of these compounds in different species, there are questions about
the palatability of the bait, the dru g's absorption rate and residence time in the anim al's gut, and
its bioavailability whe n mix ed into the foodstuff. On top of this, delivery to a group of animals
means that dosage mus t be calc ulat ed on a mea n bod y mass basis, rather than cus tom isin g for
individual bod y mass. This becomes especially problematic in cases where there is a fine line
between a therapeutic dose, toxicity, and no pha rma colo gica l effect at all. Wh en delivering
medications on a land sca pe scale, one mus t consider effects bey ond the immediate med icat ion
of the target animal. The alar min g decline of Ind ian and Pakistani vulture populations is now
believed to be a result of feeding on the carcasses of livestock dosed with anti-inflammatory
drugs (Oaks et al. 2004). For less obvious and charismatic species, such as flies, beetles, and
helminths - all functional parts of ecosystems - there is scant attention given to their responses
to anti-parasite treatments (Sp ratt 1997).
There is a range of bio tech nol ogi cal developments occurring within the mainstream ( well
funded) medical dom ain that might be applied to these problems. Hunter and Isaz a (2002)
suggest that drug-releasing implants that biodegrade over time might be useful tools for the
wildlife veterinarian. Mo re speculatively, we can look to cutting edge developments like
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targeted drug and pro-d rug delivery. Thes e are systems wher eby the bioac tive mole cule is
coupl ed to anoth er mole cule or partic le that carries the drug to the targe t tissue , such as a
tumo ur (Yang et al. 2001; Andr esen et al. 2004; Gopi n et al. 2004). In pro-d rug systems, an
inactive versi on of the drug is deliv ered to the target site, wher e the bioch emic al cond itions
pecul iar to that site ( eg. , viral enzym es, abno rmal cell pH) conv ert it to an active form

33

(Roo seboo m et al. 2004; Ulbri ch & Subr 2004). Thes e strategies rely on differences betw een
cell types withi n a single organism. It may be possi ble to adapt such strategies to targe t
differences at an inter-species level as well, incre asing the speci ficity of this biote chnol ogy. We
migh t specu late beyo nd bioch emic al meas ures to more mech anica l and electronic means. Wou ld
it be possible, for instance, to devel op an autom ated dartin g syste m to deliver drugs? Coul d the
photo -mon itorin g devices (touc h-pla te triggers linked to came ras) used in other wildl ife
applications (eg. Wolf et al. 2003 ) be coup led to imag e-rec ognis ing softw are that could ident ify
and dart a target animal? M-44 ejectors are currently being devel oped to deliver lethal chem icals
to foxes in Austr alia (Marks et al. 1999; Mark s et al. 2003). The devices work by firing the
toxin into the mout h of the anim al as it attempts to pull off a bait. It achieves its speci ficity by
recog nisin g species-specific mann erism s in the way the bait is pulle d - a fox will worry at the
bait in a very different way than say a Tasm anian devil (Sarc ophil us harrisii) , (Busa na et al.
1998). Such a device migh t be adapt ed for delivery of medi catio ns, instead.
There are a numb er of oral route deliv ery mech anism s that are being explo red in huma n
medi cine that invol ve packa ging the drug (or some times the vacci ne) in a prote ctive coating,
creating a drug-carrier comp lex (Haro kopa kis et al. 1998; Lamp recht et al. 2001; Won g & Toth
2001 ; Lamp recht et al. 2002 ; Irie et al. 2003 ). Sometimes this coati ng prom otes uptak e of the
drug-carrier comp lex by certa in types of gut cells, facilitating entry into the body (Flor ence &
Huss ain 2001). Sometimes, the carrier mater ial can be altere d to confe r a targeting effect as
well, as discussed above. Ther e are also leads from aquac ulture nutrit ion, wher e uptak e of
nutrients in larval culture can be incre ased if packe d into speci al lipid ' bubbles ', called
liposomes or micelles (Kov en et al. 1999; Cans ell et al. 2003 ; Mom oig et al. 2003 ), or
33

Thes e drugs are often toxic to all cell types in the body , so delivering their effects only to the
target tissues has large benefits to the patie nt's overa ll health.
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pro tei nac eou s mi cro cap sul es (Y ufe ra et al. 2003). Careful sel ect ion of the se up tak e-e nh anc e
devices for those tha t wo rk be st in the target animal, bu t not so well in others, and co mb ine d
wi th other par tia lly eff ect ive me asu res for targeting the me dic ati on, mi gh t del ive r an ov era ll
me dic ati on str ate gy wi th gre atl y im pro ved spe cif ici ty and efficacy over its com po nen t parts.
Fin all y in this section, we tur n to app lic ati on s of this me dic ati ng par adi gm in plants. Br oad sca le
applications of fun gic ide s to con tro l bro ad- spe ctr um pat ho gen s are one ins tan ce of this, suc h as
in com bat ing Phytophthora cinnamomi (A ber ton et al. 1999; Ha rdy et al. 2001; Ty na n et al.
2001 ). Ho we ver , the fun gic ide use d in the se studies app ear s to hav e a mo de of act ion tha t does
no t sim ply att ack the fun gu s, bu t also stimulates the nat ura l defences of the pla nt its elf (Ja cks on
et al. 2000). Re str ict ing fun gic ida l act ivi ty to the site of inf ect ion in a landscape, rat her tha n
ind isc rim ina te bro adc ast ing of the co mp ou nd wo uld be a significant im pro vem ent to cur ren t
che mi cal interventions. Th ere are dra wb ack s to ph osp hit e, as it has a ran ge of oth er eff ect s on
pla nt ph ysi olo gy (H ard y et al. 2001). Ho we ver , as no ted in Se cti on 3.4 .1. 4 Phytoremediation ,
ou r un der sta nd ing of pla nt ph ysi olo gy an d bio che mi str y is rel ati vel y limited. Pe rha ps exp lor ing
suc h adj uv ant or syn erg ist ic app roa che s to me dic ati on is an em erg ing direction of fut ure
research.

4.6 Targeted poisons
Co nfl ict bet we en wi ldl ife an d hu ma ns is wi del y hel d to be a gro wi ng problem, bu t on e
com po un ded by a shr ink ing ars ena l of che mi cal solutions (Fall & Jac kso n 2002). (Fo r the
pu rpo ses of this rev iew , the ter m "pe sti cid es" will den ote lethal toxicants dir ect ed at any pes t
species, ver teb rat e or ver teb rat e, and ma y inc lud e un wa nte d plants as well). Ca rso n's Silent

Spring (1963) ma rke d the beg inn ing of mo re stringent controls on pesticides. Th e ris e of hea lth
and eco log ica l con cer ns acr oss soc iet y has ush ere d in reg ula tor y and go ver nan ce str uct ure s that
see k to limit no n-t arg et effects. Ma ny che mi cal s hav e be en ban ned , and the reg ula tor y thr esh old
for app rov al is inc rea sin g (D esn oo et al. 1994; To uar t & Ma cio row ski 1997; Go dso n et al. 1999;
Re illy et al. 2002). Fa ll and Jac kso n (20 02 ) estimate it takes aro un d 15 years from inc ept ion for
a che mi cal int erv ent ion to be im ple me nte d. Insecticides can cost ~$ US 50 mi llio n to be
reg ist ere d as an app rov ed che mi cal age nt (Te dfo rd et al. 2004). This tension be tw een dem and
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and supply is spurring new thinking in designing highly specific pesticides. A common theme in
all is increasing safety and efficiency by increasing the toxin's specificity.
We might consider pesticides as medicine for landscape s (Saffer & Calver 2001 ). Many of the
medicines discussed in the previous section are actually killing compound s. Whilst they produce
a beneficial outcome for the host species, they are an attack on the parasitic organism that
causes disease. Similar rationale can be applied to landscape s and the ecosystem s that run
through them (Saffer & Calver 2001 ). Just as a host animal is a complex interactive system, so
too is an ecosystem, be that an agricultur al monocultu re or wildlands. When a componen t of
that ecosystem is deemed harmful or undesirab le, we can use a chemical agent to kill the target,
but ' treat' the landscape. The benefit can only be secured if the killing compound does more
damage to the unwanted organism than to the host system: side effects should be minimal and
ideally recuperable. There are broadly two strategies for achieving this. The first is to develop a
targeted delivery mechanism , so that other componen ts of the host system are shielded from
toxic action. In medicine, one might apply a cream to infected skin, rather than receive
injections or pills that does the whole body. In landscape s, one might target carnivores by
delivering poison in meat bait, or in bait stations of a particular height. The idea is to exploit the
peculiar physiolog y and behaviour of a pest to exclude other species from the toxin.
The second strategy to increase specificity is to exploit differentia l toxicity, to use a chemical
that is only poisonous to the pathogen. The phylogene tic distance between vertebrate s and their
pathogens brings with it fundamen tal difference s in biochemis try. These peculiariti es of
biochemis try provide very different targets for chemical interferen ce ( el Kouni 2003 ), which
means that the therapeuti c chemical can be 'broadcas t' into the host's system, but ' narrow cast'
in its killing effect. Many modern insecticide s are good landscape examples of this , where acute
toxicity in humans is rare but the compound is fatal for insects.
An interesting example of targeted poisons can be found in Wes tern Australia. Several species
of plants, namely Gastrolobium spp. , have evolved high concentrat ions of sodium
monofluro acetate in their tissues, presumab ly as a deterrent to herbivory. This is a natural
productio n of the poison industrially and colloquial ly known as 1080 (pronounc ed "ten-
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eighty"), widely used in pest control and currently under review by regulatory agencies
worldwide . In an evolutiona ry response to such high levels of a toxin in the food chain, the
fauna of the region have developed resistance to 1080 many times higher than animals
introduced from other ecosystem s, including the introduced pest animal, the fox (V vulpes;
Twigg & King 1991; Matin & Twigg 2002). Land managem ent authorities have thus found
themselve s in a unique situation of being able to suppress fox numbers over large areas by
distributin g meat baits laced with 1080, much of it delivered by plane. The meat nature of the
bait, its size, the dose of 1080, and the density of baiting across the landscape are all adjusted so
only a carnivore of a fox's size, feeding capacity, sensitivity to 1080 and range will get a lethal
dose (Saunders et al. 1995). Native animals remaining in the area are thus protected from
predation by the fox, and the action of the toxin. The program has been quite successful , and run
for more than a decade now. We will revisit it in later sections of this thesis (Chapter 9). Its
success has been the result of a happy accident: a poison developed in other contexts
serendipit ously targets pest animals over the indigenou s fauna. New levels of informatio n being
produced by biotechno logy, new applicatio ns 6f old biological data, and new biotechno logical
manufactu ring capabilitie s are offering the potential for more successes like this.

4.6.1

Achilles Heel toxicants

In Australia, such attempts to exploit biological differences to increase specificity are
sometime s known as Achilles Heel strategies (Marks 2001) in many wildlife managem ent
circles. However, this term has not made it into the formal literature. The focus of Marks' term
is really about vertebrate pest manageme nt. It is introduced in a very Australian context
regarding the control of introduced eutherian mammals (mammals with a placenta) such as
dogs , foxes and cats in the Australian landscape , where marsupial s were naturally by far the
dominant type of mammal. The evolutiona ry split of eutherians and marsupial s was some 104257 million years ago (Marks 2001), ample time for significant difference s to have developed
that can be exploited. Biomecha nical difference s can be exploited in poison delivery systems. as
have been demonstra ted by the M-44 ejector (Busana et al. 1998; Marks et al. 1999; Marks et al.
2003). Briefly described in the previous section, it fires a lethal dose of a toxin like cyanide into
the mouth of the animal that is worrying the bait. Modificat ions have been made to target the
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pullin g powe r of a fox when set at a partic ular heigh t to ensur e that nativ e anima ls canno t
trigge r the device. Furth er speci ficity to introd uced speci es has been intro duced by using level s
of 1080 that are sub-l ethal to endem ic marsu pials , but not foxes (Mar ks et al. 2002 ).
Mark s brief ly discu sses a range of bioch emic al Achil les Heels that have long been know n to
scien ce, but not explo ited (2001 ). Such strate gies are curre ntly being pursu ed by the Austr alian
wool indus try and the Pest Anim al Cont rol CRC (ABC 2003 ), devel oping a repla ceme nt to
1080 that is canid -selec tive. Indus try sourc es indic ate that comp ound s long since disca rded
becau se of toxic ity to dogs in huma n pharm aceut ical trials have been scree ned and sever al
prom ising chem icals ident ified (Aus tralia n Woo l Innov ation Ltd. 2003 ). Popu lar litera ture
repor ts simil ar resea rch on cat contr ol in West ern Austr alia (Bon ner 1999). Ther e is also simil ar
work as part of long- runni ng effort s to contr ol invas ive popu lation s of brow n trees snake s

(Boiga irregularis; Broo ks et al. 1998; Enge man & Vice 2001 ), most famo usly pestil ent on the
US-a dmin istere d Pacif ic island of Guam .

4.6.2

Rational design

Ratio nal desig n mean s using know ledge of the syste m in whic h one wishe s to interv ene to
desig n a mean s of doing so. The Achil les Heel appro ach, as being pursu ed so far, is quasi ration al, using a lot of histo rical trial- and-e rror exper imen tation to devel op a final produ ct.
Ratio nal desig n requi res quite detai led know ledge abou t the syste m in quest ion, inclu ding just
whic h of many thous ands of mole cules in a pest's biolo gy is the one to targe t, and often right
down to the physi cal shape of that mole cule in the cell

34
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Howe ver, biote chno logic al advances

mean that gettin g this infor matio n is beco ming easie r (Ryu & Nam 2000 ). Much of this work
has been spear heade d by the pharm aceut ical indus try in creat ing new drugs (Gup ta & Payne
2001 ; Gade k & Nich olas 2003 ; Koch endo erfer 2003 ; Mayo & Griff ioen 2003 ; Chiri no et al.
2004 ; Gupt a & Lowe 2004 ). It is also findin g use in the devel opme nt of vacci nes (Silva & De
Souz a 2002 ; Smith & Wu 2003 ; Chiri no et al. 2004 ), and a range of indus trial biotechno logies
(Ryu & Nam 2000 ; Zhao et al. 2002). Comp uter mode ls of meta bolis ms are being devel oped to
scree n subst ances for delet eriou s toxic ity (Pint ore et al. 2003 ), impro ved pestic ide effici ency
34

This shou ldn't be overe xtend ed. Ratio nal desig n is often powe rful, but it will never happ en
witho ut the appli catio n of empi ricall y deriv ed know ledge - and vice versa . They are oppo sing
ration ales, but most strate gies are a comb inatio n of the two at vario us stages in varyi ng degrees.
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(Wurtz et al. 2000), industrial microbiology (Patil et al. 2004) and drug discovery (Wilson et al.
2003), although these models are far from perfect. Many of these advances have occurred
because biotechnologies are making structural biological information more readily available.
With the structure of a particular part of the organism's metabolism in hand, one builds the
molecular structure of the drug, vaccine or enzyme according to functional requirements - what
shape of the chemical is best for it to physically bind with the biochemistry to do its job?
One of the greatest problems though is discerning which of tens of thousands of molecules to
target. How can one tell which one is involved in a particular disease process? The tools used in
answering this question can be adapted to the quest for specificity in pesticide design (Ryu &
Nam 2000). Already, we know of insect-specific biochemical targets, such as neurological
signalling molecules that are unique to the insects (Bloomquist 2003). But the growing ability to
compare genomes to each other across species (Rubin et al. 2000; Zdobnov et al. 2002) means
there is the promise of identifying and exploiting peculiarities of biochemistry unique to a target
animal.
This is a systematic way of uncovering Achilles Heels. Its use has been explored in developing
new antibiotics for bacteria (Claverie et al. 2002; Hughes 2003). One might expect bacterial
applications to be the frontline of this technology simply because there are more bacterial
genomes sequenced than invertebrate or vertebrate ones. However, this is changing. For
example, at least two insect genomes have been sequenced, the Anopheles gambiae mosquito
(Holt et al. 2002) and the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Adams et al. 2000), and a range of
other insect DNA sequence information is available in public databases. Work is already
underway in using a genome-comparative strategy to design novel repellents for mosquitoes
(Justice et al. 2003). Genomic information and similar technologies (which will be examined
later) are already yielding new insights into 'mainstream' toxicology (Nuwaysir et al. 1999;
Pennie et al. 2001; Aardema & MacGregor 2002). There is an obvious potential for adapting
these technologies to uncover Achilles heels. However, with few exceptions in medicine and
veterinary fields ( eg. Raymond & Sattelle 2002) I can find no reference to it in the literature,
and none for the targeting of vertebrate pests. This may be due to disclosure restrictions in
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commerci al projects, pertinent research catalogued under different keywords (although I used
many different combinati ons) or the idea may indeed not have caught on. Surely it is only a
matter of time before the rational design of species-sp ecific pesticides becomes a reality.

4.6.3

Biorational pesticides

The informatio n requireme nts for a rational design strategy are quite large, and whilst
developin g rapidly, are not so available as to preclude other methods being developed. One
approach is to take one's cues from natural systems
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Many herbicides and insecticides are

actually compound s that are expressly designed to mimic naturally occurring hormones in their
targets. By applying large amounts of these artificial hormones , the plant or insect can be
thrown into a developm ental malfunctio n, entering larval stages at the wrong times (Retnakar an
et al. 2003 ), or changing the root or shoot developm ent in a way that is ultimately fatal (Wei et
al. 2000). However, organic chemicals like aromatic hydrocarb ons used in this fashion have a
poor track record in terms of specificity and environme ntal persistenc e (see previous sections on

Bio- and Phytoremediation) . Fortunatel y, not all hormones are aromatic. Many important insect
neurologic al hormones are peptides - small molecules made of the same material as proteins.
This makes them more amenable to biotechno logical manipulat ion and compatibl e with a lot of
current abilities in genetic engineerin g
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There is hope that they can also be highly specific if

used as a pesticide (Gade & Goldswor thy 2003).
One drawback with peptides is that many are readily degraded either in the environme nt or in
the gut. There are exceptions to this. For instance, trypsin modulatin g oostatic factor (TMOF) is
a hormone toxic to larval stages of several insects including mosquitoe s, and quite readily
survives the insect gut to be taken up into the haemolym ph (insects' equivalen t of blood;
Borovsky 2003). There are reports that a Polish team has geneticall y engineere d TMOF into a
yeast to create an easy-to-pr oduce anti-mosq uito larvicide (Nauwela ers & Borovsky 2002, in
35

This strategy is sometimes referred to as "biominin g".
36
The "central dogma" of DNA says, DNA is used as instructions to build peptides and
proteins. That means that instructions for a peptide hormone can be directly written in DNA,
and easily used in genetic engineering. We know enough about this system to be able to
manipulat e the DNA to make specific changes to the peptide, even mix-and-m atch different
parts of peptides.
The organic hydrocarbons that occur naturally in organisms are not coded for in DNA- they are
produced by a network of enzymes (which are themselves proteins). Manipulat ing hydrocarbons
is difficult with genetic engineering, and usually much better handled by chemists.
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Beckage & Gelman 2004). Some plants produce peptides, such as lectins, that are specifically
designed to discourage feeding by insects and other herbivores (Rechcigl & Rechcigl 2000).
These peptides bind to molecules on the insect mouthparts and gut walls, resisting digestion,
and sometimes cross into the haemolymph. One group of researchers used this property to
design a novel peptide insecticide by means of genetic engineering (Pitches et al 2002). An
insect neuropeptide was fused with lectin in an effort to combine the disruptive properties of the
hormone with the ability to enter the haemolymph in the gut. The results were not perfect, but
the authors do claim a reduction in growth and food consumption of the tomato moth Lacanobia

oleracea. (It is worth noting that the neuropeptide was derived from a different genus of insect,
so perhaps the specificity of neuropeptides is not as fine scale as one might otherwise hope.)
The combinatorial strategy used by Pitches et al. (2002) is known as a fusion protein or fusion
peptide, and is not restricted to genetic engineering. 'Chimeric molecules' can be produced in a
variety of ways by conjugation chemish-y (done outside of a cell in a lab or reactor) and is a
strategy actively researched in pharmacology and agriculture alike. The linkage of a toxin to a
"carrier" molecule is seen as an exciting new direction in the treatment of ailments from HIV,
neuropathology to cancer, where the aim is to increase drug efficacy and reduce side-effects
(Thomas & Zalcberg 1998; Emilien et al. 2000; Parang et al. 2000; Denny 2001; Wheeler &
Wong 2001; Anand et al. 2002; Bodor & Buchwald 2003; Chourasia & Jain 2003; Park et al.
2003).
As an interesting modification of their fusion protein strategy, the same laboratory added a
spider venom in place of the neuropeptide (Pitches et al. 2002). Again, there was no acute
toxicity, but there was a general degradation of the larvae's health. The authors speculate this
could be due to slow transfer of the poison from the gut to the haemolymph. Ensuring bioactive
chemicals survive in the gut of any animal is a significant problem, not just for proteins.
Solutions may lie in the novel drug-caITier complexes described in section 4.5.2 (Medications).
These carrier complexes could conceivably deliver toxins just as well as medication. Another
strategy that has been successfully demonstrated in the laboratory with insects is the delivery of
toxins by viruses. The class of virus chosen are the insect baculoviruses. These are believed to
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be highl y insect-specific, and readi ly infectious by feeding on conta mina ted mate rial (Cory &
Myer s 2003). Howe ver, instea d of delivering the bioac tive mole cule itself, these viruses are
genet ically engin eered to conta in DNA instructions to make the toxin, whic h is a prote in or
peptide. Durin g the disea se process, as the virus begins to take over the mach inery of cells as it
woul d naturally, the toxin is manu factu red along with the viral proteins. Rese arche rs report this
strate gy kills the insec ts even more efficiently than an injec tion of purif ied toxin, proba bly
becau se there is conti nuou s produ ction near or in the organs (Elaz ar et al. 2001 ). The conce pt
has been aroun d for more than a decade, with various resea rcher s using veno ms most often from
scorpions, (Carb onell et al. 1988; Stew art et al. 1991; Elaza r et al. 2001 ; Rege v et al. 2003), but
also mites (Stew art et al. 1991; Toma lski M.D. & Mille r 1991; Lu et al. 1996; Poph am et al.
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1997), the famous Bacillus thuringiensis bacte rium

(Ribeiro & Croo k 1998; Chan g et al.

2003 ) and coun ter intuitive mixtu res that inclu de spider and sea anem one veno m (Prik hodk o et
al. 1996; Poph am et al. 1998; Prikh odko et al. 1998)

38

.

The choic e of toxin s is intrig uing from

the persp ectiv e of biora tiona l design.
The resea rcher s have adop ted a strate gy used in drug disco very for some time (Men ez 1998).
The idea is to look at instances wher e one organ ism has evolv ed to disru pt the bioch emist ry
others, explore the chem ical mech anism by whic h this occurs, and devel op insights and
produ cts from it (Lewis & Garc ia 2003). Snak e veno m, for example, has a potent set of anticoagu lants from whic h a range of antic oagul ant medi catio ns has been deriv ed (Mar sh 1994).
Preda tory cone snails are a prom ising sourc e of non-a ddict ive analg esics (Baell et al. 2004). The
veno ms from these anim als are comp lex mixtures of different peptides, with quite a rema rkabl e
diver sity of effects. More over, each species of veno mous creat ure has a distinct set of toxic
peptides, many of them unique. This translates to an "arse nal of. .. activ e pepti des that have
been evolu tiona rily tailor ed to affor d unpre ceden ted and exquisite selec tivity " (Jones & Bulaj
2000). For example, Tedfo rd et al. (2004 ) conse rvativ ely estimate that with 20 toxic pepti des
uniqu e to each species of spider, there are rough ly 1.5 milli on pepti des in spide r veno ms alone ,
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The Bacillus thuringiensis bacte rium is the sourc e of the toxin (the Bt toxin) used in many
conte mpor ary insect resist ant GM crops.
38
Resea rcher s have also used this mech anism to deliver various insec ticida l horm ones (Mae da
1989; O'Reilly et al. 1995; Bonn ing et al. 1999; van Meer et al. 2000).
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of which only 0.01 % has been investigate d. Of that, most investigati ons have been for human
health, not pesticide developme nt. The technolog ical ability to explore such a pharmaco logical
diversity have generally been poor up until now (Jones & Bulaj 2000), but advances are opening
up the possibility of much easier research (Nuwaysi r et al. 1999; Corzo & Escoubas 2003) with
a few relevant examples emerging in the literature (Fang et al. 2003; Fly & Wuster 2004; Juarez
et al. 2004 )3

9

.

Venoms are particular ly interesting for pesticide developm ent because they offer a way of
increasing the chemical' s specificity4°. There are already a wide range of insect-spe cific
peptides isolated from spiders and scorpions (Dulubova et al. 1996; Cestele et al. 1997; Wu et
al. 1999; Corzo et al. 2000; Penaforte et al. 2000; Jablonsky et al. 2001; Maggio & King 2002a;
b; Wang et al. 2003; D'Suze et al. 2004). Mostly neurotoxin s, there are distinct classes of toxins
within these venoms that are phylum specific. The typologies of these peptides make a
distinction between vertebrate and invertebra te toxicity (Fly & Wuster 2004; Juarez et al. 2004;
Tedford et al. 2004), but not further. This may be because the toxicity studies are looking at
either generalise d mammalia n models for pharmaceu ticals, or seeking to demonstra te safety to
mammals for new insecticide s, usually by injecting mice. But there is reason to think there may
be more specificity yet to be mapped within these venoms. Venoms are thought of as products
of evolution directed at subduing prey or defending against predators (Jones & Bulaj 2000;
Rash & Hodgson 2002). It follows that some venoms could be tailored to individual species, or
closely related groups. Toxic peptides isolated from these more specialist organisms may
provide narrower ranges of toxicity. There is evidence for this idea, with one spider peptide
revealing activity in crickets, but not cockroach es (Balaji et al. 2000). The anatomica l structures
of chickens ' kidneys that most resemble reptile kidneys demonstra ted greater sensitivity to a
snake venom than those parts resemblin g mammalia n kidneys {Hofling, 2001 #1467}. Another
snake peptide shows clearly greater inhibition of certain mammalia n and fish enzymes than it
does of avian, reptilian and insect versions (Radie et al. 1994 ). Others speculate that the profile
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That said, I cannot find any publicatio ns describing the use of microarra ys to explore this
toxinologi c diversity.
-to Pesticide developm ent is in some ways simpler than mining venoms for drugs. A pesticide
will be destructiv e, just like the original purpose of the venom.
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of toxins in cone shell venoms might well function as an ecological indicator, revealing the
particular set of organisms one species encounters in its habitat over another (Olivera 2002).
It may be that venoms may yield more finely specific toxins than they have so far. (Specialis t
predators may be a very good place to begin looking for these). If they do, the may be an
important source of biorationa lly designed toxicants for vertebrate pests. On the other hand,
delivery of a "roughly specific" (i.e. imperfect- but-more- limited target range) biorationa l
pesticides in roughly specific vectors, (meat baits, baculoviruses, etc), may provide a
combinato rial path to a highly specific pesticide that can be distributed across the landscape,
rather like 1080 in Wes tern Australia. A mixture of biorationa l discovery and rational
modificati ons might be the ultimate winning combination. In any case, we are coming into a
time where the ability to develop very targeted poisons, perhaps in a short timeframe, will make
it possible to lethally control a species in a landscape with minimal direct impacts on other
species. However, lethal control is not the only way in which biotechno logy may produce a
species-specific reduction. Another way is to limit fertility.

4. 7 Contraception
Lethal control of an overabund ant species is not always ideal. In some cases multiple deaths
may have unwanted consequen ces. The proliferati on of carcasses can be problemat ic in its
impact on landusers (consider urbanised landscape s!) and the ecology, or could be a source of
secondary poisoning. Ecologica l dynamics means lethal control can sometimes make a problem
worse in the next season. With heavily reduced competitio n for feed and space, thos e
individuals that survive the cull respond by kicking into reproducti ve overdrive, producing more
offspring than there were originally (Ericsson 1970; Zhang 2000). Many pest animals have high
birth rates, so reducing fecundity in the long term can have more benefit than lethal control
(Dell'Omo & Palmery 2002). Consider the (hypothetical) difference between a poisoning
program and a contracep tive one. A landscape manager can spend a unit of effort killing one
animal, which frees up ecological space for others to fill up with many more juveniles - one
dead now, but more to follow. Or with the same unit effort, that individual could be
contracepted, leaving the ecological space occupied, but reducing subsequen t generations.
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Having a fit but unfertile organism occupying a pa1iicular ecological space means that fertile
members of the population have to work hard to reproduce.
The case for contraception over killing is not a blanket statement. Modelling shows that lethal
control is more effective for some species and contraception is better for others, depending on
how the species regulates its population density (Zhang 2000; Dell'Omo & Palmery 2002).
Objectives of control programs may vary ( eg. ecological or disease management), which further
complicates a choice between lethal and antifertility strategies (Smith & Cheeseman 2002)41. So
too does the effort involved in administering the program - a cheap bullet versus an expensive
drug can be an easy decision point for a landscape manager (Kirkpatrick & Turner 1985;
Tyndale-Biscoe 1994).
Sometimes the target animal may not always be a pest. In small valuable populations, such as
those preserved in wildlife sanctuaries, genetic considerations may mean that every living
animal should have the opportunity to reproduce (DeNicola et al. 1997). Emphasis in these
situations may be to slow the reproductive rate rather than cull a population exceeding the
limited can)'ing capacity of the reserve (Bertschinger et al. 2002). A short term, reversible
effect may also be highly valuable here, as opposed to long-term and permanent goals in pest
management (Tyndale-Biscoe 1991; Tuyttens & Macdonald 1998).
Many vertebrate pests, and paiiicularly mammals, seem highly suited to a contraceptive
strategy, which makes contraceptive control a particularly interesting LB

42
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Increasingly, there

are vocal and influential sections of society who are concerned with the welfare of animals
targeted in control programs. I have observed these welfarist ideals to be supported quite deeply
by lay-members of the community, and generally associated with support for a contraceptive
approach (see Chapter 9). There are well-reasoned, more specialist, ethical positions that look at
contraception as a significant intervention in animals' lives, and thus subject to the same review
as lethal control (Grandy & Rutberg 2002). The judgements are not always approving of
41

Models are not reality, of course: how the model itself is constructed has a significant bearing
on the prognosis (Davis & Pech 2002). Nevertheless, contraception is a valuable strategy in
some cases.
42
I have previously tried to restrict myself to the technical aspects of LBs in this section, an
a1iificial distinction at best. However, ethics are such a strong feature of lethal vs. non-lethal
control that I will explore it briefly here. It is touched on in more depth elsewhere in the thesis.
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antifertility programs. There are ethical questions too surroundin g the uncertaint y around
contraceptive control (Tuyttens & Macdonal d 1998). These are often new programs with little
experience to confidentl y predict outcomes and safety.
The idea of contracep tion for populatio n control is not new. The logic here is similar to that
invoked in the sterile feral and daughter less LBs outlined at the beginning of this chapter,
(Zhang 2000). Contracep tion in insect pests is an ongoing sector ofresearc h ( e.g. Casana-G iner
et al. 1999). Contracep tion in humans is also a current project that has relevance here. However, ·
with the exception of insects and rodents, contracep tion in wild animals was of minimal
research interest until 1985, when Kirkpatric k & Turner reviewed a scattered literature from the
past ~30 years (there may be a North American bias in the material reviewed). These authors
cite a mixture of lack of hard data on contracep tive agents in the field, and a general disbelief in
the face of demonstra bly effective lethal measures. In 1990 a coalition of animal welfare
societies organised a conferenc e in Melbourn e, Australia that brought scientists and animal
welfarists together for the first time (Tyndale- Biscoe 1991). The impetus was an increasing
concern over the measures being used to control wildlife, and awareness that the recent
advances in reproducti ve biology offered more effective and ethical technolog ical options.
Tyndale-B iscoe (1991) suggests that the conferenc e was something of a departure point for
work done since. He reports that two strategies emerged: ( 1), reversible suppressio n of fertility,
particularl y useful in conservat ion of small valuable population s, and (2), the indefinite
minimisat ion of a population , which has become a particularly Australian focus in dealing with
widesprea d destructive vertebrate pests like foxes and rabbits. There are currently two
technolog ical streams
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to achieving contracep tion in free-rangi ng wildlife: chemical restriction

of fertility, and; immunoco ntraceptio n, i.e. the concept of vaccinatin g an animal against
pregnancy. As with all biotechno logies, each has a distinct set of properties that dictates to
which of Tyndale-B iscoe' s strategy they can be applied.
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Surgical interventio n has been tried in small, high-value population s, (e.g. Daels & Hughes
1995), but we will set that aside.
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4. 7.1

Chemical contraception

Experimen ts in reproducti ve biochemis try establishe d as early as the 1950s that synthetic
chemicals could prevent reproduct ion in model animals (Kirkpatri ck & Turner 1985).
Experimen ts with dogs led to proposals in the early 1960s that such chemicals could be used
against a variety of canids such as foxes and coyotes. Parallel experiments were undertake n in
rodents, felids, ungulates, and some birds. Problems seem to have restricted their uptake into
managem ent practices, including difficulties in delivery. The challenges are very similar for
contracep tive delivery as they are for poison or medicatio n delivery, discussed above. Many of
the hormone- mimics used in these experimen ts seemed to be unpalatab le to the target animals,
and occasiona lly had uncertain bioavailab ility in the baits being used (Kirkpatri ck & Turner
1985).
Many of the strategies are targeted at female-sp ecific steroid hormones, aiming to suppress the
productio n of female-sp ecific hormones that initiate fertility (i.e., coming into heat) or the
successful establishm ent of pregnancy after fertilisation. For example, levonorge strel is a
steroidal compound that inhibits oestrus (the release of an egg from the ovaries for fertilisation,
marking coming into 'heat' in some species) that has had success in humans (Johansso n 2004).
It has been successful ly used to suppress fertility in tammar wallabies Macropus eugenii (Nave
et al. 2000) and eastern grey kangaroos , Macropus giganteus (Nave et al. 2002a). Trials with
implants have demonstra ted long-term effectiveness and reversibili ty (Nave et al. 2002b ), with
minimal impacts on wild behaviour (Poiani et al. 2002). Similar results have been returned for
domestic cats (Looper et al. 2001 ). Other steroidal compound s have been successful ly
demonstra ted in quail, Coturnix coturnixja ponica (Yoder et al. 2004), and deer (DeNicola et al.
1997), although a study into their reversibili ty indicated they were less successful in some
tamarins (small primates) (De Veeschou wer et al. 2004).
There seems to have been minimal work done on male-spec ific antifertility research, although
some studies do exist (Kirkpatri ck & Turner 1985; Junaidi et al. 2003). Steroidal contracept ives
(which are sex-hormo ne mimics that target the female reproducti ve cycle) have question marks
over them. including environme ntal persistenc e (Desbrow et al. 1998; Kolpin et al. 2002: Das et
al. 2004), side-effects (Baker et al. 2002) and social disquiet over their use (DeNicola et al.
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1997). In cases wher e the deliv ery of the contr acept ive is not sex-specific, one migh t also
quest ion the effect of fema le horm one mimi cs on males.
There are other non-s teroid al strategies being pursued. Non- stero idal pepti de horm ones in
general, for both males and females, gove rn the produ ction of sex horm ones
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This provides a

different, 'high er-lev el' target for contr acept ive design. Contraceptives like these have given
good results in wapit i deer, Cervus elaphus nelsoni (Baker et al. 2002), male dogs (Junaidi et al.
2003 ), several species of Afric an carni vores , both felid and canid (Bert schin ger et al. 2002), and
the tamm ar walla by (Herb ert et al. 2004). Howe ver, like pepti de toxins, oral delivery is
probl emat ic with these agents. Deliv ery is thus usual ly by injec tion or slow relea se implant.
There is room for impro veme nt to be made to chem ical contraceptives: reduc ing side-effects,
ensur ing reversibility wher e required, and incre asing effici ency (Nettles 1997; Gran dy &
Rutb erg 2002; De Vees chou wer et al. 2004 ). None thele ss, the idea that fertility can be
satisfactorily reduc ed with chem ical agent s has been proven. This implies that for small,
inten sively mana ged popu lation s of valua ble anim als, chem ical contr acept ion can be an
effec tive strategy. Indeed, chem ical contr acept ives requi re perio dic administration, whic h fits
well with requirements for reversibility. Howe ver, medi catin g animals in the field has many
challenges, such as ensuring the corre ct dosag e, targe ted delivery, etc (see 4.5.2 Medi catio ns).
Long -term changes in horm onal regim es may have detrim ental effects on anim al healt h and
cause serious changes in behav iour. Furth er, chem ical contr acept ion is proba bly not suited to
large or free rangi ng popu lation s either, main ly becau se of delivery problems. Anot her strategy
for reduc ing anim als' fertility that offers some hope of surm ounti ng these difficulties is
immu nocon trace ption .

4. 7 .2

lmmunocontraception

Simp ly put, immu noco ntrac eptio n (IC) is a vacci natio n against pregnancy. In the same way that
small samples of a disease can be intro duced to the immu ne syste m to creat e a long lastin g and
specific defen ce again st it, the idea is that a similar vacci natio n can direct immu ne responses
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As discussed in the previ ous sectio n on toxins, peptides offer some advan tages by being
easily broke n down in the envir onme nt, and highl y amen able to mani pulat ion given current
knowledge.
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against sperm, egg or early embryo. This is not simple. The vertebrate immune system is a
sophistica ted armoury that has evolved over many millions of years. As lethal as it is to
invading organisms like bacteria and viruses, a significan t amount of control is built into the
system to prevent it attacking its owner. To get an animal to attack its own reproducti ve tissue is
very similar to promoting an autoimmu ne disease, something the organism is well adapted to
prevent
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Further, while many substance s are highly effective at raising an immune response,

some provoke little response. Finding the right immunoge n (that which stimulates the
vaccinatin g immune response) is often difficult, particularl y for IC. Despite these
complicat ions, the benefits of IC for overabund ant animals might include easier administration,
greater specificity, cost efficiency , suitability for large free-rangi ng population s, and fewer side
effects than chemical agents (Kirkpatri ck & Turner 1985; Barber & Fayrer-Ho sken 2000;
McLaugh lin et al. 2003). The developm ent of an effective, long-lastin g immunoco ntraceptiv e is
a challenge actively being pursued some 50 years after the idea was first raised (Kirkpatri ck &
Turner 1985).
A variety of candidate vaccines have been trialled over the years including whole sperm (Tung
et al. 1979), and proteins
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from sperm (Frayne & Hall 1999; Naz 1999) and egg (Barber &

Fayrer-Ho sken 2000). However, it seems that proteins from the zona pellucida (ZP; an outer
proteinace ous layer of the unfertilise d vertebrate egg) give the best results (Bradley et al. 1999).
ZP from pigs (pZP) seems to be widely immunoge nic across mammals, thought to have been
demonstra ted in at least 45 different species (J. Kirkpatric k in Barber et al. 2000), and trialled in
at least 74 species (Kirkpatri ck et al. 1996). pZP has worked in elephants in African parks
(Fayrer-H osken et al. 2000; Delsink et al. 2002). There are reports of pZP being used in
successful control of small population s of feral horses (Kirkpatri ck et al. 1997) and suburban
deer population s (Naugle et al. 2002; Rutberg et al. 2004). Delivery is usually by darts, and
usually lasts around one year or breeding season (Fraker et al. 2002). That temporary nature of
many IC agents is an imporiant point. In Australia, there are ongoing projects looking at IC of
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I owe a debt to Peter Kerr, of CSIRO and the PAC CRC, for this perspective.
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Proteins can be immunolo gically reactive, and a lot more specific than complex preparatio ns
like whole sperm. This is a very similar approach to using 'subunit ' vaccines - see discussion in
4.5. l Vaccines)
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feral foxes, rabbits and mice (see http://www.pestanimal.crc.org.au), using viral vectors that will
disseminate themselves, or accentuate an immune response during a limited infection, with a
hope for longer term effectiveness. For the mouse, the technology is already at the stage where
an injection of the antifertility virus can elicit lifetime sterility of almost 100% efficacy (Lloyd
et al. 2093 ).
Marsupials have a greater evolutionary distance from pigs than many eutherians, which is a
double edged sword: pZP can be much more immunogenic in marsupials than in eutherians , but
sometimes that response is not transferred to the marsupial ZP (Mate et al. 1998). Sometimes
pZP is effective for contraception, such as in the tammar wallaby (Kitchener et al. 2002).
Sometimes, marsupial ZP is required, either to boost efficacy and/or to increase specificity.
New Zealand researchers are using possum ZP proteins in their IC work to reduce populations
of feral Brushtail possum, Trichosurus vulpecula (Mate et al. 2003; Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry NZ 2003). Interestingly, much of this work is apparently not reported in the peerreviewed scientific literature, being described instead in the grey literature of government
websites and conference papers. It is clear from these reports that work is proceeding well, with
research effort now beginning to emphasise delivery of the vaccine as opposed to proo f of
principle (Environmental Risk Management Authority NZ 2001; Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry NZ 2003; Environmental Risk Management Authority NZ 2004b ). There is something
of a biogeographic division here from IC work in the N orthem Hemisphere and Africa. The
mechanisms for IC delivery being considered in NZ and Australia mark an important split in the
trajectory for this LB.
4.7.3

Delivery of Contraceptives

Tyndale-Biscoe (1991) reported two problems to which antifertility technologies might be
applied from the 1990 Melbourne conference. First, instances where a small valuable population
is reproducing too fast or is overabundant for the area in which it now survives, such as zoos
and reserves. Often each of these animals is genetically valuable and so should have the
opportunity to reproduce at least once. The second instance is quite different in nature, where a
pest population of animals needs to be reduced. These populations are often spread across a
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large swathe of the landscape and not particular ly valued; hence the aim is effective reduction
for an indefinite period. However, we can develop these categories further to define:
47

1.

High value

2.

High value (cultural and/or sympathet ic value) pests, with low abundance or spread;

3.

Low value, high abundance pests widely distributed across the landscape.

conservat ion population s;

Each of these has clearly different characteri stics that impose constraint on the technolog ical
solutions employed. We can consider the dimension s of each contracep tive to explore which
solution maps best to each population . The critical difference is in how the contracep tive will be
delivered.
Chemical contracep tives are well advanced, and thus could be employed immediate ly. The
contracep tive effect is not stable over time (it fades), and so meets requireme nts to be reversible.
They are not easily dispersed, however. Tranquilli sing animals and administe ring injections or
implants is logisticall y intensive. Slow release implants may reduce costs per season, but they
are likely to be high nonetheles s. In addition, treatment of animals with an active chemical
brings requireme nts for establishin g a correct dosage regime. Since the treatment status of an
individual may not be visible by any intrinsic property of the contracept ive, there is the added
burden of tagging individual animals and managing a database of treatment history. These
dimension s of chemical agents are very similar to the many existing IC technologi es. Booster
shots are often required, and the durability of the contracep tive effect is generally a limited
(Muller et al. 1997; Bradley et al. 1999; Rutberg et al. 2004). The temporary nature of the IC
agent may be a drawback in some situations, but meets requireme nts for reversibili ty.
Contracep tive technolog ies that must be delivered periodical ly and ( often) individual ly are
obviously expensive and laborious. So chemical contracep tion and IC that is delivered on an
animal-by -animal basis are LBs suited to the control of high value conservati on population s.
The high value of the animals justifies the effort involved.

.n The designatio n of "value" in this schema is an intuitive one, drawing on an aggregate of
genetic, economic, cultural and/or heritage, and sympathet ic (charisma tic) values. This
obviously curtails a deep and wide-rang ing discussion on the concept of valuing animals. Such a
discussion is valuable, but does not fit here.
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Tyndale-B iscoe (1991) compares a once per season contracep tive strategy delivered to a highly
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valued population of feral horses on an American island with the situation in Australia: 26
mares treated in the US, compared to an estimated 300 000 animals in Australia. He suggests
that faced with AUD$20/ horse/annum, not including helicopter time, the lethal control measure
of 50c/bullet will be a more realistic option. This is a useful compariso n to make. In many
situations, an animal may be a pest for ecological, economic or nuisance reasons, but have high
cultural value and be spread across a relatively small area. Feral horses on islands, deer in
suburbs and waterfowl on golf courses and urban parks might be good examples of this. Such
population s might lend themselve s to moderatel y intensive managem ent programs like
contraceptive darting. Many of the IC technologies that are currently available are suitable to
such populations. The contracep tive effect fades over time, but being a vaccine does not require
rigorous monitorin g of dosage, so administra tion could be by biolistics on an opportuni stic
basis.
Baits might also be useful in restricted areas for these population s. Some IC strategies also
involve the delivery of the IC agent in baits (Bradley et al. 1997; Jacob et al. 2002), although
care would have to be taken to ensure specificity. This might be possible if the IC was presented
in the context of a GM virus. A virus that is specific to the target species could be used to firstly
limit susceptibility to the IC effect, but also as a means of stimulatin g an immune response to
the reproduct ive protein. New Zealand researcher s are looking at delivering IC proteins in
'bacterial ghosts' (the empty outer shell of a bacterium ) and geneticall y engineere d into
vegetables (Environm ental Risk Managem ent Authority NZ 2001; 2004a; b ). If the immunog en
in these systems was specific to the target animal, such bait might be used with confidenc e.
Successfu l delivery of steroidal contracep tives in feed has been reported for small zoo
populations of ungulates (Raphael et al. 2003). Careful selection of baits might go some way to
narrowing the range of exposed animals. One novel strategy being investigat ed is the delivery of
a slow-release antifertility agent in grit to target urban waterfowl (Hurley & Johnston 2002).
Many birds have gizzards, small chambers in the gut that use stones grit and sand to grind
swallowed food, instead of using teeth. The authors hope to limit ingestion of the compound to
48

Social and cultural value (heritage) as opposed to fiscal returns.
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gizzard animals, which may be limited to the target waterfowl in urban parks and waterways.
There are questions about steroids leaching from such baits. Like poisons, prospects for
administe ring baits in a species-specific manner seem limited. Most of the compound s used in
wildlife applications come from human trials (themselv es likely to have been derived from
compound s that work on laboratory animals), so they are pre-select ed for activity in a wide
phylogene tic range
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As for peptide contracep tives, easily digested in the gut, there is no sign in

the literature of novel delivery mechanism s like conjugatio n with other active peptides or
liposomes that might make them amenable to distributio n in baits.
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Figure 4.1 - The distribution of rabbits and human accessibility across Australia. The
vastness and ruggednes s of Australia is a considera ble challenge in managing pests across the
landscape . Panel A shows the accessibil ity of various landscape s to human presence, taking
into account remotenes s from major centres and infrastruct ure (darker shading indicates
increasing remoteness). In contrast, Panel B shows the distribution of one of those pests , the
European rabbit , across the continent. Pest control strategies that rely on a human presence
have a difficult challenge in this continent. Panel A is taken from Glover et al. (1999) with
modificatio ns for format; Panel B is taken from Saunders et al. (1995) with modificatio ns for
format.

Low value, high abundance pests with wide distributions across the landscape impose
particularl y difficult constraints upon the contracep tive solution. Rabbits in Australia are a good
example of such a pest. Figure 4.1 shows, in effect, the relative distribution of rabbits and
human manageme nt across the continent. Rabbits extend far into the interior, across areas of the
lowest human accessibility. Individual ly administe red contracept ives are not an option here.
Lethal biocontrol has been used successful ly in the past to combat rabbits across such scales
(Kovaliski 1998 ; Fenner 2000). When looking at immunoco ntraceptio n, the idea of using a
dissemina ting virus to deliver a vaccine is perhaps an inevitable conclusion . For more than a
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That is , activity across many branches of the evolutiona ry tree.
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decad e now, the Pest Anim al Cont rol CRC has been looki ng at contr ol of mice and rabbi ts in
this fashi on (Seam ark 2001). New Zeala nd is activ ely resea rchin g a nema tode

(Parastrongyloides trichosuri; small worm s) paras ite as a vector to deliv er IC to its feral
possu ms (Min istry of Agric ulture and Fores try NZ 2003). Both resea rch groups have made
signi fican t progress. The dime nsion s of a disse mina ting vecto r fit the probl em well: a
prolif erativ e contr acept ive, perha ps initia lly dispe rsed in a bait or a group of inocu lated anim als,
with a high degre e of speci ficity confe rred by a well chose n paras ite (lethal effects atten uated).
There are quest ions abou t the dispe rsal of the LB - could an IC vecto r be intro duced into nonpest popu lation s of the same speci es in differ ent areas (Ang ulo & Cook e 2002 )? The muta bility
of a disse mina ting vecto r is quest ioned at a varie ty of levels , inclu ding chang es to ( viral) host
range (A. Gibbs, pers. comm .) and intera ction with other paras ites (Hoo d et al. 2000). There are
quest ions too abou t the genet ic stabil ity of the targe t anim al in the face of such a stron g
selec tive press ure, with some autho rs predi cting selec tion for indiv idual s with defic ient immu ne
syste ms that enabl e them to escap e immu noco ntrac eptio n (Coo per & Herb ert 2001 ;
Magi afogl ou et al. 2003). Some resea rcher s sugge st that devel oping multi ple IC vectors,
immu nisin g again st fertility in differ ent ways , could be used either in rotati on or in paral lel to
confo und the evolu tion of resist ance (Mag iafog lou et al. 2003). Many resea rcher s now belie ve
that the great est impe dime nts to deplo ying disse mina ting IC may no longe r be techn ical ones,
but rathe r social and legal (Seam ark 2001 ; Willi ams 2002 a).

4.8 lnterventional LB - tools for doing
Curre nt biote chno logy clear ly has the poten tial to affec t chang e on the landscape. The LBs
descr ibed abov e are open ing up new and very intim ate ways in whic h huma ns may interv ene in
biolo gy of landscapes. The list given is not comp lete, but is sufficient to give a sense of the
techn ologi cal capac ities being devel oped.
I wish to unde rscor e here that these exam ples are a set of "tools for doing" . "Doi ng", howe ver,
is usual ly a behav iour that we take in accor dance with what we perce ive, what we unde rstand,
and the relati onshi p that data and know ledge has with our goals. We will exam ine aspec ts of
know ledge and goals in later sectio ns of this thesis. Howe ver, while biote chno logy for " doing "
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has been explored, in the next chapter I wish to turn to a set of biotechnological "tools for
perceiving" - informational LB.
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5 Informational Landscape
Biotechnologies
In the previous chapter, we saw how several current fields of biotechnology are being developed
to mediate one side of socie ty's relationship with the landscape - effecting a change on the
landscape. In some ways, it is this role that occupies the minds of most when they think of
biotechnology and its uses - what are the impacts, what will we be able to do? After all, the
stereotypical "tool " is more often a hammer than it is a window. But intervention is not wher e
biote chno logy' s role in our relationship with landscape ends. The reciprocal dynamic of the
society-landscape relationship is the way in which the biophysical landscape effects change in
us. The route of some of this landscape-to-culture influence is obvious. Heat, wind, light, slopes
and similar phenomena affect us directly and obviously, but do so only because the information
about these events is so readily available. Our senses, dictated by physi ology, place limits on
what information we can glean from the landscape upon whic h we find ourselves. But just as we
can turn to tools to do more than woul d be possible with bare hands, so too we can devise tools
to open up new sources of information previously unavailable to us. Thes e are the windows, not
the hammers.
Biotechnologies are fast being devel oped that will mediate our perception of landscapes. Thes e
informational LBs are developing, if anything, faster than those focused on intervention. Like
interventional LBs, many have well-established heritages of more primitive versions of the
technologies. Genetic information features strongly in this section, and is a good example.
Researchers have been using genetic information to answer complex questions for several
decades now, including constructing phylogenies of cryptic species
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( eg.

Read et al. 2001) and

cha1iing the histories of populations across a landscape (O'Brien 1994a). Technologies being
developed now however will radically reshape the way such studies are undertaken, the answers
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Phylogenies are maps of relatedness between species, gena, families etc. - like a family tree at
an interspecies level. Cryptic species are those that hard to tell apart by any visual clue. In the
case cited here, Read and co-workers use genetic information to map out the phylogenetic
relationships betw een a numb er of Australian frog species that look so similar they are
impossible to tell apart in the field.
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they supply, and indeed the very nature of the questions they ask. This chapter will not review
all these technological advancements. Because the field is so rich with new developments, my
strategy is to point to several key "platform" technologies that are being developed which have
immediate relevance to landscape issues. (Note that many of these platforms look to be
converging). They are "platform" in the sense that they are facilitating technologies: LBs from
which substantially different questions could be answered with minimal departure from the
original design. The first of these platforms is genomics.
(This chapter is current to mid-late 2004).

5.1 DNA and the Landscape
If you have been an observer of the popular science press, you will be aware of the hype
smTounding DNA, genes, and genomes, particularly in the human medical field. But let us
escape that by grounding ourselves in the landscape context. Stand in a landscape. Look around
you at the trees, grasses, birds, insects, large animals, the muck that's covering the soles of your
feet. .. All very large things, very tangible, often very easy to see. You can justifiably ask "What
do genes have to do with any of this?". Obviously, genetics are behind all living matter in a
somewhat ultimate sense, but how does the ability to observe DNA come to mean anything of
substance to the person observing the landscape? The scientific disciplines of ecology,
conservation biology and their allied fields are a good place to start looking for an answer to
that question. In doing so, we see that DNA can be used to ask two different, although nested,
types of questions: firstly, questions of structure and enumeration (i.e., what is there, where and
how is it organised? In other words, describing biodiversity), and; questions of function (i.e.
what are these components doing in landscape processes?).
5.1.1

Biological structure in the landscape

DNA can be used as an objective measure of biodiversity, a source of information with highvalue stakes in the decisions about a landscape (Bowen 1999; Moran 2002). All differences in
1

biology are, at some point, underwritten by differences at the genetic level 5 . The pattern of
these differences, within and between species, forms part of the biological structure of a
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For the purpose before us, let us put aside the debate about where to draw the line between
genetic and environmental determination.
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landscape. Logically then, looking at the DNA of a set of organisms can reveal structures in
space and time that are otherwise invisible. Earlier, I briefly mentioned that genetic data can be
used to construct phylogene tic trees for species that are hard to tell apart in the field. Examples
of this approach are now myriad in the literature of the last decade or so. In this instance, Read
and co-workers (2001) compared DNA sequences from a group of frogs that can look so similar
to each other that they are impossibl e to tell apart as different species on ,visual inspection. A
small but protracted debate had raged amongst a group of taxonomis ts and herpetolog ists for
several decades (K Read, pers.comm. ), which this study resolved. But while such debates might
seem trivial in the wider sphere, taxonomy is not a trivial point if each species has different
conservati on requirements. Nor is it trivial if legislation must refer explicitly to particular
species to operate in its intended spirit. Knowing what is different, qualitative ly and
quantitatively, is a key piece of informatio n about the biology of landscape s (Soltis &
Gitzendan ner 1999).
For some time now, DNA data has been 'invading ' the discipline of taxonomy and systematic s,
those disciplines concerned with describing and structurin g relatednes s of biodiversi ty.
Technolog ical advancem ents that make DNA easier to work with (see later sections) have
created some intense debate amongst these researcher s. Most of us would have an essential
grasp of what a species is, but even the most scholarly definitions fail in some circumsta nces
(Adams 1998; 2001 ). Historically, taxonomy has been determine d by morpholo gical cues - the
more similar species physically appear, the closer they are related. Some researcher s are
suggesting that species should be defined and arranged in taxonomic groups primarily on the
basis of DNA informatio n (Tautz et al. 2002; Tautz et al. 2003; Blaxter 2004), although this is
far from universall y accepted (Lipscomb et al. 2003; Seberg et al. 2003). The proposal has its
advantage s for describing and identifying biodiversi ty on the landscape. Consider that while the
world's biodiversi ty is becoming extinct due largely to human changes to landscapes (May
1988), the overwhelm ing majority of what is dying is unidentifi ed and undescrib ed (Blaxter &
Floyd 2003). This is especially true for invertebra tes (Blaxter 2004), and yet the role of
invertebrates as keystone species in ecological communit ies has recently been identified as a
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key gap in our understanding of how these ecologies work (Thompson et al. 2001 ). Might LBs
that help us see genetic information at least let us know what we are losing?

5.1.1.1

Reckoning with the Spineless Maj ority

Invertebrates are the ugly child of the family when it comes to how our modem societies view
landscapes: extant in some vague sense, but largely ignored unless causing trouble. Perhaps
there is an element of irony here, since it is from advances in study of invertebrate biology on
landscapes that lessons and principles about DNA are being drawn that will impact our
understanding of larger species. The scientific and nature-oriented world was shocked some
years ago when a DNA sh1dy of microbes from a teaspoon of forest soil was discovered to have
over 4000 different bacterial genomes (Torsvik et al. 1990a; Torsvik et al. 19906). This implied
that humble dirt was on par with tropical rainforests and tropical reefs. The reason this study
was so revolutionary was not that microbiologists had never thought to check what was living in
the soil, but that DNA technology allowed them to do so in such an unbiased way. Until this
procedure, most environmental samples of microbial organisms were characterised on the basis
of the proportionally few species that could be grown (cultured) in the laboratory to be counted.
Laboratory cultures are very different environments than the complexities of soils, so it had long
been suspected that such surveys were significantly underestimating the diversity that was
actually present. However, using techniques that counted the different types of DNA in the soils
meant that organisms did not have to be cultured to be detected. And, as we have seen, the
results were significant.
We will refer to this technique and its elaborations as environmental nucleic acid-based
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sampling (EN ABS). The first procedure for isolating bacterial DNA directly from soil was first
published in 1980, (Torsvik 1980; Ogram 2000). ENABS has now become routine in studies of
microbial ecology. Such DNA-based sources of information are fundamental to modem studies
of "pure" microbiology (Chen et al. 1997; Ogram 2000; Prosser 2002; Sessitsch et al. 2002;
Stine et al. 2003; Zhou 2003 ), microbial roles in important ecological processes such as nitrogen
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DNA stands for deoxyribose nucleic acid. There is a closely related molecule called
ribonucleic acid (RNA), also found in the cell, which encodes much of the same information as
DNA. Some of the technologies described here as EN ABS use RNA instead of DNA, but for
our purposes we will treat them as equivalent (hence the use of "nucleic acid"). Detection of
RNA specifically has a range of applications that will be explored later.
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cycles (A vrahami et al. 2002; Philippot et al. 2002; Prosser & Embley 2002; Taroncher Oldenburg et al. 2003), and phenomen a such as horizontal gene transfer (Drage et al. 1999;
Desaint et al. 2003; Top & Springael 2003; Springael & Top 2004). The growing use of
EN ABS and DNA-base d analysis in the lab has lead to some revolution s in our understan ding
of the evolution of microbes (Arber 2000; van der Meer & Sentchilo 2003; Feil 2004).
Fascinatin gly, there is growing consensus around the idea that bacterial genomes are comprised
of a 'core' part - a set of genes and regulatory material that is essential for life - and an
accessory set of genes carried in by horizontal transfer that confer particular abilities that help
the bacteria survive in certain environme nts (Hacker & Carniel 2001 ). The core genome is the
definitive feature of a bacterial species, while the accessory genome is shared across different
bacterial species. This makes bacteria very different to other organisms , which has implications
for understan ding landscapes. The ability to identify not only what bacterial species is there on
the landscape, but also what accessory genes are present, may be essential to get a grip on the
'invisible majority' beneath our feet. Revelations such as this have been in no small part due to
the technolog ical innovation s that have permitted us to observe and analyse DNA.
Beyond this basic science research, there are more 'applied' uses in which this technolog y is
finding its way, many being truly manifestat ions of a landscape -relevant biotechno logy.
Monitorin g the diversity of microbes during bioremedi ation is essential to process-m onitoring
(Schneegu rt & Kulpa 1998; Weekers et al. 2001; Poly et al. 2002; Top et al. 2002; Widada et al.
2002; Mills et al. 2003). EN ABS sensing is being employed to detect bacterial pathogens in the
environm ent (Dobrindt & Reidl 2000; Call et al. 2003; Pickup et al. 2003; Straub & Chandler
2003). There is also considerab le interest in ENABS to detect bioweapo ns (Iqbal et al. 2000;
McBride et al. 2003; Shah & Wilkins 2003), an issue that is providing increasing access to
developm ent funds. This is significan t because, as with medical research, advances in this
domain can be readily adapted to become an LB, and perhaps many bioweapo nry applications
could be said to be a 'special case' of LB. Bioweapo nry detection is perhaps even more relevant
to landscape s than medical biotechno logies because of its focus on operating in environments
much less controlled and optimised than clinical situations. Less dramatica lly, ENABS has been
used in agricultur al soils to investigat e their compositi on (Neher 1999; Nakatsu et al. 2000;
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Ranjard et al. 2001) and ecology (Smit et al. 2001; Johnson et al. 2003 ), and their recovery after
disturbance by physical (Jansa et al. 2002; Hedlund et al. 2003) and chemical means (Ibekwe et
al. 2001; Seghers et al. 2003; Girvan et al. 2004 ).
EN ABS works on the basis of being able to extract species -specific DNA signatures from a very
complex environmental mixture, and comparing them to discern relatedness of the microbes in
the sample. Sometimes this is done by virtue of comparing sequence information, which is
becoming more common for a variety of reasons (see later section on sequencing). In other
cases sequence information is less important, the techniques relying on distinctive properties of
the DNA under certain treatments. It is important here to avoid the impression that techniques
by which DNA can be compared were developed only recently- after all, Torsvik and coworkers' discovery of high diversity in soils was accomplished using late-1960s technology
often used in comparisons of complex mammalian genomes (Ogram 2000). There has been a
range of less sophisticated instruments for probing differences in DNA, many of which are still
used today. While the technologies in these earlier protocols (the details of which require an indepth explanation of molecular biology and genetics that is not appropriate here) may be less
sophisticated than leading-edge technologies, they are remarkable for their ingenuity, and have
been successfully applied to sophisticated questions. There are a number of important features
of EN ABS that we will pick up in later sections of this chapter (see also section 4.3
Bioremediation for relevant applications of this technology in the interventional arm of LB).

Bacteria have been the frontline of experimentation in developing these informational LBs for
good reason. Some strains of bacteria are very easy to grow in the laboratory (a technique with a
history surely over one hundred years old now) , requiring simple and widely understood
husbandry. They can be grown in massive numbers very quickly, so obtaining large amounts of
a homogenous sample of genetic material is a cheap and easy task. Lastly, their physiology and
genetics, whilst complex in its own right, is much simpler than multicellular (bigger) organisms
like insects , plants and vertebrates. This has meant that scientists have had a model system for
the biology of DNA that is very amenable to experimentation. These experiments can often be
taken fairly quickly from lab-bench into real-world research on the phenomena of landscape.
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Howe ver, the beaut y of work ing with DNA is its universality. With certa in impo rtant cavea ts,
techniques devel oped in bacte ria can be quick ly adapt ed to appli catio ns in more comp lex
organisms. DNA obser vatio nal and analytical technologies are highl y generic LBs.
Blaxt er (2004) describes how ENA BS strategies can be comb ined with DNA taxon omy in a
proto col to take samples from the envir onme nt and arran ge them withi n a phylo genet ic tree. In
Blax ter's vision, not only bacte ria but the comp lete range of soil inver tebra tes (nem atode s,
earth worm s, and rathe r alien -look ing micro scopi c bugs) woul d be subje ct to such classification.
Not only could this be used to confi rm the prese nce of know n speci es, but a DNA signal that
indicates a new species could be assig ned a place on the phylo genet ic tree and later the samp le
syste matic ally searc hed for the species to gain a more class ical physi cal description. But such
techn iques need not be limite d to soil. We have alrea dy seen sever al appli catio ns in marin e and
aqueous landscapes, focus sing on invertebrates. But plant and anim al speci mens too are often in
want of identification. Curre nt biodi versi ty field-surveys bring back 'macr obiol ogica l' material
in volum es and frequencies that often overw helm the huma n resou rces avail able for the task
(Gast on & O'Ne ill 2004). DNA -base d ident ificat ion of these more visib le comp onen ts of the
lands cape may becom e routi ne in lands cape resea rch and mana geme nt.

5.1.1.2

Population Histories, Presents, and Trajectories - Impact on Conservation

The conse rvatio n of biodi versi ty often forms a majo r them e in confl icts and agend as for the fate ·
of landscapes. LB can find a role here too. Look ing at DNA can gave impo rtant infor matio n for
conse rvatio n, infor ming on the status of popu lation healt h and viabi lity, its histo ry, and a
speci es' current distri butio n and move ment over a landscape. Simp ly havin g "species X" on
one's lands cape without regar d for the genetic diversity withi n that popu lation is not enou gh, for
sever al reasons. A dramatic incre ase in the ability of resea rcher s to use DNA , to identify and
analy se the genetic 'mark ers' that infor m them of breed ing histories and struc tures, has placed
these infor matio nal LBs at the centr e stage in conse rvatio n biolo gy and ecology. The first role
in whic h LB can provi de pertin ent infor matio n is in preve ntion of inbre eding .
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5.1.1.2.1

Inbreeding

The human taboo of incest has a biological basis, which is unsurprisi ngly reflected in other
species. Breed with those too closely related to you, and enors in your genes - which you are
able to endure because you also have functionin g versions from your other parent - are more
likely to gain the upper hand in your offspring. The more similar your parents are, the worse
you will get on in the world, and hence the lower the chances you will reproduce successful ly
(Amos et al. 2001 ). This general principle is called inbreeding depression, the ramificati ons of
which are that in a conservati on program, effort should be made to ensure that there is a diverse
genetic heritage within the population . The case for using DNA studies to inform on the current
status of threatened population s has been made strongly for a decade or more now (O'Brien
1994b; Frankham 1995). In a very similar way to ENABS in microbiol ogy (above), DNA
samples from population s can be examined for relatednes s by looking at key indicators in the
DNA sequence. The level of diversity in a population will vary depending on its history, the
range of environme ntal conditions it endures, the evolutiona ry history of the species, and the
species breeding system for each species (Booy et al. 2000). A reasonable degree of diversity
indicates a population is well buffered against threats of disease (Altizer et al. 2003) and the
ever-prese nt possibility of a change in environme ntal conditions (Bowen 1999). (There are of
course limits to this principle of more-is-be tter; the reader is directed to Hedrick (2001 )).

Often, conservati on is concerned with species or subspecie s about which little is known, but
such DNA measurem ents are often used to provide a first indication of health. For example,
little is known of the solitary Tanzanian leopard (Panthera pardus ), but using DNA tests
researcher s concluded that these animals were in a healthy, thriving population in no danger of
loosing genetic diversity (Spong et al. 2000). On the other hand, genetics does not explain all
aspects of a population 's welfare. An American re-introdu ction program for eastern wild
turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo silvestris) noted that one population in its care was declining
dramatica lly over 14 years, despite success with others. To investigate, researchers examined
the DNA of the birds in the problem area, but found their genetic diversity was equivalent to
similar bird population s (Harmon & Van den Bussche 2000). Clearly, there are other factors
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that are strongly influential on a popu lation 's survival. The western popu lation of the Steller sea
lion (Eumetopias jubat us) in the Gulf of Alask a has been unde r decline since the 1960s (it was
classified as endan gered in 1997), yet DNA testing of samples collected acros s two decades
3

show ed no appre ciabl e loss of genetic varia tion (Bick ham et al. 1998)5 . So genetics is
important, but should not be view ed as the only metric of a popu lation 's health.

5.1.1.2.2

Connections across space

Land scape s are often home to more than one popu lation of a particular species. Thin k of a
landscape with several roam ing packs of wolves, discrete thickets of trees amon gst grass y
plains, or granite outcrops sheltering rock- walla by populations in an other wise fox-r idden
agricultural plain. Topology, geom orpho logy, predation, social systems and a myria d other
forces produ ce 'patc hines s' in the landscape
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Not only might a 'patc h' of species be physi cally

separated from another, but they may also be separ ated reproductively too. For example, if a
partic ular anim al canno t swim, there is likely to be very little excha nge of genetic mate rial
across the banks of a large river. On the other hand, populations that look to be separ ated migh t
in fact be linked by episodes of repro ducti ve contact, a situation that invokes an idea of
'meta pqpu lation s' (Han ski 1998). For example, a species of freshwater mussels in the USA (the
endan gered Louis iana pearlshell, Margarita/era hembeli) is found in streams and rivers,
suggesting that there might well be distinct popu lation s in different streams; a seden tary
freshwater organ ism seem s an unlikely candidate to interbreed across large distances of
unsuitable habit at (dry land). On the contrary, genetic studies show that these popu lation s are
actually highl y simil ar, imply ing they are interlinked as a meta popu lation (Curo le et al. 2004).
Clearly, genetics in a landscape are often comp lex and surprising. Mana ging the genetic welfare
of species on a landscape obviously demands sensitivity to such dynamics, spurr ing deep and
ongoing discussions in the ecological (and allied) scientific comm unity on how to hand le this
(Hed rick 2001; Mora n 2002; Eldridge et al. 2004; Wan et al. 2004). Marr ying know ledge abou t
the physical geog raphy of a lands cape (increasingly using GIS and powe rful new statistics) with
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On the plus side, the authors note that if numbers are allowed to recover, the resultant
populations shoul d be healthy.
54
Unde rstan ding the ecolo gy of such heter ogen eity in space is a central preoc cupat ion of the
emer ging discipline of landscape ecolo gy (Wu & Hobbs 2002).
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genetic informatio n is a branch of informatio nal LB only recently collected under a heading of
'landscape genetics' (Manel et al. 2003).

Some of these reproduct ive boundarie s can be quite subtle. For example, some vertebrate s are
suspected to have a preference for habitat that is dictated by early experienc e (the natal habitat)
more than genetic predispos ition (Olson & Van Horne 1998; Vogl et al. 2002). In other words,
an animal born and raised in forests will likely seek forests as new territory as an adult, rather
than plains or heathland. This hypothesi s was tested in California n population s of coyote ( Canis

latrans) using genetic markers (Sacks et al. 2004). The authors found that there was indeed a
preference for the natal habitat type. It is thought that this preference has given rise to habitatdistinct coyote population s that tend not to interbreed, even though coyotes are spread out
contiguou sly across the study area regardless of habitat type. Without genetics, it is difficult to
envisage how such important informatio n could have been gleaned on such a scale (457 coyotes
over 4 bioregions , spanning 400km) without heroic effort, multi-year longitudin al studies, many
researcher s, and all for a very high cost.

5.1.1.2.3

Outbreeding

Invasive species are known to be a major threat to wildlife the world over, mainly through
predation, competitio n, disease and secondary impacts such as changes to habitat structure
(Mack et al. 2000; Bruggers et al. 2002; With 2002). However, there are added concerns when
the invader is geneticall y similar enough to a wild counterpa rt to interbreed (Perry et al. 2002).
Researche rs are turning to genetics to try to ascertain just how bad such hybridisat ion (or
'introgres sion') can be. Wolves are of particular concern, given their potential to interbreed with
the domestic dog (Boyd et al. 2001 ), as is the Australian wild dog, the dingo (Wilton et al.
1999b ). Hybrids can sometimes throw up significan t confusion for social and legal systems that
rest on a clear distinction between wild and domestic/f eral organisms (Daniels & Corbett 2003).
Ecologica l concern about hybridisat ion is fairly easily understood. Local population s can have
behaviour s and physical attributes that are subtly different to others, finely tuning them to local
conditions . Introducti ons of individuals adapted to other localities can result in a hybrid that is
intermedia te - fit for neither original home territory - or simply disrupt a 'winning'
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combinati on of genes that have co-evolve d over several generations (Rhymer & Simberlof f
1996). This is known as 'outbreedi ng depression '. For example, pink salmon (Oncorhynchus

gorbuscha ) from two different creeks (separated by 1000km, but otherwise equivalent
environme nts) in North America were hybridised in an experimen t that reported clear reductions
in return-rates amongst the hybrids and their descendants; despite their apparent similarities,
these two stocks were geneticall y distinct in an ecological ly significan t way (Gilk et al. 2004).

While one might expect that a maladapte d individual would die out, hence hybridisat ion be no
threat, such negative effects can persist in a population if the degree of hybridisat ion is great
enough, such as if there repeated invasions of foreign individuals over an extended period, or
the influx of foreign individuals is very large (similar to Sterile Feral dynamics covered in the
previous chapter). Making matters worse is a phenomen on known as hybrid vigour, well-know n
in breeding and agricultur al industries, where the first generation hybrid is particularl y fit and
strong. This can be insidious. Even if the first hybrid generation does better than the wild stock
(hence produces more offspring), subsequen t generation s can be significantly less fit than pure
lines (Dobzhan sky 1950): negative effects can often spread much further than one might
otherwise imagine. Interestingly, while gross physiolog y may be essentially the same, it seems
that behaviours are more susceptibl e to such genetic impacts of introgress ion (Meffert et al.
2002).

Salmonoi d fishes (salmon, trout, etc) are an area of intense focus for such issues, given their
long history of introducti on and translocat ion for sportfishing, and increasing ly for industrial
aquacultu re (Crozier 2000; Noakes et al. 2000). For example, in a laboratory study, brown trout

(Salmo trutta) crosses of sea-ranch ed males and wild-caug ht females produced animals that
showed much less aggression than wild-type animals, with more tendency to stay still and
conserve their energy (Petersson & Jarvi 2003). However, they exhibited the same appetites as
their parents, so the hybrids grew significan tly faster; the authors believe this may confer an
advantage that will favour introgress ion into the wild stock. Early sexual maturation is an
advantage in aquaculture, and early-mat uring male salmon (Salmo salar L.) have been
demonstra ted to have more than twice the reproduct ive success in the first generation than their
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wild counterparts (Garant et al. 2003). When in an area of continual introductions of farm-stock,
(sea-cage escapees, etc), the long-term prognosis for wild stocks could be grim. Salmonoids
have often been the subject of hatchery-b ased stocking programs, with fisheries managers
hoping to boost stocks for recreational and industrial purposes, and perhaps buffer natural
stocks from overfishing pressures. This can be equally dangerous. One study has found that
amongst steelhead salmon ( Oncorhynchus mykiss) in the west of North America, those with
genetic markers from hatchery stock had only 4.4-7% of the offspring of wild-type fish
(McLean et al. 2004). Others have noted similar negative effects in other aquaculture species,
such as scallops (Beaumon t 2000).

5.1 .1.2.4
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Connections across time

We might reasonably expect the size of populations to fluctuate across time. Some periods
might see conditions ripe for large numbers of an organisms to occupy a landscape, while at
other times it is driven back, perhaps even to extinction. These periods of low abundance are
known as "bottlenec ks", where the genetic lineages of the population have had to 'squeeze
through' a naITow window of inheritance. Informatio n about these events can be important
socially, informing us of how a landscape looked before a certain event ( eg. European
settlement), the resources, constraints and quality of the landscape earlier peoples lived with,
and perhaps forming a goal for restoration. They can also be important ecologically. Just as low
population numbers now can indicate a vulnerability to the problems of inbreeding depression,
bottlenecks in times past can inform us of how a population might fare in the near term, and
what we might expect its populatio n dynamics to be over time (Spong & Hellborg 2002).

There are classical examples of such studies. One is the lions (Pantera leo) of the N gorongoro
Crater, Tanzania, where due to an outbreak of disease, only a handful of animals survived in the
mid 1960s, and remained isolated (Packer et al. 1991 ). The resulting inbreeding has produced a
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As an aside, aquacultu re is cu1Tently undergoing a boom in extent and the number of species
in cultivation - and it is a significant landscape (seascape) change. Unlike land-farming of
animals , some applications ( eg. shellfish) may involve intensively managed fisheries in a
manner not dissimilar to open-range ranching. This brings fairly novel genetic considerations:
the management of genetic resources ; just when is a species is classified as domesticated; does a
ranched stock necessarily ensure the conservation of the species (Stotz 2000; Utter & Epifania
2002) .
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high numb er of sperm abno rmali ties in the males, and the popu lation (as of 1991) was in
decline. Conv ersely, the north ern eleph ant seal (Mirounga angustirostris) now stands at over
175 000 in numb er, after a bottle neck of perha ps as few as 12 individuals more than 100 years
ago (Hed rick 1995). Gene tic tests are able to show that there is currently a very low level of
genetic varia tion in the popu lation today ( despi te its size), but that there once was much more
varia tion befor e the bottle neck, raisin g the prosp ect of epidemics some time in the future (Web er
et al. 2000). A host of recen tly devel oped genetic tests can now provi de insights into past
bottle neck (Luik art et al. 1998a; Luika rt et al. 1998b; Spen cer et al. 2000 ) and expan sion
(Kim mel et al. 1998; Reich et al. 1999) events with little or no infor matio n from other sources.
The techniques are not perfe ct, however, some times failing to pick up know n events in recor ded
histo ry (Spon g & Hellb org 2002). Neve rthele ss, as technologies impro ve, this LB will provi de
deep insights into past lands capes and curre nt patterns.

5.1.1.2.5

Designing landscapes for conservation

Cons ervat ion often faces an uphil l battle in secur ing an area of sufficient size and habit at quali ty
to fulfil its objectives - resou rces, inclu ding land and huma n capital, are usual ly scarce. Gene tic
samp ling has great utility in ident ifying popu lation s of partic ular value for conse rvatio n by
virtue of their uniqueness (Petit et al. 1998). Cons ervat ion of popu lation s witho ut careful
selec tion on basis of genet ic uniqu eness can mean substantial increases in the numb er of
popu lation s that need to be prese rved (to ensur e a healt hy enduring future for the species) (Nee l
& Cumm ings 2003a). Often, the amou nt of lands cape avail able to conse rvatio n in a single
discrete packa ge is insuf ficien t to suppo rt a popu lation over the long term (beca use of
inbreeding, etc). But lands capes are typic ally mosa ic, with a variety of landuses across them
offer ing varyi ng levels of conse rvatio n value
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One strate gy is to creat e netw orks of small er

reserves with corridors to link them. This is the conse rvatio n mana geme nt of a metapopulation,
and partic ularly (but not exclu sively ) relev ant to large, wide -rang ing species (Margules &
Press ey 2000; Margules et al. 2002). With in such strategies, unde rstan ding what is happ ening at
the genetic level is a key piece of infor matio n (Mec h & Halle tt 2001 ).
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For example, farml and can be both econo mica lly produ ctive and of significant value as
habit at to some species. Cons ervat ion need not always be the exclu sive task of reserves.
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In one study looki ng at plant s, the appli catio n of ecolo gical reser ve desig n guide lines by exper ts
was found to be not much bette r at captu ring genet ic diver sity than a rando m selec tion of
reser ve sites (Nee l & Cumm ings 2003 b). Gene tic studies are becom ing essen tial in marin e
reser ve netw ork desig n (Palu mbi et al. 2003 ), as it is becom ing appar ent that dispe rsal of marin e
larva e is comp lex and coun ter intuit ive ( eg. not just a funct ion of curre nt direc tion and stren gth)
(Kinl an & Gaine s 2003 ). Furth er, differ ent speci es can have very differ ent conse rvatio n
requi reme nts revea led by genet ics. For exam ple, Brac h and colle agues (2003 ) found that 3
speci es of Flori da lizard s had highl y distin ct group s of genet ic diver sity on isolat ed ridge s
cover ed by old scrub , imply ing that conse rvatio n reser ves migh t best targe t those areas rathe r
than an indis crimi nate large swath e of land. By contr ast, an annua l scrub plant in Flori da was
found to have its genet ic diver sity sprea d fairly evenl y acros s its range , sugge sting that effor t
shoul d be made to conse rve the whol e of that area (Evan s et al. 2000) . Such genet ic findin gs can
be impo rtant beyo nd a strict ly biolo gical frame of refere nce: the genet ic and geog raphi cal
distin ctive ness of the Flori da skink s may be suffic ient to quali fy for provi sions of the US
Enda ngere d Speci es Act (Bran ch et al. 2003 ), placi ng conse rvatio n efforts on much bette r
footin g politi cally .

Even highl y huma n-ass ociat ed wild speci es on a lands cape need genet ic consi derat ions for their
conse rvatio n. Wild rice ( Oryz a rufipogon Griff .) is the most agric ultura lly impo rtant but
serio usly endan gered wild rice speci es, but genet ic analy sis indic ates the vario us popu lation s in
the wild (unde r threa t most ly from anthr opog enic habit at destru ction ) are at risk of inbre eding
(Gao 2004 ). Wild popu lation s are an impo rtant reser voir of genet ic diversity, value d by
agric ultura l breed ing progr ams. The resea rcher s concl ude that genet ic mana geme nt shoul d focus
on outbr eedin g and large popu lation sizes, balan ced again st risks of outbr eedin g depre ssion .
The case of a wild relati ve of an agric ultura l speci es is an intere sting one, becau se it chang es the
frame from prese rvatio n of "pure wilde rness " to one of a mix of biotic , abiotic and cultu ral
factors. Gene tic infor matio n, thoug h impo rtant, becom es a found ation al layer of infor matio n
onto whic h a large range of comp lex socia l, ecolo gical , and envir onme ntal data must be mapp ed
and integ rated . For exam ple, while effor ts for prese rvatio n of Chin a's giant pand as (Ailuropoda
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melanleuca) have used genetics as a foundation al parameter for planning (Zhang et al. 2002),
the actual reserve designs have had to incorpora te a large number of factors even before
implemen tation is attempted (Loucks et al. 2003 ). Visualisat ion of genetic data with
7

geographi cal informatio n systems (GIS)5 points to an interesting way in which such data can be
integrated in a spatially relevant way (Lundquis t & Klopfenst ein 2001; Ji & Leberg 2002;
Manel et al. 2003).

5.1.1. 2. 6

The evolving landscape

Popular representa tions of conservat ion efforts often employ a notion of an enduring reserve of
biodiversi ty for perpetuity. This has a truth within it, but also a falsehood. Biodivers ity is
continuall y evolving, and on timescales that are often very relevant to our actions on the
landscape. Instead of thousands of years, significan t evolutiona ry change can occur within a few
centuries, decades or even years: this is 'contempo rary evolution' (Stockwel l et al. 2003). This
is very pertinent to manageme nt decisions about the fate of landscapes. We can monitor the
pace of this microevol ution by genetic informatio nal LB.
We have already explored some aspects of microevol ution in this thesis. Bioremed iation and
other biotechno logical aspects of microbes frequently are concerned with or take advantage of
microevol ution (Watanab e 2002; Watanabe et al. 2002; Feil 2004), but microevol ution is not
restricted to microbes. Tracking changes in insecticid e resistance amongst agricultur al pests by
looking at genetics (ffrench-C onstant et al. 2004) is a microevol ution-focu sed LB. Tracking
these changes in vertebrate s and plants is important too. Invasive species often have a lag time
of several generation s before their population s explode in an environme nt (Blossey & Notzold
1995). Microevo lution has been implicated as an important process in this dynamic (Blossey &
Notzold 1995; Maron et al. 2004), with rapid natural selection occurring in the lag phase to 'fine
tune' the invasive organism to its new environme nt. This has been observed in fish (Quinn et al.
2001; Streelman et al. 2004), plants (Maron et al. 2004), and mammals ( eg. the European rabbit
in Australia; Williams & Moore 1989). It can occur in agricultur al species too, under intentiona l
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Sophistica ted computeri sed maps that can be used to selectively represent layer after layer of
informatio n about a particular landscape ( eg., it can store road, land ownership , vegetation and
rainfall data in separate 'layers', and display maps with combinati ons of these data overlaying
one another).
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selection (eg. maize; Pressoir & Berthaud 2004). Microevo lution has important implications for
conservati on as well, at several levels (Ashley et al. 2003). Rapid adaptation to temporary
reserves may render some population s unfit for their ancestral (un-degrad ed) habitats (Stockwell
& Ashley 2004). On the other hand, perhaps rapid adaptation to human-alt ered habitats
represents a species' best prospect for survival, and hence should be encourage d (Ashley et al.
2003). There is even suggestion that monitorin g microevol ution might give hints to imminent
crises in natural resources, like the collapse of the Grand Banks fishery off Canada (Barot et al.
2004; Engelhard & Heino 2004; Olsen et al. 2004).

5.1.1.3

The importance of structure

The informatio n that can be provided by sampling the genetic material in a landscape is
immensel y significant. Discoveri ng what is growing in the soil beneath you is no mean feat.
Understan ding what pathogens are lying out in a landscape, even if not in a major outbreak of
disease, has important ramificati ons for what you might expect from the land. So too is the
health, connected ness and future prospects for the larger elements of the biota. Examining
genetic material in the ways we have seen above allows us to deepen our understan ding of the
landscape by illustrating and quantifyin g what is there, and how it is structured in space and
time. This helps us value the landscape - is it home to something rare, for example? It helps us
plan our activities on a landscape - eg. don ' t dam this stream if you want a viable fishery in the
next twenty years . It also explains our present with respect to the past - just how widely did a
species range before European settlement ? It can also reveal something otherwise hidden, and
cause us to re-apprais e our apprehens ion of the landscape before us.

5.1.2

Functions and processes - what can genetic information reveal?

The genetic informatio n used for deriving structural informatio n is pretty coarse. No matter how
sophistica ted the questions that can be answered, the genetic informatio n used is limited to a
very small proportion of the total genetic material available. Genomes are massive amounts of
information, and only recently are they becoming available for just a handful of species. For
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example, the human genome has than 3.2 million bp and over 30 000 genes (Venter et al.
2001). Instead, researchers use small parts of the genome - much smaller stretches of DNA,
from one or two Kb down to single base pairs - to answer these questions of difference. These
are effectively "signposts" of genetic difference, referred to as genetic markers. Different
markers are chosen for different problems, and exploit different methods to detect them. Some
do not require any sequence data (the order of "A"s, ''T''s, "G"s and "C''s ) to be determined at
all, relying instead on the chemical properties particular sequences bestow on the DNA as a
large molecule in a biochemical reaction
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In each case, a pattern of data emerges that indicates

genetic difference overall. In most cases, this is all you need to determine how different some
thing is from another.
But it isn't very informative of how things interact. This is a false statement at some levels - we
can infer, within a species, how different individuals or populations have interbred or separated
evolutionarily. This is very useful when the separation between individuals, populations or even
species is quite narrow. But these genetic indicators of separation can reveal scant information
on the processes, the material and energetic (and perhaps informational) exchanges that occur
between species that are obviously separated, like trees and birds for example. In fact, they tell

us very little about the nature of the difference, only its presence and its magnitude. The
challenge is to find markers that tell us about the differences that matter.

5.1.2.1

Ecological Genes

Ecological genes are those genes responsible for some particular trait in an organism that affects
its environment in a particularly significant way (Bailey et al. 2004). Of course, all genes
interact to create the whole organism that interacts with its environment, but some genes might
have more direct relevance to 'internal' features rather than external ones. Variation in these
internal genes may have little ecological significance - what would it matter, say, if a version of
a rabbit liver enzyme gene produced a blue colour in the liver, but was otherwise just as
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"bp" stands for "base pairs". Bases are the components of DNA, the "A" (adenosine), "T"
(thymine), "G" (guanine) and "C" (cytosine) of genetic sequences. These bases pair up in the
nucleus according to simple rules, so DNA has two strands. Therefore, we can either use the
number of bases or base pairs as a unit of length of DNA sequences. Since sequences of interest
are often many hundreds or thousands of bp long, kilobases (Kb or Kbp) is frequently used.
59
By this, I mean sequence-dependent phenomena like restriction enzyme cleavage, such as
used in restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, etc.
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funct ional as a red one? Diffe rent versions of a gene are calle d alleles. In this case, a lands cape
woul d not feel the effects of a rabbi t popu lation that all had the blue- liver allele any differently
than if they had the red allele, nor if they were an interm ixed popu lation (50% red, 50% blue).
But imag ine there were two alleles of a liver gene, confe rring differ ent abilities to break down
plant toxins. Diffe rent rabbi ts woul d be able to tolera te differ ent veget ation , depen ding on the
allele they possessed. Such a difference migh t have profo und impli catio ns for the ecolo gy of the
landscape. Such a gene woul d be an 'ecolo gical gene ' - a partic ular gene respo nsibl e for a key
funct ion in the ecolo gical proce sses on a lands cape (Jack son et al. 2002). A mark er that
infor med us of varia tions in that gene woul d tell us abou t the genet ic differences that matte r to a
lands cape.
We know that ecolo gical genes exist. One of the most usefu l place s to look for evide nce has
been in trees (Cha pin III 2003 ), espec ially those that regul arly hybri dise in nature. Some times
this can be done with ordin ary markers. For example, using mark ers that were only able to
distin guish betw een paren t species and hybri d trees, resea rcher s have been able to show that
some genes are more influe ntial than others to the range of species a tree will suppo rt (Whi tham
et al. 1999). Durin g a hybridisation, genes get dram atica lly shuff led around, much more so than
durin g sexua l repro ducti on withi n a species. For h·ees like some eucalypts and cotto nwoo ds,
hybri disat ion is quite free, and there can be large sectio ns of natur al veget ation that conta in
many crosses - first crosses, backc rosse s (cross ing back with a "pure blood " tree of one of the
paren t species), secon d, third and fourth generations, etc. Each one of these crosses represents a
uniqu e shuff ling of the genes involved, so a large 'hybr id zone ' with many trees offers a natural
exper imen t repea ted hund reds of times - no two hybri d trees will have the same mix of genes. If
genes were unim porta nt to ecology, there shoul d be no differ ences betw een the insects and birds
that live on each hybri d tree, or indee d betw een hybri d and pure lines. But there is in fact a very
great difference in the comp ositio n and abun dance of insec t herbi vores , preda tors and even
nestin g birds across hybrids and across hybrids and pure lines (Whi tham et al. 1999;
Hoch wend er & Fritz 2004). There are even differences in the inver tebra te species mix that is
prese nt on a tree that are predi ctabl e from infor matio n on the genetics of the tree (Whi tham et
al. 1999).
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Similar lines of evidence from trees have demonstrated that genes can directly affect material
flows at ecosystem-levels , such as water and carbon (Fischer et al. 2004) and nitrogen
(Schweitzer et al. 2004). A very recent study has show n how cottonwood tree genetics affects
the foraging behaviour of beavers (Bailey et al. 2004). Researchers examined levels of
condensed tannins, a defensive toxic compound in the foliage of these trees that varied
according to genetic heritage, and its correlation with the foraging preferences of beavers in
natural hybrid zones and in feeding trials. They found that beavers consistently preferred low
levels of condensed tannins. This genetic variation is significant for the landscape. Cottonwoods
are the dominant tree in many North American river systems (i.e., most trees in these landscapes
are cottonwoods), while beavers are a keystone species, relatively smaller in number than the
trees, but major 'ecological engineers' or 'land scape architects' becau se of their dam-building
behaviour: genetic variation that affects the interactions of these two components of the
landscape affects the whole landscape very directly (Bailey et al. 2004). Stands of cottonwoods
(hybrid or otherwise) that have high levels of condensed tannins might therefore be expected to
support less beavers, and hence be drier landscapes, than adjacent stands of trees with low levels
of condensed tannins. This piece of research reinforces an emerging principle of ecological
genes - the genetic variation in dominant (most abundant) and keystone (lower abundance, but
highly influential to ecological processes) species is much more relevant to the workings of an
ecology than in other species, particularly if that genetic variation modifies an interaction
between keystone and dominant species themselves (Whi tham et al. 2003 ).

5.1.2.2

Finding the ecological gene amongst the genome

But such studies do not use markers that tell us which genes are responsible for such changes,
nor what the salient differences between the alleles are. This is quite a challenge, and a tall order
from genetic markers - it is very unlikely that a marker will directly involve an ecological gene,
perhaps even a gene at all. Remember that markers are small features on the genome that we can
use like signposts - they are small in size (i.e. the length of their sequence is very small , much
smaller than a gene) , and they are scattered across a very large stretch of sequence. Each
genome is comprised of several chromosomes (in humans there are 46), which we can think of
as 'lines of sequence' hundreds of thousands if not millions of bases long. There are stretches of
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each chromosome that are rich with genes and other regulatory sequences, and areas that are
long sequences of repeated motifs of a handful of letters. Some marker systems use differences
in the nature and extent of the repeated motifs; others use small (between 5-~20) specific
combinations of sequence that are mostly in the gene-rich regions to measure differences
between genomes. The chances of picking a marker that falls within, or close to', an ecological
gene is very small. It requires a special search. To conduct this search, one has to be very clear
about which trait it is that is of interest, one that can be measured easily, and conduct many tests
that try to correlate a genetic marker with the phenotype (Boake et al. 2002).
There is a large body of literature that deals with the various methods that do so; this thesis is
not the place to review them. Most rely on pedigree analysis however. Getting such family-tree
information can be very difficult for anything but a few species that can be raised and bred in
captivity, which means they are of limited use to most wild species (Boake et al. 2002; Feder &
Mitchell-Olds 2003; Peters et al. 2003). Most often, the markers do not lie within the ecological
gene itself, but somewhere nearby. To use an analogy, "nearby" might mean an address of the
house next door, at the other end of the street, or a few blocks away (but definitely in the same
suburb), but you don't actually know what the target house looks like. Molecular techniques
that could be used to find and sequence the gene are the equivalent of starting off from that
initial marker address on foot, and continually checking back by phone with someone who has
information that will help you recognise when you've found the right place. That is, finding that
pa1iicular gene requires multiple steps, several different experiments and, where possible, the
integration of prior knowledge (Peters et al. 2003).
Without prior knowledge, a researcher has only really been able to test the function of a
particular stretch of DNA by detailed and prolonged observation, or by manipulative
experiment. Detailed and prolonged observation means a lot of DNA sampling, intensive use of
markers (often markers that are quite frequent on a genome, i.e. a high density of markers, is
very helpfui) and the interpolation of that information with several generations of breeding
history. Manipulative experiments involve crosses between known lines, artificially selecting
for a particular trait and then observing genetic change (Conner 2003), or sometimes even
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genetic manipulat ion to disrupt or alter a candidate gene and monitor its effect (gene tagging
(Jeon & An 2001; Ramachandran & Sundaresan 2001; O'Brochta et al. 2003 ), gene knockout
(Williams & Wagner 2000; Bouche & Bouchez 2001; Kwak et al. 2004)). This manipulative
approach is being used increasingly as the tools for genetically engineering organisms are
advanced to more and more species. For example, refinement of GE tools for butterflies may
allow investigation of the relationship of environment and genes for wing colouratio n (Marcus
et al. 2004). In species that are closely observed - like crops or livestock - another tack is to
explain the genetic basis (the mutation) for a sudden loss of function (Shimizu 2002).
Gradually, researchers are able to zero in on particular regions of the genome that are
responsible for a particular trait, and eventually identify the sequence of the gene responsible.
Identifying markers for a trait is known as genetic mapping; to go further and identify the gene
sequence directly responsible is known as map-based cloning (Peters et al. 2003 ).
But as an additional complication, many of the traits we are interested in are not the product of
one particular gene. When a single gene is involved, predicting what version of the trait the
organism will have means identifying the allele the organism has inherited from its parents.
These are relatively simple cases, known as qualitative traits - the individual either has that
quality (because it has that allele), or it does not. More complex arrangements, (which seem to
be more the norm), are when several different locations on the genome, (known as loci),
contribute to the trait we are interested in. These loci (singular is "locus") can be genes or
regulatory elements of the genome (Purugganan 2000) - and they too can all have different
alleles. Because they can be scattered across different parts of the genome, they can be inherited
in different allelic combinations. Since each allele can vary in the amount it contributes to the
trait we are interested in, different allelic combinations give different degrees or quantities of a
trait - thus it is known as a "quantitative trait". One can imagine that untangling this complex
web of interactions can be very time- and labour-intensive.
These sorts of experiments have historically been limited to a series of "model species" - the
laboratory rat, Rattus norvegicus (the Norwegia n brown rat), is such an organism. The fruit fly
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Drosophi la melanogaster is another. Many crop species have similar status, as does a small
unassumin g weed, Arabidopsis thaliana, originally chosen because of its small genome size and
ease of propagatio n. Generally speaking, there is a model species for most classes of life,
including viruses and bacteria. Choices of model species have generally been informed by
medical or agricultur al priorities, and constraine d by logistics - something that is relevant to
human enterprise, and easy to handle in captivity. (It is worth noting that humans might also be
considere d a model species, since medicine has afforded in-depth exploratio n of disease,
genetics and clinical effect). Particular ly, agricultur al and medical drivers for mapping and
cloning, (feeding the world and saving lives), have historicall y justified the effort and expense
involved. Over the years, a very large amount of informatio n has accumula ted about these
model organisms , including large amounts of functional genetic data.
Ecologica l applicatio ns have been the 'poor cousins' of these enterprise s, although that is not to
say they have not occurred. Weeds and fruit flies still have ecological ly relevant aspects to
them. Exploiting the informatio n about Arabidopsis, studies have explored the mechanism s of
resistance to herb ivory (W einig et al. 2003 ), the interactions of genetics and environme ntal
factors involved in flowering (Ungerer et al. 2003). Similar work has been undertake n to
explain the distributio n of traits across different landscape s in wild barley (Verhoeve n et al.
2004). But the methods employed in studies like these, though informativ e, are limited to that
currently rare handful of species for which we have cultivation or husbandry methods, the
ability to design experimen ts or sampling regimes that remain true to a realistic natural
environme nt, and large pre-existin g datasets rich in genetic informatio n (Shimizu 2002).
Clearly, these species will not necessaril y be those of interest to us in understan ding a landscape
(Feder & Mitchell-O lds 2003). Could we really imagine doing controlled breeding experiments,
genetic engineerin g, and creating realistic captive environme nts for grizzly bears, giant
California n redwoods , or blue whales?
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Nonnally , conventio n would dictate that once a species has been given its full , double
barrelled Latin name, it should be subsequen tly referred to in abbreviate d form: Drosophila
melanogaster would henceforth be D . melanogaster. However, a handful of model species have
become so iconic - even central - to discussions in biology (often because they have had their
genomes sequenced ) that they are colloquial ly referred to by their genus name. I will follow this
trend in this thesis , unless there is need for clarity.
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But we are not completel y without purchase on functional genetics in these less understoo d
organisms. The informatio n derived from studies in model species can be extrapolat ed. For
some years now, researchers have been sequencin g pieces of DNA from a diverse range of
organisms and storing them centrally in databases available to all ( e.g. Genbank; Benson et al.
2004). The amount of sequence informatio n is obviously highest for model species, and (as
mentioned) some of these have complete genomic sequences available. This situation has lead
to a significant finding. Comparisons of DNA across all biology shows one outstandin g feature
- all life is very similar at the level of sequence. True, there are essential differences in
sequences between organisms and individuals that matter a great deal, and important differences
in the way these sequences are arranged and used by any given organism. But the remarkabl e
similarity is in the fact that many genes do not vary much in sequence or in function across wide
evolutionary distances, from worms to whales. This gives us the chance to make informed
guesses about gene function. Say we obtain a particular sequence from an organism. Using
specialised software (Alts.ehul et al. 1990; Gish & States 1993; Benson et al. 2004), we can
compare this to all the other sequences in those centralised databases. If the sequence of the
organism we are interested in is very similar to a sequence in the database from another species,
hopefully a related species about which we know a lot, then we can make a hypothesis about
what this DNA does. This will not be a conclusive test of function - it is not proof - but it does
allow us to make educated guesses about the function of unknown DNA sequences from the
landscape. In a later section, we will look at why this approach may become more powerful in
the near future.
But if we knew which genes were the ecological genes, what then? What could we actually see
if we could survey these functional genes on a landscape? What could they tell us about how the
landscape is functioning? Largely, these are open questions. There is a pioneering applicatio n of
this kind, however, and once more it is from the field of microbiology.

5.1.2.3

Listening to the soils

Microbes have long been known to play important roles in nutrient cycles in the soil. Bacterial,
fungal and other organisms have been studied for their roles in the conversions of nitrogen,
carbon, sulphur, and many other elements from one form to another. Much of this work has
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looked at these activities from an agricultural perspective, where the objective is to diagnose the
processes behind soil infertility, and overcome them, but there has also been interest from
bioremediation, biomining , landscape managem ent and pure ecology. Much of the work has
focussed on assigning defined roles to different species of microbe (Rogers et al. 2003).
Procedures have been designed to detect a particular class of microbes from soils and sediments
(Prosser 2002), and by their presence infer that a particular biogeochemical process is occurring,
such as ammonium oxidation (Freitag & Prosser 2003 ), or sulphur oxidation and acidification
(Johnson et al. 2001; Baker & Banfield 2003 ). Perhaps not surprisingly, this has limited
effectiveness - soil interactions are extraordinarily complex, with many factors bearing on the
ability of a particular species to engage in the process of interest (Bengtsson 1998; Wellingto n
et al. 2003). However, in many cases we now know which particular genes are involved in a
process, have clearly identified their roles, and have stored their sequences in the public
databases. This has been done for many different species, and there is often so high a degree of
similarity between them such that a single test procedure can isolate the different genes of the
same function from a mixture of species (Kelly 2003a).
We can consider these genes to be outstanding examples of ecological genes - they have very
great effects on the ecology, and through soil fertility they are key drivers for landscape
processes. However, ENABS tests that reveal their presence on a landscape, while informative,
only tell half the story. EN ABS technologies that detect when those genes are switched on and
active would reveal much more about the process happening in a landscape. Researchers are
now beginning to develop the technologies to do so. They are based on the fact that to be
actively involved in producing an enzyme in the cell, the DNA of a particular gene must be
transcribed into a messenge r molecule, known as mRNA. mRNA is very similar to DNA, but is
much less stable outside of a living cell - this means that mRNA detected in the soil is from a
gene that is currently active. Recent and rapid developments in the technologies used to work
with mRN A
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coupled with the increasing amounts of relevant sequence data in public
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Much of the principles and procedures used in handling DNA can be adapted to work with
RNA (mRNA included - there are other types of RNA), usually required slightly different
chemical conditions or special enzymes but otherwise equivalent technologies.
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databases, have pave d the way for LBs that can detect the activity of an ecolo gical gene in soils,
sediments and water ways (Wel lingto n et al. 2003).
The examples of this are few but increasing. Rese arche rs have desig ned a quant itativ e test for
nitrog en fixati on in one bacte rial species Azoto bacte r vinelandii, with mRN A of the nifH gene
rising and falling with the amou nt of nitro gen fixati on occur ring (Burg mann et al. 2003). The
techn ique shoul d be readi ly trans ferab le to the field. Simil ar strategies have previ ously been
pursu ed in biore medi ation to track the activ ity of micro bes in diges ting pollu tants (Flem ing et
al. 1993; Ogun seitan & Olson 1993; Sayle r et al. 2001). Other s have explo red the dyna mics of
comp lex envir onme ntal samples comp rised of many different species, whic h appea r to be using
very simil ar versions of denit rifica tion genes (Nog ales et al. 2002; Greg ory et al. 2003 )
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Rese arch groups in Austr alia are pursu ing simil ar techniques in explo ring the dyna mics of
bacte ria in acid sulph ate soils (Rog ers et al. 2003 ), and have alrea dy exten ded these techniques
to infor ming mana geme nt strategies in some hortic ultura l lands capes (M. Colloff, pers. comm.).
So, given the right preco nditio ns - know ing the seque nce and funct ion of the gene you are
looking for - we have befor e us the prosp ect of 'liste ning' to the chem istry of the soils. Like a
docto r holdi ng a stethoscope to a patie nt's chest, we may be able to moni tor differ ent aspects of
a lands cape' s respi ration in a way we have not had avail able to us before. How such a use of
ecolo gical gene moni toring migh t be exten ded to larger, more comp lex organ isms is an open
question. We might specu late that we could moni tor some large plants in simil ar ways, but
highl y mobi le animals woul d not be amen able to this technique.
So far, we have explo red the types of infor matio n that can be yield ed by genetic infor matio nal
LBs. We have seen how genetic infor matio n can revea l spatial and temp oral struc ture in
popu lation s of organisms across a landscape, how those populations intera ct with each other,
and perha ps how the lands cape itself is affec ted by the work ing of biolo gy across and benea th
its surface. We have dealt less with the details of the techn ologi cal mech anism s that make this
possible. The reaso n for this has been twofold. Firstly, genetic infor matio n is a comp licate d
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Thes e studies use degen erate prime rs - ENA BS probes that are 'gene ralise d' to be able to
ignor e small differences betw een partic ular versions of a gene, but specific enoug h to detect
only them. They can be very usefu l for detec ting nove l versions of a gene.
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subject, and justifying its significan ce to the landscape perspectiv e has taken some explanatio n.
Secondly, the technolog y that is being developed to look at genetic informatio n is developin g
rapidly and in many directions , and needs its own separate discussion . It is to these technolog ies
that we turn next.

5.1.3

High-throughput and genomic biology

Much of the material above dealt with genetic informatio n derived from small parts of the
genome, often with very minimal sequencin g. However, in looking at ecological genes, we saw
that sequence informatio n from both the organism of interest and organisms that others have
researched can yield powerful insights into gene function. This sort of investigat ion is helped
along by the increasing amount of sequence informatio n in public databases. Not only do these
databases hold a wide variety of gene sequences , but increasing ly there are whole genomes
available online. At the same time, technolog ies are being developed that allow researcher s to
examine how a whole genome behaves in response to paiiicular stimuli. This is important , since
many important traits - including ecological ly relevant ones - are likely to be controlled by
more than one gene. Not only do these technolog ies allow genome-w ide surveys, but they allow
it in record time, orders of magnitude faster than was possible before. These technolog ies are
interlinked , each one enabling the other and existing to service the other. This is highthroughpu t biology, notable for its scale, speed, and a clear bias towards genetic informatio n,
although not exclusive ly so. Most prominent ly, high through-p ut biology has ushered in a new
era in biology, that of genomics. It is a very complex field of science, and very new, but it is
certain to be momentou s. Most if not all fields of biological science have in the last few years
published critical and synthetic pieces that try to map the objectives of their discipline s to the
new practices and perspectiv es genomics has brought. Such a change in the broader field of
biology will unquestio nably have great impacts on LB.

5.1.3.1

Sequencing

Genornics places a very high premium on efficiently determinin g the sequence of a genome, so
sequencin g technolog ies are critical. The structure of DNA was elucidated only 50-odd years
ago (Watson & Crick 1953), and a reliable, up-scaleab le method of sequencin g was only
devised in the late 1970s (Sanger et al. 1977). The advances in sequencin g technolog y have
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been exponential (Collins et al. 2003), spurred on in no small par t by the Hum an Genome
Project (Venter et al. 2001). Figure 5.1 shows just how mu ch cheaper sequencing has become ,
and as the sequence data in databases mounts up, there is an expectation that rate of gains in
cost efficiency this will continue. To put this in context with other rates technological
improvement, Shendure and colleagues (2004) hav e plo tted this sequencing data against growth
in computing and Internet websites (reproduced her e as Figure 5.2). Although the data are not
strictly comparable (because the units are not equivalent) this graph raises two important points.
The first is that our ability to sequence DN A is essentially increasing at the same rate as
improvements in computing
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,

possibly bec aus e seq uen cing is dependent on computing

(Shendure et al. 2004). The second, from a case study of an experimental technique (turquoise
line in Figure 5.2), is that new ideas in sequencing are bein g improved very rapidly , to standards
far in excess of current levels
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Figure 5.1 - Sequence data, more and cheaper. (A) Decrease in sequencing costs, 19902005. (B) Increase in DNA sequence in GenBank (the premier publicly-available sequence
database), 1990-2005. Figure and caption taken with minimal adaptation from the on-line
edition of (Collins et al. 2003) .
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This is Mo ore 's Law - computing pow er doubles roughly every 18 months (Moore 1965).
64
This of course says nothing of accuracy, nor in this case of cost-effectiveness, length-of-read,
etc.
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Figure 5.2 - Exponential growth in computing and sequencing. The dark-blue plot indicates
Moore's Law: the doubling of computer instructions per second per US dollar (IPS/US $)
approximately every 18 months since 1900. The magenta plot indicates an exponential growth
in the number of base pairs of accurate DNA sequence per unit cost (bp/US $) as a function of
time. An even steeper segment occurs in the orange curve; this depicts the number of web sites
(doubling time of four months) and shows how quickly a technology can explode when a
protocol that can be shared spreads through an existing infrastructure. The turquoise plot is an
'Open Source' case study of 'fluorescent in situ sequencing' with polonies in bp/min on simple
test templates (doubling time of one month). Figure and caption text taken with minimal
adaptat ion from the online version of (Shendure et al. 2004)

Consider that the National Institutes of Health ( of the USA; NIH) is currently calling for grant
applications to develop technology capable of sequencing a large and complex genome for
around USD $1000 as a long-term goal (National Institutes of Health (USA) 2004b ). The
current costs are in the range of tens of millions of dollars. And while this goal, aimed squarely
at providing clinical benefits of personalised healthcare, is a long way off, the NIH is also
looking for incremental improvements as well - a lot can be gained from dropping sequ encing
costs by just one order of magnitude, rather than 1000-fold (National Institutes of Health (USA)
2004a). And yet even with current techno logies, genome sequences are being completed at an
ever-increasing rate. The Genomes Online Database (GOLD; Kyrpides 1999 ; Bernal et al. 2001)
reports on genome sequencing projects worldwide (pub lished and unpublished). As of August
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2004, the database reports there are complete genome sequences for around 300 species
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shown in Figure 5.3, there are many more on the way.
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Figure 5.3 - The rise of the Genome Projects. A plot of the number of genome projects over
time, from the GOLD website (http://www.genomesonline.org/Gold_statistics.html, accessed 19
Jun. 06) . More than 83% of these are microbial genomes.

The turquoise line in Figure 5 .2 refers to the experimental technique of fluorescent in situ
sequencing (FISSEQ) with polonies (Mitra et al. 2003). The curious reader will probably be
asking just what "polonies" are, or perhaps looking for an explanation of FIS SEQ, but the
explanations are complex. This is emblematic of the field. Sequencing is based on highly
specialised biological knowledge, often crossing over into very chemical, physical and
electronic disciplines, and the work is being published very fast - it is hard to understand, and
6

hard to keep up with 6 . It is analogous to covering computing technology , where detailed
surveys are largely useless to anyone but a narrow specialist audience because they are so soon
out of date and very esoteric. Readers with a strong molecular biology background are directed
to Shendure et al. (2004) for greater detail ; those with an interest in the history of DNA, the
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Many are bacterial or viral, which are easier to sequence because they are typically smaller
and less complex than higher-order organisms like humans, etc, known as eukaryotes. However,
the number of eukaryotic genomes is increasing rapidly. See bottom-most figure on
http:/ /www.genomesonline.org/Gold statistics.html (accessed 5 Oct. 2004).
66
A seven-month gap between an initial draft of this chapter and the current time of writing
required several weeks of digesting the literature to get back up to speed.
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Human Genome Project and some future directions are directed to a neat summary in
(Chaudhu ri 2003).

5.1.3.2

Bioinformatics

This will be an very brief note of a very complex field. This brevity should not be taken as a
sign of bioinform atics' irrelevance, however. By now, readers will have a sense·of the sheer
scale of informatio n that is emerging from sequencin g projects. Making sense of these data is an
enormous job. Craig Venter, the man whose unorthodo x approach to the human genome
sequencin g effort brought the project to a conclusio n long before the orthodox schedule, has
called sequencin g "the race to the staiiing line" (Williams 2004). The interpreta tion of the
results will occupy scientists for perhaps a century hence. Key tools in this interpretation are
statistics and computing, and the field of bioinform atics could be described as their application
to genomic data, as well as biochemic al and proteinace ous data.
It is clear, however, that standard statistical tools for data analysis are simply inadequat e for the

task at hand (Luikart et al. 2003). New software tools (eg. Castillo-Davis & Hartl 2003) are
being developed for 'mining' existing genomic data, but the challenges also call for innovations
at a fundamen tal mathemat ical level (Hoh & Ott 2003; Robson 2003). As is often the case, wellfunded human-or iented research could be tapped for landscape -oriented questions. For instance,
epidemiol ogical applications that attempt to tease out the relationships between genetics,
environm ental factors and the manifesta tion of disease ( eg. Costello et al. 2003) could be
adapted to landscape phenomen a, such as analysing ecological genes. That is not to suggest that
ecology and its related disciplines are ignoring bioinformatics, (see Luikart et al. 2003; Manel et
al. 2003), but this is not the place to review such developments. The salient point here is that
whilst we may have significant advances in LBs that furnish us with genetic data, our
understan ding of landscapes will not be advanced unless we develop and refine the
bioinformatic tools that will place it in context.

5.1.3.3

Microarrays

One of the most outstanding recent developm ents in biotechno logy is the invention of the
microarray. A microarra y is a microscop ically arranged grid of test-chemicals, spotted onto a
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solid surf ace like a glass mic rosc ope slide, who se interactions wit h the sam ple can be mon itor ed
by machine. The gre at adv anta ge of a mic roa rray is that it can detect very sma ll quantities of a
chemical, and by virt ue of the sma ll size of eac h 'spo t' (a technical term) whe re the reac tion
occurs, man y different reac tion s can occ ur on the one array. The specific orig in of the tech niq ue
is som ewh at con test ed (com par e Sch ena et al. (1998) with Ekins & Chu (1999)). The con cep t
app ears to hav e its orig ins in liga nd assays, che mic al tests that rely on a target mol ecu le bin din g
with a specific che mic al pro be (Ekins & Chu 1999). If a bind ing reac tion occurs whe n a sam ple
is add ed to the probe, and that reac tion can be dete cted and measured, then we can der ive
qualitative and qua ntit ativ e info rma tion abo ut the com pos itio n of the sample.
The pro bes use d in mic roa rray s are mos t ofte n labe lled with fluorescent markers, so that a
bin din g reac tion can be mea sure d by gau gin g the inte nsit y of fluo resc enc e (Ch rist ens en 2002).
Mic roa rray s' use of a soli d sub stra te is significant. A reac tion that occurs in a solu tion can be
har d to observe, sinc e all the ind ivid ual molecules are spread thro ugh out the vol ume of the
solution. Ana ngi ng the mol ecu les of a pro be in a single place, like a spot on the surf ace of a
glass slide, allows us to loo k in a specific plac e that we kno w has a very hig h den sity of probe.
The mic roa rray is bath ed in a solu tion of the sample, and any of the targ et mol ecu les will atta ch
to the teth ered probes. To use a met aph or, it's like bein g able to loo k for a single spo tlig ht as
you fly ove r a city rath er than tryi ng to disc ern thou san ds of indi vidu al candles acro ss the
suburbs. It makes the tech niq ue hig hly sensitive, whi ch also means you nee d less sam ple
mat eria l than with other pro ced ures . If the target che mic al is indeed in the sample, the
fluorescence will be stro ng and eas y to find
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.

Fur ther mor e, that reliability of loca ting the sign al

means that we can use mac hine s to obs erv e the reactions. Wit h the rela tive ly stra igh tfor war d
mix ing and was hin g pro ced ure s that are req uire d for mic roa rray operation, small size of
com pon ents and the rep etit ive pre cisi on required, mu ch of the mic roa rray pro ced ure is
automated.
The idea of fixing pro be che mic als to a soli d sup por t has bee n use d in sev eral fields for som e
time now, such as in imm uno log ical assa ys since the 1960s (Ekins & Chu 1999). Edw in
67

An info rma tive anim atio n of mic roa rray s' use in DN A and RN A can be found at
http ://w ww .bio .dav idso n.ed u/co urse s/genomics/ chip /chip.html
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Southern famously used this principle to develop an enduring diagnostic procedure to detect the
presence of particular DNA sequences, known as the Southern Blot (Southern 1975). I used this
technique in my honours studies in 2000, setting up overnight reactions using such specialised
equipment as a brick, paper towels and scissors before several hours of processing and
incubation in radioactive probe the next day. The speed and capacity of microarrays is far in
advance of this early forerunner, and less hazardous for the operator. With the diameter of spots
on a microarray measured in micrometers, some can fit in the order of 100 000 different spots
(Bodrossy & Sessitsch 2004 ). Each of these can test the sample for a different chemical - or in
the case of DNA or RNA, for a different sequence. So as well as being highly sensitive,
microarrays allow massively parallel testing of a sample for very many separate properties.
Combined with other DNA technologies, some applications now" ... can obtain information
within a month, which would have taken 3 years of a PhD student a year ago." (Bodrossy &
Sessitsch 2004):251 ).
Microarrays are certainly not restricted to nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) - there are a range of
applications that are being explored in other biological chemicals like carbohydrates (Wang et
al. 2002; Wang 2003), and proteins (Frank 2002; Templin et al. 2002; Lopez & Pluskal 2003;
Krska & Janotta 2004). But the modularity, universality, predictability and manipulability of
nucleic acids, as well as the boom in sequence data (above) has meant that nucleic acids are the
dominant microarray application in biotech. By arranging small DNA probes on a microarray,
of which the sequence and position is known, a complex sample of nucleic acid of unknown
sequence can be quickly and thoroughly analysed. The technology is not commonplace, and can
be expensive, but is rapidly infiltrating the practise of molecular biology. As well as specialised
research stations, there are now many companies that will fairly cheaply fabricate DNA
microarrays to order, or (more expensively) will sell the robots required to make them (Meyers
et al. 2004). And as access to the technology improves, new applications are being devised.
Because microarrays can scan and analyse genomic volumes of DNA, they are becoming very
useful in defining biological structure at the molecular level. In section 5.1.1, we saw how small
fractions of the genome can be used to reveal the relatedness of populations, the identity of
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individuals and distinguish between similar-looking species. The protocols to do so are not
trivial however, requiring a lot of effort to identify the right marker for the job and a substantial
amount of lab work to process the samples. The genomic scale and parallelism of microarrays
represents large improvements on these existing techniques. Instead of searching for the one or
few right markers, researchers can simultaneously scan the whole genome for the relevant
differences. A genome-wide approach gives a mu ch more detailed, accurate and unambiguous
perspective (Kennedy et al. 2003; Rokas et al. 2003a; Rokas et al. 2003b ).
Another approach is to use particular genes as markers, but exploit the parallelism of the
microarray to identify a wide range of species. In a very interesting study, researchers used a
microarray to identify the animals caught (and released) in a biodiversity survey in Switzerland
(Pfunder et al. 2004). Several species of shrew and vole in this area are hard to tell apart, but
using DN A extracted from hair samples of the animals, researchers were able to accurately
identify the species by comparing sequences of mitochondrial genes. Pfunder and colleagues
suggest that a single mictoarray could be developed that would be able to identify all
biodiversity (lichens, trees, birds mammals, etc.) in a given area in the one test procedure. Such
a microarray could provide a much more streamlined and accurate way of measuring the
biodiversity of a landscape. Similar possibilities have bee n raised for identifying, and refining
the phylogenetic relationships ofre ptil es (Freire et al. 2003).
Amplifying DN A from environmental samples is a powerful way of discovering the microbial
diversity ofla nds cap es (Section 5.1.2.3). Quite a number of microarrays are being developed for
this application too (Zhou 2003 ), many of which may overcome some of the limitations and
biases of the original approach (Polz et al. 2003; Vora et al. 2004). Several researchers have
used them to identify pathogens in environmental samples (Call et al. 2003 ), such as in coastal
oyster fisheries (Stine et al. 2003) or bioweapons (Ivnitski et al. 2003; Hashsham et al.). Others
have developed microarrays to perform online detection of a wide range of pathogens that might
contaminate municipal water supplies (Straub & Chandler 2003). The fast generation time of
microbes allows them to adapt quickly to new environments and new pressures, but this
microevolution is often not easy to track. However, the close analysis microarrays offer across
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and between genomes means that we can obtain detailed descriptions of how microbial
communities are adapting to new or changed environments (Feil 2004), information very useful
in understanding the more hidden dynamics of landscapes.
The examples given so far deal with structural phenomena - the differences within and between
genomes that tell us about the relatedness of biodiversity across a landscape. But as we have
seen (Section 5 .1.2) genetic information can reveal a lot about the processes occurring on
landscapes, the functional things like ecological genes or soil metabolism. Microarrays have the
potential for a large impact in these functional questions as well. One of the earliest and most
prominent microarray applications has been the monitoring of gene expression patterns (Schena
et al. 1995). Scientists can examine the expression of several known genes of interest with this
technique, gaining insight into how and when they are used in the organism. A lot of work in
soils have used microarrays to monitor the activity of known nitrogen-cycle genes (Wu et al.
2001; Taroncher-Oldenburg et al. 2003; Tiquia et al. 2004 ). Others have used this functionalmicroarray approach to explore the relationship between the compositional diversity of the soil
community and its functions in a variety of conditions (Kelly 2003a). For example,
communities of hyperthermophilic bacteria (those that grow in high-temperature environments)
68

can be examined with microarrays to learn about the molecular biology of biofilm formation,
species interaction, and perhaps even horizontal gene transfer (Johnson et al. 2004 ). There are
great expectations of marrying these empirical data to the established information held in
databases (Letowski et al. 2003 ), with insights into a diverse range of phenomena, including
"physiology, pathogenesis, epidemiology, ecology, phylogeny, pathway engineering and
fermentation optimization" (Ye et al. 2001 ).
Often, the genetic basis of an ecologically important phenomenon is not known, or only
partially so. Earlier (Section 5.1.2), we saw how difficult it can be to identify a gene's function,
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A "biofilm" js a community of microbes aggregated within a polysaccharide matrix - pond

scum (which includes algae), and the discolouration on bathroom tiles are common examples.
By grouping together, the bacteria are able to colonise environments they would not normally
survive in. Some species may not be able to live outside the biofilm, which makes analyzing a
film 's composition very difficult. The community dynamics within these films are thought to be
quite complex and ecologically significant in themselves, as well as in their role in the wider
environment.
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or pin a particular trait down to a particular gene, or indeed the many genes that are behind
some of the most interesting aspects of an organism. In that section, the analogy was made
between looking for a single functional gene and looking for a house in an unfamilia r suburb,
the descriptio n of which is only available from someone at the other end of a phone line
(5.1.2.2). The genomic scope of a microarra y radically changes that situation. Researche rs are
no longer stuck looking for a paiiicular house in a city - now they can scan the whole city at

once for all the houses in which they are interested. Work in plants has explored responses to
conditions of drought (Shinozak i et al. 2003; Bray 2004; Tamaoki et al. 2004), salinity (Bohnert
et al. 2001; Taji et al. 2004) and a range of other agronomic ally important traits (Seki et al.
2002; Shinozaki et al. 2003). In a typical experimen tal design, researcher s will take two plots of
the same plant, and subject one plot to the stress (eg. low water, high salt, etc.) while the other is
grown normally. Then, at various time intervals, tissues samples are taken from plants in each
plot, their RNA extracted and processed to be compared by microarra y analysis. Some of the
most powerful experimen ts have used the detailed (sometime s complete) sequence data
available for these crop species. Researche rs are then able to identify genetic elements that are
switched on in both conditions, which are likely to be "housekee ping" genes that are essential to
the basic running of the organism, but also identify those elements that are switched on in
response to the stress. As with microbes, insights from empirical data can be deepened by
combining and comparing with existing material in databases (Kennedy & Wilson 2004 ).
This genomic perspectiv e allows rapid identificat ion of many functional genes, as well as suites
of genes that act together to form a particular adaptive response (Featherst one & Broadie 2002;
Farrall 2004). Similar comparati ve strategies are being used in disease studies in humans and
animal models (Bubendo rf 2001; Kunz et al. 2004; Minagar et al. 2004; Prentice & Webster
2004). Again, microbial studies are leading the way in applying this technolog y to landscapes.
For example, comparing across genomes of different species and in different conditions is
helping gene discovery in bacteria in extreme environme nts (Johnson et al. 2004). More
complex organisms are also seeing applications. Some are looking at ways to employ such
strategies to explore the genetic basis of behaviour al phenomen a (Boake et al. 2002). Plant
science too is profiting from the work pioneered in model species. One interesting study looks
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directly at the ecological ly relevant plant responses to insect herbivory (Voelckel & Baldwin
2004). The work suggests that plants recognise and respond differently to different insects at a
deeply molecular level, with a strong molecular signature revealing a shift away from growth
processes to defensive ones.
There are toxicologi cal applicatio ns too, so many in fact that that, in combinati on with genomic
databases, a new field of "toxicoge nomics" is emerging (Nuwaysi r et al. 1999; Hamadeh et al.
2002). In essence, the approach is to examine transcripto mic changes that result from exposure
to a toxin. Although it is heavily biased towards human health (eg. Waring & Halbe1i 2002;
Selkirk & Tennant 2003), like many other biotechno logies it too can be turned to landscape s.
For instance, we might expect that the body of knowledg e and predictive models that may be
developed (Amin et al. 2002; Corvi 2002) could be extended to other non-mode l species,
especially using the genetic similaritie s revealed by bioinform atics. One particularl y interesting
suggestion is that transcripti onal profiles characteri stic of particular chemicals may be
developed (Rodi et al. 1999; Amin et al. 2002; Storck et al. 2002). That raises the prospect of
being able to analyse the transcript ome of an animal on the landscape and infer what particular
xenobiotic compound they have been exposed to. This is already being labelled
"ecotoxic ogenomic s" (Snape et al. 2004). Efforts are underway to categorise the transcripti onal
responses of particular indicator species that are regularly used to measure ecological xenobiotic
exposure, and thereby improve standardis ation, measurem ent and ultimately the response to
enviromne ntal contamina tion (Miracle et al. 2003; Pennie et al. 2004).
Readers will have picked up on the fact that microarra ys are one of those platform
biotechno logies that have created a flurry of analysis of their impacts in existing fields of
investigat ion, as well as creating a field of their own. At one point, it was suggested that there
were more reviews on the technolog y and its implicatio ns than primary research papers (Cole et
al. 1999). Of course, identifyin g the genetic elements that are responsive to a particular situation
is informativ e, but not a complete picture. Piecing together just how these elements interact at
the level of protein biochemis try and gross physiolog y is a very large challenge (Ge et al. 2003),
the complete explanatio ns of which are in some cases predicted to take a century's worth of
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dedicated research. Microarrays and "~omic" technologies can be applied to this project too,
such as in proteomics (Templin et al. 2002; Templin et al. 2003; Zhu & Snyder 2003; Krska &
Janotta 2004) or similar investigations of other biochemicals (Wang et al. 2002; Forster et al.
2003; Wang 2003). These non-nucleic acid applications have not been reviewed in this thesis as
a practical limit on time and space, as well as the fact that they are simply not as advanced.
Nevertheless, despite the limitations on the inferences we can derive from DN A alone,
microarrays promise to open up new windows into landscapes.

5.1.3.4

The lab-on-a-chip

One new technology that will make an impact in LB is the micro-fluidic device. Micro-fluidic
devices are in essence a microscopically fabricated series of reaction chambers, pumps, valves,
and pipes (Thorsen et al. 2002). The early devices for biological application use soft silicone,
into which these plumbing features are etched by photolithography, the same well-established
technology that is used in the construction of electronic microchips (Unger et al. 2000). (This
may make them cheap and easy to make, and so readily adopted when relevant protocols are
established). The significance of this microscopic plumbing is that it can replace a large fraction
of lab work.
Within limits, many of the protocols and experimental procedures of molecular biology do not
involve abstract or conceptual reasoning in their execution. Instead, a series of mixings,
incubations, extractions and other processes need to be undertaken with diligence, precision and
a steady hand by a human being. But much of this work is based around the transfer of fluids
from one machine or mixture to another. Each transfer is typically done one after the other (i.e.
in series rather than parallel) by hand. Each process occurs in dedicated equipment - a rack of
test tubes to be set up, a centrifuge, a thermocycler, a hot-water bath, etc. All of this happens on
a very human scale, with room for the human operator to sit, bench-space for the work to be
carried out, shared machines to which samples must be brought, processed and then moved
across the lab to another bench. In addition, while the biophysical requirements for the
quantities of reaction materials are often exceedingly small (a reaction, after all, can occur
between only two individual molecules), the limits of human perception and dexterity mean that
relatively large volumes have to be used to be practical. As a result, reactions often have to be
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run much longer than otherwise to build up the necessary quantity of material. Lab work as
performed by human operators requires a fair amount of space and time and material.
Micro-flu idic devices, however, promise a lab-on-a-c hip (Erickson & Li 2004), and indeed there
is already a journal of that name. The idea is that protocols and machines designed to function
with human operators can be replaced by miniaturis ed and automated versions on a chip. This
has been achieved for tasks such as PCR (Liu & Grodzinsk i 2003; Cangelosi et al. 2004),
immunoch emical assays (Eteshola & Balberg 2004; Roda et al. 2004), and sorting and counting
of whole living cells (Thorsen et al. 2002; Hong & Quake 2003; Liu & Grodzinsk i 2003;
Erickson & Li 2004) and viruses (Akin et al. 2004; Malde & Hunt 2004). Microarra ys may be
considere d to be a member of this family of biotechno logy too. The miniature scale on which
these devices operate brings with it peculiar physical properties of fluid dynamics that can be
exploited in novel ways, such as improvem ents in speed, mixing and separation s (Hong &
Quake 2003; Hong et al. 2004; Stone et al. 2004), including the analysis of single strands of
DNA (Chan et al. 2004). The interface of such tiny scales to the 'real-worl d' of the human
operator is ·also an issue with the technolog y, although surmounta ble (Fujii et al. 2003; Liu et al.
2003).
While the design of individual componen ts are obvious challenges , the overarchin g goal is the
integratio n of these applicatio ns in a single device, which has been a challenge in itself (Thorsen
et al. 2002; Hong & Quake 2003; Liu & Grodzinsk i 2003; Erickson & Li 2004). Nonethele ss, it
has been achieved. Some are remarkabl e for their completen ess, efficiency and sensitivity, such
as in DNA sequencin g (Paegel et al. 2003) and gene expression profiling (Baum et al. 2003).
Their applicatio ns are proliferating. Their capacity for sequencin g nucleic acids (Paegel et al.
2003 ; Chan et al. 2004) or recognisin g particular sequences (Kwakye & Baeumner 2003; Wang
2004) has been exploited for pathogen detection. Chips have been designed for detecting
malaria (Gascoyne et al. 2004) and tuberculos is (Cangelos i et al. 2004). Others use the
relatively inexpensiv e chips as disposable diagnostic units, delivering informatio n about several
of aspects of the patient's physiolog y and disease status to a handheld device in a clinical pointof-care setting (Ahn et al. 2004). Also in a medical setting are chips that can be used to deliver
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infor matio n on param eters like gluco se and other relev ant bioch emic als (Suzu ki & Hond a 2003 ;
Roda et al. 2004 ). They have been desig ned for use in drug disco very (You ng et al. 2004 b),
gene expre ssion profi ling (Bau m et al. 2003 ) and in the detec tion of chem ical and biolo gical
weap ons in the field (Wan g 2004 ) and their metab olites in blood (Hua ng et al. 2003 ). Many of
these techn ologi es could conce ivabl y be adapt ed to use in lands capes with relati vely little effort.
One of the very few lands cape exam ples I was able to find amon gst the myri ad hits in the
datab ases was the devel opme nt of a "geos ensor ", an ecoto xicol ogica l devic e based on
micro array techn ology that detec ted toxic -stres s trans cripts from sever al indic ator speci es
(Fred ricks on et al. 2001 ). The autho rs claim that minia turisa tion yield ed a hefty savin g in
proce ssing time (wash ing and hybri disati on), from 18 hours down to 20 minu tes, that 28
differ ent samp les could be tested with 64 differ ent probe s simul taneo usly, and more than 350
samp les/h our could be accom moda ted. Labs -on-c hips prom ise big thing s for study ing
lands capes .

5.1.3.5

Implications for LB
Microarray technology has given plant biologists the ability to simultaneously
monitor changes in the expression of hundreds of genes, and yet, to date, this
technology has not been applied to ecological phenomena.

(Voe lckel & Bald win 2004 ).
To get the maximum out of [microarrays] ... one needs to rethink the way
questions are asked and experiments are designed.

(Bod rossy & Sessi tsch 2004 )
Thes e two quote s fairly sum up the curre nt state of affair s in ecolo gical or lands cape
appli catio ns of high throu gh-pu t biolo gy. There is a lot of poten tial, but also a lot of thoug ht
neede d befor e these techn ologi es are appli ed on the lands cape. As whol e discip lines strug gle to
figure out what to do with these techn ologi es, and what those persp ectiv es mean for the
estab lished wisd om of the discip lines, it woul d be foolis h to make defin itive predi ction s abou t
the futur e of these techn ologi es. It must be noted that these techn ologi es have been prese nted in
a rathe r posit ive and descr iptive way, but they are not witho ut their chall enges and devel opme nt
probl ems (King & Sinha 2001 ; Forst er et al. 2003). None thele ss, the gene ral pictu re of what
these techn ologi es may be able to do is accur ate, if not preci se: much more data, much faster.
From that, we can devel op some gener al expec tation s.
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At the very least that genetic data from landscapes will become more available, although its
accessibil ity may be a different question. The digestion of data into usable informatio n may be a
serious bottleneck (Jackson et al. 2002). However, even if at a slower pace, bioinform atics tools

are being developed to analyse the material with landscapes explicitly in mind (Manel et al.
2003). We will be able to define the biological structure on a landscape in greater detail, with
greater confidenc e and more comprehe nsive coverage. Markers can give ambiguou s or
conflictin g results (Dauga 2002; Burleigh & Mathews 2004), or even fail to detect important
genetic structure at all (Bekessy et al. 2003) - looking at a whole genome
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escapes these errors

(Rokas et al. 2003a). But even if we can better answer 'what' is on the landscape, will these
technolog ies explain 'why'? Many think so. A population -genomic perspectiv e will allow us to
distinguis h between the contingent, random evolutiona ry processes that geneticall y differentia te
population s from adaptive genetic changes (Black IV et al. 2001 ). The former shed a historical
light on the genetic structure, while the latter yields a functional one. By systematic ally linking
geographi cal distributio n, environme ntal condition and genetic detail, it seems likely that
functional perspectiv es of biology on landscape s will become more common (Moran 2002;
Feder & Mitchell-O lds 2003; Luikart et al. 2003; Manel et al. 2003).
The general picture is one of deepening significan ce of EN ABS , a greater capacity in speed and
volume. We might therefore expect more common usage, especially as the technolog ies become
more robust and cost effective. But one bottleneck that has not been mentioned is the
availabilit y of nucleic acids to the researcher. Just how does DNA or RNA get from the
landscape into these wonderfu l tools? For that matter, what about proteins , carbohydr ates and
other biochemic als of significan ce? The emphasis so far has been on processing a signal from
the landscape . The task of detecting that signal, of sensing the landscape , is a different question.

5.2 Gathering information from the landscape
Humans have been able to gather signals from the landscape from as simple sources as our
naked senses, to more advanced technolog ies like satellite imagery. Througho ut this spectrum,
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A "whole genome" also refers to a high saturation of markers across the genome, such as
SNPs, not just the full genome sequence. The distinction that I am trying to make is regardless
of whether the research uses high-satur ation markers or full sequence data, both are genomescale approache s that aren't really feasible without these high-throu ghput genomic technologies.
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we display great competence in receiving visual information, or related sources such as nonvisible portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, as well as a fair competency in receiving
audible/sonic information. However, our capacity for detecting chemical signals from a
landscape has traditionally been weak. We have used dogs and pigs to help us interpret our
chemical surroundings, but it is only fairly recently that high-fidelity high-technology
procedures have been developed. These techniques, like gas chromatography, chemical assays
or in vitro toxicological studies are regularly applied to landscapes now, particularly in
environmental (pollution) and agricultural missions. More recently, as our ability to manipulate
biological materials at a molecular level has increased, there has been a rising interest in using
the specificity of biological chemistry in developing sensors, known as biosensors. There is a
large and complex literature on biosensor development. Reviewing that literature in detail that
does justice to its complexity is the task of another thesis. What I am able to offer here is not a
synthesis of sensing technologies that could be applied or designated as information LBs, but
only an ad hoc sample. This should not be interpreted as a sign of its unimportance. Our ability
to sense information from the landscape might well be the most critical aspect of informational
LB.
5.2.1

Sensing Microbes

Many of the informational LBs we have explored so far have been microbial. It is not hard to
see why - if you can grab a handful of dirt, or a vial of water, you'v e captured the organisms
you want to examine. The signals that we wish to listen in on are in that sample, within and
between the cells distributed throughout that physical matrix. The biggest problem has been
developing protocols that would extract the signal intact from the sample. For a long time, the
sensitivity of the tests used was fairly low, requiring the microbes to be grown up in a pure
culture in the lab. From there, identification and characterisation used visual cues (the shape of
the microbe under a microscope, the appearance of the colony on the agar plate) , metabolic tests
(could the microbe grow in oxygen, or without? Did it ferment a particular chemical to produce
characteristic by-products?) and crude immunological assays. The critical breakthrough has
been the development of protocols that allow us to skip this culturing phase, and extract nucleic
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acids (which are in this case the signals) directly from the sample. We have seen how much of
this is being miniaturised and accelerated in high-throughput biotech devices in earlier sections.
Of particular note is the development of portable or 'on-line' devices. Portable systems have
been developed that purify and process a sample for analysis with microarrays, with
visualisation of the results available in the field (Bavykin et al. 2001 ). The need to detect
bioweapomy has also spurred development in the field (Iqbal et al. 2000; Shah & Wilkins
2003). A very interesting 2003 paper described a fully automated system for detecting
aerosolised Bacillus anthracis (anthrax) and Yersinia pestis (bubonic plague) (McBride et al.
2003). This device was the size of a medium size refrigerator, and collected air samples,
processed them, used immunoassays to probe the sample for the bacteria, with minimal need for
maintenance. While remarkable, a great many techniques are being examined for bioweapomy
defence applications, and no clear technology platform has yet emerged as dominant. A similar
summary can be made of agro- and food-industrial applications, as well as medical and
veterinary applications. It should be noted with each of these domains, however, that the targets
of interest - the particular microbes one wants to detect - are often known, characterised or
expected, and only of interest if intruding on a certain area. One might question just how
applicable specific tests for a narrow range of microbes would be to some landscape agendas.
Generalist information about microbes on a landscape would be best gained by probes that were
not restricted to particular targets. This issue is discussed in more detail below.

5.2.2

Non-invasive sampling

Things get trickier when dealing with larger and mobile species. With microbes, a reasonably
complete picture of diversity (from DNA) and functional processes (from RNA, or from other
chemicals they produce) can be obtained from the contents of a teaspoon. But multicellular
organisms compartmentalise their processes in a way microbes do not. Standing on the ground,
one cannot take a teaspoon of rainforest foliage to look at defensive chemicals in the leaves, or
at least not without a great deal of effort. Nor can one easily take a teaspoon to the livers of an
animal population to examine its toxicological status. And animals move, some of them very
fast. Most do not like to be approached, and trapping is difficult to achieve in many species. For
example, to examine the effect of pollutants on hormone levels in the polar bear (Ursus
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maritimus ), bears had to be locat ed by helic opter and tranq uillis ed by a dart gun (Osk am et al.
2004). This is expensive, time consu ming, and not witho ut risk to huma ns and subje ct alike.
There are statistical considerations too. A certa in numb er of samp les must be obtai ned befor e
gener alised statements can be made abou t popu lation s and landscapes, some of whic h can be
prohi bitive ly large (Blac k IV et al. 2001; Mane l et al. 2003). All of this places some serious
caveats on how infor matio nal LBs are deployed.
But there are some clever ways aroun d some of these probl ems. Scats have long been analy sed
for horm ones and metabolites. Faeca l levels of gluco cortic oid horm ones have beco me a
stand ard non-i nvasi ve techn ique for moni torin g adren ocort ical activ ity in a varie ty of anim als,
(Was ser et al. 2000; Youn g et al. 2004a). As its name suggests, this is the endo crine syste m that
is directly invol ved in the produ ction of stress horm ones like adren aline and cortisone. By
meas uring these horm ones non-i nvasi vely, we can asses s the stress-levels of animals witho ut
creat ing a stress respo nse from an invas ive proce dure, like dartin g from a helic opter or trapping.
This has been used in a wide varie ty of anim als, such as couga rs (Puma concolor; Boni er et al.
2004), owls (Tem pel & Gutie rrez 2004), and eleph ants (Stea d et al. 2000 ), even demo nstra ted in
sharks (Kars ten & Turn er 2003 ) and parro tfish (Turn er et al. 2003). With caref ul interp retati on
(Mill spaug h & Wash burn 2004), stress levels estim ated this way can be usefu l for conse rvatio n
strategies, unde rstan ding popu lation declines (Tem pel & Gutie rrez 2004 ) or in the mana geme nt ·
of capti ve popu lation s (Brow n 2000). Scats can also be used as a source of DNA (Pigg ott &
Taylo r 2003), an appli catio n becom ing know n as copro genet ics (Bank s et al. 2002). The quality
of the DNA is often poor, special extra ction proce dures are required, and care must be taken in
the interp retati on of results (Tabe rlet et al. 1999; Mills et al. 2000 ; Lathuilliere et al. 2001 ) - it
is not clear whet her the more comp lex geno mic techn iques describes in earlier sections could be
appli ed to DNA from this source.
Neve rthele ss, the techniques have yield ed enou gh mate rial to identify individuals to estimate
anim al abundance. The popu lation size and rangi ng behav iour of a subur ban popu lation of
wom bats (Vombatus ursinus) was estim ated using this appro ach, altho ugh the authors note the
labor atory procedures invol ved were difficult and time consu ming , and thus best left for high
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priority conservat ion and manageme nt applicatio ns (Banks et al. 2002). This descriptio n fits the
Iberian lynx (Lynx pardinus) , which though collapse of its key prey item (the rabbit),
persecutio n and habitat loss has become the most endangere d felid in the world (Nowell &
Jackson 1996). Researche rs used coprogene tic technique s to confirm the presence of the elusive
animal in Portugal (Pires & Fernandes 2003). Coprogen etics has also been use to provide
population parameter s on a new species of forest elephant (Eggert et al. 2003). DNA is a
remarkabl y durable molecule, and a lot of informatio n can, if the conditions are optimal, come
from a surprising ly small amount of material, in extreme cases even from a single strand of
DNA (Braslavsk y et al. 2003). Similar to coprogene tic identificat ion, genetic data can be
obtained from other shed material, such as single hairs (Sloane et al. 2000), skin (Valsecch i et
al. 1998), even bone fragments of prey items in owl faeces (Taber let & Fumagalli 1996).
Interaction s between rare prey-spec ies and predator have recently been inferred from faecal and
carcass material (Banks et al. 2003). Non-destr uctive sampling of captured animals is a similar
applicatio n (eg. Wasko et al. 2003). There are also prospects just emerging for assaying the
toxicologi cal status of organs (such as livers) that are inaccessib le, using markers found in easyto-obtain tissues like blood lymphocy tes, sperm, and serum (Rockett et al. 2004). Although
focussed on humans, such techniques could be adapted to animal subjects. We might speculate
whether comparab le techniques could be devised for plants like trees.

5.2.3

Biosensors

Biosensor s are compact analytical devices that use a biological ly-derived componen t to sense
their environme nt, coupled to a h·ansducer system that enables a human or machine to register
the detection event (D'Souza 2001 ). Because of their smallness, they can be portable or perhaps
even operated remotely in the field. This is particular interesting for landscape applications.
While there are many very good analytical technique s for pollutants, hormones , bacteria and
other substances , long-estab lished or innovative , most involve the transport of a sample back to
a laboratory where a significant amount of time-cons uming processing must occur before the
analysis begins (O'Connel l & Guilbault 2001 ). The reason is that a sample from the
environme nt is very complex - just think of all the substance s in something like mud. Unless
the analytical device has a very specific recognitio n of the target, sensing its presence will
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probably be confounded by the interference of other entities in the matrix. However, biology
can produce some exquisitely specific chemistry, and it is that specificity that is exploited in
biosensing. It should be noted that while biosensors are often used to detect biologically
relevant materials, they are not restricted to such. This is a very complex field of research, but
there are several broad distinctions that are useful. Firstly, there is the division between using
living or non-living materials in the biosensor. In some applications, whole cells or organisms
are used to register something in the environment; this will be dealt with in a subsequent
section. Others use biochemical components to achieve a highly specific recognition within the
complex sample.
There are several different types of biologically-derived sensing molecules that are used. It
should be noted that at this level, the line between biotechnology and nanotechnology becomes
quite blwTed (eg. Cornell et al. 1997; Alvarez et al. 2003), and pursuing a distinction is often
counterproductive. Velasco-Garcia and Mott ram (2003) suggest there are three main types of
recognition systems:
•

Enzyme/substrate

•

Antibody/antigen

•

Nucleic acids /complementary sequences.

The last classification has been dealt with in previous sections, but the first two bear some
explanation. Enzymes are proteinaceous molecules that catalyse certain biochemical reactions.
They do this by a very physical mechanism, often referred to as 'lock-and-key': the molecules
the enzyme processes fit neatly into groves and pockets on the surface of the enzyme, allowing
it to do its job of breaking them apart, fusing them with other molecules, or modifying them in
other ways. The key is that the shape of the enzyme and the substance on which it operates (the
substrate) are the basis of its functionality. This means that enzymes are often very specific as to
which chemical they will interact with even in a very complex mixture. It is this specificity that
is exploited in a biosensor. Antibodies on the other hand are very specific molecules that come
from the vertebrate immune system, a class of proteins that are biologically designed to
recognise a particular target (the antigen) and bind to it very specifically. In the body, proteins
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like these are responsible for immunisation against a particular disease. But there are other
molecules that can be used for recognition. Small lengths of single-stranded DNA called
aptamers can be obtained that are very selective in their binding affinities (Rajendran &
Ellington 2002), and are very easily produced and manipulated (O'Sullivan 2002). It should be
noted that this is a use of DNA that is very removed from its biological role. Very short versions
of proteins called peptides can also be used (Lopez & Pluskal 2003; Petrenko & Vodyanoy
2003 ). (See also prospects for carbohydrate recognition; Haseley 2002). Each of these
recognition agents is found by some fairly clever but simple selection methods, the details of
which will not be expanded upon here. Each have their advantages and disadvantages, but it
seems fair to say that antibodies have the most established track record. By various means, these
recognition molecules are linked up to systems that register the contact that molecule makes
with its target ( details also not reviewed here).
There are already a great many applications of biosensors on the landscape. Many measure
pesticides and herbicides (Suri et al. 2002; Trojanowicz 2002; Alvarez et al. 2003; VelascoGarcia & Mottram 2003), industrial and military organic pollutants (Goldman et al. 2002;
Keane et al. 2002; Kroger et al. 2002; Paitan et al. 2003), or disease agents (Olsen et al. 2003;
Petrenko & Vodyanoy 2003). They are not perfect, however. Some of the drawbacks include
instability in physiologically extreme conditions, expense, difficulty of manufacture and varying
levels of specificity (O'Connell & Guilbault 2001; Dong & Wang 2002; Hashsham et al. 2004).
It should also be noted that specificity is a double-edged sword. Once the recognition molecule

has been produced, the test is locked in to detecting that one particular target. This is fine for
applications where there is great concern for a known stable target on the landscape, such as a
toxin or hormone, but it does not allow the same latitude of observation that other tests, such as
those based on nucleic acids, spectrographic or chromatographic signatures. For applications in
slowly evolving things , like detecting vertebrate hormones, the target is not going to change
quickly, so a biochemical biosensor would be useful for many years. For rapidly evolving
components of the landscape, such as bacteria and viruses, change occurs much more rapidly.
There is a good chance that a biochemical biosensor using, say, an antibody designed to pick up
a particular microbe in a landscape could eventually loose its effectiveness. Genetic changes in
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the micro be may result in changes to molecules on its surfa ce, inclu ding perha ps the one the
antib ody binds to. To use the termi nolog y discu ssed in Chap ter 2, here we have an exam ple of a
biote chno logy that is very stable throu gh time, but its target in lands cape very mutable. A
specific biose nsor also precl udes the possi bility of detec ting some thing unex pecte d on the
landscape. Say for exam ple you are intere sted in comp ound X, whic h is know n to have a
phero mona l role in the biolo gy of a fish. But your recog nition mole cule may be comp letely
unab le to bind to an unkn own relate d comp ound, X*. Your inves tigati on woul d miss entirely
any effects that comp ound X* may have on the phero mona l biolo gy of the fish. One way to get
aroun d this bindi ng specificity, but still main tain biolo gical ly relev ant speci ficity, is to use
living cells in the biosensor.

5.2.4

Living biosenso rs

Just as bioch emica ls can be linked to give electronic reado uts of a target chem ical, whol e living
cells can be incor porat ed into a device. Their inclu sion can mean a reduc tion in speci ficity of
the target detected, but can have the benef it of being biolo gical ly relev ant - you can assay how
living things react to a subst ance in context. For exam ple, while the prese nce of many heavy
metal s can be detected chem ically their biolo gical avail abilit y is difficult to assess, being
influe nced by many envir onme ntal factors. But biolo gical avail abilit y some times has a profo und
beari ng on their toxicity, (Rens ing & Maie r 2003). Phys ico-c hemi cal chang es in the
envir onme nt will alter living thing s' susce ptibil ity to toxic chall enge (Bahitia et al. 2003 ) in
ways difficult to predict. Meas uring gross cellular respo nses can there fore give an estimate of
the "dire ct toxic ity" of a sample, even if it doesn 't pin it down to a partic ular culprit subst ance
(Tzoris et al. 2002 ; Bahit ia et al. 2003). Addi tiona lly, (altho ugh not exclusively restricted to
living biose nsors ), the respo nse of a whol e cell can give a much bette r range of detec tion of a
class of comp ound s (Kroger et al. 2002). In the exam ple of comp ound X and X * (abov e), using
cells from a fish ( eg. olfac tory cells) migh t likely detect know n X and unkn own X *. Agai n, such
sensors have been used in a wide array of applications, inclu ding meas uring nitrogen
avail abilit y in a majo r ocean upwe lling off Chile (Zopfi et al. 2001 ), moni toring pollu tant levels
in a range of environments (Pai tan et al. 2003 ), and various param eters in sewerage (Kim et al.
2003 a; Kim et al. 2003b; Liu et al. 2004). One interesting appli catio n has used photo synth etic
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bacteria immobilis ed on the tip of an optic fibre (Rawson et al. 1989). Light is conducted down
the fibre, and the rate of photosynt hesis recorded. When the tip is dipped in water containing
herbicides , a drop in photosynt hesis is recorded, indicating contamina tion. Monitorin g systems
based on this idea are now used to monitor estuaries in Germany, the Nether lands and Korea
(Kroger et al. 2002). There is also the possibility of modifying the cells to display particular
recognitio n molecules on their surface to improve sensitivity and compatibi lity with the
electronic circuitr·y (Samuelso n et al. 2002).
One intriguing variant on the living biosensor is the reporter organism. Using the status of
naturally occuning biota to assess levels of chemicals in the environme nt has been done for
some time, but is difficult to standardis e and compare results in different ecosystem s and
identify the specific effects of target chemicals (Lytle & Lytle 2001). To make a living
biosensor more specific and more tractable, researcher s have geneticall y engineere d reporter
genes that are expressed in the presence of a particular type of stress. This has been one of the
earlier and often popularise d applicatio ns of genetic engineering. Bacteria are frequently used
for ease of engineerin g and operation, ranging from free-living bacteria later retrieved for
observatio n (Sayler et al. 2001) to integrated biosensin g devices with immobilis ed cells
(Simpson et al. 1998). A range of reporter genes can be used, but luminesce nce seems most
common (Roda et al. 2004), and there are several specially designed circuitries optimised for
light detection from an immobilis ed cell (Simpson et al. 2001; Bolton et al. 2002; Templin et al.
2002 ; Ripp et al. 2003). Some promise to be a field-read y lab-on-a-c hip (Nivens et al. 2004).
Glowing bugs have been designed for detection of phenol (Abd-El-H aleem et al. 2002) and
other aromatics (Park et al. 2004) and organome rcurial compound s (Endo et al. 2003).
Ecologica l phenomen a can be observed too, with biosensors being built to detect microbial
growth (Ripp et al. 2003) , the initiation of root nodule symbiosis (Bringhur st et al. 2001) and
even to monitor the spread of geneticall y modified bacteria themselve s (Ripp et al. 2000a; Ripp
et al. 2000b ). Because the luminesce nce deri ves directly from the transcripti onal activity of the
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cell, engin eered biolu mine scenc e can provi de a meas ure of gene expre ssion witho ut the need for
RNA assays, giving insights into micro bial meta bolis m in the soil in situ (Sayl er et al. 2001)7°.
Othe r appli catio ns use plants as the biose nsor organism, although rarely if ever as immo bilise d
cells. Plant s have the advan tage of being easy to see on a landscape, in intim ate conta ct with the
soil and air, and have root syste ms that exten d the sensi ng capac ity of the plant some distance
from the main body. Again, there are a range of applications that this techn ique can be turne d to
(Popo vic et al. 2003; Mann ing & Godz ik 2004 ), inclu ding detec tion of petro chem ical
(Norm andin et al. 1999; Wlod kowi c & Toma szew ska 2003), and air pollu tion (Amo res &
Santa maria 2003 ; Li 2003; Rossini Oliva & Valdes 2004). Trans genic plant s have been
speci ally desig ned to moni tor comp ound s' capac ity to cause genetic dama ge (Kov alchu k et al.
2001; Filko wski et al. 2003; Besp lug et al. 2004). Trans genic plants have also been used to
moni tor the fallout from the Cher noby l disas ter (Kov alchu k et al. 1998). (A recen t and very
intere sting study demo nstra tes the possi bility of desig ning an array to diagn ose the stresses a
plant is subje cted to solely by looki ng at mRN A levels, altho ugh the techn iques has yet to be
minia turise d; Tama oki et al. 2004). Livin g biose nsors may use more than micro bes and plants.
One notab le (perh aps grues ome) exam ple from the literature describes using an immo bilise d
potat o beetle, stuck throu gh with micro scopi c electrodes, to detect the relea se of dama ge signals
from a potat o plant (Schlitz et al. 1996). As the volatile chem icals were relea sed from the plant,
the beetl e's anten nae picke d up the smell of its prey, and sent neura l signals back to the rest of
the animal, whic h were picke d up by the electrode. The authors helpf ully note that using a
"who le beetl e prepa ration " instea d of an excis ed anten na gives a better lifesp an of four hours.
Most reports in the litera ture use cells or plants.

5.2.5

Getting the sensors out there

Of course, once a detec tion syste m in developed, it has to be deplo yed in the right spot to fulfil
its potential. For a techn ology like repor ter plants, that places a biolo gical cavea t on their use condi tions have to amen able to its survi val - but also social and regul atory ones. Thes e are
genet ically modi fied organ isms, and most jurisd iction s have proce dures to be follow ed befor e
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This is pretty much the class ical use for engin eered biolu mine scenc e in a varie ty of organisms
in a varie ty of contexts.
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approval is granted for their release. We have already noted public disquiet over GM. The
technolog ical developm ent might be comparati vely straightfor ward. For non-releas e biosensors ,
miniaturis ation and portability increase the device's usability in a landscape context. Handheld
immunolo gical tests are excellent for some applicatio ns. Standard human pregnancy test-kits for
example can be successful ly used to monitor primate fertility deep in the Bolivian rainforest (A.
Felton, pers. comm.).
For remote, unsupervi sed applicatio ns, automatio n and reliability is highly desirable. The
biosensor 's durability is also an issue. Kroger and colleagues (2002) describe the challenges of
developin g a biosensor that can tolerate extended periods in a marine environme nt, which
include power manageme nt, data telemetry, drift and stability, enduring a corrosive high energy
environm ent and biofouling (barnacles and algae). Terrestria l landscape s would perhaps be less
taxing, but we should consider whether the device should be a monitorin g station that is
periodical ly attended, or a disposable sensor that need not be retrieved. There may also be
opportuni ties to exploit medical research into implantab le devices, designed to be implanted
into a patient for diagnostic monitorin g and therapeuti c purposes (Richards Grayson et al.
2004). These technolog ies are under developm ent, but some are designed to interface with quite
delicate structures such as the nervous system, and communic ate telemetric ally to the outside
world (Wise et al. 2004). An adaptation of these technolog ies to animals might allow
physiolog ical insights that could be related to landscape patterns and processes. We should not
be afraid of thinking laterally. Some research, has examined using the material adhered to
honeybees as way of gathering informatio n on bacteria in the air (Lighthart et al. 2000; Prier et
al. 2001 ), and even traces of landmines (although not reported in peer-revie wed literature;
German 1999).

5.2.6

Pheromonal and semiochemicals

A great proportion of informatio n exchange across landscapes is olfactory. Organism s signal
amongst themselve s or to members of other species with a variety of semiochem ical cues, some
intentiona l some not but all with ecological significan ce (Harborne 1999). It is worth
considerin g that while we develop expensive and complicat ed DNA-base d techniques for
identifyin g individual s, many animals leave scent-mar kings that do exactly the same thing. For
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exam ple, a suit of urina ry chem icals have been ident ified in mice that act as a 'barc ode' to
ident ify one indiv idual from anoth er (Bey non & Hurs t 2003 ). Simil ar codin g has been
unco vered in deer (Law son et al. 2000 ; 2001 ). Whil e we don't have such detai led know ledge of
these syste ms in other speci es, anecd otal evide nce sugge sts they certa inly exist. From mice
(Beau cham p & Yama zaki 2003 ) to eleph ants (Rass muss en et al. 2003 ), olfac tory- chem ical
excha nge is used to broad cast infor matio n on health, fertility, ident ity and relate dness .
Simil arly, insec ts use an exten sive array of semio chem icals to broad cast alarm , use as defen ce,
attrac t mates and find food (Harb ome 1999; Dick e & Grost al 2001 ). Semi ochem icals may be
invol ved quite direc tly regul ating such signi fican t proce sses as popu lation dyna mics , altho ugh
the area rema ins most ly unstu died (Vet 1999). Final ly, there is good evide nce that plant s
comm unica te amon gst them selve s, and to benef icial insec ts, infor matio n regar ding attac k from
herbi vores and patho gens (Harb ome 1999; Hatch er et al. 2004 ).
Howe ver, it seem s most inves tigati ons in chem ical signa lling use lab-b ased analy sis of samp les
captu red from the envir onme nt. Altho ugh curre nt lab-b ased techn iques ( e.g gas
chrom atogr aphy ) give quite detai led resul ts (Tron son 2001 ), such a back- to-ba se appro ach
suffe rs the disad vanta ges discu ssed earlie r - expen sive, labor ious and slow. A biose nsor
appro ach woul d open up our ability to interp ret the semio chem ical lands cape in situ. Give n the
range of semio chem icals in nature, most of whic h are unkn own, limite d speci fic devic es like
antib ody recog nition are proba bly inapp ropria te. Biose nsor appli catio ns invol ving whol e
organ isms suffe r from probl ems with rugge dness , some times porta bility , and durab ility. Using
remo ved olfac tory tissue s or recep tor mole cules encou nters difficulties in selec ting the right
comp onen ts of syste ms that are very comp lex ( eg. Halle m & Carls on 2004 ). One appro ach that
migh t addre ss this is electr onic nose techn ology . The techn ology has been devel oped in
indus trial (eg. food spoil age) and secur ity ( eg. explo sives ) conte xts, altho ugh it has recen tly
been triall ed in scree ning potab le water for heavy metal s and micro bes (Can hoto & Maga n
2003 ). It seem s there exists a press ing need for rugge d, field- ready senso rs to be devel oped to
explo re this some what negle cted are of lands cape dynam ics.
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5.3 A conclusion of Part II
In Chapter 4, we saw how LB was providing tools for taking action on the landscape. In this
Chapter 5, we have explored the ways in which LB can provide informatio n about a landscape.
Although I have suggested some novel directions for research, the bulk of what I presented
describes existing programs of research. My contributi on has been to articulate this within the
novel domain - or lens - of "landscap e". This novel lens is useful:
•

Generally, it casts biotechno logy in a new light that may challenge pre-existin g
assumptio ns and definitions (particularly the iconic definitions as discussed in earlier
chapters).

•

It presents biotechno logy in a way that actors in society that are not yet engaged in

biotechno logy may discover points of relevance and utility to their interests.
•

It presents biotechno logy in a way that actors already engaged in biotechno logy within

particular roles may find other points of engageme nt with the field.
This has been possible to synthesise by means of two mechanism s of thought: (i) the imposition
of a particular and unexpecte d domain in which to think about biotechno logy, and (ii)
judiciousl y using the (technical) dimension al framewor k presented in Chapter 2. There has also
been a great deal of my own idiosyncratic (non-systematic) knowledg e of both the subject and
the domain involved, and this explicatio n inescapably incorporates my own values and norms. I
hope I have framed Landscape Biotechno logy broadly enough for other worldviews to use the
idea. Clearly it is a rich area to explore, and I cannot and do not claim to have made an
exhaustiv e synthesis of LB.
Whilst the scientific communit y has so far been the pioneer and frontrunne r beneficiar y of
Landscap e Biotechno logy (particularly the disciplines of ecology, microbiol ogy, and biological
inquiry generally), it has also been disrupted by LB. New disciplines ( eg. toxicogenomics ,
landscape genetics, etc.) are being founded and proposed very frequently , with many that seem
to overlap in their mandate, whilst many more established ones are withering and becoming
irrelevant ( eg. the sub-discip line of allozyme analysis has been largely superseded by DNA-
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based techniques). Foundational paradigms are having to be re-examined, too (eg. the notion of
"species" in bacterial systems, or between closely related vertebrate populations). Rapidly
opening channels of new information and new capabilities can be very unsettling to social
structures, and LB is in the thick of this unrest within the scientific community.
Based on this precedent, we might reasonably expect other communities, other institutions, and
other paradigms to begin to feel some structural disruption from LB. This may be particularly
the case as LB is applied to agendas beyond those of an investigative scientific nature, to "real
world" or "applied" problems. The next part of this thesis explores some of these implications
by a variety of means.
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Part Ill - Implications of Landscape
Biotechnology
By now, we have covered a lot of scientific and technological ground. Most of the attention has
been focused on the biotechnological artefacts of LB, (i.e. the products and processes), and their
attendant scientific thought. For those within the scientific and applied fields that LB directly
and already affects, the changes it has and continues to bring are profound. As I alluded to
previously, the new sources and types of information and new modes and power of action are
forcing a restructure of thought and identity in many arms of science.
But it is important to think laterally about these technologies, and think about the context in
which they operate. Science and applied science are clearly not the only sections of society that
interface with the landscape, and so others will be forced to accommodate LB too. Government
policy (at all levels: international, federal, state and local), private enterprise, NGOs and the
community at large will have to interrogate what the implications of these technologies are for
themselves in the first instance. Secondarily (sometimes most influentially), these actors will
need to examine how others have changed themselves in their responses to the technology.
This is an enormously complex area of enquiry. It is complex in terms of (i) the number of
actors and elements in the system, (ii) the number of connections between them, formal and
informal, direct and indirect, and of varying quality, and (iii) the inherent uncertainty in
examining the future. There is an added layer of complication for the scholar: choosing a mode
of enquiry. In this Part, I have elected to tackle selected aspects of the challenge in a variety of
ways.
Firstly, I make use of scenarios to explore some of the plausible situations that may arise as the
biotechnology is brought into play in Australia. Secondly, I briefly describe the institutional
structures that attend landscape and biotechnology in Australia, searching for some of the key
attributes of the institutional context that will affect the development of LB, and the challenges
that may be encountered as LB unfolds. Lastly, I present two related analyses (written with
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colleagues for peer-reviewed publication) of some of the international regulatory issues that are
emerging from a particular form of LB.
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6 New futures
In Part II of this thesis , I brought together a wide range of biotechno logical ideas within a novel
unifying doma~ called Landscap e Biotechno logy. However, as I will outline in the next
chapter, the institution al structures surroundin g landscape s and biotechno logy are complex and
multi-foca l. subject to a range of interests, and in some areas under pressure to restructure. With
the exception of work done by this author, little or no work appears to have been done on the
implicatio ns of LB for these institution s, or more broadly on how they may change the way in
which our society relates to landscape . Undertaki ng such work involves dealing with large
inherent uncertaint ies in scientific and technolog ical developm ents , social, cultural and political
shifts . and landscape/ environme ntal phenomen a. Secondly, there are additional challenges in (a)
combining expertise across these fields (interdisci plinarity), and (b) managing the
interconne ction of the details. This complexit y is typical of analysing the future impact of
technolog ies (Schwarz & Thompson 1990; Rip et al. 1995b; Grin & van de Graf 1996Kranzberg 1997).
One \vay of ex.ploring the future implicatio ns of new technolog ies is to develop scenarios
(Glenn 2003b). Scenarios have a relativ ely long (since the 1950s) history in a variety of fields
tha t must content with complex dynamics and uncertain futures (Senge 1990; Schwartz 1996 ,.
There are a great many methodolo gies for creating scenarios . from those using quantifica tion
and computer simulation (Parker et al. 2003: Peterson et al. 2003), structural analyses of
organisa tions and their environme nts (Bradfield et al. 2005: Cornelius et al. 2005 : Tricks 2005:
Johnson :2 006J. or collaborat ive group-bas ed exploratio ns of a system and its possible fates.
Spcru la tive fiction (or science fiction) is also a form of scenario building (Glenn 2003a),1.
Scenarios are no1 prediction s - they are articulatio ns of plausible futures to be used as tools for
funheT thinking and decision-m aking (Sch\\·artz 1996). Scenarios are descriptiv e passages or
scorieS that can be a pO\\·erful mode of adYancing ideas that may not prosper well under the

1

A. venerated ex.ample of this is the science fiction novel Seuroman cer (G ibson l 9cs) ). rn
\\·hicb William Gibson inYented the term "cyberspa ce". and created a template or guiding vision
for the nascent communic ations and informatio n technolog y revolution.
-
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more cautious rules of scientific discourse, dominant paradigms or conventional wisdom. As a
narrative, these scenarios allow the engagement with other modes of thinking that might not
otherwise be used with dry technical analyses of implications (Glenn & International 2003 ).
They can, in short, bring the topic to life.
In this chapter , I have constructed three scenarios around the application of LB in Australia.
They are a creative exploration of how some LBs may be applied to landscape problems that
exist in Australia today, and how these applications may impact and interact with the
institutional structures of landscape. The y are not predictions, nor analyses. Details of, for
example, jurisdictional divisions or legal processes may be found to be incorrect, but not hugely
so. (Perhaps with more time and access to particular experts , more accurate details could be
assembled). Within limits, accuracy and precision is not the point of the exercise, although I
have striven to maintain quality and relevance (Harries 2003). The purpose of these scenario s is
to act as a "tool for thinking" about the implications of LB for landscape institutions in
Australia, (and by extension, elsewhere). In the first instance, I wish to posit possible
interactions between the technological and institutional that might not otherwise be thought of.
Secondly, I wish to encourage similar creative, imaginative speculations about LB ' s
implications in other fields in oth ers' minds. Lastly, I wish to draw attention to some of the
impacts that LB may hav e on landscape institutions:
a) LB may be either enabling or disruptive to the manner in which these institutions
pursue their agendas or mandates;
b) LB may require or facilitate the creation of new landscape institutions;
c) LB may change the dynamics by which these institutions relate to each other.

6.1 New knowledge, ne w liabilities
6.1.1

The Scenario

Blue Bay Estuary is a productive rivermouth on the south coast. The Blue River
empties into the ocean here, and the catchment is mostly a mix of farming and
forestry reserve. Generally healthy, the estuary supports a large amount of fish,
including several important commercial species and many oyster farms. The small
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shire of Blue Rive r has an econ omy main ly base d on fishing and oyste r farming,
touri sm and as a supp ly cent re for its rural hinte rland . The town of Blue Bay is part
of One Wate r, an inter gove rnme ntal agre eme nt aime d at bridging the juris dictio nal
divid es betw een and within state and local gove rnme nt levels in wate r catch men ts.
Part of One Wate r was the esta blish men t of mon itorin g syste ms, and som e time
ago Blue Bay set up an Estu arine Health Mon itorin g Syst em (EHM S). The bene fits
deliv ered from the EHM S are key to the stab ility of the inter gove rnme ntal
agre eme nt. The EHM S cons ists of a serie s of wate r- and soil- qual ity mon itorin g
stations, small auto mate d testin g devi ces that eithe r floated mid- strea m, or probed
the mud and soils of the bank s with a rang e of biose nsor s, all the way out into the
bay until just befo re the begi nnin g of fede rally adm iniste red waters , at the 3 naut ical
mile (5.6k m) mark . The stati ons repo rt by telem etry to a central state office in the
capital , which anal yses and synt hesi ses data cove ring chem ical comp ositio n ,
physical para mete rs like temp eratu re and salinity, and a host of struc tural and
func tiona l data on the micr obia l com mun ities. The data is logged , and a local dige st
e-ma iled to council offic es and local state offici als , as well as a list of paid
subs cribe rs that inclu de man y of the oyst er farm ers and fishers in the Bay.
The EHM S prov ides infor mati on to the relev ant institutions of unifo rm stan dard ,
qual ity and time lines s , and help s a co-o rdina ted whol e-of- gove rnme nt resp onse .
Oyst er farm ers and fishe rs use the infor mati on as a mea ns of maki ng decis ions on
stock ing rates , locat ions to focu s their fishing or farm ing efforts , and as a gene ral
asse ssme nt of th e bay' s prod uctivity to inform busin ess decisions .
In the small hour s of a storm y April morn ing , local officials are woke n by an
auto mate d alarm sen t out by the EHM S . The syste m is reporting a signi fican t
chem ical spi ll upriv er, and it is soon dete rmin ed that the plum e is comi ng from the
bank s of a finan cially troub led timb erm ill. The man ager is woken , and upon
inspe ction it is disco vere d th at heav y ra ins have unde rmin ed a conc rete pad on
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which a variety of unlabelled chemicals had been stored. Drums of various
chemicals have tumbled down the banks; several have ruptured and are now
leaking into the river. Most of the drums are recovered in 12 hours , but three or four
drums are swept away in the current, of which only two are recovered days later. A
handful of the several hundred classes of chemicals the EHMS monitors are
observed at high levels for four days. Fortunately the high rainfall of the season
continues, and after a contentious precautionary closure of some fisheries and all
the oyster farms for a week, the EHMS detects only a weak background of the
contaminants in the bay, and tests on seafood from the area show no significant
threat to human consumers. In the end the timbermill is fined a significant sum, and
six months later the fishermen and oyster farmers receive a payout most declare is
too small. Several oyster farmers threaten legal action, but within a month after the
compensation payment both the timbermill declares itself bankrupt, and the threats
are left unfulfilled.
The following year, oyster farmers notice a distinct drop in spratfall (the settling of
juvenile oysters onto the oyster grower's pylons) in Blue Bay. It is shaping up to be
a disastrous year for oysters in Blue Bay. The man ager of OyStars , a large oyster
farming enterprise with holdings in three estuaries, is particularly irritated. Had she
known there was a continuing problem in the Bay, she could have moved the
oyster racks to the other estuaries, both of which were proving extremely
productive. However, the EHMS results indicated a relatively clean bill of health.
She consults their quality assurance managers, GroChequer Pty. Ltd., a separate
firm that does testing to ensure health of the product and assessment of quality.
Amongst other things, testing involves transcriptomic microarray analysis of
sampled oysters, from which vials of total mRN A are stored for 6 years as part of
their management of professional liability risks. This storage is quite easy , part of
the automated procedure of testing, and requires a fifth of a millilitre of each
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sample. During the spill incident the prev ious year, man y spikes in specific mRNAs
had been observed. The microarrays GroC hequ er used were designed primarily to
screen fo r nutritional and respiratory health as well as several genes known to be
associated with high-quality texture of the oyst er meat. GroC hequ er used several
gene ric stress-related genes to determine the overall health of the oyster, of which
toxicological status was a component.
Since the spill , GroC hequ er had advised that test results indicated acceptable
levels of health and quality, and could dete ct nothing of any threat to consumers.
Som e non-specific indicators of stress had remained a little high, but nothing
serious. The poor spratfall could not be explained by the data available, but
convinced the chemical spill was to blame, OyS tar contracts GroC hequ er to
investigate further. The investigations use public data base s , new tests , and
archived EHMS data that analysed the chemicals present in the spill. The
mechanism of the problem is appa rentl y well- docu men ted in othe r cases of spills
and in experimental research in a variety of spec ies around the world. A particular
chemical had acted as a hormone mimic, and in minute concentrations was
preventing the oyster larvae from developing into sprat. Further investigations
revealed other bivalves in the Bay were having similar problems. Faced with a loss
of a third of their income, the man ager of OyStars calls the lawyers . Legal advice
suggests that pursuing the directors of the form er timbermill is possible , but
perhaps not profitable. So , OyStar looks for the deep est pocket - it sues the state
and shire gove rnme nts on the grounds that the EHMS should have reasonably
included a test for physiologically-relevant levels of this chemical given the oyster
farming licenses issued.
6.1.2

•

Key points

The EHM S is part of an interg overn ment al agree ment , One Water. An exam ple of
Infor matio nal LB. this demo nstra tes how LB may facilitate or be incor porat ed into the
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interaction between existing agencies with adjacent and/or overlapping jurisdictions.
This is common in Australian landscape management.
•

The EHM S monitors contaminant levels in the bay.
o

LB may provide nove l and more detailed information to infor m the
mana geme nt and regulation of natural resource use and produ ction on the
landscape, such as fisheries closures or resource allocation (here , moving
oysters to other bays).

o

Care must be taken in the interpretation of the data LB will provi de - in this
case, the sensitivities of the EHM S were correctly consi dered to be an indicator
of current health and productivity of the oysters, but not the on-going healt h
and productivity of the system.

•

GroC hequ er Pty. Ltd provides quality assurance information on oysters using
transcriptomics. LB can be incorporated into existing produ ction systems to provi de
better information of the expected product value, which may be a source of information
to a market. Such information may affect the price-setting behav iour of a market, and
the decisions of suppliers (i.e. farmers) and purchasers in tum.

•

Loca l and global toxicological databases (informational LBs) provi de a causa l
expla natio n of the poor spratfall. LB information, available in new levels of detail and
highl y accessible, provides evidence that may meet legal thresholds of quality,
some thing that legal treatment of environmental damage has traditionally suffered from.
In this case, it provides (a) private industry with a legal option for recovering damages,
and (b) implies an unforseen level of responsibility (and legal liability) for government.
Here I allow the courts to decide after the fact, but the liability could have been
discovered before the proje ct's implementation. Further, legal limits of liability may in
some cases be at odds with public opini on - would a finding in the governments ' favour
result in the loss of seats at the next election, as local voters mete out their own form of
justic e? The extent of government responsibility in the face of new technological
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capability and new infor matio n is ultim ately a societal quest ion that must be negotiated
by societal processes.

6.2 Landscape Planning
6.2.1

The Scenario

Howeton is a booming regional centre, profiting from emigration from smaller rural
towns, hobb y farmers and lifestyle-seekers from large r urban centres. Demand for
housing is great, and the local council is unde r pres sure to release more land to
developers. Of the several parcels of land that the council can consider for release,
all will result in habitat destruction for the Blue Crested Corella. This bird also
happ ens to be the shire 's emblem and is registered as a "species of significance"
unde r recent Federal legislation. Due to its growing rarity, while not quite qualifying
as a "threatened species", it is registered as a "species of concern". This fact is
seized on by oppo nent s of the deve lopm ent plans from the local community and
conservation groups. Further, newly formulated State biodiversity protection
legislation now prohibits deve lopm ents which may caus e a loss in biodiversity of a
threatened species, exce pt in cases where the deve lopm ent needs are judged to
be urgent. As frustrations build amo ngst the othe r sections of the community incre asin gly priced out of their hom e town property mark et - and lobbying from the
deve lope rs beco mes intense , a fresh legal opinion sudd enly provides an option for
the pro-d evel opm ent lobby.
Investigations have uncovered a doctoral thesis into the Blue Crested Corella in
just this area, undertaken at a nearby university. The rese arch er had identified four
distinct populations in the areas unde r consideration for development. In his thesis ,
now only a few years old , the student had speculated that not all four populations
may be reproduci ng as successfully as each other. It was possible that at least one
population was not reproductively successful at all , instead acting as a "sink
population". Juveniles and old birds from the more productive "source populations"
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may be forced into an area of less suitable habitat by competition, wherein they can
subsist but do not have the resources to reproduce successfully. However, the
student did not have enough evidence to test this hypothesis at the time, and has
since moved on to other things. On the lawyer's advice, the development lobby
pressures the council to undertake a survey of the population dynamics and
biodiversity of the birds in the area, and a consultant was hired.
The consultant first contacts the university that handled the research, but is
disappointed to find that there are no samples for tissue or DNA from the birds. As
a result, she must get her own. She does this by spreading plastic sheeting
underneath trees that the Corellas roost in overnight in each of the four
populations. Every morning for a week she collects the sheets, carefully scrapes
and washes the faecal material into a flask. From this suspension, she runs several
basic purification steps until the material is clean enough to be sent to a
sequencing facility. A week's worth of samples is eventually sent to a commercial
facility with automated processes for the extraction of genomic DNA, isolation and
amplification of parrot DNA (using genetic information already gained from other
parrots), and mass sequencing. The jumbled sequence information is sent back to
the consultant, who uses powerful statistical software to identify the several
hundred individuals in the samples, and then make meaningful comparisons
between them. She tests for i) relatedness between individuals, ii) relatedness
between populations, and iii) possible functional differences between the genetics
of the populations (based on comparisons with other parrot genotypes in public
72

databases )

.

She discovers that the PhD student had been correct: one population (A) contained
genotypes from two other populations (Ban d C), but not many recent hybrids. That

72

The consultant is testing for difference in population structure and for functional differences.
See Section 5.1.1 for details on structural differences revealed by DNA, and 5.1.2 for matters of
function.
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was consistent with the hypothesis that birds migrated from B and C to join A, but
neve r actually reproduced once they arrived. Population A is in fact a "sink
population". As it turns out, Ban d Care not particularly distinct in any functional
sense at all, most of the genetic difference existing in non-coding regions of the
genome. However, population (D) was predicted to be functionally distinct by virtue
of significant differences in the genome associated with immunity and some
metabolic functions.
Two and a half weeks after the study is commissioned, the consultant's report is
sent to the council, who then distributes copies to the stakeholders, including the
developers' legal team. Not long after, the Mayor receives a phone call from the
State Planning Minister's office saying that, in light of the pressing need for housing
supply, and the lack of uniqueness in biodiversity indicated by the science, the
Minister would be supportive of allowing the deve lopm ent to proceed. Soon after
the Mayor is contacted by the local spok.esperson for the non-governmental
organisation, Birds Australia, who says the report conclusively proves that the
Corellas of the area deserve preservation because of their unique genetic
biodiversity, and qualify for protection unde r legislation. Media reports soon are
covering both sides. Under pressure from all directions, the council devises a
compromise.
A land release is planned that would destroy the habitat of population A and part of
population C. Populations B and D would be conserved in their entirety. The
developers would receive 65% of the land they had originally lobbied for, a claim
that had been judged as opportunistic in scale in the first place . The species and its
genetic biod ivers ity- at least at a func tiona l level - could be said to have been
preserved . This would hopefully satisfy the conservationists. Furthermore , any legal
challenge to the council 's ruling could be defended against both sides : certain
sections of land could not be released because there was demonstrable genetic
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diversity of a unique and valuable nature; although some populations were to be
lost, they were eithe r reproductively unsuccessful anyway and not contributing to
the species' survival, and the functional genetic diversity was preserved in the
protected populations.
6.2.2
•

Key Points
The consultant completes a genetic analysis of the populations in two and a half weeks.
The speed and powe r of many of the mass sequencing and other automated processes in
LB may make it feasible for detailed information about relatively unstudied species to
be gained with minimal time and effort. Stakeholders in landscape issues need not be
scientists equipped with their own expensive labs to engage LB for their needs. This
means scientific information can more quickly be brought into landscape decisionmaking processes and conflict, and may change the dynamics of their resolution.

•

The consu ltant' s report describes a complex situation.
o

As a society, we are not accustomed to dealing with complex genetic
information, and may have differing interpretations of the information for
genuine or strategic reasons. Here, two interest groups publicly and politically
gave conflicting interpretations of the same data. In a politically contentious
situation, it is not uncommon for scientific information to be used as an
instrument in pursuit of an agenda.

o

At the same time, the nuances of the complex information LB can provi de may
allow more complex decision-making to be conceived, executed and defended.
In this case, the How eton council was able to devise a solution that might
satisfice widely differing agendas, providing them flexibility in political
defence and legal protection.

6.3 Achilles Heel Toxins for Animal Management
6.3.1

The Scenario

After several years of intermittent outbreaks in South East Asia, yellow-spot feve r is
finally detected in the Australian feral goat population in the Kimberly Ranges, north
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Western Australia. This new livestock disease poses a threat to a varie ty of
livestock industries by reducing production and disqualifying Australian livestock
and meat expo rts from man y overseas markets. Goats are known to be effective
reservoirs of the virus, rarely getting very sick but a constant source of (re-)
infection for othe r species in overseas experience.
Since the infected goats were found in an area that was part national park, part
agricultural lease, both the Wes t Australian Agricultural Depa rtme nt (AgWA) and
Conservation and Land Man agem ent (CALM) mou nt a rapid response to shoo t out
goats from the infected areas. However, despite the best efforts to eliminate the
infected herd, goat s roam freely across the landscape and are very hard to track
across the difficult terrain. It is feared that some infected animals got away, and that
re-infection (pos sibly from wind-born insect vectors) is likely. Early modelling
suggests that goats, biting insects and othe r modes of infection could quickly
transfer the dise ase across state and territory boundaries, first moving eastwards,
and then prog ress ing to the cooler south as the virus adapts.
It is evid ent that a long-term man agem ent strategy will have to be in place for
several year s to protect against the disease. A variety of options are considered,
but given the high stakes involved, and the necessity of co-ordinating responses
across state, territory and federally administered jurisdictions , the discussion is
lively. This is particularly so when a strong lobby pushes for the use of a genetically
modified biocontrol agent, either as a vaccine against the yellow-spot virus itself, or
as a lethal control measure for the goats themselves. These suggestions are highly
contentious because of technical uncertainties, the urgency of the situation, and the
refusal of som e states to permit the release of genetically modified orga nism s in
their territory. The decision is taken to pursue a less contentious, perhaps more
feasible option: an Achilles Heel toxin.
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A dedicated company, Toxigen, is formed to develop the compound on contract to
the Federal Department of Environment and Heritage. A memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with the states and territories and key agencies is signed,
outlining the contribution of the use of facilities, secondment of key personnel,
streamlined registration of the compound for use, and deployment plans. The
ownership of intellectual property (IP) pertaining to the compound itself is retained
by the federal government, but any IP pertaining to methodology is to be retained
by the company itself.
Toxigen staff set about accessing the wealth of information arising from the
international Livestock Genome Program. This program is an international
collaboration to sequence the genomes of the world's major agricultural animals,
including goats. Although not fully complete, a major focus of the post-sequence
analysis has been on metabolic genetics. The motive is to boost productivity of
these animals in agriculture, and there is particular interest in defining which
genetics give the metabolically best results for particular climatic conditions,
husbandry systems and nutrition. Toxigen's strategy instead is to look for major
differences in metabolic genes across different species. They are searching for a
particular element of a goat's metabolism that is unique to that animal, or that
genus. Once found, the aim is use this unique metabolic feature as a target for
chemical interference (i.e poisoning). This is the Achilles Heel Toxin approach.
Examining genes associated with tocopherol (Vitamin E) they discover a goatspecific functional moiety on an enzyme (PT34) involved in glutathione peroxidase
production. Computer predictions of the enzyme's activity suggest very different
activities than those in other livestock. It looks like a promising Achilles Heel.
Because the compound is being developed for Australia as a primary market,
marsupial databases are screened for sequence identities and functional
similarities, and none are found. The decision is taken to shift the company's
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resources from database analysis to the deve lopm ent of a compound to target this
Achilles Heel.
Toxigen chemists conjugate a neurotoxin to tocopherol. Whe n PT34 acts on this
compound, the neurotoxin is released and converted to its active form. With out the
action of PT34, the neurotoxin remains stably bound to the tocopherol molecule. In
the low level of uncatalysed decay, the neurotoxin is released in its ineffective form.
However, when activated the toxin works quickly on the nervous system, blocking
signals (including pain) and leading to cardiac arrest. The compound is called
Panocin, and is announced as goat-specific - efficient, humane, and safe for
human handlers, livestock and the environment.
Man y of these assertions of targe t specificity and hum anen ess are only weak ly
backed up by empirical tests. This forms the core of controversy. It emerges that
unde r the terms of the MOU between gove rnme nts and agencies signed 3 years
prior , it was stated that registration of the toxin for use as a pest control agen t
would be streamlined. This, argu es the Federal and several state and territory
governments, means that the toxicology predicted from geno me analyses is given a
grea t deal of weight. As a consequence, empirical testing of the effects on species
othe r than goats is far from comprehensive. Several sectors of the population are
uncomfortable with this, but others say it is worth the risk when faced with yellowspot feve r, and the opportunity to control a serious ecological pest like the goat.
Significantly, the Federal gove rnme nt is pro-release of Panocin.
Reacting to internal politics , the state of Queensland pulls out of the MOU , saying
that Panocin will not be distributed on lands it administers without comprehensive
empirical testing . This forms a serious problem to the architecture of the scheme goats , and the risk of yello w-sp ot feve r, will never be effectively managed if there is
a large reservoir of goats ready to re-colonise treated areas. Further, Queensland
announces it will pursue a strategy of genetically modified biocontrol to manage the
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issue, triggering a wave of protest from other states. (Incidentally, this places
pressure on the federal-level Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR),
which has striven to keep itself based firmly in science, away from perceptions of
political interference.)
Finally, mindful of the impending threat to livestock industries, the Federal
Government rushes legislation through the parliament that grants it power to
distribute Panocin over state-administered land. The constitutional ramifications of
this Act are enormous, and a legal battle ensues. Despite this, no injunction is
granted to stop the program. This controversial decision is based on the
reversibility of a toxin-based program (that should non-target effects be
demonstrated, the program can be stopped and the damage reversed), in contrast
to a replicating biocontrol agent. Panocin is distributed across Australia, and feral
goat numbers plummet. It seems on balance that the toxin was indeed restricted to
goats, and early ecological and economic signs are favourable. Lobby groups begin
petitioning the government to develop Achilles Heel toxins for other pest species,
including those that may harbour other diseases predicted to make landfall in
Australia. Many commentators argue that this, like national water trading, marks the .
beginning of the end for state-based administration of natural resources and the
landscape, and raises doubts about the role of the states in the modern
Commonwealth itself. Meanwhile, the price of shares in Toxigen skyrocket.
6.3.2
•

Key Points
The federal government introduces enabling legislation to override a single state's
objections. The often-awkward division of responsibility for the landscape is explored
in the next chapter. In this scenario, we see:
o

how the controversy that sometimes surrounds new technologies can
complicate the negotiations between states, territories and federal government
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o

a technological solution that requires nation-wide co-ordination can be undone
by a single defector from the MOU

o

a dispersive technological solution (a GM biocontrol agent) employed by one
state will affect others that object to its use.

In enduring conflict over high-stakes issues (in this case, the export markets of
Australian livestock products), a coercive approach may be invoked by the federal
government. This logical but drastic solution however may open up wide revision of
Australia' s constitutional foundations. In any case, while the control of border-spanning
issues on the landscape already exist today (such as the Great Bani er Reefs
administration, or interstate water-trading schemes), the ability of many types of LB to
disperse beyond borders may accelerate the emergence of such crises of authority. (See
the next chapter for more treatment on this aspect in an international context).
•

The evidence of toxicity and safety is more predicted than empirically tested. This again
raises the prospect that new technologies offer new forms of evidence that society has
not yet agreed on how to consider. At its most basic, we again see that evidence can be
interpreted in a way that aligns with dominant political interests, but can also fuel
dissent. Structurally, we can see that predictive tests based on genomic information may
have accelerating effects on the delivery of a technology. In this scenario, the
predictions turned out to be conect, but this may not be the case in real life, or only
sometimes. Technological disaster is one mode of learning about the limits of a new
technology, but given that much of the Australian landscape is already severely
damaged, how much we are willing to risk in this type of learning? Balancing the
uncertain technological benefits and risks against the environmental near-certain risks is
something that we have not much experience in doing. Aspects of this challenge (also
known as Technology Assessment) are examined in later sections of the thesis.

•

Other groups ask for Achilles Heel programs for other species. The successful
implementation of a technology in a crisis situation may open up the scope for
application in others. (Many technologies in our everyday lives have their origins in war
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time efforts). A quick delivery of the technology described in this scenario (and that we
might expect from LB) might accelerate this process, making a tailored approach to
other problems seem more feasible. In this case, while the government of the day has
always had the management of "problem species" as part of its mandate of
responsibilities, the precedent of Panocin appears to have opened up a wide new set of
activities it may be expected to support - namely, the sponsorship of other Achilles
Heel programs. By extension, we might expect new LBs to open up active
responsibilities for governments that have largely been shielded from this responsibility
by their impossibility.
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7 The Australian Institutional Context
of Landscape Bi otechnology
This chapter reviews Aust ralia' s institutional arrangements for the two domains of greatest
relevance to LB - landscape and biotechnology. While the biophysical aspect of LB may be an
obvious focus for study, the structures of society form an influential context for the technology.
The purpo se is to firstly provide backg round for the reader, particularly after the scenarios
outlined in the previous chapter. However, I also wish to (briefly) critically examine the
adequacy of these arrangements, both currently in and of themselves, and to ask whether these
arrangements will be challenged by the emergence of LB from the lab onto the landscape.

7.1 Institutions of the landscape
There is no single, co-ordinating focal point in Australia for managing its lands. This may be
lamentable, but it should be no surprise. The history of modern white Australia begins with
strong themes of colonial conquest and resource extraction, and much of its formative history as
a nation was guided by a strong set of economic and moral norms that frequently met frustration
in Aust ralia' s infertile soils, variable climate, and "unu sual" (to European eyes) ecology (Powell
1988; Bolton 1992). Very fundamental aspects of Aust ralia' s institutions were created in this
context. Australia as a federation is only just over one century old, stitched together from
previously competing colonies. That last century particularly, of the more than 200 years of
European settlement in this country, has seen profo und changes in our knowledge of and
considerations towards natural resources and the landscape. In addition, as with so many
environmental problems, issues affecting landscapes are typically extensive in time and space,
frequently diffuse in source and action, and of multi-sectoral origin, impact and responsibility
(Dovers 1997 ; 2005). The fracture lines of this divided history run deep even today.
7 .1.1

An histo rical cont ext

There are many lenses with which to examine the history of landscape in Australia. I have
chosen to (briefly) delve into material written from an environmental perspective.
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It is generally recognise d that environmentally pertinent social movemen ts and institutional
responses have come in waves in Australian history (Heathcot e 1972; Frawley 1994). Frawley
nominates three "eras" of environmental visions: i) exploitative pioneering, ii) national
development and wise-use, and iii) modern environme ntalism (Frawley 1994); see Figure 7.1).
Scientific novelty, "pristine" expanses of resources like timber and pasture, imperialis m and
colonial economic imperatives drove the first, relatively unfettered era of exploitativ e
pioneering. Constraints were less legal and institutional as pragmatic and logistical - there were
some activities the Australian landscape simply could not support (Heathcote 1972; Bolton
1992). In the late 1800s and early twentieth century, developments in Britain brought attention
to the impacts of industrialisation and urbanisation, although primarily within a human-he alth
perspective (Christoff 2003). The British Empire, and similarly America, was in the throes of
establishing institutions to ensure the "wise use" of natural resources, although still within an
extractive context. This wave of institutional innovation was contempo rary of concern over the
grave condition of pastoral leases in the interior (Quinn 2000), and heralded the national
development and wise-use era (Frawley 1994). A host of departments were established, charged
with the managem ent of timber, minerals, water, energy and agriculture (Christoff 2003). The
latter trend resulted in a range of regulations and authorities pertaining to the establishm ent of
parks, sanitation infrastructure and urban pollution.
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Figure 7.1 - Frawley's three eras of Australian environmental vision and policy. Eras
th
(dashed lines on left, numbered): 1) Exploitative pioneering, from the 19 Century onwards; 2)
National development and "wise use" of resources, c.1900-1960s; Modern environmentalism,
1960s-present. Taken with minimal adaptation from (Frawley 1994 ):59.

Post-WWII prosperity and diversity, an increasingly internationally-informed culture, and a
critical view of technology (prompted at least in part by the nuclear weaponry of the Cold War)
set the ground for new social attitude towards Australian landscapes ushering in the third era,
modern environmentalism (Frawley 1992; 1994). In particular, global environmental concerns
iconically invoked by Carson's Silent Spring (1963) spurred on a second wave of institutional
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reform in the late 1960s-ear ly 1970s (Christoff 2003). Three states (WA, NSW and Victoria)
created Environm ental Protection Agencies (EPAs; or similar) modelled on the initiative of the
US National Environm ental Pollution Act (1969). The Commonw ealth created a National
Departme nt of Environm ent at this time, too, which like the EP As attempted to go some way to
focus control and responsibi lity for environme ntal issues from their previous distributio n
(Christoff 2003). Christoff suggests a wave of institutional innovation in 1990s Australia came
from global recognitio n of threats such as ozone depletion and climate change. This included
significant intergover nmental agreemen ts, modernisa tion and restructuri ng by "laggard" states,
and moves by some states to merge resource extraction and environme ntal protection functions
into more co-ordinat ed "mega-de partments ". There have been gains in institutional learning
since the 1970s by virtue of the persistenc e of these agencies, and a crescendo of environme ntal
interest and general reformativ e spirit that peaked in the early 1990s (Odgers 2003). However,
current trends in governme nt have seen an erosion in the capacity of EP As and other
institutional arrangeme nts_to pursue environme ntal mandates (Bosselma nn & Richardso n 1999;
Christoff 2003; Odgers 2003).
Modem environme ntalism (sensu Frawley 1994) advocates a revision of institutional systems in
this country that are in fact much older than the 200-year "on-contin ent" history of the settler
culture. For instance, The Common Law system we have inherited from the British Empire has
at its core the aim of protecting and preserving the rights of property holders from other
interests, including the Crown (Bates 2002). This does not set the scene for long-term
stewardsh ip of the landscape. The rather slow movemen t towards environme ntal protection can
be partly explained by the considera ble problem of converting a well-estab lished socio-cult ural
system from this rights-bas ed rationale to one wherein the rights of the public (or society) is
premier (Bates 2002). This is but one example of the historical and systemic biases in the
conceptua l underpinnings of Australian governanc e that exert profound structuring influences
on the institution al structure of landscape in Australia. One of the greatest stumbling blocks to
managing the landscape appropria te to its biophysic al processes is the structure of Australia' s
constitution.
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7.1.2

Constitutional structure, divisions and geography

The structure of Australian governanc e does not reflect the distribution of environme ntal
challenges across its landscape. As was demonstrated in the scenarios of the last chapter, LB
might make this more problematic.
One of the first and most enduring problems in managing the landscape is the nature of
Australia' s Federalism. The division of responsibilities between States and Commonw ealth has
confounde d the exercise oflocal action within a co-ordinated national framewor k (Crabb 2003;
Odgers 2003). Originally, the states had responsibility for the land within their borders (Bates
2002), and "different States and the Commonw ealth produced different solutions to similar
environme ntal concerns" (Grabosky & Braithwai te 1986).
Issues like the Murray-D arling Basin (Figure 7.2), stretching through four States and a
Territory, exemplify the fact that political boundaries rarely reflect biophysical ones (see
Connell (2002) for an insightful look at the Murray-D arling river system). To handle this
particular case alone, a plethora of different regional and inter-jurisdictional arrangeme nts have
been created, with greater or lesser degrees of co-ordinat ion between them (Kellow 1991; Crabb
2003). Conferrin g actual power to these regional or issues-bas ed bodies remains a challenge to
entrenche d political interests of the current federal system, although progress is being made to
some degree (Odgers 2003) - what state would give up control of its territory or legal power?
While there might well be a role for the imposition of Commonw ealth authority upon the states
in such arguably 'national interest' issues, as is permitted by the Constitution, non-comp liance
and enforceme nt can often be problemat ic, the political costs would be high (Bates 2002), and
the Co1mnonwealth has had an enduring aversion to such blatant interventi onism since the
earliest days of Federatio n (Clark 2002)
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Figure 7.2 - the Murray-Darling river system, (Australia's largest), covers a huge expanse of
land. In doing so, it flows though four states and the Australian Capital Territory (not shown
here, but immediately surrounding Canberra). Image from Inland Rivers Network (2001 ).

Local governments are key players in management of lands , but curiously there are no
Constitutional facilities for this layer to be recognised by the federal government; they exist and
are governed by State legislation (Wild River 2003). In the financial year 1999-2000 , local
governments spent $3 400 million on natural resource and environmental management, or 27%
of their total expenditure (Trewin 2000). This compares with state and federal governments at
$2 400 million (2%) and $650 million (0.4% ) respectively. Desp ite this , local governments are
frequently under-resourced and under-involved in the plann ing and imple mentation of
environmental resource management, despite increasing responsibilities introduced under state
legislation (Wild River 2003).
Although it is acknowledged that councils are well placed to play an active , and
leading, role in natural resource management, the demands placed on rate
revenue are ever increasing and aspects of NRM fall into this category. Without
adequate resources this role is difficult to undertake on a sustainable, long-term
basis.
(Australian Local Government Association 2003 )

As Wild River (2003) notes , all environmental and NRM challenges have a local base, and a
"boots-on-ground" perspective can be immensely valuable both in plann ing and
operationalising management strategies.
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Problems with jurisdiction do not emerge solely at the border. Intra-territorial (i.e. within the
same State or nation) division of power and responsibility along sectoral lines also poses a
challenge. Control over vegetation clearing may not reside in the same department as that over
water use, pest control, or soil conservation because they were historically seen as separate and
independent responsibilities vested in bodies with very different mandates (Bates 2002). There
may be conflicting objectives between departments. Agricultural departments might typically be
changed with a mandate that includes the encouragement and facilitation of agricultural
productivity from landscapes. Conservation departments may be charged with managing and
protecting natural flora and fauna in other areas. However, agricultural activities may threaten
native ecosystems nearby, (e.g. by changing hydrological regimes, or the introduction of
invasive species), and conservation activities may harm agricultural interests (e.g. invasion of
predatory native species into grazing lands, or risks of uncontrolled fires with natural fire
regimes). Sometimes a particular department may be charged with innately conflicting agendas.
( eg. Wes tern Australia's land management department was charged with the logging and
conservation of natural forest reserves).
It is not uncommon to see the two types of divisions (geographical and sectoral) intertwined in

the same issue. For instance, fox control in Wes tern Australia under the Western Shield
program (see section 9.2) needs a co-ordinated effort across regions where conservation
reserves abut agricultural leases. At the time of my interviews in the region however (see
Chapter 9), control of pests on agricultural land was the mandate of Western Australia's
Agricultural Department, whilst on Crow n Reserve, national park and state reserve, this
responsibility fell to the Department of Conservation and Land Management. Should one
embark on a baiting program without the other, for reasons entirely consistent with its own
mandate or imposed by intra-mural constraints, effective fox control would be severely
compromised. This situation firstly illustrates the occurrence of mutual interests between
institutions. It also demonstrates that the control of a biophysically unitary issue can reside in
two or more institutions charged with very different agendas. With such divisions being the
general rule, a co-ordinated response is requisite but often difficult to achieve.
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7.1.3

Integrating

The difficulty in achieving a co-ordinated response to a variety of issues of the national interest
is not unique to the landscape/environment domain. It is in fact a perennial problem of
Australian Federalism (Crawford 1991; Painter 1998), and can rear its head areas such as
economics, security, taxation to name but a few. However, the sheer extent and combination of
factors that contribute to the issues at hand in the environmental domain is one of the classic
hallmarks of sustainability problems (Dovers 1997; Dryzek 1997). These are "wicked
problems" precisely because they arise from and have solution in multi-sectoral, multi-temporal
and multi-geographical structures and processes. The challenge therefore is an integrated
response at both a policy level (in its design and implementation) and at an institutional level.
Spurred on by the international-level Brundtland Report, Our Common Future (Brundtland
Commission 1987), and the 1992 UN Earth Summit (United Nations 1997) as well endogenous
interests Australian government has made some noteworthy moves towards and integrated
response (O dgers 2003; Ross 2005). Fittingly, the Australian response to this challenge is quite
complex and still evolving, and I cover only some of the basic elements here.
The Council of Australian Governments has emerged as an essential forum for the creation of
policy of national significance (Odgers 2003). It involves all three levels of government, and
exists to "initiate, develop and monitor the implementation of policy reforms that are of national
significance and which require cooperative action by Australian governments" (COAG 2005).
Despite its prime location in the modern Australian system of governance, clarification of roles
of State and Federal governments in the environment sector, and single-issue developments
such as water policy reform, COAG 's performance in landscape/environment arena is less than
stellar (Odgers 2003).
At a State-Federal level (and to a lesser extent the localities too), inter-jurisdictional challenges
have been managed by a model of ' cooperative federalism', in which the Federal Government
seeks to take an initiating and co-ordinating role between the various governments and agencies
to address these problems (Bates 2002). Some institutional innovations in this vein include the
National Oceans Office (administering Australia 's Oceans Policy) and the Australian
Greenhouse Office (pertaining to Australian responses to climate change) (Ross 2005), although
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these offices have now been subsu med back withi n depar tmen ts. The Natio nal Strate gy for
Ecolo gical ly Susta inabl e Deve lopm ent (NSE SD) was adopt ed by all levels of gove rnme nt in
1992 and articulates the princ iples of ecolo gical ly susta inabl e devel opme nt for the Austr alian
conte xt (DEH 2005 b ). This frame work has been highl y influential, altho ugh not witho ut its
short comi ngs (see Odge rs 2003 ; Ross 2005).
In the same year, all three levels of gove rnme nt signe d the Interg overn ment al Agre emen t on the
Envir onme nt (DEH 2005 a)- a produ ct of COA G, as ment ioned abov e - that aims to defin e
respo nsibi lities , polic y-ma king proce dures and unifo rm stand ards in this area (Odg ers 2003).
The pollu tion contr ol side of the envir onme nt portf olio is assig ned to the statut ory body, the
Natio nal Envir onme nt Prote ction Coun cil, whic h opera ted on its own from 1996 (Odg ers 2003 )
until the June 2001 COA G meet ing agree d it shoul d be encom passe d withi n the umbr ella of the
Envir onme nt Prote ction and Herit age Coun cil (EPH C 2006 ). The EPHC deals also with the
prote ction of natur al and cultu ral herita ge, inclu ding those sites regis tered unde r natio nal and
intern ation al schem es. The conse rvatio n and susta inabl e devel opme nt side of the envir omne nt
portf olio was (in 2001 ) assig ned to the then- new interg overn ment al Natu ral Reso urces
Mana geme nt Mini steria l Coun cil (NRM MC; Odge rs 2003 ). Prote ction and conse rvatio n, it
seem s, are two separ ately admi niste red roles. Loca l gove rnme nt is perm itted only an obser ver
role to the NEPC , EPHC and NRM MC (Odg ers 2003 ; EPHC 2005).
The Fede ral gove rnme nt relies heavi ly on a local, volun teer-b ased progr am know n as Land care
(and simil ar group s such as Coas tcare , River care, etc.) to deliv er its NRM strategies. Origi nally
a mostl y-rur al initiative, Land care group s are not forma l agenc ies of gover nmen t, and mem bers
are typic ally draw n from volun teers in the local comm unity (Curt is 2003). Tech nical and
finan cial input from State and Fede ral tiers of gove rmne nt are deepl y influe ntial (Lock ie 1992;
Curti s 1998). The progr am is recog nised world wide (OEC D 1998), and capita lises on
comm unity and priva te landh older intere st coinc iding with state- spons ored actions (Curtis &
Lock wood 2000). The princ ipal form of fundi ng is from the Natio nal Herit age Trust (NHT).
The NHT progr am in its first phase was the Fede ral gove rnme nt's $1.25 billio n fund for natur al
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and cultural conservation, funded in 1997 by part sale of a government telecommunications
asset.
In 2002, the NRMMC extended the NHT program substantially, to $3 billion until 2007-2008

(Commonwealth of Australia 2005b). There is scant literature available on the details,
implications or performance of the new structure, and indeed it is still being implemented.
However, though the new NHT fund works at local and national/state levels as well, planning
around regional bodies has become the principal delivery mechanism for the fund. In the initial
round of funding for the Landcare program drew criticism from some quarters as being uncoordinated at national or regional levels (Curtis 2003), with local groups competitively
applying for work grants. However, the State and Federal levels of government have recently
defined 56 "regions" across the nation "for the purposes of determining natural resource
management and sustainable agriculture priorities" (Commonwealth of Australia 2005a). As
with the matching National Action Plan on Salinity and Water Quality
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(NAP), the NHT uses

an "integrated NRM plan and investment strategy/proposal developed by the region" to guide its
investments (EA & AFF A 2002). It seems a new layer of governance - the region - has become
a major institutional reflex to the challenge of sustainability.
The new NHT framework claims to have learnt lessons from its previous incarnation. With its
emphasis on cutting across jurisdictional boundaries and a stated objective of building
community capacity and facilitating institutional change, it could go some way to improving the
fractious state of landscape governance of the past. There have been other models in the past,
such as several now-superseded NRM ministerial councils (Odgers 2003), the short-lived
Resource Assessment Commission (Hamilton 2003), continuing agreements within specified
systems such as the Murray Darling Basin or the Snowy Mountains area (Crabb 2003), and
proposed institutions such as a national Office of Sustainability (Davers 2001 ). On the surface,
the new NHT looks promising , but it is worth noting that Odgers ' (2003) criticisms of a vague
mission, uncertain vision and still unfulfilled OECD recommendations of enumerated
performance targets (eg. hectares ofland regraded, etc.), might still apply based on the
73

Salinity and water are arguably the two single environmental/natural resource issues with the
greatest political charge in contemporary Australia.
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gove rnme nt's mater ial avail able online. Early indic ation s are that these probl ems persi st, and
that "teeth ing probl ems" are emer ging in newl y-con stitut ed regio nal bodie s (Fane lly 2005).
Fmih er, given the limite d term of the NHT and NAP 's funding, we shoul d reaso nably expec t
that NRM gove rnanc e will be revie wed yet again in the not-to o-dis tant future.

7 .1.4

Stakeholder involvement

Desp ite the some what fitful natur e of steps towar ds integ ration in Austr alia, some features
endure. Chie f amon g them is stake holde r consu ltatio n and invol veme nt. The reaso ns behin d this
are vario us, inclu ding logis tical and epist emol ogica l benef its, impe rative s towar ds
envir onme ntal justic e, bette r mana geme nt of risk and uncer tainty and politi cal valid ity (Ostr om
1990 ; Renn et al. 1995 ; Cortn er & Moot e 1998), and follow a globa l trend towar ds stake holde r
invol veme nt, consu ltatio n, and delib erativ e demo cracy (Laff erty & Mead owcr oft 1996; Dryz ek
2000 ; Hutc hcrof t 2001 ; Ribot 2002 ). In this thesis , I do not wish to emba rk on a catalo gue of
these activities nor moun t a critiq ue of them. I make speci al note of their prom inenc e in
lands cape gove rnanc e becau se their impo rtanc e and ubiqu ity here is some thing (but indee d not
comp letely ; Fung & Wrig ht 2003 ) of a depar ture from many other sectors, inclu ding scien ce
and techn ology .
Direc t engag emen t with local comm unitie s now forms part of the stand ard canno n in NRM and
susta inabi lity litera ture, rheto ric and high- profi le comm ent (The Went worth Grou p 2002). The
Land care initiative, for instance, has been whol ly based on the recru itmen t of and (at least in its
early phase s) direc tion by local volunteers. Initia tives like these may suffe r from poorl y
desig ned proce sses, low levels of recru itmen t, or burno ut (Curtis & Lock wood 2000). Even
well- run delib erativ e progr ams ( eg. Austr alia's Regio nal Fores t Agre emen t) can produ ce
outpu ts that are inapp ropri ately (or at least undem ocrat ically ) weig hted in the final decis ionmaki ng proce ss (Kirk patric k 1998; Lane 1999; 2003 ). Thes e proce sses are not perfe ct, and are
the subje ct of conti nual refine ment and innov ation ( eg. see The Citiz en Scien ce Toolb ox;
Coas tal CRC 2004 ) and politi cal prom otion . Neve rthele ss, publi c visible, reaso nably trans paren t
and some times influe ntial stake holde r invol veme nt has becom e such a part of lands cape
gove rnanc e in Austr alia that it is emer ging as an instit ution in its own right.
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7.1.5

Summary

The governance of landscape in Australia is multi-focal. Power, authority and responsibility are
lodged in different locations geographically, politically and institutionally. There are also strong
differences in fields of interest and agendas (eg. agriculture versus conservation), divisions that
are reflected in the institutional structure, and form lines of tension or sometimes conflict within
it. This structure is a product of history pertaining both to issues of the landscape (eg.
settlement) and external or non-landscape issues ( eg. taxation, jurisprudence). This institutional
structure is deeply entrenched in Australian society.
Under these arrangements, landscape is rarely if ever considered purely from the management
of the biophysical challenges that arise from it. Enduring government commitment and
overarching co-ordination of the sustainability of landscapes seems hard to find, despite
significant expenditure of fiscal and human resources. Whilst some suggest that there is room
here for formal institutional reform, such as a centralised agency, the dominant response has
historically been a series of less formal, less empowered institutional arrangements (eg. the
Murray Darling Basin Commission) and intergovernmental understandings under co-operative
federalism. Most recently, there has been a shift to regional bodies as a focus of landscape
planning and government expenditure - there is scant literature on the performance of this
recent innovation. Significantly, there has been an emergence of mandatory and influential
processes of deliberative community consultation.

7 .2 Biotech institutions
Disclaimer: It is very difficult to engage in a review of biotechnology institutions in Australia
(and worldwide) without engaging in the controversy that surrounds biotechnology. For some
players the contest around biotechnology is acute, concentrated, recent, and often extremely
bitter. My purpose here is to outline the relevant institutional setting of biotechnology in
contemporary Australia and some of its social context; point to key challenges in its operation
and failures in its arrangement, and; highlight the elements salient to the field of LB. I am keen
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not to engage in a debate of the science itself, but may comment on the treatment of certain
perspectives on scien ce in the institutions at hand.
Much of the discourse on biotechnology - however it is conceived - has been a tension between
declared potential benefits and decla red potential hazards (risks). The usual role of the state in
such conflicts is to provi de a structure of regulation, and a brief study of biote chno logy
regulation in Austr alia leads to some important findings.

7 .2.1

Regulation of the biotech menagerie

Biote chno logy (in all its forms) is not so much a new issue, as one whos e sporadic intrusions on
the national administrative spher e over the past few decades is being replaced by a wavefront of
frequent, inter-related, high- impa ct developments. As biotechnology becomes more powe rful
and more common, biote chno logy becomes more of an issue to be dealt with in the mainstream.
The definition of biote chno logy that I have established in this thesis recognises many different
forms - chemical, informational, replicating living organisms, etc. Some of these forms of
biote chno logy have long- estab lishe d and fairly stable institutional arrangements attending them.
Some are too novel, and still too far off the public and political radar to have much activity
around them at all. Genetic modification, however, has emerged as the unsettling spear-head
issue of biote chno logy on the national regulatory and institutional agenda in the last decade or
more (Hain et al. 2002; McG rath 2003; Hindmarsh 2005).
Beca use of the constitutional structure of Austr alia's federation, which splits responsibility for
different sectors betw een state and Com monw ealth jurisdictions, legislation and regulatory
schemes relevant to different aspects of biotech are multilayered interactions between levels of
government and sectors. I mainly focus on the national level in this overview. Thes e regulatory
systems in general opera te within a co-ordinated framework of legislation, notification and
enforcement across the states, although some differences do exist.
Medical applications of biotechnology such as pharmaceuticals are licensed by the Therapeutic
Goods Administration (TOA ; Comm onwe alth Therapeutic Goods Act 1989), supported by co7

"Scie nce" here meaning any grounded, empirical observation, hypothesis or scientificallyassociated opinion, whether reductionist or more wholistic in nature. I am careful with this
concept because a large part of the core of the biotechnology debate turns about opposing
claims of soundness of science or fact.
•
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ordinate arrangements in the states. Industrial chemicals are handled by the provisions of the
Industrial Chemicals (Notification and Assessment) Act 1989 (Cth). Their registration

(authorisation) for use is issued by the National Industrial Chemicals Notification and
Assessment Scheme (NICNAS), located in the Office of Chemical Safety within the TGA.
These arenas may have limited relevance to LB.
The use of chemical products in an agricultural or veterinary context is governed by the terms of
the Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth) applying the
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals Code Act 1994 (Cth). This includes chemicals like

sodium monofluroacetate (or 1080) and its use as an agricultural pesticide to control dogs and
foxes (discussed elsewhere in this thesis). These Acts are administered by the Australian
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA), a Commonwealth authority that
independently evaluates chemical products for efficacy, and the health and safety of people,
animals and the environment

75

.

APVMA exists because of a intergovernmental agreement

between the States and Territories and the Commonwealth in July 1991, wherein the
Commonwealth would be responsible for the registration of such chemicals up to the point of
retail sale, and the States and Territories responsible for compliance (valid registration,
labelling) in the marketplace and control of use7

6

.

Food regulation is a more complex arrangement 77. Not only an intergovernmental agreement
between States and Territories and the Commonwealth, food regulation is governed in a transTasman arrangement with New Zealand. Food Standards Australia New Zealand (FSANZ) is
the statutory authority that sets uniform food standards, under (in Australia) the Commonwealth
Food Standards Australia New Zealand Act 1991. It appears that an industry need for uniform

product standards in the two closely related national markets was a driving factor in the
arrangement.
Finally, the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS) inspects and enforces
restrictions on the importation and export of biological materials, including biotechnology
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http://www.apvma.gov.au/about us/subpage about.shtml
http://www.apvma.gov.au/about us/estab.shtml
Information from the FSANZ website http://www.foodstandards.gov.au/aboutus/background.cfin
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products. AQIS is part of the Commonw ealth Departme nt of Agricultur e Fisheries and Forestry;
quarantine is a Commonw ealth responsibi lity. In the same departmen t is the closely related
8

independe nt agency, Biosecurit y Australia 7 . This agency develops science-ba sed risk
assessmen ts and policies for new imports and quarantine threats , mindful of domestic aims to
minimise pests and diseases, as well as access to internation al markets for aninial and plant
products and the terms and conditions of internation al treaties and protocols on the matter.
While these institutions (plus the Office of the Gene Technolog y Regulator , discussed next) are
the most prominent points of the biotechno logy regulatory network (at a Commonw ealth level),
there is significan t co-ordinat ion, collaborat ion and exchange of informatio n between these and
other agencies, under arrangeme nts of varying formality and extent. Further, some governme nt
agencies involved in the regulatory network for biotechno logy are also sponsors of its
developm ent. A case in point is the Commonw ealth Departme nt of Environm ent and Heritage.
This departmen t (and its Minister) has the responsibi lity of dischargin g the provisions of
Commonw ealth environme ntal protection measures
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,

and is legally required to be consulted on

applicatio ns to release GMOs into the environm ent (see below). However, the DEH has also
been a sponsor of the fox immunoco ntraceptiv e project covered in Chapters 4 and 9, and has
examined the prospect of novel (i.e. modem biotechno logical) biological control techniques for
cane toads (Hazell et al. 2003). There may be other examples in this and other portfolios.

7.2.2

Regulating genetic engineering

Within Australia, the Office of the Gene Technolog y Regulator (OGTR) is the focal point for
regulation of dealings with geneticall y modified organisms (GMOs)8°. It has taken over from a
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http://www.daff.gov.au/content/output. cfm?Ob jectID=8BF 2655E-B03F-4E6CAAE4BBB4B795F09l&contType=outputs&subdisplay=l
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For a complete listing, see http ://www.deh.gov.au/about/legislation.html.
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There are internation al aspects relevant here. Although I focus on internation al affairs in the

next chapter, it is worth footnoting that Australia has not signed the Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety (the Protocol) but has aligned strongly with a group of nations (the Miami Group,
including the USA) that are opposed to many aspects of the Protocol, and had a significan t
influence on the Protocol's negotiatio ns. Despite this reticence, Australia participates in
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voluntary system known as the Gene Manipula tion Advisory Committe e (GMAC), itself an
evolution of a self-regulatory approach in place since genetic modificat ion first rose to
international prominenc e in the mid-1970s (Hindmar sh 2005). GMAC was a system of peer
review, set up in 1987 (OGTR 2005), a response to concerns from an early and persistent antiGM movement, and/or pro-precau tionary interests by scientists, technologists, investors and
governme nt wary both that fear and ignorance might stop their work (Hindmar sh 2005), and
that the power of the technolog y itself carried risks that needed to be contained. This Committe e
had no power of enforcement, and could only make recommen dations. These recommen dations
were sought by and supplied to authorities along sectoral lines - e.g., an assessment of a
medical applicatio n of genetic engineering would go to the TGA, a food applicatio n to food
regulatory authorities, etc. In addition to these governme ntal authorities, universities and other
GM research organisations like the CSIRO had their own internal bioethics and institutional
biosafety committees, whose approval was usually mandatory for their researcher s' projects.
These bodies generally stipulated GMAC approval for experimen tation to go ahead, or at least
adherence to the Committe e's guidelines. Conforma nce with its recommen dations was high
(OGTR 2005).
GMAC was a body comprised of "orthodox " biotechnological scientists, issuing advice to other
technocrats and scientists. A self-regulating structure, it was also opaque and inaccessible to
dissenting views of the paradigm behind genetic engineering. It received criticism for partiality
and a pro-techno logy stance, with neither clear rules of accountability nor the power of
enforceme nt (Hindmar sh 2005). At the same time, industry felt that with no clear and

informatio n exchange on biotechno logy via formal mechanisms of the Biosafety Clearing
House, as well as international surveys conducted by various governme nt agencies and
departments. Legislatio n and regulation on biotechno logy - as with most other issues - is done
with at least some benchmar king against international standards. The Australian governme nt
suggests its biotechno logy regulatory system to be the best in the world (Anon. 2005 ;
Biotechno logy Australia 2006).
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predi ctabl e regul atory pathw ays, comm ercia l ventu res that explo ited genet ic engin eerin g were
subje ct to unco mfor table levels of regul atory risk.
Euro pe's mad cow crisis was a mom ent of cryst allisa tion for the biote ch debat e, both logic ally
and ideol ogica lly. The world woke up to (som e) of the realities of mode m indus trial food
suppl y, saw chem ical comp anies aggre ssive ly becom ing 'life scien ce' comp anies , felt the
prosp ect of GM foods enter ing the food chain en masse, and tallie d the tumb ling flow of
'brea kthroughs ' hittin g the headl ines: conce rn over the techn ology incre ased mass ively in the
late 1990s. It shoul d be noted that while prote st in Europ e, espec ially the Unite d King dom,
reach ed fever pitch , in Austr alia it was not as furious. Neve rthele ss, the call to prote ct
consu mers and the envir onme nt was clear, as was the mess age that volun tary regul ation of GM
was not adequ ate (Math ews 2001 ).
This politi cal charg e was met with dism ay and oppo sition in pro-t echno logy come rs. State and
Com monw ealth gove rnme nts in Austr alia (and most of the world ) looke d at biote chnol ogy as an
econo mic boon , and still do (Hain et al. 2002 ). An interg overn ment al agree ment , the Gene
Tech nolog y Agre emen t
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,

sits at the heart of the regul atory netw ork for biote chno logy to ensur e

a probl em-fr ee opera tion of the syste m and a secur e inves tmen t envir onme nt. Scho lars note that
Austr alia has taken an unusu ally stron g co-or dinat ing, prom otion al and interv entio nist appro ach
to the estab lishm ent of a biote chno logy infras tructu re (Lofg ren & Benn er 2003 ). Wher e
Austr alia was failing in estab lishin g robus t advan ced manu factu ring capab ilities in its econo my
in the l 970-8 0s, here was a poten tial indus try that had long been prom ised to be worth billions
(Wad e 1979; Offic e of Tech nolog y Asse ssme nt 1984).
Key objec tives of gove rnme nt in Austr alia were to estab lish a natio nally consi stent frame work
for biotechnology8

2

,

ensur e our intern ation al comp etitiv eness in the area, and enhan ce the

welfa re of the comm unity throu gh econo mic grow th and effici ent comm ercia l delivery of
innov ation , as well as the prote ction of ethic al, healt h and envir onme ntal stand ards (Aust ralian
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For text, see:

http://www. health .gov.a u/inte met/w cms/p ublish ing.ns f/Content/OD085E727COF5C3 l CA25 707B 00 l 5AE
9E/$Fi le/ iga01 0209. pdf
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The terms " biote chno logy" and "gene tic modi ficati on" are often interc hange able in
discu ssion s at this level.
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Government 2000). These objectives, developed in consultation with industry and scientists,
were published in the National Biotechnology Strategy in 2000 (Australian Government 2000).
This document describes the basic elements of the Commonw ealth's activities in biotechnology
today, and hence much of the institutional aspects of biotechnology in Australia.
A reputable regulatory framework for the most controversial aspect of biotechno logy- genetic
engineering - was seen as crucial to establishing public trust in the technology (Australian
Government 2000; Dietrich & Schibeci 2003; Salleh 2006). The consultations undertake n to
design the OGTR went to levels unprecedented in Australia, including our first (as yet
unrepeated) national Consensus Conference, initiated by a consumers' interest group (Mathews
2001; Mohr 2003). There were a significant amount of submissions and debate to the
formulation of the legislation, the Commonwealth Gene Technology Act 2000 (Mathews 2001 ).
The new statutory body commenced operation on 21 June 2001, hosted (after some negotiation)
by the Commonwealth Department of Health and Ageing in Canberra.
Gene technology products are now subject to a two-tiered regulatory system (Hain et al. 2002),
summarised in Figure 7 .3. In the first tier, the OGTR regulates the "dealings" with gene
technolog y- any genetic engineering that occurs in the R&D phase, from purely laboratorybased work through to field trials and commercial plantings. There is a graded system of
licensing and notifications, with low risk laboratory-based experiments merely requiring
adherence to certain standards and notification, and dealings that risk or are intended for
environmental release undergoing more rigorous licensing. Other agencies regulate the end
product in the second tier, depending on its field of application. Thus, food products are
regulated by FSANZ, veterinary applications by APVMA and so on. Interestingly, a handful of
GM applications appear to escape federal regulation, including GM cotton and GM flowers
(Hain et al. 2002). Some applications in the LB suite may also fall into this category.
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Figure 7.3 - The Regulatory structure for biotechnology in Australia. A schematic of the
regulatory system for engineering and its products in Australia. Note that while products
destined for food, industrial, agricultural , veterinary or industrial chemical usage are subject to a
second layer of regulati on , other biotechnologies (such as many in the LB suite) are soley
regulated by the OGTR. Taken with minor adaptation (update of agency names) from the online
edition of (Hain et al. 2002).

At the top of its structure sits a council of ministers, the Gene Technolog y Ministeria l Council
(GTMC). There are ministers from each State and Territory, and one from the Commonw ealth.
The Regulator , currently Dr. Sue Meek, takes advice from the GTMC in the form of policy
principles and guidelines. Her office has the role of licensing the use of GMOs , presenting
developin g codes of practice and guidelines for working with GM Os, coordinati ng regulator
agencies' response to gene technolog y issues , and keeping abreast and in touch with standards
internationally. The Regulator has the ability to commissio n research and reports, such as an
"Evaluatio n of the potent ial weediness of transgenic cotton in northern Australia" (Eastick
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2002) by third party authors. It can also draw upon three Gene Technolog y Committe es technical, communit y consultati on and ethics - for advice on matters although this is done under
significantly different regimes. From the website:
"GTTAC [Gene Technology Technical Advisory Committee] provides advice to
the Regulator on the preparation of the Risk Assessment and Risk
Management Plans [RARMPs]. GTTAC also provides advice as requested by
the GTMC. Under the Act, GTTAC includes a member from both GTEC and
GTCCC. "
(OGTR 2002)

This is provided for under Section 50 (3(a)) of the Act, which states "The Regulator must seek
advice ... from ... the Gene Technolog y Technical Advisory Committe e", as well as several
other institutions such as the Commonw ealth Departme nt of Environm ent and Heritage, State
and Territory governme nts, and if deemed appropriat e, relevant local governments. RARMPs which are considered to be comprehe nsive - are generated for each applicatio n involving
environme ntal release:
"Each Licence application for a dealing involving intentional release (DIR) of a
GMO into the environment is subject to a comprehensive evaluation (risk
assessment) process .. .. [including] the development of a risk assessment and
risk management plan (RARMP). "
(OGTR 2003)

Many GM dealings are designated Notifiable Low-Risk Dealings, those activities where (often
decades old) experienc e has shown that there is little chance of things going wrong if certain
standards are adhered to. Similarly, there is the capacity for now-nove l GMO dealings to pass
onto a Register of GMOs for other instances where they have proven safe and stably
manageable. For anything outside of these categories, an RARMP process is triggered and the
GTT AC is pressed into service.

In accordanc e with the Act, a 5-year review of the OGTR was recently conducted (Timbs et al.
2006). Very little in the way of change is recommen ded.

7 .2.3

Criticisms of the OGTR and the Gene Technology Act 2000

Much of the scholarly literature that discusses biotechno logy institutions in Australia is critical,
indeed sometimes scathing, in its treatment of the OGTR and the Act. Much of this is written by
those with a long-standing disagreem ent with the establishment position on GM, who have been
effectively (perhaps systematically) excluded from influencin g policy over the past few decades.
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A further complication is a strong epistemological divergence from what I have referred to as
"orthodox " science in this thesis, but others may call sound science, and my purpose here is not
to referee a contest of scientific beliefs. Apart from the contest of science-facts however, many
elements of these critiques are logically consistent, evidenced, and sit well with both my own
experiences and my discussions with other players. I wish to highlight some of these elements
here.
Some critics note a convenient and self-reinforcing interplay between, a) the notion of a gene as
a discrete unit of information that can be shuffled about in a modular fashion with little sideeffect on other biomolecular systems, and b) a neo-liberal trade policy that treats GM products
as substantial equivalents with a limited number of predictable and beneficial new features that
can be adequately handled by and best serve well-structured markets (Salleh 2006). Others
carefully document the failings of narrow constructions of "risk" and "environm ent" (McGrath
2003), and the apparently hidden assumptions in "science-b ased" (rather than truly "scientific")
material used in the OGTR's processes (Lawson 2002). Despite near identical wording in the
Act, there is little evidence of the precaution ary principle seriously being employed in the
OGTR's actions (Lipman 2005). It is quiet clear that the language, norms and expectations of
science ("orthodox" science) have been imposed on the official language of government policy,
promotional material and legislation (Mathews 2001). Here, Australia' s (mainstream) political
system has thus expressed a comfort with the reliability of, and its reliance on, orthodox
science. This is not unusual.
Scholars of risk and citizenship point out that reductionist and expert-driven treatments of
uncertainty have serious deficiencies such as the failure to anticipate hidden or out-of-the-box
hazards, injustice, dis empowerment and alienation of key stakeholder groups and "risk
constituencies" (Beck 1992; Renn et al. 1995; Rip et al. 1995b; Wynne 1995 ; Levidow 2003).
In parallel to the developments in NRM, the way forwards lies in transparent, deliberative and
discursive approaches to the management of uncertainties that engage meaningfully with
divergent types of knowledge, values and (indeed) people. So how does Australia 's
biotechnology infrastructure deal with divergent knowledges, values and people?
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7.2.4

Transparency

The OGT R has as its disposal two other committees that can dispense advice to the Gene
Technology Ministerial Council or the Regulator.
GTEC [Gene Technology Ethics Committee] provides ethical advice on the
request of the GTMC or the Regulator. Under the Act, GTEC must include a
member of GTTAC and the Australian Health Ethics Committee (AHEC).
GTCCC [Gene Technology Community Consultation Committee] provides
advice on matters of general concern on the request of the GTMC or the
Regulator. Under the Act, the GTCCC must include a member from GTEC and
GTTAC.
(OGTR 2002), emphasis added.

This situation contrasts with the role of the Gene Technology Technical Advisory Committee
(GTT AC), whom the Regulator is obliged to consult. Whilst the voices of the scientific elite are
written into use as a legislative reflex - thus guaranteed a voice - ethical and community
consultation is at the request of ministers or the Regulator. It is not clear just what forms the
triggerpoints for seeking such counsel, the process of the committees ' deliberations and the
manner in which such outputs are combined with the highly rationalist discourse of science.
One of the keystone ternis in of the Act, the intergovernmental Gene Technology Agreement,
and a variety of other government material is that decisions are taken on "scientific" or
"science-based" grounds. Science is rarely a monolith of consensus on any issue, and
biotechnology is no exception (Levidow 1999; 2003): how dissident science is received at the
OGT R is not clear. I put several of these questions to the Regulator in a letter on 6 January
2006, (excerpt below):
•

What triggers the Regulator or GTMC to seek advice from the GTCCC
and GTEC?

•

Are such triggers codified in law, policy principle or guideline?

•

If the latter is dealt with by policy principles or guidelines, can these be
accessed by the public?

Upon receipt of the advice by the Regulator and/or the GTMC:
•

Is that advice publicly available, (within the constraints of things like
commercial-in-confidence restrictions)?

•

In what manner, or by what rules, is this advice incorporated (or
conversely, rejected) in decision-making?

•

How are matters of uncertainty in ethics and community sentiment dealt
with, (given the contrast with scientifically-informed risk management
practises to handle scientific and technical uncertainty)?

•

Can decisions (from requesting more information from an applicant to
the denial of a license) be legally based wholly, in majority, or in degree
on advice on ethics and community sentiment?
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Lastly, can and does the Regulator incorporate advice from the GTCCC and
GTEC into decision-making without consultation or direction from the GTMC?

I received two telephone apo logies for the de lay in reply, but a response anived in a letter dated
8 March 2006, from the OGTR 's Director of Policy and Compliance. It states:
... I apologise for the delay in responding however, your letter raised a number
of complex questions which required us to consult with our legal advisers in
developing this reply.

Your questions relate to the content and interpretation of the Act as well as to
the pol icies of the office . We have been advised by our legal unit that we cannot
prov ide legal advice to assist you with the questions relating to the content and
interpretation of the Act.
... [O]ne function of GTEC and GTCCC is to provide advice upon request to the
Regulator or the Gene Technology Ministerial Council , on the need for and
content of policy principles ... [The Regulator] must not issue a GMO licence if it
would be inconsistent with a policy principle .

(This last paragraph simply restates what I had acknowledged in my letter, asking to be
corrected if wrong.)
Further information ... is available from the OGTR website .. . The Committee
pages include detailed membership lists; communiques reporting the outcomes
of meetings; and papers and submissions prepared by the Committees.

This is a response, but not an answer - one could say it is a carefully constructed "non-answ er",
one that took three months and apparently complicat ed legal advice to generate. I am not the
only one to have had problems in getting timely and satisfactory informatio n from the OGTR
(Schibeci et al. 2006). One researcher I met related a difficult and long-runn ing campaign to
secure an interview with OGTR staff. The communiq ues of the Committe es referred to in the
Policy and Complian ce Branch D irector's letter are short on detail: they are bare, perfuncto ry
descriptio ns of meeting outcomes, but give no indication as to how those outcomes came about.
Other researcher s have discovere d that committee members are not permitt ed to disclose the
content and conduct of the meetings save what is stated in the communiq ues (Schibeci et al.
2006).
Statement s from governme nt, the OGTR and associated groups frequently and prominent ly
proclaim the transparen cy of the system. The OGTR has an e-mail notificatio n system that
advises of the receipt of (and decisions regarding) license applications to which anyone can
subscribe, and invites public submissio ns on the material presented. Rulings from the R egulator
disclose the fact that submissio ns were received, often provi de a brief synopsis of the content of
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those submissions, but do not describe how or where those submissions were incorporated into
her decision-making process. The recent review of the Act (Timbs et al. 2006) displays exactly
the same pattern. Technical information in many of these documents is extensive, and in most
cases not constrained by commercial-in-confidence decisions (Hain et al. 2002). As celebrated
as the system's transparency is, biotechnology institutions in Australia apply the concept in
carefully selected areas.

7.2.5

Community Consultation

So what of community consultation? The GTCCC, the part-time committee explicitly charged
with advice on community sentiment and consultation, has no role unless charged with action
by the Regulator or the Ministerial Council. There is no evidence of this committee engaging in
activities that could be described as consultative, even in a didactic sense - no public
workshops, no seminar series, no surveys, and no (publicly visible) reports on surveys or assays
of public sentiment (Schibeci et al. 2006). (That is left to Biotechnology Australia, see below).
Of course, all of this is extremely difficult with no Committe e at all. The GTCCC has not been
staffed since October 2004, and the appointment process is apparently still ongoing
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As a

guide to why that might be difficult, one highly-regarded former member told me in frustration
that they had challenged the Regulator as to why the Committe e existed at all: advice (such as
suspending GM crop approvals due to widespread communit y disquiet) was acknowledged but .
routinely ignored in practise.
As indicated, the construction of the Act, the process of licensing approval, and the recently
completed review of the Act all had or have clear opportunities for public submission (the latter
included a series of public hearings in major centres). However, there is little evidence to
suggest that these submissions have had any effect (Schibeci et al. 2006). The very existence of
the Act indicates that the Australian government is committed to the introduction of genetic
modification technology - the choice of refusing GM technology in Australia has been placed
outside of the institutional frame (Hain et al. 2002).
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The final nail in the coffin of meaningful community input is in the Act itself. The
Commonwealth's own review of the Act examines the differences in the definition of
"environment" between the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and Biodiversity

Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and the Gene Technology Act 2000 (Timbs et al. 2006), p.
32-33). The EPBC Act (section 528) defines "environment" to include:
(a) ecosystems and their constituent parts; and
(b) natural and physical resources; and
(c) the qualities and characteristics of locations, places and areas; and
(d) heritage values of places; and
(e) the social, economic and cultural aspects of a thing mentioned in paragraph
(a), (b)or(c)

The Gene Technology Act 2000 omits items (d) and (e), but is otherwise identical. The Review
goes on to state (p. 33) the following:
A number of submissions to the Review suggested that the Act should be
amended to adopt the wider definition in the EPBC Act, implicitly requiring the
Regulator to have regard to social, economic and cultural impacts of GMOs.
The Review concluded that given its recommendation that the scope of the Act
should not be widened to include economic and social impacts, it followed that
the definition of the environment should not be widened .

In its brief explanation of its recommendation to maintain the existing scope of the Act (p. 31 ),
the Review focuses on economic factors and the difficulty in measuring them, makes
comparisons with other regulatory agencies, and does not treat social impacts in any depth at all,
concluding that "no compelling case for extension" could be found. Therefore, unless
community input is on matters of science only - and most likely "orthodox" science - there is
no provision for the Regulator to consider their input. Even then, there is no indication on how
such input is weighted and combined with the bulk of the rest of the information the Regulator
has before her in her decision-making process. Furthermore, as clearly outlined in the Review of
the Act (Timbs et al. 2006), there is no provision for a third party to appeal a decision by the
Regulator. The Regulator's decision is final.
In short, despite highly visible elements of Commonwealth biotechnology regulation pertaining
to community consultation, there is no evidence that the community has now - or ever could
have - meaningful influence over any aspect of regulatory policy without the direct involvement
of the Ministers or the Regulator. The only avenue of appeal for non-science inputs from the
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communit y therefore is directly to the political level, the members of the Ministeria l Council.
(We will return to the political aspects later).

7 .2.6

Biotechnology Australia and public education

The National Biotechno logy Strategy (NBS) recognise d the need to provide more balanced
informatio n on biotechnology. Biotechno logy is a complicat ed subject, and much of the detail is
indeed outside of everyday experience - a great deal of the informatio n vacuum on the subject
was being filled with sensationalist, highly speculativ e or frankly erroneous material from
pressure groups. Biotechno logy Australia (BA) was created in 1999 to pursue the NBS. It is a
collaborat ive arrangeme nt between five Commonw ealth departmen ts
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and answers directly to

the Gene Technolog y Ministerial Council.
I have observed the website of BA over some years now, and it has evolved markedly. BA
claims to provide "balanced and factual informatio n" on biotechno logy, and indeed its pages
provide a wealth of clear and calm informatio n about genetic engineerin g and biotechnology,
some of the concerns that exist in the communit y on the topic, and an explanatio n of the
regulatory system. It also provides resources for schools and teachers (through its
Biotechno logy Online website), as well as links to resources for researcher s for intellectual
property concerns and a genetics primer for doctors. There are also a range of interactive games,
in which one can learn about biotechno logy principles with examples like cloning thylacines
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It is not hard to find areas in which some GM-sceptics would disagree, although it

commend ably avoids hyperbolic claims about biotechno logy and (albeit cursorily)
acknowled ges some areas of popular dissent. Overall, the pitch of the material is a reassuring
one - biotechno logy is less mysterious, dangerous or radical a departure from the everday than
might be initially believed. Biotechno logy is progressiv e, normal, and well managed by an
excellent regulatory system.
The structure of the information presented there is clearly aimed at public concerns surrounding
GM crops and human cloning. BA performs or commissions surveys of public sentiment and
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The D epartments of Agricultur e, Fisheries and Forestry; Education Science and Training;
Environm ent and Heritage; Health and Ageing; and Industry, Tourism and Resources.
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understandings of biotechnology, so its material is presumably well-targeted. It provides
lectures and briefs of these findings to life science conferences and organisations on an ad hoc
basis (I have attended several). Although I can find no written record of it, BA also ran a series
of education workshops for journalists, and many consider this was key to subsequent, less
aggressive and sensationalist press coverage of biotechnology issues. BA also runs workshops
and sponsors community events around biotechnology. It maintains a public presence at events
like Royal Agricultural Shows, and has partnered with other organisations for one-off events
(all listed at its website).
Regardless of one's opinion on the science, there is a clear failing here from a discursive
perspective. BA's community-focused activities are either as objective research (surveys), or all
didactic. Experts are employed to give opinions, or a persuasive series of facts are presented to a
presumed ignorant public. Public ignorance has long been identified as a key challenge to
acceptance of biotechnology in Australia, clearly outlined in the National Biotechnology
Strategy (Australian Government 2000). Indeed, widespread ignorance of many of the basic
facets of biology and biotechnology has been disingenuously exploited by GM opponents, and
demands redress. However, the Commonwealth government clearly operates on a "cognitive
deficit" model (Dietrich & Schibeci 2003; Schibeci et al. 2006), to which declaration of fact,
careful framing and a closing down of voices from divergent mindsets are all part of the
solution.
7.2.7

Recalcitrant States or responsive States? GM moratoria .

The Intergovernmental Agreement on Biotechnology (IGAB) established a commitment to
nationally uniform set of arrangements on biotechnology. Nevertheless, currently five of the
seven State and Territory governments have in place various moratoria on GM crops (see table
7 .1 ). These moratoria have been hotly contested, highly controversial issues, and it should be
noted that they are not declared in perpetuity. Despite the approvals of the OGTR and the
commitments of the IGAB, the Gene Technology Ministerial Council has endorsed the
recognition of GM-free zones declared by the States and Territories in a Policy Principle, by
which the Regulator must abide. It is the only Policy principle the GTMC has issued thus far.
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Table 7.1 - Gene technology moratoria by state. Taken from Timbs et al. (2006), with minor
alterations to format.
Jurisdiction

Legislation title

Commen cement

Sunset

ACT

Gene Technology (GM
Crop Moratorium) Act 2004

10 July 2004

By regulation, no
earlier than 17 June
2006

NSW

Gene Technology
(GM Crop Moratorium) Act
2003

25 June 2003

March 2008

WA

Genetically Modified Crops
Free Areas Act 2003

21 December 2003

2008

SA

Genetically Modified Crops
Management Act 2004

29 April 2004

2007

Tasmania

Genetically Modified
Organisms Control
Act 2004

16 November 2004

2008

Victoria

Control of Genetically
Modified Crops Act 2004

12 May 2004

2008

Should a conflict between state and Commonw ealth governme nts arise over this issue, it seems
likely that the Commonw ealth does indeed have the Constituti on on its side (McGrath 2003).
Neverthel ess, the issue does raise questions about the validity and effectiveness of the
regulatory system, and by implication, about the Commonw ealth strategy for biotechno logy
expansion in Australia. Hain et al (2002) point out that even if issues at this level are resolved,
there is still the potential for conflict with local governments, many of whom are vehement ly
opposed to the introduction of GM agriculture. The Review of the Act appears to find the
States' position frustrating and in need of overturning, recommen ding that the commitments of
the initial agreemen t be refreshed and taken up with new vigour (Timbs et al. 2006). However,
this view of State and Territory (and local governme nt) recalcitran ce on the issue can be
balanced by considering the moratoria appropriat e and responsive acts by elected governments.
While the Commonw ealth regulatory system may carefully make itself impervious to serious
critique and influence of concerned publics, dissent and alternative approaches have not been
effectively suppressed nation-wide. It remains to be seen how this matter is resolved.
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7.2.8

Innovating institutions

There are a wealth of institutions that are in the business of producing and sponsoring
biotechnology in Australia. Broadly, those actually conducting the biotech R&D include the
CSIRO, most of the universities, some state and territory agencies, many of the past and
existing Co-operative Research Centres, some hospitals, and perhaps a handful .of research
institutes such as the Australian Institute for Marine Science, as well as an indeterminate
number of commercial enterprises large and small, local and multinational. Many of these
entities collaborate on specific projects. An intergovernmental panel, the Biotechnology Liaison
Committee (chaired by Biotechnology Australia) recently released a summary of Australia's'
biotechnological capacity (Biotechnology Liaison Committee 2005). Under the theme of
environmental biotechnology, the capability report lists activities and organisations in
biodiscovery, biological pest control, bioremediation, detection systems, and water management
and treatment - all highly relevant to or overlapping with the concept of LB. In addition to this
endogenous production of biotechnology, there are direct imports of the technology, wherein
the innovation has occurred overseas and is brought wholesale, or with minor modification, into
Australia.
Biotechnology is a very commercial enterprise. In 2004, Australia boasted around 3 70
biotechnology companies, the top 15 of which had a market capitalisation of $8.26 billion
(Australian Government 2005). The bulk of these companies are in human therapeutics sector
(43%), followed by agribusiness (17%) and diagnostics (15%). Only a handful are located in the
two sectors of greatest relevance to LB, the "chemical, environmental and other" and
"bioinformatics" sectors, (9% and 4%, respectively; Australian Government 2005).
That is not to say that the public purse is a small player in Australian biotechnology - in fact it
is quite the opposite. In 2004, two separate government grant schemes ("R&D Start" and the
"Biotechnology Innovation Fund" awarded $72 million to biotech companies, with the
Pharmaceuticals Partnerships Program awarding up to $44 million more (Australian
Government 2005). In the financial year 2000-01, public funding on biotechnology was placed
at $968 million, almost twice as much as private sector expenditure of $517 million (Australian
Government 2005). It is very difficult to estimate total government spending on LB. Using a
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limited set of keyw ords to search the database of funded resea rch of the Austr alian Research
Council

86

,

I estimate that just under $17. 5 million has been allocated to LB-r elevant resea rch in

the perio d 2002 -2010 , as of May 2006. This figure will grow as new appli catio ns recei ve
funding in subse quen t years. There are several other funding bodies and schemes (at
Com monw ealth and State and Terri tory levels) that also engage in LB research. As it stands
now, it seems likely that LB resea rch in Austr alia is almost (but not quite) exclusively publi cly
funded.

7.2.9

Owning the property

It should be noted that publi c resea rch no longer means free delivery of the innov ation to
Austr alian socie ty (if indee d it ever did). The powe rhous e of technological innov ation in
Austr alia, the CSIR O, has been unde r press ure for sever al years now to captu re the value of its
research in intellectual prope rty and spin- off companies. This has been a profo und chang e to the
organ isatio n's culture and mission. Universities, state gove rnme nt resea rch agencies and other
institutions have been unde r similar economically rational pressures. Most of Austr alia ' s
biote chno logy comp anies are spin-offs from publi cly-f unde d institutions, and Austr alia ' s
leading biote chno logy comp any in 2004 was CSL (Australian Gove rnme nt 2005), the now
priva tised former Com monw ealth Serum Laboratories.
A key plank in prese rving and mana ging the value of bioin nova tion is intellectual prope rty (IP) ·
protection. IP protections like patents, copyrights , etc. exist to provi de an incentive to priva te
R&D , ensuring that this activity produces a commercial rewa rd, whic h in turn sees private
companies deliver innovations to socie ty, provi ding economic grow th and socia l benefit. Apar t
from ethical questions about locking up publi cly-f unde d resea rch in a privatised or restricted
structure like a paten t, globally there are pragmatic concerns that too many protections may
stifle the innov ative activities of others (Jaffe & Lerner 2004 ; Cukier 2006 ; Verb eure et al.
2006). This tensio n betw een prote ction and freedom-to-inno vate have form ed an area of inter est
for, amongst others, the Intell ectua l Prope rty and Com petiti on Revie w Comm ittee (IPC R
Comm ittee 2000), the Austr alian Rese arch Council (ARC 2005 ), the Advisory Coun cil on
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This searc h was cond ucted in May 2006 , with the valua ble assistance ofK. Read of the
Austr alian Rese arch Council.
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Intellectual Property
of Eight universities
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88

,

the Australian Centre for Intellectual Property in Agriculture, the Group

,

and has been considered in whole-of-government examinations of

Australia's innovation system (Commonwealth of Australia 2003) and dedicated legislative
reform (Commonwealth Intellectual Property Laws Amendment Bill 2006). Importantly, due to
the global focus of biotechnology and IP, these issues are not solely within the temit of
Australian law, and Australian legislation must conform to important international treaties.
As a final brief note on this issue, the commercial value of ideas generated by public sector
research organisations has changed the research culture of the nation, and redefined the
underlying social contract in which that research was undertaken. These are weighty topics that
deserve more thorough treatment elsewhere. However, it must be recognised that this
commercialised approach to publicly funded research in Australia has implications for the scope
and priorities of the work undertaken. It also has implications for the process by which these
research directions are set, and the manner and extent to which they can be discussed with the
wider community. Uncontrolled knowledge of an innovation is an inherent threat to a monopoly
over its benefit - the act of discussing IP without legal protection (commercial-in-confidence
agreements or patents) forms a threatening process to its commercial value. Similarly,
unfettered discussion of R&D plans can form a strategic commercial threat, by informing
competitors. Sometimes this can lead to competition between government agencies, especially
in a period of restructure. There is arguably a tendency - or at least a structure of interest that
risks - opaque, short-term and co1mnercial priorities and processes in publicly funded research.
We will return to these themes later in this thesis in their relevance to LB.
7.2.10 Summary
There is a strong attempt by government, in consultation with industry and life scientists, to roll
out a national scheme for the expansion of biotechnology in a commercial framework in
Australia. Biotechnology is controversial. There is a reasonably strong set of regulatory
institutions around this industry - particularly around genetic modification - to ensure safety of
human health and certain aspects of the environment, but it is not without criticism. Particularly
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See the Advisory Council on Intellectual Property report, The Consideration of Patents and
Experimental Use, and written submissions here: http: //www.acjp.gov.au/reviews.ht:m#expuse
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Loosely, the Australian equivalent of the USA's Ivy League.
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relevant to this thesis is the tokenistic treatment of transparency and community consultation.
The biotechnology sector in Australia is growing rapidly, but public funding sources remain the
engine of innovation. Australian governments - particularly at a Commonwealth level - have
developed a national strategy to capture the economic benefits of biotechnological innovation,
and have taken a strong interventionalist approach to securing the technology develops along
certain paths. The decision-making processes around biotechnology are generally opaque,
accessible only to a few industry, science or Governmental elites.

7.3 Landscape and biotech institutions - a comparison
LB necessarily implies an interface between the institutional structures of landscape and
biotechnology. In this section, I wish to outline some key observations on the tensions and
incongruencies between these domains, and point out some of the critical institutional
challenges LB may bring as it is developed and deployed in the Australian context.
7 .3.1

Multi-focal

Firstly, both landscape and biotechnology have a "multi-focal" structure. No single institution
can claim comprehensive control, regulation or direction of either domain. Landscape
institutions display this most clearly - the divisions there are written into the foundational legal
fabric of the nation in the Constitution. In biotechnology, specifically within genetic
engineering, there has been a recent attempt to centralise governance of the domain around a
central ideological platform, but that is failing. Because power and authority are distributed
across different institutions in both domains, we may therefore expect negotiation - formal and
informal, welcome and unwelcome - between players to continue.
7 .3.2

Change

Neither domain has a stable institutional structure. However, there is a significant difference in
the way each domain is being moved to change its governing arrangements.
In landscape , long-held conventions are being challenged by a series of resource and

environmental crises, the most acute being water. These biophysical factors combine with
economic and demographic ones, as the nation moves towards a series of concentrated, highlyurbanised population centres. Divergent knowledges about the landscape and the systems it
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supports are gaining in political and explanato ry power, and are being integrated - a process that
has as long a history in the Australian culture as any. As the environme ntal crisis continues to
bite, these knowledg es become motivatin g ideologies that drive institution al reform. Change is
seen as a project of adaption.
In biotechno logy, there is firstly less history. Biotechno logy is change. Neverthel ess, it is
emerging in a society - in a structure of governanc e - that is geared towards technolog ical and
material progress within a framewor k of a market economy. Despite that ideologica l context, it
still receives strong governme ntal support. A strategy for biotechno logy has been articulated , a
vision has been created for the role of the technolog y in society, by very powerful interests in
Australia. An institution al structure has been created to fulfil that vision, and insulate the
process of technolog ical innovatio n from divergent visions and ideologies. Change is seen as an
innate property of the domain, and the challenge is to direct the flow of change down a certain
trajectory, rather than adapt institution s of power and knowledg e around it. Neverthel ess, in
some aspects at least, the claim of the very powerful may not be as strong or as uniform as they
might like, and its durability remains in question. Institution al change may be forced upon it.

7 .3.3

Democratic access

This area is the singlemos t divergent aspect of the two domains, landscape and biotechno logy.

If LB is to really emerge in a strong fashion - either by orchestrat ion and self conscious
motivatio n by key actors, or almost-ine vitable trajectorie s of technolog ical progress and
gripping environme ntal problems - this gulf will have to be bridged.
Landscap e is embedded in Constituti onal structures of State and Commonw ealth electoral
systems, and elected local govermne nt. Much of the work is performed by volunteer
organisati ons and local landholde rs, with tangible, personally -accessibl e knowledg es of place
and process . These knowledg es are being integrated (to varying degrees of success) with
convergin g strains of academic knowledg e. Througho ut is an explicit mission to consult, engage
and deliberate with stakeholde rs. Landscape is therefore intrinsical ly open to democrati c
influence. This openness may not be perfect, but it is an inl1erent property of the emerging
institution al structure.
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Biotechnology, on the other hand, is highly technical, full of esoteric knowledg e and limited
pathways to acquire it. It is based on a consensual, reinforcing and reductioni st paradigm and
epistemological process, Science, which is intrinsically closed and conservative. In a landscape ,
many benefits can be secured by simple means of fences or leases - ownership can be
established and defended tangibly, and the communic ation of ideas do not threaten that
exclusive claim to its value. In biotechno logy, where the very ideas are units of value,
commerci al imperatives for confidenti ality are antagonistic to free democratic discussion. Even
at the broadest level, biotechno logy has friends that are not easily challenged, since
biotechnology has been recruited to achieving the high-order and widely supported social goals
of economic growth and progress. Finally, there have been systematic attempts by at least one
level of governme nt in Australia to close down discussion and debate on the fate of
biotechno logy in Australia. On its own, as it stands, biotechno logy is inherently inaccessible to
democrac y except at the highest aggregate d levels (such as State elections and Ministerial
Councils).
7 .3.4

Implications

To my knowledge, and with the exception of the work described in this volume, there has been
no serious investigation of the ramificati ons of biotechno logy being applied to the landscape in
the manner described in Part II. This is unfortunate. Firstly, putting LB into operation will
change the way landscape institutions will attempt to fulfil their mandates. Secondly, landscape
is an inter-connected phenomen on that crosses established institutional boundaries. LB may
make these interconnections more apparent, and accentuate the demand for institutional
restructure.
Thirdly, the increasingly democrati c approach taken to managing landscapes ( especially at an
institutional-community level) is counter-cu ltural to biotechno logy institutions today.
Furthermore, since communit y consultati on is demanded by law in many landscape issues but
legally excluded from considera tion in the decision-making of the Gene Technolog y Regulator
(without ministerial direction), this tension will in part require a legislative remedy. The
differing nature of property - and the legal structures protecting it - between biotechno logy and
landscape will also hamper negotiatio n and consultation. For biotechnology to be applied to
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landscape, and to fall under the provisions for community consultations that apply to landscape
decision-making, managing rights to the benefits of the innovation will require legal or
legislative remedy, or a fundamentally new type of institution, arrangement, device or actor in
.its deve 1opment

89 .

Aspects of this challenge are taken up in Part IV of this thesis.
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A note on intellectual property protection. Richard Jefferson of the Centre for the Application
of Molecular Biology in Agriculture (CAMBIA) has raised this important point in a variety of
fora in 2004-2005. Despite the technical descriptions of many elements of biotechnology being
in the public domain, their use is protected by patents. Further, there are often special licensing
arrangements that grant third parties limited rights to the IP for defined uses on an exclusive
basis. So, whilst many of the biotechnologies described in Part II are sourced from the scientific
literature, and I (and others) may postulate new applications for them in the landscape domain,
the delivery of these innovations may not be possible under current arrangements.
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8 International policy for international
spread
I have so far been concerned with domestic (Australia n) implications from LB. I now wish to
turn to some of the international issues that are emerging with LB, nascent as the field is.
Readers will recall that this Part of the thesis adopts the strategy of exploring the context of
complex thing - in this case, the institution al and legal context of LB. With something so
diverse as LB, this cannot be a comprehe nsive review. The goal of this chapter is to highlight
emerging internation al institution al and legal/regu latory challenges that selected instances of the
LB suite will bring - indeed, they seem worryingl y under-disc ussed at the moment. I have
included material that I have co-authore d with colleagues . In each case, I clearly mark the coauthored material (boxed), where my colleague s' co-contrib ution is combined with my own,
and add supplemen tary material solely of my own authorship.
Readers will recall some of the vaccinatin g technolog ies described in Chapter 4, where an
attenuated strain of a particular wildlife disease is delivered to a wild population as a
prophylactic. Thus immunised, this population will resist the wild (and problemat ic) virulent
strain of the disease. One of the examples cited in this chapter was the Spanish work on a 2-in-1
vaccine for European rabbits (Barcena et al. 2000a; Torres et al. 2001), a componen t of
regional biodiversi ty threatened, inter alia, by two viruses. This is a vaccine based on a
myxomato sis strain, genetically engineere d to display both myomatos is and Rabbit
Haemorrh agic Disease (RHD) epitopes
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to the rabbit immune system, to be transmissi ble, but

not so virulent as to cause a debilitating illness. In terms of the properties outlined in Chapter 2,
this LB is taken to be so useful because of three key properties :
1.

Specificity, as indicated by many years of experienc e with the natural-ty pe virus, so that
the inventors may feel assured that the vaccine will be restricted in its action to rabbits.

2.

Persistence, so that a release of the vaccine will not demand intense managem ent
actions from landscape managers , and;
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That biochemic al part recognize d by the antibodies of the immune system.
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3.

Dispersible, (or perhaps the term "disseminating" is more appropriate), so that a release
in one area not only persists in the animals first infected, but perpetuates itself.
Populations that were never directly treated to by landscape managers are nonetheless
treated with the vaccine.

There is a lot of elegance in this solution, if the virus indeed behaves as planned. But problems
arise firstly, when one challenges the underlying assumptions behind the vision of the
technology, and secondly, when one considers how the technology might behave with the
assumed properties but in different contexts. This chapter explores the latter, and some of the
institutional implications that arise from this way of thinking.
Problems with these technologies were first articulated clearly to the scientific community by a
young Spanish researcher (then a PhD student), Elena Angulo (Angulo 2001). In a letter to

Nature, provocatively entitled "When DNA research menaces diversity", Angulo outlined a
looming problem in the exploitation of biotechnology for conservation objectives, where two
jurisdictions (nations) had opposite goals for their wildlife. On the one hand, there was the
European motive to restore rabbits to the landscape. On the other, there was the Australian
motive to eradicate ( or at least minimise) rabbit populations to save endogenous biodiversity.
The Australian strategy currently used virulent myxomatosis and RHD to limit rabbit numbers
in classical biocontrol, but research underway was developing a disseminating
immunocontraceptive (see explanation in Section 4.7.2). Both needs are urgent. Both use
(although have not yet operationally deployed) very similar technological platforms, based on a
GM myxomatosis virus. The contamination of either landscape with the wrong virus would
likely have devastating consequences. The irony of this is that the very properties of the LB that
make it so useful - specificity, persistence and dissemination - are the properties that render it
problematic elsewhere.
Rabbits are not the only instance in which this problem arises. The next section (8.1) describes
the case of New Zealand possum control research. However, given that these are simply a few
applications of a broader mode of LB, it pays to think about the general implications of
dispersible treatments of wild populations. In the final section of this chapter (8.2), I examine
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some of the internation al regulatory /institutio nal consequen ces that may arise from this form of
LB. Section 8.2 is current until January 2006.

8.1 New conservation tools should not be new
conservation threats
This section is a reproducti on of a short communic ation published in Conservation Biology
(Gilna et al. 2005). The details are factual, not speculative. Authorshi p is principall y mine,
although both D. Lindenma yer and I worked over wording and tone several times. Lindenma yer
and K. Viggers also made valuable contributi ons to the sections on the impacts of invasive
exotic species, possums, and details on the existing host-paras ite interactions. Those particular
sections have been edited by me in the draft phase, but are essentially their work.

Dangers of New Zealand possum biocontrol research to endogenous
Australian fauna.
B. Gilna*, D.B. Lindenma yer*, and K.L. Viggers*

*Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, The Australian National
University, Canberra, A. C. T 0200_. Australia. Email bgil@cres .anu.edu.a u
A vast literature highlights the major environme ntal and economic costs that
exotic species can have on terrestrial, aquatic and marine ecosystem s worldwide . For
example, in Australia, weeds cost the nation more than $A3 .3 billion annually (Australia n
Bureau of Statistics 2001; McNeeley et al. 2003), and rabbits $US370 annually
(McNeele y et al. 2003). Increased exchange of material goods and people across the
globe at relatively high speeds has already elevated the risk of new introducti ons (Low
1999). Effective quarantine may be limited by sheer volume of traffic across borders, and
compromi ses made to accommo date other 'non-scien tific ' agendas, such as economic
treaties and diplomatic arrangeme nts. Breaches of quarantine measures, somewher e at
sometime, are therefore a certainty.
Continuin g and looming problems with exotic species have been drivers for the
developm ent of pest control technologies, including biocontro l (Carruther s 2004) and
contracep tion (Kirkpatri ck & Turner 1985; Tyndale-B iscoe 1994). An ideal biocontrol
agent would be a chemical-free, self-dispersing, self-maint aining and highly targetspecific solution that may appeal to concerns such as the minimizat ion of human health
risks (Carruthers 2004; Hoddle 2004). However, some workers have highlighte d the
potential for unexpecte d and irreversibl e ecological side effects (Louda et al. 2003; Louda
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& Stiling 2004). While biocontrol is usually a lethal measure, contraception of wildlife
may be more effective than lethal methods for some species (Zhang 2000; Dell'Omo &
Palmery 2002), and it may enjoy greater public support (Grandy & Rutberg 2002).
Contraception can be achieved by the administration of hormones or their analogues
(Nave et al. 2000; Herbert et al. 2004), or achieved immunologically (Kirkpatrick et al.
1997; Rutberg et al. 2004).
Several research programs around the world are attempting to combine
reproductive disruption with biocontrol agents to improve delivery and efficacy, as well
as avoid population rebound effects after widespread mortality (Ericsson 1970; Zhang
2000). Strategies include immunocontraception (the vaccination of an animal against
"self' reproductive proteins) and biochemical disruption of reproductive processes
(Tyndale-Biscoe 1994; Seamark2001). A subset of this research exploits genetic
manipulation (GM) to create a persistent and disseminating reproduction-disrupting GMO
(henceforth, a pdRD). It has been most actively pursued in Australia using viruses against
several targets, particularly the introduced European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) and
the house mouse (Mus musculus; Seamark 2001). A current program in New Zealand is
developing a parasitic nematode pdRD to control the introduced Australian common
brushtail possum (Trichosurus vulpecula; Ji et al. 2000). In this short communication we
illustrate our concern at the vulnerability of some of Australia's phalangerid marsupials to
this New Zealand biocontrol initiative.
T. vulpecula was introduced to New Zealand in the 1860s to establish a fur

industry. Populations have since increased to several tens of millions of individuals,
severely disrupting ecological processes, threatening native fauna and flora and acting as
a reservoir for diseases such as bovine tuberculosis (Fairweather et al. 1986; Barlow
1993; Montague 2000). The candidate vector for the pdRD program is the parasitic
nematode Parastrongyloides trichosuri (Henzell 2002). P. trichosuri has a highly unusual
bimodal life history, being able to reproduce via a parasitic or free-living soil-dwelling
form (Stankiewicz 1996). Infection is transdermal
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(Stankiewicz 1996) and stimulates an

immune response that is not reliably protective against re-infection (Heath et al. 1999).
Other than P. vulpecula, no other endemic or introduced species in New Zealand is
thought to be capable of hosting this parasite. While a GM pdRD using P. trichosuri
offers a potentially elegant, targeted solution to a serious and widespread problem in New
Zealand, the ramifications for Australian fauna and ecosystems may be quite the opposite.
P. trichosuri occurs widely in brushtail possums in Australia (Presidente 1984; Viggers &

Spratt 1995), not only in the common brushtail possum, but also the short-eared possum
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i.e, the parasite infects by crossing through the skin of the animal. Field trials in New Zealand
of non-GM parasite infect captured possums by squirting a suspension from a plastic water
bottle onto the animal's belly.
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(Trichosurus caninus) and the mountain brushtail possum (Trichosurus cunninghamii;
Viggers 1997; Viggers & Lindenma yer 2005), which has only recently been described
(see Lindenma yer et al. 2002). These and other phalanger id possums are not only an
important part of Australia' s mostly endemic marsupial natural heritage (Kerle, 2001 ),
but also have other valuable ecological roles such as providing prey for other species
(Viggers 1997) and dispersing mychorriz al fungi (Claridge & Lindenma yer 1998).
Moreover , some Australian population s of the common brushtail possum have declined
dramatica lly in the past 200 years (Maxwell et al. 1996) and further population pressures
created by possible additional threatenin g processes could have severe negative impacts.
We feel the properties of the P. trichosuri pdRD make an introducti on to
Australia highly probable. Australia and New Zealand are separated by a 3-hour flight
across the Tasman Sea, and large numbers of visitors and commerci al goods are
exchanged each year (Australia n Bureau of Statistics 2000a; b ). Free-livin g forms of the
nematode might be readily spread in soil or on imported vegetation and then develop
parasitic progeny. Even the most stringent (but unlikely) quarantine restrictions (TyndaleBiscoe 1997) will probably fail to prevent the introducti on of the modified parasite to
Australia. In addition, a deliberate illegal introducti on is possible. Possums are vilified in
several parts of Australia as pests of agricultur al areas and plantation s (McArthu r 2000;
Kerle 2001) and are often regarded as nuisances in urban areas (Pietsch 1995). A relevant
precedent is the transfer of the biocontro l agent Rabbit Hemorrha gic Disease from
Australia to New Zealand in 1997
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(Parkes et al. 2002). The prospect of a contraceptive

nematode that may be easily transporte d (possibly concealed ) and is pre-adapte d to
repeatedly infect endemic Australian fauna is a major concern. Furthermo re, the
likelihood of identifying an introducti on event 'in time', or of containing the pdRD
nematode once detected, seems remote. The multigene rational effects of such pdRDs are
unknown (Cooper & Herbert 2001 ), complicat ing any attempts to mitigate impacts.
Finally, the fact that much of the informatio n about P. trichosuri is derived from
laboratory -based studies rather than field investigat ions adds a layer of uncertaint y that
may hamper the design of effective containme nt protocols.
The conservati on challenge posed by P. trichosuri pdRD is representa tive of a
growing tension where the need to eradicate an introduced species in one nation may be
at odds with the conservati on needs of that species in another. For example, concern has
been voiced about: ( 1) the potential for Australian rabbit immunoco ntraceptiv e viruses to
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Exact details are unclear, but it is generally though this was an illegal transfer of the viral
Rabbit Hemorrha gic Disease. The New Zealand Governme nt had decided not to release the
virus in its territory, (and hence had not conducted a comprehe nsive risk assessment), on the
basis that rabbits simply were not enough of a problem to warrant the risk and managem ent
costs associated with the biocontro l agent. It is believed that some farmers thought differently,
and smuggled infected material into the country.
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be distributed in Europe, where the target species is endemic and threatened, and, (2) for
Spanish GM viral vaccines to disable Australian rabbit biocontrol (Angulo 2001; Angulo
& Cooke 2002). We do not seek to uniformly criticize the use of biotechnology for pest
animal and weed control, but like others, we flag the potential dangers of pursuing local
management goals at the expense of conservation values in other regions (Angulo &
Cooke 2002; Cooke et al. 2004). The pursuit and regulation of these technologies are
controlled at a national level, with little purchase on the activities of other nations. We
fear the political imperative to capitalize on expensive research in one nation may
override scientifically-founded conservation concerns held in both.
It should be noted that there has been and continues to be good trans-Tasman

links within the scientific and policy communities. We are sympathetic to the severe
problems threatening ecological systems and agricultural industries in New Zealand, but
suggest that additional efforts should be channeled into non-proliferating alternatives,
such as bacterial ghosts
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(see Landcare Research New Zealand 2004). The existing

goodwill between the two nations' scientific and policy communities is a valuable
resource in finding constructive ways forward. Notably, the Biosafety Clearing-House
established by the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety recently hosted a relevant online
conference. While much of the exchange dealt constructively with technical issues, the
discussion underscored the inadequacy of existing international conventions to address
such technologies. On this basis, we echo Angulo and Cooke's (2002) call for the
establishment of scientific and regulatory frameworks mindful of a global perspective on
GM biocontrol, but with greater urgency and support from governments worldwide.
Acknowledgements
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A "bacterial ghost" is the membrane only of a bacterium. Bacteria are grown in culture, then
processed to empty the contents of the cell but leave the outer membrane (its 'skin ') more or
less intact. Often the bacteria are genetically engineered to express a particular protein on its
surface. In a vaccinating context like this, that protein is the immunogen that we wish to create
an immunity against. In this case, it is a reproductive protein (for details in
immunocontraception, refer back to 4.7.2). The bacterial ghost helps to stimulate an immune
response to the protein. This works because most immune systems have evolved to recognize
the characteristic lipids, sugars and proteins of bacterial membranes as imminent threats, and
quickly ramp up an immune reaction. An introduced protein presented to the body in this way
has much higher chances of vaccinating an animal than use of the protein on its own.
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8.2 International regulations of GM Os used in wildlife
control .
This Chapter is current to January 2006
Article Three of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD; 1992) defines its Principle as:
States have ... the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction
or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States or of areas
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.

What if New Zealand is successful in creating its immunocontraceptive nematode (described
above, Section 8 .1 )? What if, to pursue its national interest in biodiversity, it releases it? Would
New Zealand be in breach of its obligations under the CBD?
This section is based on a short communication being prepared for submission. In the original
work, the authorship was split equally between a colleague, Elena Angulo
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,

and myself. In this

version I have added more detail, marked by the absence of a border about the text. I have also
added more footnotes as explanatory text. Whereas the paper restricts its consideration of legal
instruments to the Convention on Biodiversity and the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, the
added text considers a few more conventions and treaties. I acknowledge that international law
is a complex and specialised field, and that I make a cursory - but hopefully adequate excursion to make my points.
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Elena Angulo was the first to publish on the challenges disseminating interventional LBs may
pose should they spread beyond their intended area of application. I met Elena in 2002 , and am
grateful for the perspective she gave me on efforts to restore rabbits to the Iberian Peninsula. In
2004, the Biosafety Clearing House hosted an online conference on GMOs used in wildlife
control, initiated by the Secretariat of the Convention on Biodiversity (archived here:
http: //bch.biodiv.org/onlineconferences/ gmoam.shtrnl). This paper emerged after our exchanges in
that forum. Elena is currently employed at the Universitee de Paris Sud XI, France.
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International regulation of GMOs fo r wildlife management
A substantial amount of the world's attention to biotechnology has been focused
on health and agriculture, and on its contribution to basic science. However,
biotechnology is poised to make a significant impact in wildlife management (Angulo
2001; Henzell 2002). Wildlife management goals can range widely - from eradicating
populations of pests to controlling disease for species conservation - but have common
challenges to which biotechnology offers unique solutions. Wild populations can be
dispersed over a large or inaccessible area, be difficult to approach and treat, be hard to
separate from non-target biota and can recover from a treatment to their original state.
Biotechnology offers direct and specific intervention in the biology of a particular
organism, and if using a living vector, persistence and proliferation of the agent with
minimal ongoing management inputs. We refer to the latter as disseminating genetically
modified organisms for wildlife management (dGMO-wm).
The field is moving fast. Spanish researchers have already developed (Barcena et
al. 2000a) and field-trialed (Torres et al. 2001) a disseminating vaccinating dGMO-wm to
protect its rabbits ( Oryctolagus cuniculus) from disease. Australia has long pursued
dGMO-wms to control pest animals (Seamark 2001) and New Zealand has embarked on
similar program (Gilna et al. 2005). However, though these biotechnologies address
important domestic needs, other jurisdictions may have very different requirements for
the target species. New Zealand is developing a dGMO-wm against introduced Australian
possums (Trichosurus vulpecula), even though transfer to nearby Australia seems
dangerously probable (Gilna et al. 2005). The Spanish vaccine protects rabbits against the
same viruses Australia uses for both traditional rabbit biocontrol and its own anti-rabbit
dGMO-wm research (Angulo & Cooke 2002).
Benefits to local biodiversity achieved through dGMO-wms carry great risk of
impoverishing biodiversity globally, especially in an era of globalized trade and travel.
The very properties of dissemination and persistence that make dGMO-wms locally
useful makes them problematic elsewhere. In this contribution, we outline the need to
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establish a robust regulatory infrastructure to manage this challenge, highlight
deficiencies in current arrangements, and suggest ways of moving forward.
The institutional context in which this technology is being developed is strong in
safeguarding the interests of the innovating nation
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,

but weak in protecting the interests

of others. Research on dGMO-wm is typically carried out under competitive and publicly
accountable government schemes that reward benefit to the nation. Hence, this research is
likely to be under pressure to produce a useable product from public money, creating a
political incentive for deployment. This situation does not provide clear rewards for the
wise reservation of a technology, especially if the putative threats fall beyond the
immediate national interest. Regulation of the research and its products may be similarly
domestically focused. Even in cases where legislation refers to environments beyond
national borders, the relevant expertise and advocacy may not be available in the
innovating nation to adequately defend the country at risk.
The Right of Sovereignty is a founding principle of international law: it recognises the
right of nations to govern their own affairs without the interference of others (James
1986; Scrutton 1996). Consequentially, national laws tend not to extend their reference
beyond their national borders, avoiding claims to control another nation's territory and
accountability for things outside their direct administrative control. As we will explore
later, it also means that international law binds nations by virtue of their consent to the
terms of the legislation, and enforcement is difficult to achieve without sanction, war or
incentive.
The Australian Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR) oversees all
genetic manipulation activities within Australia and genetically modified imports within a
human health and environmental mandate. It has no jurisdiction over another country's
affairs (Commonwealth Gene Technology Act 2000). Gene technology regulation in New
Zealand is similarly constrained. Neither institution has prohibited development of
dGMO-wms that pose potential threats to ecosystems in other jurisdictions. Advice from
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"Nation" here also refers to regional groupings like the European Union
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the OGTR received 2

nd

May 2005 confums that the OGTR does not have the power to

withhold a license from any applicant on the basis of harm to other jurisdictions.
Subsequent to this enquiry, the Gene Technology Ethics Committee issued advice that
risk to the environment should include areas beyond the national jurisdiction, which is
now part of the 2

nd

Principle of their draft ethical principles for the gene technology

research (GTEC 2006). Despite my direct inquiries on the matter (discussed in 7.2.4), it is
still unclear what power this advice has over the Regulator's decision-making process.
Only licence applicants and license holders are eligible to have a decision reviewed,
preventing a threatened nation making an appeal under Australian law.
So far no government has shown blatant disregard for another nation in deploying
a dGMO-wm technology. Enlightened self-interest and good global citizenship would
generally prevent dangerous applications of dGMO-wm. Nevertheless, we anticipate
some instances where strong domestic pressures ( or incompetence) may override such
restraint. Without domestic regulatory mechanisms that make decision-makers
accountable for impacts beyond the national jurisdiction, global biodiversity remains
vulnerable to future dGMO-wm developments. As with other technologies with global
impacts, binding international agreements are a productive way forward.
The most relevant international agreement for regulation of dGMOs-wm is the Cartagena
Protocol on Biosafety (the Protocol), which was negotiated under the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD or Convention).
The Protocol is an instrument of the CBD (1992), attempting to clarify the international
institutional arrangements dealing with the products of modern biotechnology. The negotiations
that created the Protocol stemmed directly from Article 19(3) of the Convention (Mackenzie et
al. 20036):
The Parties shall consider the need for and modalities of a protocol setting out
appropriate procedures, including, in particular, advance informed agreement,
in the field of the safe transfer, handling and use of any living modified
organism resulting from biotechnology that may have adverse effect on the
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity.
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The negotiatio ns on the Protocol were far from easy, and after almost complete collapse,
required an "extraordi nary Conferenc e of the Parties" to finalise the text (Newell & Mackenzi e
2000). (The term "Party" is used to signify nations that are party to the Protocol). There are
good records of these negotiatio ns (Secretari at of the CBD 2003), which show a strong
preoccupa tion with agricultur al applications of biotech and their trade. Most tellingly, several
coalitions of nations emerged during the negotiations, including the Miami Group (Argentin a,
Australia, Canada, Chile, Uruguay and the USA), a name often colloquial ly interchang ed for
"the exporting countries" (Falkner 2000), and the European Union, well-know n for its very
cautious approach to GM foods (Mackenz ie et al. 2003b ). The introducti on to the Protocol
reads as follows:
[The Protocol] ... provides an international regulatory framework to reconcile the
respective needs of trade and environmental protection with respect to a rapidly
growing global industry, the biotechnology industry . .

Hence the Protocol that creates a formal structure of notificatio n and permissio ns for the
international exchange of Living Modified Organism s (LMOs), a term roughly equivalen t to
GMOs (used interchang eably here). Human pharmace utical LMOs, LMOs going from one
contained facility to another, and those agreed to be of low risk, are exempt.

The result was a protocol that appears to be tailored to the needs of internation al trade of
agricultur al GMOs, with other GM applications as peripheral although not insignifica nt
concerns. Reading the Protocol text, it could be inferred that, at least informally, 'GM crops in
commodit y agricultur e' formed the dominant (but not exclusive) conceptua l device for
imagining biotechno logy - the icon, to use the terms in Chapter 2 - and subsequen tly informed
the majority of priorities for regulation. The biotechno logy with the greatest imminenc e and
highest political charge was dealt with responsiv ely by the negotiatio n process. Neverthel ess,
the Protocol applies to dGMO-w ms as well. Our concern here is that (a) the provisions of the
Protocol are insufficient to handle the particular issues that arise with dGMO-wm s, and (b)
therefore the Protocol is an insufficient instrumen t to prosecute the objectives of the CBD.
The Protocol deals mostly with intentiona l transboun dary movemen ts of GMOs, e.g.
trade in GM crops. However, two of its 40 articles are particular ly relevant to dGMO221

wm. They place responsibility on signatory nations to risk-manage unintentional
transboundary movements of GMOs (Article 16.3), to cooperate in dealing with GMOs
that may adversely affect biodiversity (Article 16.5), and to declare releases of GMOs
that may result in unintentional spread (Article 17). The CBD also states
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that nations

have the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not
cause damage to the environment of other countries, or areas beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction.
There are problems here. The CBD addresses invasive alien species, which theoretically
covers any invasive GMOs, but its signatory nations view the Protocol as the prime
instrument for GMO regulation.
This is a significant point: dGMO-wms that deleteriously spread to unintended areas are
invasive alien species. The lack of explicit recognition of this in the Protocol text is a significant
shortcoming. A variety of international organisations (including the CBD Secretariat) recognise
that GM Os may indeed be invasive in some circumstances (Secretariat of the CBD 2001;
Arriagada Rios 2005; OIE 2005; Sendashonga et al. 2005), and recent reports from working
parties to the Protocol itself (CBD 2005) indicate that those charged with the supply of technical
advice to these agreements are cognizant of the overlap. This absence of direct recognition of
invasiveness may reflect a precautionary approach in the formulation of the protocol, using
abstract and non-specific language of hazards to allow the appropriate flexibility for unforseen
hazards.
However, it may also reflect a strategic simplification at a diplomatic level, a 'diplomatic
fiction': allow contentious GMO issues (which were seen to threaten the economic interests of a
clique of powerful "exporting nations") to be separated from other aspects of biodiversity
(where there may have been a higher level of consensus) to minimise conflict. Inter alia, it may
be that the negotiations established a notion that the risk of invasiveness from GM crops was an
adequately scientifically managed risk, hence LMOs were an issue separate from invasive
species. This would make sense given the strong science/risk based discourse employed to deal
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Article 3, The Principle.
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with uncertainties here (e.g. Hill et al. 2004). If so, then dGMO-wm represents a direct
challenge to this 'diplomatic fiction', and may open up lines of conflict once more. There may
be ramifications then for existing points of consensus. It seems likely that dGMO-wm
technology will place a focus on provisions to handle invasive species both within the Protocol
and in other international agreements.
The legal and regulatory instruments pertaining to invasive alien species are held to be seriously
insufficient at an international level, and within many countries (Secretariat of the CBD 2001 ).
There seems to have been a historical bias towards defence against naturally occurring pests and
diseases invading new territories. Most instruments have focused on procedural matters of
quarantine to control unintended spread, and codes of conduct for the intentional introduction of
species for biocontrol or other beneficial applications (Secretariat of the CBD 2001 ).
Arrangements rely on the idea of a sovereign nation retaining control and responsibility over its
borders and that which lies within them, and national measures tend to focus on impending
threats rather than those already arrived (Miller (1999) in (Secretariat of the CBD 2001 ). The
strength of this concept of "border protection" is evidenced by the fact that scientifically
grounded quarantine concerns can be legally invoked to restrict trade in certain goods within the
powerful World Trade Organisation (Maruyama 1998). Explicit prohibitions of activities are
usually avoided (Secretariat of the CBD 2001). The IPPC's guidelines for handling biocontrol
and other beneficial organisms merely "encourages" the notification of neighbouring countries
that may be affected prior to release (Interim Commission on Phytosanitary Measures 2005).
The CBD itself makes vague requirements for nations to "co-operate" to achieve the aims of the
Convention (Article 5), but falls short of prescribed detail.
If these provisions are deemed insufficient to handle naturally occurring threats of invasive alien

species, how can we expect them to function in the face of a deliberately manufactured dGMOwm that may become invasive? It is the degree of intent with which dGMO-wms are created
that may make the situation more contentious. Instead of a focus on the prevention of a naturally
occurring problem, the concerted action required to bring a dGMO-wm into being (regardless of
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the mode of its cross-border spread) may force a punitive rationale. The invasion of a dGMOwm would likely trigger a pursuit of the inventing nation's liability far the damage.
A significant bloc of nations has not signed the Protocol, (including Australia and the
USA). The Protocol mandates assessment and notification of risks associated with a
dGMO-wm, but offers no guidelines on subsequent action (Hill et al. 2004). This places
the focus back on the few dGMO-wm-relevant provisions of the Convention. This
somewhat tenuous coverage needs reinforcement.
Clearly the fact that a major pioneering nation in this area (Australia), and the world's greatest
powerhouse ofbioinnovation generally (the USA) disagree with the terms of the Protocol is a
problem in a regulatory regime that is binding only by consent. On this criterion alone the
Protocol may be inadequate to handle dGMO-wms. The CBD has a much greater sign-up, but as
is discussed, views the Protocol as its instrument for regulating GMOs.
As technology improves, creating a dGMO-wm may become easier and thus
more common. We anticipate that the release of a dGMO-wm in one nation could trigger
quarantine measures in others, which would likely be contested
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Given the negative

impacts on international trade, and the potential for cynical exploitation to protect internal
markets, sanctions would likely be contested. Despite even the most rigorous (but
unlikely) quarantine measures (Tyndale-Biscoe 1997), it is reasonable to expect that a
dGMO~wm would get through at some point (Gilna et al. 2005). This is an unpleasant
scenario at many levels. The definition of liability and measures for redress of damage
done by GMOs have only just begun
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,

and it is unclear just what surveillance, emergency

or corrective procedures could be successful against a dGMO-wm on the ground.
Depending on their sensitivity to the issue, governments may place quarantine restrictions of
varying levels of strength in place to defend against the dGMO-wm. This forms the first layer of
uncertainty - how much does a government value its wild populations, and what is its capacity
to put protective measures into operation? It is a scientific question (ecological, plant
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As sanctioned under the World Trade Organization's Agreement on Sanitary and
Phytosanitary Measures (See http://www.wto.org/english/tratop e/sps e/sps e.htm)
98
See Decision BS-V8 at http://www.biodiv.org/biosafety/issues/liability2.aspx
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pathological and epizoonological) as to how well such measures would probably perform
should all the arrangements operate according to assumptions, a second layer of uncertainty.

Such advice would likely come from domestic scientific bodies in the first instance, but would
also invoke a response from the relevant international institutions.
In the case of a biocontrol agent targeted at animals, this would involve a formal response from
the OIE, who would inform the WTO under an existing arrangement (Sendashonga et al. 2005).
The WTO would use this information to formulate the standards it will use in ruling over
disputes that may arise from the imposition of biosecurity-based trade restrictions (WTO 2005).
In work not yet published
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Kent Williams (formerly of the CSIRO and the Pest Animal

Control CRC) has modelled the risk of a mouse infected with an immunocontraceptive virus
being exported from Australia in wheat shipments. The model is complex, as with all models
involves a range of assumptions of varying sensitivity, and was not a trivial piece of work.
Uncertainties in a legal context can be fertile ground for conflict, both genuine and strategic. In
combination with its "GM" status, a trade dispute based on dGMO-wm could be protracted and
destructive. Further, there are questions as to the wisdom of decisions based on trade-concerns
compared with broader environmental and social considerations (Kelly 2003b; Giljum &
Eisenmenger 2004).
Environmental and social considerations are within the purview of the CBD. The CBD does not
yet have such an advisory arrangement with the OIE, although may indeed develop one
(Sendashonga et al. 2005). The timeliness and nature of such an arrangement are further areas of
uncertainty. The CBD does have a Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological
Advice constituted from "governmental representatives competent in the relevant field of
expertise" (Article 25 of the Convention). Some authors caution that members to such advisory
bodies should be selected solely on merit of expertise, not political representation, to ensure the
provision of the best possible, least political scientific and technical knowledge to the decisionmaking processes (Haas 2004). The dispute resolution capacity of the Convention seems
procedurally complete, although since I cannot find case history on the matter it may as yet be
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But see (Williams 2002a)
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untested. In any case, whereas the WTO has clear criteria on which to define objectionable
behaviour, and a set of penalties and corrective measures for it, the CBD does not. If
mechanisms for dispute resolution were cog-wheels, these would be their teeth. Without them,
the definition and resolution of a dispute is impossible. Such a situation certainly gives little
incentive to would-be-transgressors not to offend.
Paragraph 2 of Article 14 (Impact Assessment and Minimizing Adverse Impacts) of the CBD
covers Liability and Redress thus:
"The Conference of the Parties shall examine, on the basis of studies to be
carried out, the issue of liability and redress, including restoration and
compensation, for damage to biological diversity, except where such liability is
a purely internal matter. "

This examination has been slow to start, with three separate decisions (Decisions V/18, VI/11
and VII/17, (Conference of the Parties to the CBD 2000; 2002; 2004) made by the Conference
of the Parties (the CBD's governing body) and a 2001 workshop on the matter before a formal
constitution of a working group to provide advice on: (a) basic concepts and definitions for
damage, valuation, etc., (b) the introduction of biodiversity-related liability and redress elements
into existing regulatory regimes, (c) the appropriateness of such regime under the CBD, as well
as an exploration of restoration and compensation, (d) damaging or concerning activities and
situations, and; ( e) preventative measures as implied by the responsibility for biodiversity in
Article 3 of the Convention (Conference of the Parties to the CBD 2002).
The working group has submitted a report to be considered at the next (8

th

)

Ordinary Meeting of

the Conference of the Parties in March 2006 (Conference of the Parties to the CBD 2005). The
Working Group suggests it is unclear as to whether or not " ... an international regime based on
damage to biodiversity should be developed or not. .. " and that issues of "damage to biological
diversity, valuation, and restoration" are concepts that require further development and
definition. The integration and overlap with other international regimes is also an area that
requires clarification. A representative of the Protocol's working group on this matter made a
presentation as to their progress and a general acknowledgement was made of the need to
synergise between the two entities. However, one expert (comments are not attributed) objected
to LMOs being included on a list of activities/situations causing damage (because LMOs are not
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inherently dangerous), and (presumably) another expert stressed that LMOs were beyond the
mandate of the group because it was being addressed under the Protocol (Item 17, (Conference
of the Parties to the CBD 2005).
The Protocol has established variously a workshop, a Technical Group of experts, and an Openended Ad-Hoc Working Group on Liability and Redress in response to Article 27 of the
Protocol:
The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this
Protocol shall, at its first meeting, adopt a process with respect to the
appropriate elaboration of international rules and procedures in the field of
liability and redress for damage resulting from transboundary movements of
living modified organisms, analysing and taking due account of the ongoing
processes in international law on these matters, and shall endeavour to
complete this process within four years [ie, 2007].

Discussion and debate seem to be further advanced than with its counterparts in the Convention,
perhaps aided by a tighter scope (LMOs versus biodiversity in general). The report of the
Technical Group notes that even if no LMO-specific legislation was in place, there may yet be
scope for liability under other regimes, and "several general principles of customary
international law" (Technical Group of Experts on Liability and Redress in the Context of the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 2004). This was picked up on in discussion of the Open-ended
Ad Hoc Working Group (Open-Ended Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts
on Liability and Redress under the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 2005). State responsibility
applies to acts that violate international law; international liability focused on reparation for the
harm arising from acts not prohibited by international law, the terms of which reparation were
the subject of draft proposals from the International Law Commission (D. Ogolla, in Item 27 of
(Open-Ended Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts on Liability and Redress
under the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 2005).
However, it is not afait accompli that these provisions outside the Protocol are applicable or
adequate. As the CBD has discovered, much of the uncertainty founders on defining the
underlying concepts (valuation, "damage", etc). Further, the exact nature of liability - who is
responsible (nation, company, etc), from when a liability may be declared, etc - and whom
might make such a claim in the event of damage, are areas of ongoing discussion. The
applicability of such provisions to non-Parties to the Protocol remains a major shortcoming.
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Lastly, there are a range of models under consideration for the legal instrument with which
liability and redress would be dealt with - a modification of the Protocol or an additional
protocol to the CBD (Open-Ended Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts on
Liability and Redress under the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 2005).
Biosecurity at the border and corrective and punitive action are all reactive stances to a threat,
and their legal provisions exist under significant uncertainty. All the detail given above
underscores one fundamental point: it is not at all clear that a legal disincentive exists in the
interest of biodiversity for the cautious - or indeed 'pre-cautious' - management of dGMO-wms
technology. There is no evidence that dGMO-wms technology is even under consideration. Of
the six scenarios the Technical Group and the Open-ended Ad Hoc Working Group use to
inform their thinking, only one vague and uniquely undetailed scenario, "Scenario F.
Trans boundary movement of LMOs that causes damage to global commons" (Technical Group
of Experts on Liability and Redress in the Context of the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety 2004;
Open-Ended Ad Hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical Experts on Liability and Redress
under the Caiiagena Protocol on Biosafety 2005) could be applicable to dGMO-wms.
This lack of disincentive is critically important with dGMO-wms, because it provides a pathway
to prevention. How exactly is a nation to control and eradicate a pre-adapted auto-disseminating
agent that quietly arrives in its territory and afflicts wild populations that may be far removed
from regular human contact? How would we detect its presence? Is it even possible to control?
Logically, the safest option for hazardous
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dGMO-wm technology is preventative in stance,

not reactive. Given its disseminating properties, the logical point of preventative intervention
exists not at the border, but "upstream" in the technology's development. Priority should lie in
(a) the limitation and modulation of its development, (b) less so, a (pre-)cautious approach to its
application, or (c) the replacement of the technology altogether.
There is no clear structure of incentive that is codified in law to enable this. It seems that under
existing arrangements, no nation that may be threatened by a dGMO-wm has the legal right to
intervene in that technology's development. Without correction of this situation, dGMO-wm
100

Here I am allowing for the possibility that in some cases, dGMO-wm may pursue a goal that
is not hazardous to any interest.
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may cause serious dama ge to biodiversity, diplomatic relationships, and may even be corro sive
to intern ation al regul ation s themselves. If we consi der the case of New Zeala nd's
immu noco ntrac eptiv e nema tode again st introd uced Austr alian possu ms - an initiative that seeks
to save acute ly threa tened local biodi versi ty at risk to extra -natio nal biodi versi ty - the "batt le of
the biodi versi ties" that will inevitably be infus ed with natio nalist conce rns could be very
destr uctiv e to a biodi versi ty regim e like the CBD that is still estab lishin g itself in the world
order. (It may also be worth specu lating that issues like dGM O-wm could add to a wide r
platfo rm of critiq ue of the Righ t of Sove reign ty in an age of preve ntativ e milita ry, huma nitari an,
financial and envir onme ntal intervention).
There is moun ting conce rn amon gst sections of the scien tific comm unity . Only a
few scientific critiques of this techn ology appea r in the peer revie wed litera ture (Ang ulo
& Cook e 2002; Cook e et al. 2004; Gilna et al. 2005), but we are awar e of sever al
instances of unpu blish ed in-ho use work. Prese ntatio ns in semin ars and confe rence s
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have spark ed great audie nce interest. Intern ation al institutions are takin g some interest
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,

as are some natio nal agencies, and the CBD Secre tariat open ed the subje ct of dGM Owms to wide debat e with an onlin e confe rence late last year
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.

Input s from scientific,

mana geme nt and other exper tise - as well as the gener al publi c - highl ighte d scien tific
uncer tainty , the poten tial for contr overs y and on-gr ound local ized dema nd for dGM O-wm
techn ology .
The need for a unive rsally -agre ed regul atory and institutional fram ewor k is a
recur ring them e (Coo ke et al. 2004). Give n the basic properties of dGM O-wm
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3rd Intern ation al Wild life Mana geme nt Cong ress, Christchurch, New Zeala nd, 1-5 Dece mber
2003 , http:/ /www .land carer esear ch.co .nz/n ews/c onfer ences /wild life20 03; 2nd Worl d
Lago morp h Conference, Vaira o, Portu gal, 26-31 July 2004 http:/ /cibio .up.p t/lagc onf
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In its discussions on GM biocontrol, the Offic e Intern ation al des Epizo oties (Wor ld
Orga nisat ion for Anim al Health; OIE) Wild life Work ing Grou p reports that some belie ve the
provi sions of the Proto col may be inade quate to mana ge such issues (OIE 2004). The Work ing
Grou p at that time (2004) recom mend ed cauti on in the devel opme nt of such techn ologi es, but
saw itself as an essential playe r in settin g international standards in the matter. In the repor t of
its latest meet ing (Febr uary 2005), the OIE notes that the Work ing Grou p discu ssed a case study
of GM myxo ma virus vacci ne in Australia, whic h is being revie wed by its mem bers (OIE 2005).
The Grou p is also await ing the results of a questionnaire on the use of biote chno logy in
lives tock and anim al healt h products.
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technology, there is growing recognition that proactive regulatory intervention that sets a
framework for dGMO-wm research at its inception rather than its deployment is the best
way forward. Intervention in the domestic activities of a sovereign nation is difficult.
Nonetheless, agreements on pollution, resources and similar issues do just that (Ostrom et
al. 1999; Congleton 2002). The deliberate design of a proliferative agent has much in
common with biological weapons too, which despite deficiencies is also regulated by
international treaty (Monath & Gordon 1998; Leitenberg 2001 ). Universal to all is the
need for negotiation and dialogue, supported at high levels in an international forum.
Any international framework for dGMO-wm regulation should: (i) maintain
consistent and consensual modes of problem definition, analysis and decision-making, (ii)
provide clear guidelines as to minimal conditions for wise-use, and (iii) include
instruments to ensure compliance. Regulatory frameworks should also be adaptive,
especially in the dynamic arenas of ecology and technology, which makes efficient
communication a central feature. Many - but not all - of these features are already
present in the current regulatory structure.
The CBD is broad-ranging and ambitious, and while enjoying near universal
sign-up best sets a framework for action (McGraw 2002) rather than explicit details of
operation. The Protocol has a tighter scope, represents a significant (if not universal)
point of consensus amongst many nations, and sets operational guidelines for intentional
movements of GMOs relatively well. However, its coverage of dGMO-wms does not
provide the proactive and prescriptive approach that dGMO-wm regulation needs.
Measures to ensure compliance, and its twin issue of liability and redress, are still being
defined. Essentially, it does not provide the level of detail needed to implement its own
provisions on GMOs likely to spread. Fortunately, the Protocol does contain scope for
adaptation when it encounters such deficiencies.
We make three recommendations:
Firstly, we call on the signatory nations of the Protocol and the CBD to ensure
that specific guidance or binding requirements for the development and use of dGMOs230

wm are developed as soon as possible. We suggest that these requirements might be best
handled under the provisions of an amended Protocol. However, non-signatory nations
including Australia (a pioneer of dGMO-w m technology) and the USA (a powerhou se of
bioinnovation generally) would not be bound by these requirements. This is a significant
shortcoming. The Protocol's implications for GM crops formed the critical point of
disagreement with this bloc of nations during its negotiation, and their concerns may be
enduring. Expanding the Protocol may mean conflating dGMO-w m with GM crops, an
entanglement in which the regulation of dGMO-w m may come off second best. In this
situation, serious considera tion needs to be given to the establishment of a new and
separate protocol.
Secondly, given the disparity between imminent technology and lengthy
negotiations, we echo calls (Biosafety Clearing House 2004) for the rapid establishment
of bi- (or small-multi-) lateral working-groups. These groups would focus on existing
research directions in dGMO-w m technology that may cause problems for others. They
would establish mutually satisfactory guidelines for the development and deployment of
current near-term dGMO-w m agents (including modifications to existing technology, or
discontinuation) and the identification of promising alternatives. We would encourage the
active engagement of stakeholders other than just the scientifically and politically elite on
both pragmatic and ethical grounds, consistent with the spirit of the CBD.
Thirdly, these discussions should recognize a crucial tenet of common ground.
Both pest- and conservation-status of a target species are two aspects of the same
problem, not two distinct challenges owned by different nations. Technological strategies
should thus facilitate the unified goal of appropriate management and not be directed
towards partial solutions that exacerbate problems elsewhere. This implies active coownership of target species and their attendant technologies to deliver benefits to all
facets of the challenge. Pooling of expertise, material and personnel exchange, and coinvestment in research will deliver better technologies, better on-ground results, and
avoid serious conflict.
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At least one dGMO-w m is already a reality (Barcena et al. 2000a; Tones et al.
2001), and others will soon follow. The need for action is clear and pressing. Today,
when biodiversi ty is so deeply threatened, we cannot afford to repeat the pattern of
technological mistakes of the past.
There is much to this issue that this chapter does not deal with, and deserves exploratio n
elsewhere. There are several high-profile attempts to control malaria by using dGMO-w ms for
population reduction, or to make them genetically unable to harbour the malaria parasite. At last
enquiry (January 2006), Australia' s dGMO-w m research on foxes and rabbits was unfunded,
but work on the mouse immunoco ntraceptiv e was continuing. These technologies (and their
planned programs of use) need to be examined. I am aware, for instance, of the existence and
importance of discourses on the role and nature of science and science fact in the international
regulatory scheme, and ramifications that has for the treatment of uncertainty, risk and
precaution ( eg. Maruyam a 1998; Scott et al. 1999; Levidow 2000; van den Belt & Gremmen
2002). An important and related aspect is the need, means and outcome of public engageme nt
and consultati on as is mandated under the Protocol (Article 23 Public Awarenes s and
Participation) and implied under the CBD (directly in Article 13 Public Education and
Awareness, and with appropria te national institutions, from Articles 6, 8 and 10). A
collaborative, negotiativ e and open mode to the issues posed by technology can variously
deliver benefits of reduced conflict, better technologies and contribute to social justice. Direct
engagement with people is the subject of the next section of the thesis.
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Part IV -A dv en tu re s with the People
In the Part III of the thesis, we saw how Landscape Biotechnology may be a disruptive
influence on many of the institutions that our society uses to govern issues of landscape and
biotechnology. Institutions will have to adapt to the new technologies, respond to the changing
actions of others using the technologies, and indeed accommodate new entrants to the
institutional framework. At times, some institutions will have to re-examine or re-interpret their
underlying rationale for their operations or existence. Some applications of LB have
implications for quite foundational aspects of Australia - the structure of its constitution, and its
relationship with the rest of the world. This is big stuff, and it penetrates directly to the heart of
what it is to be a citizen of this nation.
In a modern democratic society like Australia, this suggests that there are good grounds for
consulting the citizenry on issues of LB, or indeed technology generally. As we have seen, a
shift to direct consultatimi with the stakeholders is now commonplace in the landscape (NRM)
domain. However, Australia has relatively little experience, institutional structures or legal
provisions to mount parallel efforts on issues of technology. This is a significant shortcoming.
There are pragmatic and ethical reasons for doing something about it.
At this point, I need to make a disclaimer, and outline the rationale for the following work.
Firstly, I acknowledge there is a wealth of scholarship and practise on the engagement of society
with science, technology and their politics. Bruno LaTour, Shelia Jasanoff, Brian Wynne, and
many others lie in wait on my bookshelf. However, this is only a single thesis, and I have
already covered a lot of ground up to this point (there are already over 900 citations). Hence the
depth of my reading in these areas is necessarily selective and strategic, guided by pragmatic
constraints , and examiners should not expect a thorough review of these fields.
Secondly, the original motivation for this thesis is to explore different ways of thinking about
biotechnology. To reiterate, this thesis seeks to:
1. Consider the underlying properties of a thing , not just iconic examples.
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2.

Impose simplifying boundaries on the subject, such a domain of application.

3.

Be imaginative with the context of a thing, rather than the thing itself

4.

Escape the limitations of a single human mind by talking to others of divergent and
representative mindsets:
a.

In a judgemental consideration of a particular example, thus exploring
underlying issues.

b.

In a creative and collaborative discussion of context and content.

Ways of thinking 1-3 have been explored already. This part of the thesis therefore turns to the
challenge of deriving insights about biotechnology - in particular, Landscape Biotechnology by talking to other people. The chapters describe two very different case-studies: the first,
looking to engage citizens in a one-on-one approach to eliciting underlying judgements and
values impinged by the prospect of an imminent LB; the second, looking to establish a proactive
dialogue on the prospects for LB development in this country. I critique the designs of each, but
primarily from the perspective of a reflexive practitioner and not someone steeped in the
epistemological traditions of their source disciplines.
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9 Multicriteria Mapping
9.1 Introduction
The text of this chapter is largely based on a conference paper delivered to the European Society
for Ecological Economics Frontiers 2 Conference (Gilna 2003), one of two in a Special Focus
Discussion on Multicriteria Mapping (MCM). I include supplementary material in an appendix
on the CD-ROM which was sent with this thesis.
There is a wide variety of techniques available for investigating public or stakeholder opinion
on a given subject. That variety is daunting in its scale and nuance, particularly for someone
who does not have formal training in social science, sociological or anthropological techniques.
The selection of MCM was based in part on the following constraints:
1. procedural clarity and robustness, suitable for a first-time interviewer
2.

logistically simple, something that could be accomplished in a relatively short space of
time within a limited budget

3. able to handle complex and multi-layer issues in a transparent, equitable and open
fashion.
4.

applicable to the activities of the Pest Animal Control CRC (pest control and
immunocontraception) that was funding my research at the time.

As a further constraint on my methods review, the species I had chosen as a focus for my
investigation - the feral European red fox - had been recently released on the previously foxfree island state of Tasmania. (More of this background is given in Section 9.2). This was
topical, newsworthy and urgent. Time for investigation was pressing.
MCM (Stirling & Mayer 1999) is a technique that draws on a long tradition of multicriteria
decision analysis in economics and logistics, in which the various issues of importance to a
decision are articulated as criteria for making a decision, and each option (i.e. potential solution)
before the "decider" is then scored against each criterion. These scores are then added, after the
use of some weighting mechanism that aims to assign relative importance of one criterion to
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another. The highest scoring option is the optimum. It is a numerical, explicit and highly
rational approach to making a decision, and forms its own sub-discipline.
Andrew Stirling of the Science and Policy Research Unit at Sussex University took this process
as a staiiing point in devising a systematic and transparent process to consult stakeholders on
complex issues. Stirling and co-worker Sue Mayer applied MCM to the controversial topic of
GM crops in the UK (Stirling & Mayer 1999). Their report articulated the concerns, values, and
understandings of a divergent set of stakeholders in an impressively clear fashion. The clarity,
defensibility and procedural rigour ofMCM made it suitable for this PhD. It was also applicable
to a sole investigator with a relatively small operational budget. Besides these pragmatic
considerations, there were other features that made the MCM approach interesting in providing
insights into how different people might think differently about biotech.
Firstly, MCM is an explicitly heuristic application of multicriteria approaches, seeking not to
find the definitive "best option", but as Stirling & Mayer (1999) put it, to rather chart the
"contours of debate" surrounding the issue. Unlike its parent techniques of multicriteria decision
analysis, the aim is not to arrive at a final solution.
Secondly, the procedure does not focus on the acceptability (or not) of a single option. While
the bulk of the Pest Animal Control CRC 's efforts had been to develop three single
"technological-fixes" to three pest problems in Australia (an immunocontraceptive for the fox,
the rabbit and the mouse), there was wide recognition within the organisation that a mix of
control strategies were important. In addition, one of the driving questions that came up in
discussions on the risks of a GM virus being released into the wild for pest control was, "how
does one balance the unce1iain damage of an immunocontracepti ve virus against the known and
severe damage of pests like these?". Different options - different ideas - are compared against
each other in an explicit fashion in MCM. Feelings and thinkings around a biotechnological
solution are therefore placed in context with other means of achieving the same goal.
Thirdly, the criteria each participant uses to make their assessments are their own. The
technique quickly draws out the reasons for the concern or approval about options, the
underlying motivations and values that each participant holds as important and at stake in the
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problem before them. MCM allows these values to be represented consistently and
unambiguously. Although the developers of MCM took these features to be particularly useful
in what was a contemporary focus on risk and uncertainty, I looked at them as very useful in
documenting different ways of thinking about a technology.
The issue I chose to investigate was that of fox control in different areas of Australia, in which
immunocontraception was only one potential solution. As an added layer of interest, I wanted to
compare three areas of Australia in an effort to look at the attitudes of people in communities
"before foxes", "during foxes" and "after foxes". In reverse order, my intentions were to look at:
southwest Wes tern Australia, in which a successful fox control strategy had been run for some
years using a poison in special circumstances; an undefined area in New South Wales, where
foxes had been and continued to be an ever-present part of the landscape, and; the island state of
Tasmania, which until 2001 had been considered fox-free. Tasmania's situation - a recent
illegal introduction of foxes - was changing rapidly, and this cut short my survey of interview
methods and forced a rapid departure to the field. The Tasmanian interviews were completed in
July-August 2002, and Western Australia in November 2002. However, during the course of the
fieldwork, I developed some serious misgivings about the technique itself, its capacity to be
misrepresented in what could be a divisive GM controversy, and its instrumental value to the
objectives of this PhD project. I explore these factors below. In light of these concerns, the New
South Wales section of the case study was dropped to allow methodological reflection and a
further investigation into alternative methods (see Chapter 10). The two areas investigated with
MCM nevertheless provide an insight into attitudes towards an emerging LB, and sufficient data
for observations on the method itself.

9.2 Foxes in Australia
The fox's role in continent-wide and local extinctions of native Australian fauna has been
suspected for several decades. There is growing scientific evidence that supports widely-held
anecdotal understandings of the threat to biodiversity (Calver et al. 1998; Kinnear et al. 1998;
Banks et al. 2000; Harding et al. 2001; Richards & Short 2003). Much of the evidence has been
gained from intensive wide-scale fox-suppression programs in the south of Western Australia
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(Risbey et al. 2000; Kinnear et al. 2002). Here, populations of animals thought to be extinct
have been rediscovered and those under threat are (to some extent) rebounding. Fox control is
now seen to be a key element in successful re-introduction and conservation of native animals
below 5kg in weight. Foxes also inflict significant damage on livestock and are thus regarded as
an agricultural pest (Saunders et al. 1995; Greentree et al. 2000; White et al. 2000). Some
estimate losses ofup to 35% of productivity from sheep-farming enterprises. Hence, there are
both strong arguments and motives for the removal or suppression of foxes from the Australian
landscape.
However, foxes are not uniformly regarded as "bad" by Australian society. They are an
intelligent, attractive mammal. A commercial harvest of pelts from these animals has occurred
in times past (and may one day resume). Not least because of their sheer prevalence on
continental Australia, they provide a significant target for recreational shooting (Lee 2002). The
fox is readily recognised by urban Australians, likely from northern hemisphere literature and
popular cultural reference. It seems reasonable to suggest that many have little awareness of the
native fauna impacted by the fox's presence, nor the emotionally confronting aspects of fox
injury and killing of agricultural stock. There may also be some confusion regarding the fox's
status as an introduced and ecologically disruptive animal.

9.3 Current fox control
Control measures for foxes are principally shooting by land managers or contractors, or more
effectively using poison, particularly the toxin 1080 (also known as sodium monofluroacetate).
Most Australian animals have a measure of resistance to 1080 as a result of its occurrence in
some native vegetation (Gastrolobium spp.; Twigg & King 1991; Martin & Twigg 2002). This
level of resistance varies between animals and from region to region, although high enough
dosages can be delivered that will kill even the more resistant animals. This is the basis of its
use in Tasmania against native possums and wallabies (see Section 9.5 Tasmania). The key is
that even the most susceptible native wildlife's resistance to 1080 remains considerably higher
than introduced species, making 1080 something of a "magic bullet" in feral animal control.
Low-dose 1080-meat baits are used with relatively high specificity for foxes, although
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complications include toxicity to domestic/agricultural dogs and native dingoes (Australian wild
dogs). There are also concerns over the humaneness of 1080 - toxicosis in carnivores is
characterised by yelping and convulsions, and the time to death can be over an hour from
ingestion (Marks et al. 2000). Although secondary poisoning (animals feeding on 1080poisoned animals) can occur, it does not accumulate in the ecosystem, being readily broken
down by bacterial action (Wong 1991; Wong et al. 1992; Twigg et al. 2001; Thomson & Kok
2002). There are currently no other toxic agents that are proven to have such safety for native
wildlife (but see Section 4.6).

9.4 Genetic engineering, biocontrol and vertebrate pests
Poisoning and shooting are not the only ways to manage pest animals. Other measures include
arbour destruction (ineffective with the fox in Australia; (Saunders et al. 1995) and biocontrol,
which has a strong history in Australia. Along with the fox, the European rabbit has been one of
the greatest agricultural and ecological disasters of the raft of exotic animals introduced by
European settlers. After the great rabbit plagues of the 1920s, a microbiological agent was
developed and applied by the 1950s, making Australia a pioneer in biological control at the time
(Fenner & Ratcliffe 1965). The disease, myxomatosis, involves considerable suffering for the
animal, and visible lesions and weeping from eyes makes a "myxo' d" rabbit easily detectable
(Rolls 1969). It has since dropped in efficacy (Parer et al. 1994), but the decimation of the rabbit
population at that time saved large areas of Australia from becoming barren dust fields. The
success of this has been an important lesson for Australia - if the right agent can be found,
biological control can be something of a magic bullet.
Along with humane concerns there are other instances of biocontrol that contribute to societal
ambivalence about this option. Cane toads introduced to control invertebrate pests in sugar cane
operations in the 1950s have since become an infamous pest species (Lampo & De Leo 1998;
Catling et al. 1999). More recently, a new biocontrol agent being trialled for rabbits escaped a
containment facility to the mainland from an island off South Australia. The escape of this new
(unmodified) agent, Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease (RHD), was greeted with public outcry and
widespread concern. Its efficacy was evidently welcomed by many farmers (and others),
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because there was a "black market" spread of the disease to areas far beyond its natural rate of
dissemination, even to the extent of infected rabbits being smuggled across to New Zealand
(Parkes et al. 2002). This disease, too, is now showing limits in its capacity to control the rabbit
population (Kovaliski 1998; Marchandeau et al. 2000; Cooke 2002). What remains, however, is
the acknowledgment that biocontrol can be risky. So too does the idea that it can exert a
dramatic effect over a vast area, especially compared to the effort involved in its application.
The geographic power of biocontrol is germane in the face of the size of the continent and its
low population. For comparison, Australia's landmass is 2.4 times that of the EU, but at 2.4
2

persons/km has 2 percent of the EU's population density (Commission 2000).
Unlike rabbits, a natural biocontrol agent for foxes has been elusive. An innovative approach
has been the PAC CRC's efforts to create an immunocontraceptive. This idea was explored in
Section 4. 7 .2. The idea is to vaccinate against pregnancy in a species-specific manner - the
immune system could be taught to recognise a reproductive protein ( eg., from sperm or ovum or
embryo) and mount a defence against it, thus preventing pregnancy. To try to achieve this, there
has been extensive use of genetic biotechnologies. Viral delivery systems were under
consideration, principally because of their advantages in self-dissemination and as a means of
specificity. While technical hurdles confound the 'perfect' immunocontraceptive, progress at the
time of these interviews was comparatively well-advanced for the mouse and the rabbit. The fox
proved to be a much more difficult animal on which to work, with longer generation times,
greater animal husbandry requirements, less background knowledge of reproductive and
immunological biology, and their similarity to other canids such as dogs (which frustrated
efforts to ensure species specificity). At the time of this case study, a fox immunocontraceptive
seemed some years away from completion, or even proof of concept, but the work continued.

9.5 Tasmania
Until 2001, the island state of Tasmania remained the last fox-free stronghold in Australia apart
from the wet tropics (to which the fox is unsuited) (Saunders et al. 1995). Despite the widely
recognised extinction of the Tasmanian tiger (a dog-sized marsupial carnivore) in the early part
of last century, Tasmania had retained a large proportion of mammals once widespread on the
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mainland but now extinct or endangered. Tasmania never experienced predation by the dingo
(Australian wild dog), introduced on the mainland around 5 000 y.a. from Asia (Wilton et al.
1999a), nor the more recent fox. The then recently discovered presence of foxes (as many as 40)
on this island thus represented something of an emergency situation by state, national and world
heritage standards.
Some wildlife is regarded by most Tasmanian farmers as pestilent, particularly the herbivorous
possums and wallabies. Institutional land managers have frequently used high-concentration
1080 herbivore baiting to control these numbers. The resultant kills have angered a strong,
politically significant pro-conservation segment of the Tasmanian population. Wildlife
managers widely hold the view that such exercises have cemented an association in the minds of
the general public that 1080 is an environmental evil. Shooting remains a culturally important
method of wildlife control amongst independent landholders, a social institution in the rural
community. The recreational value of fox shooting has been suggested as a motive in the
successful illegal introduction of the animal to Tasmania in 2001.
Recent changes in gun ownership laws in Australia had resulted in a ban on fully and semiautomatic rifles. Such laws were decried by farmers and recreational shooters who felt offended
by the imposition on work practise and/or lifestyle, and the implications of criminal intent. It
was not surprising to hear speculation that another motive behind the fox introduction was
either in revenge for the gun restrictions, or an effort to overturn them. The logic ran as follows :
"foxes are a pest, we control pests with guns, if we release the fox in Tasmania we will get our
guns back to control them." It should be noted that this does not a represent sentiment across all
of Tasmania. Far from it, Tasmania is a community that is often deeply divided over issu es
surrounding nature and land use. The state has declared itself free of GM crops, uses a "clean,
green" image as a regional branding of high quality agricultural products, and as well as being
popularly known for its conservatism, it is from Tasmania that the Australian Green party arose
in the 1980s to what is now national prominence (Pybus & Flanagan 1990). The government
department that administered the group charged with the fox response, the Fox Free Task Force,
was the Department of Primary Industries Water & Environment (DPIWE).
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9.6 Western Australia - Western Shield
Western Australia could be described as the natural home of 1080. Certain vegetation has this
poison in high concentrations and, as a result, the native fauna have resistances greatly in excess
of that of any other region (Melroy 1981; Saffer & Calver 2001; Martin & Twigg 2002).
Fmihermore, the toxin does not persist (unless conditions are extremely dry) or'bioaccumulate
(Wong 1991; Wong et al. 1992; Twigg et al. 2001 ). Hence, when it comes to wildlife
preservation, Western Australia comes very close to having the perfect "magic bullet" for
controlling introduced animals. Coupled with extensive areas of very low (human) population
density, large swaths of native cover originally preserved for forestry ( or simply not yet cleared)
but now being given over to conservation, West Australia is ideally suited to an aerial
application of 1080 meat baits for feral animal control. Vast areas can be effectively treated with
minimal indirect effects at a low cost per unit area.
The Wes tern Shield program was launched in 1996, being an extension and co-ordination of
existing baiting programs in the state, with aerial distribution of baits forming the linchpin of
the program. It is administered by the Department of Conservation and Land Management
(CALM, a state-based agency). Dogs remain vulnerable to 1080 however, and several CALM
officers have indicated that manual baiting is undertaken partly for practical reasons in areas
that are too small for aerial baiting, lie too close to properties, but also because of the "political"
risk of baiting from a plane in areas where there is local opposition. These areas are often those
in which a single individual has lost a dog ( often a working farm dog) and been vocal in their
distress. Indeed, the death of a dog from 1080 is reputed to be a terrible thing to watch, even
though the canonical wisdom is that the animal has lost consciousness by the time the
convulsions strike. Interestingly, there is no broad opposition to the use of 1080 in this
community. Opposition appears not to have coalesced into organised or structured groups, and
for that reason it is difficult to identify the level of dissatisfaction in the community, or indeed
find a suitable individual representative of such. Overall, most West Australians seem to be
sympathetic to and supportive of wildlife conservation, and accepting of the need for fox
control. There may be several reasons for this.
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The previous state election had seen "green" issues - especially an end to logging in old growth
forests - a factor in the winning party's success. Rising salt in the watertable, clearly linked to
removal of vegetation for farming, was degrading much of the hinterland of the state capital and
beyond into barren salt scald. This was and remains an issue with enduring publicity, and
restoration or preservation of existing vegetation (wildlife habitat) is seen as the key to its
prevention. Agricultural mammal pests are mainly the rabbit and to a lesser extent the fox, (it is
likely that populations of native animals may be so impacted as to be unable to rise to the pest
status attributed in Tasmania). Western Shield is also a "good news story" - its success has been
such that three endangered species have been removed from that status, and other beneficiaries
have included the state emblem, the numbat. CALM has focussed its publicity on these small
furry and cute animals (pictures of the rising population of carpet pythons rarely make it into
publicity material), and many within the department are convinced this is why the program
enjoys such support. There is a small holiday island (with no foxes) that sits 20km off the coast
of Pe1ih that is iconic in this community. Almost synonymous with this island is a small (just
over knee-high) marsupial, the quokka. For many years, Perth residents knew that this island
was the only place this animal could be found, and it remains a highlight of a visit. There was
great surprise and high publicity when quokkas were rediscovered on the mainland in the
southwest of the state. The Southwest region, one of the major beneficiaries of the Western
Shield program, is also a popular tourism destination for West Australians and overseas visitors.
Taken together, there is a case to be made that West Australians generally feel they obtain a real
and demonstrable benefit from the control of foxes with 1080. As a note on issues of genetic
modification, the community is still in the early phases of coming to terms with the notion. At
the time (and still today) there is a state government policy of a moratorium on GM crops for
commercial production, although experimental field trials approved by federal regulators are
permitted (R. Nussey, pers. comm.). Generally, however, debate was of a much lower intensity
than in Europe or Tasmania.
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9.7 Method
MCM is a numerical technique. Interviews were conducted with the aid of a computer using a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet of my own construction, but closely followed the format as
described in Stirling and Mayer (1999). All consultations with participants were one-on-one and
face-to-face, and all but three interviews were conducted in a single sitting, usually of between
2-3 hours. In all but a very few instances, I typed the data into the computer myself (with the
participant sitting beside me) at their instruction.
As in most multicriteria appraisals, there are several distinct stages.
9.7.1

Options

First was an "Options" stage, where participants considered a standard list of six options in
respect to fox control (Box 9 .1 ), and could supply up to six more options they felt warranted
consideration (as shown in Figure 9 .1 ). More complete descriptions of the non-standard options
were recorded from the participants' comments during this phase of the interview.
Box 9.1 - The six standard options as presented.
No Control/Eradication Action
take no action
2 Manual 1080 Meat Baits - "Hot" areas
laying baits by hand in priority areas
3 Aerial 1080 Meat Baits - Broads ca le

distribution by plane with GPS support

4 Shooting (Recreational or Commercial)
includes sport, contract, bounty or harvest
5 Sterility Bait - No DNA GM, Fox Specific

immunocontraceptive GM protein in bait
6 Sterility Virus - DNA present GM, Fox Specific

self-disseminating live GM immunocontraceptive virus
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Figure 9.1 - Screen capture of a participant's entry in the Options phase of the MCM
process. Options A-Fare the six standard options that were presented to all interviewees.
Options G-L were entered at the participant's choosing. In this case, the participant added
another six options (six was the maximal number of non-standard options that could be
accommodated). However, some participants added less non-standard options, or chose not to
go beyond the standard six at all.

9.7.2

Criteria

Second, participants identified up to 12 criteria they would use in judging between the options.
This stage frequently confused some people. In such cases, the participant was prompted to
discuss why they liked one option, and why another option may be unacceptable, thereby
uncovering the criteria together with the researcher.
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Figure 9.2 - Screen capture of a participant's entry in the Criteria phase of the MCM
process. The upper panel displays the full range of options the participant is considering . The
Criteria (up to 12) are entered in the panel below.

The criteria were framed in such a way to allow for 'positive' scoring in the next stage, so that
the question was not "how poorly does this option perform under Criterion A?", but "how well
does this option perform. .. ?".

9.7.3

Scoring

Scoring of each option by each criterion formed the third step. However, instead of a single
numerical estimate of an option's performance under a criterion, MCM tries to capture the level
of confidence or uncertainty that participants have about their estimate. This is claimed as a
significant feature of the technique (Stirling & Mayer 1999). Respondents were asked to give
"high" and "low" scores at each point. Since in all cases the participants used a cardinal number
score of 0-10, (10 representing the highest score), maximal uncertainty would be expressed by a
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"high" score of 10 and a "low" score of 0. Complete certainty in an option's performance would
be represented by an identical score for "high" and "low" .
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Figure 9.3 - Screen capture of a part of a participant's entry in the Scoring phase of the
MCM process. Each option (listed A-L) is scored against each criterion (numbered headlines)
in turn , using a "high-" and "low-end" scheme to capture th e degree of uncertainty that
participant has about their assessment. Sin ce a basic card inal score was always used , the
"Units" entry was not completed . In this example, two criteri a are shown (" Effectiveness" and
"Humane Issues") - in the real spreadsheet th e other criteri a are reached by scrolling down the
page .

Each participant was given the opportunity to use different units ( eg. tonnes/ha) or scales (eg.
percentages, a 1-3 scale, etc). No participant made any attempt to consult objective data or
reference material.
9.7.4

Weighting the criteria

Participants were then asked to assign a relative weight to each of their criteria in the fourth
stage. Participants were given prompts such as "which of these criteria is [most/least] important
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to you?" or "How much more important is [Criterion l] to you than [Criterion 2]? Twice as
much? Half as much?". The weightings were displayed graphically immediately before the
participant, and adjustments were made if they felt it appropriate.
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Figure 9.4 - Screen capture of a participant's entry in the Weightings phase of the MCM
process. Each Criterion (numbered list) was assigned a weight, usually by an iterative process
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cardinal scoring system of 0-10 points). This was assisted by the graphical representation of the
chart below the entry panel that updated the relative weights in real time. (In this case, the
participant had entered only eight criteria) .

9.7.5

Review of the results

Results were then displayed as a ranking under "high" and "low" scoring regimes separately.
These results were also presented as a histogram, again showing both "high" and "low" overall
performances of each option.
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Figure 9.5 - Screen capture of a histogram of the Results from an MCM interview. Options
are arranged along the x-axis, with their scores under "high-" and low-end" conditions plotted
above on the y-axis.

These figures were arrived at by the weighted sum of the performan ces scores as per Stirling &
Mayer (1999), and as explained graphicall y in Figure 9.6.
At this point, participan ts were offered the opportuni ty to change the preceding data if they
wished to alter the final scores before them (for simplicity in the interview, no sensitivity
analysis was performed ). In such cases, the participan t was guided back through the spreadshe et
to the scorings and weighting s (and, if necessary , to the criteria themselves), to make changes to
bring about the desired result.
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and graphically displayed together as shown in Figure 9.5.

9. 7.6

Diversity of options

Finally, unlike Stirling & Mayer, who combined consultation and mathematical devices to
generate a prediction of preferred mixes of options from the preceding steps, this study uses a
directly consultative approach to the issue of diversity. Interviewees were asked directly to
assign "resources" amongst the options from a nominal "budget" of 100%, (i.e., "Imagine you
had control of the total budget for the response to foxes ... "). As the pa1iicipant made their
allocations, a remaining balance was constantly displayed to avoid over-allocation, and a piechart displayed the budget already assigned (Figure 9. 7). For consistency with scoring, and to
handle uncertainties or pluralities in their thinking, participants were presented with the option
of entering two sets of allocations based on a dichotomy of their choice. For instance, on the
first set of allocations, a participant might consider a worst-case scenario or a short-term
strategy, whereas on the second set of allocations, they might consider the best-case scenario or
longer-term responses. Many were content with entering only one set of allocations.
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Figure 9. 7 - Screen capture of a participant's entry in the Diversity phase of the MCM
process. In this case , the participant assigned a percentage "budget" unde r only one set of
conditions : early in the fox control response . (The entries in the second wh ite column
("Pro porti on-") are an automatic default distribution - before the participant enters their data,
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9.7.7

Selecting and dealing with the participants

104

MCM does not attempt to achieve a samp le size that is statis tically representative of a
community . Instead, it aims to interview opini on-makers or archetypal representatives of
different sectors of debate. This is consistent with its aim to be heuristic rather than definitive.

In this study, selec tion of participant s was made by consultation with locals both by telephone
and in person in a snowballin g techniqu e. Typically, a contactee would recommend someone
who "wou ld be worth talking to", and often identify groups and/or persons opposed to their
views. Cont actees were often participants themselves. By this method, major groupings and
divisi ons of opini on were deduced in each comm unity, and effort was made to include the
op inion-makers and leaders of these groups.

104

All dealings with participants and potential participants was in accordance with protocols (as
described her e) that were firs t appro ved by the Austr alian National Univ ersity 's Hum an
Res earch Ethic s Comm ittee.
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Each MCM interview was supplemented by notes of key statements and queries raised by the
pa1iicipant. An information sheet was sent to each paiiicipant prior to the interview, outlining
the technique, the research purpose (i.e. for a PhD, not as a formal adjunct to policy
formulation), and basic information on the two speculative immunocontraceptive options (refer
Box 9 .1 ). Within the interview, information supplied to each interviewee on the options before
them was essentially the same, with adjustments made for the technical proficiency of the
interviewee.

9.8 Analysis
Analysis of the final data is mainly graphical and descriptive, mindful of the case made by the
technique's inventors that complex arithmetic and statistical treatments are not appropriate
given the nature of the data and the heuristic aims of the method.

9.8.1

Categorising the criteria

With a total of 24 different participants providing up to 12 criteria each (i.e. up to 288 different
criteria) - all given a considerable degree of latitude in framing their responses - discussing the
similarities and subtle differences between them emerged as a challenge. For instance, where
one paiiicipant might list "safety for non-targets" as a single criterion of specificity, another
might split their concern into "safety for humans", "safety for non-target wildlife" and "safety
for domestic animals", with varying permutations of this theme of specificity across the dataset.
To handle this, sets of criteria from each paiiicipant (up to twelve each) were categorised for
tractability, separately for each case study. Where more than one criterion for a respondent fell
under the same category, their numerical weights were summed to give an aggregate value.
Stirling & Mayer (1999) used broad headings in their work ("economic", "social", etc.), and
provided sub-sections to these categories as a means of introducing further nuance. The
inventors recognise that such a treatment may lead to an oversimplification of the data (Stirling
& Mayer 2001). To avoid this, to remain consistent with this thesis' motivation to avoid
external conceptual frameworks inappropriately imposed, and yet balancing feasibility, I used a
single level of more definitive aggregations rather than the nested, 2-layered original approach.
The basis for the categories was similarities or themes internally emergent from the criteria
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themselves. Because each community is sensitised to different concerns, the categories for the
Tasmanian and West Australian data are similar but not identical. This confounds comparison to
some extent, but is more faithful to the original data.

9.8.2

Performance Scores

Due to serious misgivings about the quality of this data (discussed below), I will not present
these outputs of the MCM process.

9.8.3

Fitting people into numbers

Finally, and crucially important, are the comments and statements recorded from the
participants during the interview, which sometimes holds key information not otherwise
captured.
MCM yields a rich vein of information about the people and issues it is brought to bear upon,
and yet represents this material in an extremely aggregated form. It has produced useful profiles
of interests and values in the two case studies. However, there are some limits and caveats to the
analysis that can be applied from the graphical and categorical output of the process. Some may
be able to be overcome by refinements in other applications of the technique, others may be
irreducible. Nonetheless, they are cause for reservations about the validity of some of the data
here. As a result of these factors, the next section will describe a limited set of findings
pertaining to the substance of the project, but also encompass a discussion of the
methodological issues that arose in this application of MCM.

9.9 Results
9.9.1

Participants - Tasmania

The 14 participants in this case study are detailed in Box 9.2. They are highly divergent in
background, occupation and outlook on the issue of foxes. They do not comprise a
comprehensive representation of the poles of society in the Tasmanian fox question, but they are
indicative of the multiplicity of opinion throughout the community. Importantly, all believe they
have some stake in either the foxes' eradication from Tasmania, or in the activities undertaken
to control them. No participant represented themselves as those who might benefit from the
foxes' introduction or establishment.
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9.9.2

Participants - Western Australia

The 11 participants in this case study are detailed in Box 9.3. It should be noted that drought
conditions and harvest time confounded some attempts to interview people. Nonetheless there is
a very different spread of identities amongst this study group. The smaller size is particularly
interesting in that it reflects the lack of clearly identifiable opposition groups to the either the
concept or current methods of 1080-based fox baiting. Wes tern Australia is a very different
place than Tasmania, as outlined in the introduction. There is a high degree of alignment within
the community surrounding fox control, and perhaps even within the broader context of
conservation (although less so). However, as in the Tasmanian study, they do not comprise a
'complete' representation of the poles of society. Similarly, they all believe they have some
stake in either the foxes' control, or in the activities undertaken to control them. Only one, the
commercial vertebrate pest controller, acknowledged that the eradication of a pest like a fox (a
hypothetical case) might be counter to their interests. It is worth noting that the (self described)
"dissident" member of CALM was also associated with the immunocontraception project.
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Box 9.2 - Participants from Tasmania. Organisat ions listed in bold indicate the
participant has participated as a representa tive of the organisation. Where not
listed in bold, the organisation is provided as backgroun d information
Tasmania
1
2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13
14

Shooter - President Tasmania n Field and Game Assoc.
Game Management Plan Co-ordinator - Dept. Primary
Industries, Water and Environme nt (Tasmania n Governme nt)
Farmer - conventional agricultural practises
Farmer - conventional agricultural practises
Farmer - conservation-oriented
Organic farmer - Biological Farmers Associatio n - Tasmania n
President
Organic farmer - Tasmania n Organic Dynamic Producers President
Conservation Volunteers Australia Regional Manager - a
'green' NGO
'Green' NGO staffer - politically active NGO, its name withheld
on request
Fox Free Task Force - Manager
Fox Free Task Force - Scientific Advisor
Wildlife Scientist - independe nt
Wildlife Pathologist - independe nt
Royal Society for the Prevention Cruelty to Animals,
Tasmanian President

Box 9.3 - Participants from Western Australia. Organisat ions
listed in bold indicate the participant has participated as a
representative of the organisation. Where not listed in bold, the
organisation is provided as background information
(CALM = Departme nt of Conservation and Land Managem ent)

Western Australia
1

2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

Commercial Vertebrate Pest Controller
Farmer - (adjacent to baited area, lost a dog to 1080 poison)
Vineyard Manager - using fowl for insect control
Kenyana Wildlife Sanctuary - Chair
native animal breeding and reintroduction program (NGO)
Malleefowl Preservation Group - grassroots conservat ion NGO
Gondwana Link Manager - conservation NGO
Western Shield; Operations Manager, CALM
"Dissident" Research scientist CALM
Wildlife Scientist CALM
Policy team member CALM
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Box 9.4 - Criteria categorie s. Criteria used by participants

individually were grouped under these categories to facilitate
analysis and reporting (see section 9.8.1 ).
Tasmania

Western Australia

1 Effectiveness

1 Effectiveness

2 Operational Tractability
2 Operational Tractability
relating to the feasibility and logistics of using an option
3 Cost
3 Resource Use
includes broader considerations of workhours
(eg. volunteers) , ingenuity etc as well as costs
4 Domestic/ Agricultural
4 Non-target Safety
safety and benefit to domestic and
safety of organisms other than a fox
agricultural entities
5 Wildlife
5 Conservation Benefit
safety and benefit to native fauna
benefits to native fauna and ecosystems more
broadly
6 Humane
6 Humane
7 Community Consent
7 Community Support
focus on consent, but includes support and
focus on support, but includes approval and
political backinQ
political backinQ
8 Control
8 Control
includes licensing , and access issues of personnel as well as control over materials , especially
post release
9 Gnostic
Gnostic
9
pertains to knowledge : how much we know, how well we can predict, how much we can learn
10 Long Term Considerations
10 Long Term Considerations
typically beyond the acute phase of the fox
includes performance over many social political
incursion, including natural and human
and natural cycles
influences
11 Other
11 Other
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Figure 9.8 - Aggregat ed weights of
criteria categorie s, Tasmania - for each

Figure 9.9 - Aggregat ed weights of
criteria categorie s, Western Australia

participant (numbered as per Box 9.2) , the
weights of all criteria that fell under a
"criteria category" (Box 9.4, above) were
summed for the "aggregated weights", and
are plotted here . The size and intensity of
the dot is proportional to the quantity of the
aggregate d we ight.

- for each participant (numbered as per
Box 9.2) , the weights of all criteria that
fell under a "criteria category" (Box 9.4,
above) were summed for the "aggregated
weights", and are plotted here . The size
and intensity of the dot is proportional to
the quantity of the aggregated weight.
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9.9.3

Criteria - Tasmania

The criteria put forward by the participants were grouped as shown in Box 9 .4. Plotting the
distribution of weights across the criteria categories and interviewees (Figure 9.8.) immediately
reveals two broadly and fairly strongly held criteria across the group, namely effectiveness and
control. Of the 14 participants, 13 and 12 participants respectively had at least one criterion that
fit this category. Whatever option is employed, it is important that it works, and that there is
good control over it. This issue of control was realised most commonly in considerations of a
GM virus, but also in the use of and access to poisons, and in the regulation of shooting (eg.
what level of proficiency would the shooters have to guarantee a humane kill?). Humaneness
was a frequently cited concern, but was most strongly rated as imp01iant by the animal welfare
participant (RSPCA), and less so by the conservation farmer. For all others, humaneness
seemed to be a relatively lower priority criterion than others. Concerns regarding the safety and
benefit for wildlife were similarly widespread (10 respondents), but the weighting was more
homogenous than for humaneness. Interestingly, the two conventional farmers used criteria that
did not include any criterion for humaneness or wildlife, instead placing a high level of
importance on the operational feasibility of any option brought to bear. This emphasis may stem
from a culture of Tasmanian farmers being uncomfortable with the presence of other people on
their lands and the generally poor relationship between the farmers and DPIWE. Many
comments in the interviews indicated that these individuals envisaged a fox control measure that
was executable by themselves, partly by preference and partly by mistrust of the government
agency to perform the task to requisite standard. Whatever option was employed needed to be
easily undertaken and not represent too great an imposition on their operations. Given the
embeddedness of farmers in the fox control problem, this is a significant finding - fox control
will not be achieved if access to farmers' lands is denied.
Notions of cost (including cost effectiveness) formed a reasonably common criterion for the
study group (9 respondents), but was not heavily weighted. This is interesting when one
considers the two speculative irnmunocontraception options that were currently undergoing
research and development. Such work is not cheap, and a few members of the research
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c01mnunity occasionally query the relative benefit of such "blue sky" expenditure in the face of
the use of techniques already available. Issues of cost seem to be a background concern for the
majority of the Tasmania n respondents however, and may either represent a focus on the
immediate cost to the individual/agency's budget upon application of an option, or as stated by
some, being "worth it" for the perceived benefit of eradicating the fox in Tasmania.
Criteria regarding community consent (including ideas of communit y and political support)
were nominated by 8 of the participants with an interesting pattern. The shooting association
representative weighted this most strongly amongst all other criteria. His deliberations during
the interview, and indeed his conduct during my time of observation in Tasmania, reflects the
keenness of his association to be involved in responding to the fox issue. The justificati on for
this most often quoted is primarily that as shooters, interacting and harvesting from the land,
these people have a vested interest in the health of the landscape, and they actively have
something to offer. Similar sentiments were put forth by the game management participant. One
might also speculate that the federal gun control laws, which might be read to have been
implemented with very little concession to the needs of this sector of society, have sensitised
this group to issues of consent and consultation. If this is indeed the case, this is an interesting
case of social learning. The response of the two conventional farmers also are worth examining
in this regard, as this was one of only 3 or 5 categories through which their criteria were
distributed. In both cases, comments by the farmers again resonated about the theme of control
over their lands. Whatever measure was implemented, these farmers were keen to ensure that
they and their peers had input to and approval of the option and its deployment. The
independent wildlife scientists indicated their concern over communit y consent was rooted in an
appreciation of the need for such in a democratic society, and in acknowledgment that
c01mnunity opposition (and hence political opposition) might sink a technically 'perfect'
approach. Similar concerns were expressed by the manager of the Fox Free Task Force on this
criterion.
Finally, of particular note is the emphasis placed by the organic farming representatives on
domestic or agricultural concerns. This stems partly from an ideological basis and partly from
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an operational position. The distribution of poison (ie, a "chemical") on or near their property
would jeopardise their accreditation as organic producers. So too would the use of a genetically
modified option. Since organic produce can command a premium in the marketplace, the loss of
such certification would impose great financial burden on their enterprises. These people are not
only unconvinced of the usefulness and appropriateness of toxins or GM options, but have much
to lose if such measures were deployed in their areas.
9.9.4

Criteria - Western Australia

The criteria categories here are similar but not identical to those in Tasmania (Box 9.4). This
could stem from two possible sources of difference:
1. the criteria felt by the community in Wes tern Australia is indeed different, and/ or;
2.

the different composition of this study group gives voice to different sectors of concern.

Likely it is a mixture, and there is definitely considerable interplay between the two. Separating
their influences is not a trivial exercise, and whilst the question is an interesting one, there is not
enough data here to validly attempt an answer.

It is interesting to note that in the state that has the luxury of a near-perfect "magic bullet"
situation with 1080, safety to non-target animals (including humans) tops the list in total
assigned weight, and the number of criteria thus categorised (Figure 9.9). Along with long-term
considerations, 9 of the 10 interviewees had at least one criterion in this category. Possibly this
reflects the prominence of 1080's specificity in this region- any new option must compare
favourably with the existing method, pa1iicularly with reference to a GM virus. A recent review
of licensing for the use of 1080, regulated by the Health Depaiiment, may have sensitised
respondents to the need for human safety. Unlike Tasmania, where concerns for wildlife or
domestic/ agricultural animals' safety were categorised distinctly from each other but where
safety was conflated with benefits, the criteria from Wes tern Australia suggested that safety and
conservation benefit were two distinct themes in themselves here (agricultural benefit was not
recognised).
The Western Shield baiting program has been operating since 1996, and similar but smaller
operations had been running before that. With this (albeit short) history, it is very interesting to
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note that long term considerat ions form the second most weighted (summed) , frequent and
widely distributed criteria category. There have been several election and budget cycles across
the baiting period, and baiting is an on-going commitme nt. This category of criteria seems to
represent an appreciati on of the sustained effort that such a program requires, how vulnerable
resources can be across such a time scale, and that benefits are realised only with time. Again,
this is a fascinatin g hint of societal-le vel learning.
The prominen ce of effectiven ess is perhaps unsurprisi ng in this context. What is more
noteworth y is the spread and degree of importanc e placed on resource use and operationa l
tractability. Western Shield covers a very large area, and effort is distributed across thousands of
(linear) kilometres , so the logistics of any option are important to this communit y. Issues of
communit y support were highlighte d amongst the institution al (governm ent and NGO)
pa1iicipants and the commerci al vertebrate pest controller. For the NGOs, this reflects the need
for support for their efforts. For the others, whilst support is important, lack of opposition is
important to ensure freedom of operation. What is particular ly striking about this data is the
sparsity of criteria pe1iaining to conservati on benefit. This confirms a phenomen on observed in
the Tasmania n data, and will be discussed below. Due to emerging doubts about the
performan ce scores (see below), this is the final stage of analysis available for the West
Australian data.

9.9.5

Performance Options - Tasman ia

In many cases, the best performin g option was one suggested by the participan ts, not one of the
six standard ones. They were numerous , indicating that the debate within the communit y was
still very fluid. It was interesting to note that one idea that had been picked up on pa1iicularly by
the media was also well represente d amongst paiiicipan ts. Whether the technique , known by the
term "red hot mamma"

105

,

was driven by the media profile or the media profile was reflective of

its prevalenc e in the communit y is not known, although there are certainly reasons why it rnight
be favoured by the responden ts given their criteria.

105

A " red hot mamma" was the popular term for placing a vixen on heat (perhaps induced by
steroids) in an enclosure to lure the foxes into an area in which they could be intensivel y
pursued, rather than distribute efforts to control them across a wide landscape.
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Figure 9.10 - Performance data for Tasmania. Size and intensity of dot proportional to score.

The Tasmanian govermnent's then-current strategy to control the foxes was to place 1080 baits
in fox "hotspots", presented in such a way as to minimise bait-take by non-target animals. Based
on the numerical responses of the participants, this option did not perform badly (Figure 9 .1 0A,
B). Aerial baiting was less favoured. Five participants thought that the option of taking no
action was beyond reasonable bounds (although that stance had been favoured by some in the
community), and excluded it from their deliberations. The remainder generally rated it poorly.
An exception here is the animal welfare respondent, who recognised a great deal of uncertainty
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in this option (there have been sporadic, small scale and unsuccess ful introducti ons in the past),
hence correspon dingly displayed large numerical uncertaint y (Figure 9. lOC). This participan t
uniformly rated both 1080-base d options poorly with a high degree of confidenc e, shooting also
not performin g well (but with greater uncertaint y). Interesting ly, the two options that performed
best for this individual were the immunoco ntraceptiv e proposals.
The responden t from Conservat ion Volunteer s Australia consistent ly displayed a large degree of
uncertaint y, with no convincin gly favoured option. One organic farmer was adamant that
nothing except shooting was acceptable , with a high degree of certainty. This individua l's
preferred option was non-stand ard: begin an intensive period of monitorin g before any control
action was begun. It is tempting to discard such extreme views or responses , but they are extant
in the communit y, and thus should be represente d. This responden t is head of a peak organic
industry body, hence might be expected to be a significan t and persuasive voice in the
communit y.
The two speculativ e options (a GM sterility bait, and a GM sterility virus) did not attract the
large range of "high" and "low" scores one might expect - these are new concepts to most of the
recipients , without proof of concept. For these options, if one considers the uncertaint y scores
across each participan t's data, the greatest expression of uncertaint y on this proportion al basis is
found in the science advisor to the Fox Free Task Force, the independe nt wildlife scientist and
the ( other) organic farmer. Focusing on the notion of uncertaint y, expressed as a difference
between a " high" and "low" score, is a fruitful line of inquiry, and is discussed below.
Apart from some glaring exceptions , overall patterns in the performan ce scoring of the standard
six options are mostly subtle, and thus hard to interpret. This subtly is particular ly dangerous for
an interview technique that gives numerical outputs without statistical safeguard s on precision
and accuracy. However, if we assume for a moment that the data is a faithful representa tion of
the participan ts ' feelings , a priori explanatio ns might be that the communit y:
A. is ambi valent about the performan ce of all the options
B. has other ideas that rate far higher than the standard six options, or
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C. is relatively permissive of all suggestions.
Whilst the alternative options have not been analysed in the same detail as the standard six, it
would appear that Bis not the case. As for notions of ambivalence (A) or permissivity (C), I am
confident that neither are the case - the issue was contentious, unsettled and ripe with strong
opinion. In a little more than half the interviews, the participants were satisfied with the ordinal
rankings of the options (i.e. which option emerged as first, which second, and so on).
With one exception however, all participants in both studies (Tasmania and Western Australia,
i.e. 23 participants in total) expressed some degree of surprise and disagreement with the
relative levels of performance displayed on the screen before them (the gap between one
option's score and another's). Of these, only three consented to going back through the data to
make adjustments. Whilst this exercise perhaps helped in degree, the response appeared to be
more a polite concession to what was displayed (and to the researcher), and was unconvincing. I
consider this section of the data to be of unreliable quality. Clearly, there is something awry in
the MCM process.

9.10 Questions about the MCM process
This section identifies areas of concern about the technique based on observations over two
separate applications. Stirling & Mayer undertake a critical review of their own work in this
fashion in the original report (1999) and develop this in later work (2001 ). This section tries to
identify points other than these, or specific to the current project. They are offered in an openended fashion, with the aim of sparking productive critical inspection of both the observations
and the method by the reader. It is hoped that raising these points either leads to ways of
improving the process or helps to define the limits and appropriateness of this new tool.

9.10.1 Influence ofresearcher

9.10.1.1 Information
The researcher may exert bias onto the responses and thoughts of the participants in several
ways, most obviously in the provision of information regarding the options before them. As the
technique's inventors note, interviewees' ignorance and uncertainty play a key role in the
generation of the data (Stirling & Mayer 1999; 2001 ), and requests for clarification call up a
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difficult question: if the motive is to capture the "native" opinion of the participant, and that

opinion may be based on ignorance or misconception, how far should one go in clarifying or
providing information? This is especially pertinent in the case of the GM options. Can an
interview go ahead when the speculative options are so novel as to be beyond the field of
reference of the participant?

9.10.1.2 Criteria identification and value sensitivity
Problems may occur in the definition of criteria. Many participants do not understand what is
meant by "criteria" or cannot automatically identify those that are important to them. As
described, guided discussion is the only way forward, the researcher leading the participant
through the reasoning behind initial preferences. Although I attempted to be rigorous in
capturing the values invoked in this discussion, it is: a) inescapably a dialogue, and; b) any
researcher is (after a few interviews and with human prejudice) sensitised to certain key themes.
Analysing for both self and non-self in the dialogue in real time is impracticable.

9.10.1.3 Categories
Thirdly, there is the representation of the multiplicity of criteria in the subsequent analysis (see
Section 9.8.1). Unlike Stirling & Mayer, this study had no final group session that the inventors
employed to (amongst other motives) provide some measure of "crude validation" of the format
of the results to be released in their report. In this study, the participants' assent to the categories
of criteria was not available. Most participants indicated they were busy prior to the interview,
and instinct suggests subsequent impositions for follow-up interviews would not be possible.
9.10.2 Framing criteria
Participants do not enter the process with full awareness of their own position. Despite the
guided discussions at the criteria stage, at some point the researcher must allow some ( obvious)
criteria to be left unsaid. The two conventional farmers did not express criteria that could be
classified as "domestic/agricultural" (organic farmers did), but that does not reflect a lack of
concern. One glaring example is the Fox Free Task Force scientific advisor. Although clearly
focused on the conservation of wildlife, none of his criteria could be assigned to the "wildlife"
category. This raises the possibility that these basic, fundamental values, that arguably would
form criteria in themselves, are invisible to MCM. In other words, a criterion that is deeply
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apparent and embedded would not be even mentioned in the MCM interview. Would this be
different in a group-based process, where participants might feel forced to clarify their deeper
values in an effort to make their identity distinct? Would this be different in a one-on-one
interview if the topic was one of higher profile and extended (relatively mature?) debate such as
in GM foods in Europe?
9.10.3 Subjective Numeracy

Different people might be expected to assign values to numbers in different ways. For instance,
while most respondents used integers to express their scores, the wildlife pathologist
demonstrated a remarkable precision in his scoring, in some instances differentiating "high" and
th5

"low" scores by 1O of a point. Should the researcher intervene? Similarly, how can one tell if a
6 in one person's mind is a 4 in another's? Or does one person genuinely have higher
expectations of performance than another? This study did not normalise performance scores (a
luxury afforded by a uniform 0-10 based scale), instead attempting to capture that difference.
Was that appropriate?
9.10.4 Uncertainty

9.10.4.1 Default response
The plot of uncertainties (here, simply as "high" minus "low") reveals a suspicious consistency
in uncertainties expressed by each participant. This implies that interviewees fall back to a
'default response' when asked for a range of scores. This is backed up by observations during
the interviews. There are limits on how many times a person can be prompted to use a number
scale in the intended fashion. Uncertainties expressed may thus actually be expressions of
politeness to the researcher!

9.10.4.2 Collapse of uncertainty
During several interviews, I encountered situations where, faced with deep uncertainty about a
particular score, a participant expressed exasperation and collapsed back to a single digit for
both "high" and "low". This will appear as absolute certainty but is completely the opposite.
Again, there are limits to how many times a respondent can be prompted to use the number
scale.
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9.10.4.3 Aggregation of ignorance and variability
Because this study relied solely on subjective responses from pa1iicipants on the performance of
an option, there remains an unwieldy conflation of two types of uncertainty: that borne of
acknowledged ignorance ("I really don't know ... "), and; that stemming from known variability
of performance. These are importantly distinct, but remain entangled.

9.10.5 Questions of time
Consideration of a situation over time represented a peculiar challenge. It is not clear how to
deal with long-term strategies options and performances, short of fixing a period of concern for
this exercise. What might perform quite poorly now might be expected to do better at a later
stage, or show more or less variability as time goes by. Closely related are "if, then" statements,
such as "ifthere is scientific evidence of a fox, then ... ". If there was acknowledged uncertainty
about the current state of affairs, the respondent often had real difficulties in arriving at uniform
criteria for all possible cases, or in supplying meaningful scores ( eg 'if situation "x", it could
rate 10 to 7, but if situation "y" it could be 2 to 0 '). This echoes issues surrounding "context"
raised in Stirling & Mayer (2001).

9.10.6 Failure to predict preferences
By far the most significant question remains: why did the MCM process evoke such equivocal
responses in its prediction of final performance scores? One possible explanation is that the
issues raised above are responsible. Another is that the rational process of combining data in a
multicriteria format is not the process by which humans aggregate multifaceted performances
(i.e. make choices) in real life. Given the paucity of this part of the data and the limitations of
time (in the interviews and in the project's timeframe), I did not perform a sensitivity analysis
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- perhaps there are answers there. Lastly, it could be that in both Tasmania and Western
Australia, the debate is not at the right stage for members of the community to have rationally,
logically and consistently arrived at a sense of preferences. This issue may be too formative to
have generated visions, convictions and opinions in Tasmania, and too old in Western Australia
to be given much introspection.
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A sensitivity analysis here would be a systematic variation of the weightings assigned to each
criteria, and/or the scores of the criteria themselves , in an effort to find which element of this
part of the data has the greater influence on the final performances.
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9.11 Conclusions and context
Consideri ng these reservations, the most valuable product of this MCM applicatio n has been the
criteria. These are the most insightful elements in looking within and between the communit ies
because they speak of that which matters most, and that which goes unsaid. Perhaps in common
with many tools, there is the danger of MCM being used inappropr iately or inconsider ately, and
clearly there is error within its output. It is still not possible to state, say, how a GM fox-control
product might be received in either community, but it does outline some of the ways in which
some members of each communit y might arrive at a particular stance.
The MCM methodolo gy is certainly worthy of more analysis and trial. Although it was
demonstra ted to have flaws in this particular case, others have had more success (A. Stirling,
pers. comm.). Stirling and co-workers have developed dedicated software for the MCM
interviews, with several advantages over the spreadshe et format I created for this project
(including some intuitive graphics that may assist users visualise the numerical scores they
assign to performan ces and weightings). One notable elaboratio n was the Deliberati ve Mapping
workshop s run by the Policy Studies Institute (Eames 2003). This project brought citizens
together in a series of meetings in which they were able to interrogate experts relevant to
xenotrans plantation
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and alternatives to the shortage of donor kidneys in the UK. Although

this is not a methodolo gical thesis, (an analysis and compariso n of the two approache s will not
be undertaken), it is worth speculating that a group setting could have some advantages. It could
standardise the way participants handle numerical scoring, numerical expressions of uncertaint y,
and encourage a level of reflexivity that might make their criteria more comprehensive.
The finding of greatest importanc e from my MCM investigat ion was the diversity of awareness,
understandings and values distributed heterogen eously throughout the communit y (including
experts) on the issue of immunocontraception. Indeed, apart from a small core of researcher s
involved in the work itself, these interviews suggest that almost no-one in the Australian
communit y was aware of the immunoco ntraceptio n project. Many were concerned at the
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"Xenotran splantatio n" is the transplantation of organs from a donor of one species to a
recipient of another. There is a lot of research that is looking at genetically modifying pigs
(whose organs are of compatibl e size to humans') to make the pig organs more acceptable to the
human recipient's immune system.
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prospect, a concern that might justifiably form the core of public opposition should any
immunocontraception (in a disseminating form, especially) should come before the Gene
Technology Regulator for field use. And yet, so much public money - and a significant amount
of scientists' time and effort - has already been spent on the venture. This is likely to be the
case in many other areas of LB. So what should we do? Are we doomed to conflict after the
technologies are formed and finalised?
This conu ndrum forms the heart of what is know n as the Collingridge dilemma (Collingridge
1980). Essentially , the time to 'steer ' a techn ology 's development to avoid negative impacts is
in the early stages, before the details of the technology has been finalised, or "stabilised". Of
course, it is only after the technology has beco me highly stable (e.g., about to be released as a
product, after large expense) that those outside of the small clique of technology developers
have a clear vision of what the technology looks like, how it will function, and the role it
occupy in society. Only then can the implications of the technology become apparent - its
effects, its beneficiaries and its 'impa ctees '. Unfortunately, at this point, the form of the
technology is very hard to modify. The next chapt er deals with exactly this problem in
Australian LB.
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10 Constructive Technology
Assessment in LB - an initial
excursion.
•

In 2004, I applied to the Commonwealth R&D funding agency Land and Water Australia
(L WA) for funds to address the shortcoming in Australian (and elsewhere) thinking on the
implications of biotechnology for the landscape. The project aimed to disseminate the concept
of LB as described in this thesis. It also aimed to open up an inclusive debate about where LB
should go - how should it be developed, what objectives should it aim to fulfil, and with what
constraints should it guide itself over time? The approach I sought to take was that of
Constructive Technology Assessment (Rip et al. 1995b), explained in more detail below. The
application attracted strong interest and support, making it to the final round of two separate
competitive funding schemes, before finally being funded from LWA's (now defunct) Futures
program. The project was challenging, and ran into serious but interesting problems with its
consultative aspects. This chapter describes the rationale for the project, and critically describes
and analyses the method used. The project was called New fields, new focus - Landscape
Biotechnology. Extensive reports from the project (much of which overlaps or shares text with

the material in this thesis) will be published in the near future by LWA (Gilna In press-b; a; c). I
distil key observations and insights as boxed "Findings" distributed throughout the text. I
include supplementary material in an appendix on the CD-ROM which was sent with this thesis.

10.1 Project rationale
In the previous chapter, we saw the general surprise that many of the community expressed
when confronted with the idea of an immunocontraceptive virus for fox control. I interviewed
across the community, from agriculturalists to environmental NGOs to members of the PAC
CRC. For many, that was the first time they had heard of the possibility of a genetically
modified virus for pest-fertility control and yet, this project had already been running for more
than a decade. Understandably, many interviewees raised questions about the technology, often
in great surprise that such a thing was possible. Despite the reservations described in the
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previ ous chapter, the MCM process successfully demonstrated that there was a diversity of
awareness, understandings and values distributed heterogeneously throughout the community
(including experts) on this issue. How ever it remained - and still remains - unclear by which
societal mechanisms they were to be identified, negotiated and incor porat ed into polic y and
mana geme nt strategies. If this is the situation with an Austr alian resea rch progr am targeting a
not-u nhea rd of problem, then we can expect something similar with other novel LBs.
Indeed, the fox-i mmu noco ntrac eptio n work of the PAC CRC is just one of a numb er of
examples wher e Austr alia has been quietly leading the LB field. In addit ion to the fox work
(fund ed by Envi ronm ent Australia), the PAC CRC was devel oping rabbi t and mous e
immu noco ntrac eptio n, had been contracted by Austr alian Woo l Innovations to develop an
Achilles Heel (Marks 2001) toxicant for canids, and was devel oping a male-only-producing
transgenic carp (Cyprinus ca,pi o) and mosquito fish (Gambuzia affinis) under contract from the
Mun-ay Darling Basin Com missi on (MDBC). The PAC CRC has reach ed the end of its funding
cycle, but the mous e immu noco ntrac eptio n work, canid toxin and daughterless carp programs
. conti nue unde r the auspices of different programs and institutions. Ther e have been efforts to
develop horm onal contr acept ion for various marsupials in the Mars upial CRC (Kay & Bradley
1998; Nave et al. 2000; Nave et al. 2002a). CSIR O has assessed novel bioco ntrol methods for
the cane toad, and the Quee nslan d government, (a State that has made a serious funding
comm itmen t to biote chno logy generally) is funding a broad -rang ing proje ct exploring
biote chno logic al approaches to the control of this aggressive invasive species (Beattie 2005).
CSIR O Entom ology has, in collaboration with CSIR O Marine, looke d at creating GM sterile
insects for chem ical-f ree insect control (Raphael et al. 2004). There may be other applications in
devel opme nt in Australia, but they are very difficult to unco ver, and may only be reported in
grey literature or internal documents. Much of my awareness of these developments comes from
time spent in these organisations, a relatively privileged position that I have now fallen out of.
Ther e seem few fora in which, firstly, the experts in biotechnology and lands cape management
can joint ly a1iiculate the problems and opportunities they face. The diverse nature of these
technologies comp ound s the problem, and the lack of a recognised categ ory for it (ie.,
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Land scape Biotechnology) is suggestive of ad hocery and a technology-push rather than needspull appro ach to the setting of the R&D and policy agenda. Such an idiosyncratic base-line does
not help more deliberative or representative conversations with the broad er community, of
whic h there seems to be few genu ine attempts in any case.
That is in part the probl em - quite radical technologies, often with heroic resea rch efforts behind
them, being developed to (or close to) a produ ct without wider consultation at earlier stages.
Consider that in 2004 the PAC CRC was preparing to apply for field-testing approval for the
Office of the Gene Tech nolog y Regu lator (OGT R) for their immunocontraceptive mouse virus
(D. Dall, pers.comm). That appli catio n was continually delayed until beyo nd the life of the
CRC, as more and more data was sought to present a watertight case to the Regulator. The CRC
was acutely aware of what was at stake. Wou ld the efforts of 13 years, over AUD $110 m
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and

several careers flounder on (perhaps well-founded) fears of trade sanctions, community unease
and other unforseen concerns? Migh t a brilliant idea tum out to be a bad one in the eyes of
Australian and international socie ty (Angulo & Cooke 2002)? Wou ld bette r integration of
constraints and concerns outside the purvi ew of ecology, molecular immu nolog y and a small
circle of research funding bodie s lead to resea rch with less quest ion marks over its social and
political viability? It is telling that although there were serious technical hurdles in the rabbit
and fox immunocontraceptive projects, researchers were optimistic they could be overcome
with further work - but prospects for further research funding has quietly evaporated.
The challenge before us in Australia (and elsewhere in the democratic world) is one of setting
an appropriate research agenda for LB. We lack a rigorous broad framework for analysing
biotechnological possibilities on the lands cape that:
1.

uses quality science;

2.

is relevant to polic y and decision making needs , and;

3.

is grounded in the ethical and strategically beneficial process of community
engagement.

108

Total resources over two rounds of CRC funding to financial year 2005-06. (C.Buller,
pers. comm.)
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This is a long-term mission. The steps involved will be iterative, contested and complex. Work
on the technolog y has already begun, so the first steps have already been taken by default, but
incomplet ely and with poor coordinati on between them. The work I proposed to L WA was to
provide a self-conta ined, original contributi on to these three requirements, and pave the way for
broader, continual and efficient engageme nt in the future.
This chapter describes and critiques the plans, process , and performan ce of two expert
workshop s designed to explore the applicatio n of biotechno logy to the landscape. These
workshops were undertake n in early 2005 as a componen t of my larger project, (hencefor th
referred to as "the project") funded by Land and Water Australia. The workshops were
conducted at my host institution, the Centre for Resource and Environm ental Studies, Australian
National University. A full report of the project is forthcomi ng from Land and Water Australia.

10.2 The plan
Biotechno logy, in its contempo rary form, has generated significant amounts of controver sy and
unrest in many societies. Medical applications such as stem cell cloning and therapy, and the
prospects of non-thera peutic 'enhancin g ' applications, have exposed new fault-lines of a contest
of values within society, and re-invigor ated old ones . Agricultu ral and food-com modity
biotechno logy has similarly generated deep and enduring conflict between various groups,
which has been reflected all the way up to the international diplomatic level (Levidow 1999;
2000). As a backdrop to all of these conflicts, are:
•

a very rapidly expanding technological capacity (Shendure et al. 2004);

•

large private commerci al interests;

•

governme nt decision-m aking guided by economic models of technology developm ent
(Soete 1995);

•

biotechno logical product delivery via market-ba sed mechanisms; and,

•

societal validation and modulatio n of biotech products assumed (to varying degrees) to
be provided by governme ntal regulatory oversight, and as articulated through market
signals.
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These features create tension in many parts of society for several reasons. Firstly, they
disenfranchise those with little trust in current institutions of research, governance and product
delivery (Pellizzoni 2001; Chopyak & Levesque 2002; Gilna & Dovers 2002). The considerable
infrastructure required to generate a biotechnological product means innovation occurs mostly
in large organisations, public and private, which typically have little in the way of direct
mechanisms of accountability to the public except through other governmental structures such
as regulation, (sometimes) the judiciary, and ministerial intervention. Massive public protest can
influence these decision-making structures by political pressure, but often do this by relatively
un-nuanced credos (eg., 'GM is bad'), and the action of non-governmental organisations, which
can be committed to a particular set of political aims that do not necessarily make a faithful
representation of the complexity of citizens' opinions. Secondly, an economic view of
technological progress creates a tendency to deliver biotechnological innovations that are
conceived as products to deliver to a market, not as innovations that can significantly restructure
a sector of society. Consideration of the deep socio-cultural structural changes facilitated and
stimulated by technological development is not handled well by traditional institutional
arrangements (Bimber 1996; Vig & Paschen 2000; Joss 2002; Cruz-Castro & Sanz-Menendez
2005), and biotechnology is no exception.
LB is a domain of biotech that might have particular problems if handled within the current
structure. The current innovation system that attends to biotechnology may be insufficient for
LB on several grounds:
1.

Landscapes may provide services and support values that are not commoditised or
traded, and hence do not have attendant markets to inspire the development of a
biotech product.

2.

Property rights:
a.

Landscapes may be owned by many actors, either geographically adjacent or
divided by sector or benefit (eg. a farmer may own the land, but not own rights
to mineral wealth, native biota, all water resources, or transient pest species).
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b.

Further, landscapes generating a particular benefit may not be under the
mana geme nt of those who recei ve the benefits - water catchment systems with
conflict betw een up- and down strea m groups is an iconic example of this.

3.

LB innovations that address these landscapes may not have a clearly defined
customer-base, and so exper ience mark et failure.

4.

Institutional structures that deal with prope rty rights conflict and distributed
benefits are already in place in many landscapes. However, the rights,
responsibilities and expectations of the syste m these institutions are designed to
hand le are in part based on existing, relatively stable technologies (fences, dams,
channels, etc). The radical powe r that LB may provi de actors with has the potential
to threa ten these operating assumptions. As such, it will be in these institutions'
interest to consider, review, modu late and in some cases oppose various
applications of LB. Give n that many of these landscape-institutions have consensusgenerating structures (like stake holde r steering committees, etc) with varying levels
of formal powe r, LB innov ation will have to grapple with a discursive regulatory
element quite unlik e most other domains of biotechnology.

In short, technologies that span geographies automatically invoke a greater set of actors and thus
different dynamics than existing biotechnology-institutions have so far had to grapple with. This
pragm atica lly suggests that, for LB, we need to consi der something quite different than the
current progr am for biotech development. Even outside of this fact, there are strong moral,
ethical and political incentives for revie wing current innovation systems. These incentives are
articulated by thinkers like Habe rmas (1996), Beck (1992), Func towic z and Rave tz (1993), and
many others, who all (as a crude summ ary) suggest that paternalistic opaque governance
structures and economic rationalism are insufficient to handle the risks, uncertainties, deep
socio -cultural change, and democratic needs that exist in a globalised, interconnected,
ecologically-pr essur ed and technologically charg ed world.
Land scape Biote chno logy is in its very early stages of development. This is an opportunity. The
plan for this project was to ask scientists, technologists , policy-makers and lay-citizens to
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consider the prospects for biotechno logy on the Australian landscape. These considerations
would then be reported to various audiences, with the aim of laying foundation al concepts and
directions for LB.' s development, gaining advance intelligence on areas of likely controversy,
and establishing an influential ( or "shaping" ) dialogue between groups that are usually separated
from the technolog y development process. As such, this project falls under the heading of
Construct ive Technolog y Assessme nt (CT A), as developed first by the Nether lands
Organisat ion for Technolog y Assessme nt in 1986, and further developed by scholars such as
Johan Schot (2001), Arie Rip and TJ Misa (Rip et al. 1995b). Briefly, CTA believes that the
different actors (particularly the sponsors and techno-scientists) in contempo rary technology
productio n systems provide continual influences on the final form of the technolog y at various
stages that reflect their different agendas and world-views, but that this is poorly acknowled ged
or exploited, and exclusive of end users and "impactee s". CT A's approach therefore is to put a
negotiatio n of the emerging technolog y centre-stage, making systematic efforts to incorporate
developers, sponsors, users and impactees at every stage of the developm ent, from inception of
the concept to final product delivery.
In this project however, due to limitations on time and resources, and inevitable but
unpredicta ble complications, there was limited time to delve deeply into the literature. This
point is not trivial. Extracting relevant methodologies from literature that is attempting to define
and defend an emerging theory, describes case studies in very different institutional contexts
(which are particularly relevant in CTA) and cultures, has varying levels of quality, and little
longer-ter m monitorin g of the success of such an approach, is a big task. It is exacerbated by the
relevance of other fields like Futures and Foresight, Technolog y Foresight, Technolog y
Assessme nt - all fields that are proliferating, in some senses competing, struggling to define
themselves, and becoming something of a growth-in dustry for consultancies that may (in some
cases) identify with the rhetoric but fall through on the substance of their work. A handbook of
establishe d method does not yet exist for CT A.
As a result, this project used preliminar y reading, insights from reflection on the MCM work
(Chapter 9) and common sense to intuitively design a plan for the project. However, a key goal
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of the proje ct was to run a process that was brief and relati vely easy - a "shor t and sharp " CT A
meth od is more likely to be used (even by reluctant agencies) than a long, expensive and
arduo us one. A summ ary of the plan is given in Figur e 10.1. The proje ct's design consisted of 3
phases:
1.

An Explo rator y Phase, involving the delib eratio n of techn ologi cal and scientific experts
chall enged with the basic question: "Wha t is possi ble in Land scape Biotechnology?";

2.

An explicitly Norm ative Phase, invol ving representatives from various sectors of
polic y-ma king, comm unity and lay-citizens, envir onme ntal groups and representatives
from rural industries, chall enged with the question: "Whe re shoul d Land scape
Biote chno logy go?"; and,

3.

A synthesis and comm unica tions phase, wher e the resea rcher integrates the outputs of
the above, and prese nts the results to various audie nces inclu ding scientists and research
organisations, polic y-ma kers, the lay-c omm unity and interest groups.

(12 months)
Secto r of Societ y

Scientists and techno logists

Delibe ration s

The resear cher

Report

EXPLO RATO RY PHASE

Lay, pol icy, industry, etc.

Report

NORM ATIVE PHASE

Policy, Techn o-Sc ience
and Other
Comm un ities

Fina l Report

Figure 10.1 - A sche matic representation of the project plan. The project consists of three
majo r Phases: Exploratory, Normative and Communications (this last phase is represented by
the arrow from "Final Report" to "Policy, Techno-Science and Othe r Communities") . Importantly,
the researcher , not the participants in the deliberative phases, was to construct the documents
arising from the workshops. For more detail , see explanation in main text.

This chapt er describes the process and perfo rman ce of the first phase , the exploratory
delib eratio ns of the Tech nical Panels.
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10.3 The process and its performance
10.3.1 The panels

Two workshops were conducted in this Exploratory Phase, each with different panel, and a
slightly different process. Recruitment to the Technical Panels was by telephone invitation,
exploiting pre-existing contacts I held, and seeking recommendations of each person conducted
as to whom else to invite. Each participant was given a brief description of the project, the
subject matter (Landscape Biotechnology) and the purpose and content of the day (including the
time commitment). Originally, it had been envisaged that it would be very difficult to recruit
participants, and so only one Technical Panel was planned. This assumption held somewhat
when dealing with very senior people, but not to the degree expected. An unexpected number of
invitees agreed to participate, some very enthusiastically, so the decision was taken to run two
panels of around 6-8 members on two different days. The rationale was to keep the groups small
and manageable, allowing each participant enough space in the proceedings to voice their
opinions, and handle the logistics of schedule clashes. Several invitees had to be turned down,
because their field of expertise was already well-represented, or there were simply too many for
that particular day. It was clear that the topic, Landscape Biotechnology, was attractive to a
great many of the invitees, as was the opportunity to discuss it with their peers from other
scientific disciplines. There was also a significant, although not universal, interest in and
support for the discursive aims of the project itself.
Finding 1: Landscape Biotechnology is a topic that many in the scientific community find

deeply interesting, and they would like to discuss it.

Finding 2: The responses of many scientists and science bureaucrats suggest interest in and

support for a discursive approach to technology development.

The invitees were selected to represent two broad categories of scientific (essentially the natural
sciences) expertise. Since the earliest examples of LB are a fusion of knowledge about
biotechnology and knowledge about landscapes (eg. ecology), a simple bifurcation of expertise
was intuitively obvious. An effort was made to have equal numbers of landscape and
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biotechnology experts, as the process involved paired discussions. This bifurcation acted as an

ad hoc criterion for representativeness, as did the invitees' employing organisations. The
credibility and legitimacy of participatory processes is generally increased by including senior
figures (Johnston 2001; Salo 2001 ), so an attempt was made to go as high up the hierarchies as
possible, whether they be formal (including the President of the Australian Academy of Science
(who participated), and Research Program leaders in the CSIRO) or informal ( eg. well-respected
and long-established senior consultants). A complete listing of participants and their
organisations (as permitted by their consent) is given in Table 10.1. Not all intended members
were able to make it on the day. Note that gender balance was not pursued with great vigour,
paiily because its importance was not considered to be as high as other issues of
representativeness, and partly because there does seem to be a strong gender bias towards senior
male scientists - in fact, only two females participated in total. Racial or ethnic background
was not considered.
Upon expressing interest in taking paii, the invitee was sent an eight page document, consisting
of a description of the project, their task on the Technical Panel, the conditions and manner in
which the ideas from the workshop were to be used and reported (including a note that the basic
concept of Landscap e Biotechnology was pre-existing intellectual property), and a brief
treatment of the LB concept. Lastly, this document also included a copy of the consent form
they would have to sign to comply with requirements of the university 's Human Research
Ethics Committee, and contact information. Importantly, two different versions of this
document were prepared: one for landscape experts, and one for biotechnology experts. Each set
of expertise has its own sensitivities, keywords and concepts, and was being asked to contribute
slightly different things, so the Briefing Paper was tailored to this division. This conceptual
division of the experts - of landscape and of biotechnology - seemed justifiable by the process
and outcomes of the workshops, as well as the foundational Landscape Biotechnology concept.
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Table 10.1 - Membership of the Technical Panels. Material presented in this report is the
product of the author and should not be attributed to Panel members unless clearly stated.
a

Federal government department;
First Technical Panel
Name

b

Federal government research agency

Organisation

Warwick Jones
David Cunningham
Peter Kerr
Barry Pogson
Peter Janssen
Nadija Kobelke

Australian National University
University of Melbourne
Agriculture Forestry & Fisheries Australia

Second Technical Panel
Name

Organisation

Phil Price
David Jenkins
Jim Peacock
Andrew Young
John Oakeshott
Sue Mel ntyre
Geoff Barrett

Natural resource management consultant
Australian Hydatid Control
Australian Academy of Science (President)
CSIR O b Plant Industry
CSIRO b Entomology
CSIRO b Sustainable Ecosystems
CSIRO b Sustainable Ecosystems

Agriculture Forestry & Fisheries Australia
Bureau of Rural Sciences b
CSIRO b

a

a

10.4 The structure of the da y- conceptual and procedural
Because the participants were often senior figures in their organisations, and because everyone's
time is valuable, I made a commitment to a three-quarter-of-a-day process (but hence forth
refereed to as "the day"). This time limit was strictly adhered to, and it is doubtful that two or
three hours more during the one day would have greatly enhanced the workshop outputs. The
workshops were facilitated by myself, and assisted by two colleagues ("scribes") who had at
least general familiarity of some of the topics discussed. There is no control experiment to
which we can compare, but using staff that have some literacy in the science discussed is very
useful in clarifying, interpreting and accurately scribing points from the floor. However, while
both scribes and facilitator/researcher had previous experience in the roles they assumed for the
workshops, all clearly learned and improved during the process of the workshops. While the
role of the scribes was handled very competently, the role of facilitator is more complex and
demands a significant amount of skill and experience, particularly when faced with forceful
personalities among the paiiicipants, which is likely when dealing with individuals of seniority.
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While a scientifically-illiterate facilitator would not be optimal, greater skill in the craft of
facilitation, either by experience or training, would be an advantage.

Finding 3: Scientifically-literate facilitators and scribes are an advantage in discursive exercises
involving highly technical subjects. However, this needs to be balanced against the competence
of the facilitator and scribes in their assigned roles.

The two workshops were conducted with a day in between to allow time for rest (these can be
intense events for staff), preliminary analysis of the workshop, and modification to the process
of the day. Indeed, as a result of certain events during the first day, changes were made to
ensure the next day ran more smoothly.
The basic structure of the day was based around a simple line ofreasoning:
1.

there are problems on the landscape

2.

there may be biotechnological solutions to some of those problems.

There are caveats to this framing. The first is that a "problem" can be a very relative - it is a
construct that will depend on one's experience of the world, one's norms, constraints, resources
and ambitions. In many discursive approaches, the step of defining a "problem", of framing the
issue in a form that can be addressed by action, is a critical, protracted and closely scrutinised
step, sometimes even forming the guiding rationale for the whole process ( eg. Multicriteria
Mapping (Stirling & Mayer 1999; 2001). Nonetheless, expertise about the landscape - either
from ecology, agronomy, water management or whatever - entails not only a problematisation
from the expert's perspective, but also a knowledge of the problems experience ( or constructed)
by other users on the landscape. Similarly, solutions - technological or not - to problems are
complex, multi-layered assemblages of knowledge, fact, opinion, agenda and moral aims
(Winner 1989; Schwarz & Thompson 1990) that manifest a change on the system to satisfice
elements of the original problem. Solutions can, of course, cause problems elsewhere (Tenner
1996), and especially for those left outside of the problem-solution discourse.
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This touches on both the rationale for this project, and for constructive technology assessment
more generally, but also exposes a logical inconsistency in the design of the process. Scientific
experts clearly have their own norms and agendas, and will never be completely exploratory in
their deliberations. At the same time, there are limits imposed by resource constraints
(particularly time). Not all actors have to be together in a room at the same time for a more
representative and negotiated process of technology formation to occur (Schot 2001 ). In this
project, the tension between pragmatism and methodological rigour was balanced by separate
phases of 'Exploratory' and 'Normativ e' deliberation, albeit by different stakeholders, in which
exploration or the imposition of norms was the guiding principle, not a strict criterion of success
or failure.
Finding 4: Pragmatic constraints (limited budget, personnel, authority and time) may

necessitate departures from the final aims and ethics of CT A, but by careful construction of
different stages in which parts of these aims and ethics are pursued, the aggregate result is more
complete.

As vulnerable to criticism as this basic problematisation is, it led to workable stages of process
that were thought to be easily communicated to the workshop participants. The schedule for the
first day therefore, was:
1. Introduction - including a re-cap of the LB concept, the structure and purpose of the
project, and of the day. Largely a didactic session, it was designed to focus the day and
establish common ground as a launching pad to group and paired discussions.
2. Problems, needs and roles (PNRs) - an articulation of the problems that might be
envisaged to exist on the landscape by the panel, the needs that exist but may currently
be met by other (non-biotechnological) means, and the roles biotechnology might fill in
more novel systems of production (or otherwise) on a landscape. Landscape experts
were envisaged to play an important lead role in the paired and grouped discussions.
3.

Solutions - an articulation of the technological capacity offered by biotechnology
(either extant or feasibly imaginable), and a construction of modes of its application and
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deployment. Biotechno logy experts were expected to take a lead or influential role here.
Importantly, panel members were asked to consider possible applications of LB that
they might not agree with or think were wise, but might nonetheless be sponsored by
other landscape stakeholders. The aim was to arrive at short, relatively well defined
"pictures" of LB possibilities that were indicative and evocative, and could be used to
communic ate ideas to the Normativ e Phase of the project, and the public at large.
4.

Feedback and Review- on the solutions, the process, and an invitation to pursue
aspects of the day beyond the project.

There were many interesting outcomes from this workshop, but perhaps the most significant in a
procedura l and cognitive sense led to an adaption of the process mid-way through the day.
During the discussion of PNRs, it became clear that the participants were thinking on a large
scale. Issues raised included headline issues like salinity, climate change, water managem ent all indeed within the definition of PNRs, but problems with complex drivers, many of them
beyond regional or even national control, and frequently with little prima facie relevance to
biological phenomen a - the level at which biotechno logy might be best expected to intervene.
This had been anticipate d to some extent. As a way of sorting the most biologically relevant
PNRs from the others, the Panel was asked to score the final list of PNRs on two criteria: 1.
Importanc e, and 2. Biologica l Relevance. The simple allegory used to communicate the
difference was that a comet heading towards Earth that guaranteed its destruction was
important , but the nature of the problem might not be considered particularly biological in
origin. This could be contrasted with a virus that would kill many species on the planet quite
efficiently, which would be a problem that was both important and biologically relevant. The
scores themselves were not deemed important - the value of the exercise was in focussing the
thoughts of the panel members on the next stage of the day, the articulation of biotechnological
solutions. As such, this scoring device worked effectively.
10.4.1 Problems do not automatically lead to solutions

However, in moving through to the articulation of solutions it became clear that there were
difficulties in this transition. Firstly, many panel members wanted clarification on what exactly
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the task before them was. The response given was at first intentionally vague, in an attempt not
to constrain creative thinking and divergent lines of imagination. (It was possible that an
important PNR had been overlooked, only to be prompted by the discussion of biotechnology
applications). Panel members were asked to think of the PNRs that had been elicited earlier,
bearing in mind the importance and biological relevance of the issues, and imagine means of
using biotechnology to overcome or ameliorate them. This answer was moderately useful, and
more discussion ensued. However, during the reporting phase of this session, it became clear
that the number of clearly articulated technological solutions were very few. Whilst the panel
members were at lunch, a quick discussion was held amongst the staff. This brief analysis
suggested that there was a missing step in the articulation of technological solutions. Outputs
from the panel members seemed mostly concerned with refining the challenges associated with
the PNRs distilled earlier. This can be best illustrated with the following example on
biodiversity (Figure 10.2).
PNR: Biodiversity - unknown, unmeasurable, probably
declining

Task: Better ways of measuring biodiversity

Solution: diagnostic microarrays for characterisation of
biodiversity from tissue samples

Figure 10.2 - The importan ce of the intermediate step of defining a 'task' associated with a
particular problem, need or role (PNR) on the landscape before one arrives at a solution. To
jump from a PNR as stated as broadly as here, straight to a clear, tightly defined technological
Solution is a difficult intuitive leap. Articulating the Tasks contained within the PNR facilitates the
generation of solutions, and of communication about the issues within and beyond the
workshop.

In other words, if the PNR session had outlined the problems, the next step was to identify the
tasks these problems invoked. This insight was an important breakthrough. After lunch, instead
of a protracted session of review, this structural insight was explained to the panel members,
and they were asked to consider the ' tasks ' they had identified in the previous session, and to
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construct focussed, technologically plausible vignettes that might be fairly easily unde rstoo d by
a lay person. Their reactions indicated the insight had struck a chord, and in a relatively short
amount of time the group devel oped a set of technological examples (but, see later).
Find ing 5: (At least in a group process such as this), Arriving at putative techn ologi cal

solutions to probl ems is a 3 step process:
1. Articulation of large conte xtual problems;
2. Identification of key tasks required to overcome aspects of these problems, and;
3. Nom inatio n of plaus ible technological mechanisms to address these tasks.

This 3-step process was incor porat ed into the workings of the secon d workshop, and the
confu sion of the first day did not occur. (Note, the scoring of PNR s according to Impo rtanc e
and Biolo gical Relev ance was omitted, since its function woul d be met by the Task s step).

10.5 Significant issues in the workshops
10.5.1 lnterdisciplinarity
Durin g the cours e of the workshops, it becam e clear that some participants were less
comfortable in expre ssing ideas than others. Partly this may be due to the classic behav iours of
introverts and extroverts. But more deeply, there is the question of interdisciplinarity. All the
panel members excep t one, (a new graduate recruit to a government department), were senior
mem bers of their disciplines and organisations. Thes e positions are respected and carry
authority, legitimised main ly by the strength and depth of their expertise. To go beyo nd the
bounds of that expertise, and publi cly declare ignorance, might understandably be challenging.
Of course, many in the workshop handled that challenge quite well, and increasingly so as the
day wore on. This increase is important - it indicates the establishment of trust amon g the Panel
members.
Find ing 6: Envir onme nts that establish trust and collaboration within the group help

participants to go beyo nd the limits of their expertise, create shared knowledge, and begin to
dare to be creative.
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Adversarial processes (like debates) or a context of open conflict therefore seem likely to
diminish this interdisciplinary power. This has significant implications for work between
passionate representatives of highly divergent agendas, where conflict is either a precondition to
the process, or a likely outcome. Since conflict resolution techniques often work to suppress the
critical and reflexive aspects of these group processes (Jelsma 1995; Wynne 1995), features that
form the very heart of their value as learning and constructive devices, this is a significant
problem. Is collaborative construction of a technology - collaborative innovation - only then
possible amongst groups that are not in conflict, or have personal or facilitated devices to put
the conflicts aside?
Also, the disciplinary composition of the group clearly influences its outputs. One panel
strongly felt there were not enough divergent perspectives and knowledges represented (those
from academia and science especially) to adequately explore the concept of LB.
Finding 7: The outputs -and deliberation of the groups are highly dependent on the knowledge

or disciplines represented.

Increasing the diversity of expertise will increase the possibilities explored by introducing new
and overlooked ideas, but exists in irreducible tension with dissolving common frames of
reference, language and thus reducing overall productivity of the group. These may be
manageable by prudent design of process, but introduce new demands for resources, perhaps as
a trade off with the scope of the technological prospects considered.
10.5.2 The difficulty of speculation

Many (but not all) outputs of the Panels were obviously influenced by existing work programs
(either within their own work, institutions or within the literature). This seems a little
disappointing - what good is a speculative workshop employing some of the best minds of
science if their horizon is only within the next 5 or so years? Clearly there is value in that, but it
is mainly short-term, and perhaps best suited to the interests of those who take part in the
exercise (see below).
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Perhaps the problem stems from the goal of developin g tight vignettes of the technolog y.
Although useful for communic ation, the detail required in such speculatio ns is problemat ic. It
requires many assumptio ns - often about contentiou s, specialist details that are the current focus
of research in a particular domain. To cast these into certainty (even temporarily), and rely on
them as a basis for more speculatio ns to produce a clear vision cuts against the grain of Science.
(Science so capitalised refers to the culture of science, as opposed to the body of knowledge).
Fundamen tally, it demands using scientific fact, and claims of fact, in an instrumen tal manner,
as contrasted to Science, which ostensibly pursues facts as goals in themselves.
Finding 8: Creating technolog y vignettes or scenarios requires using scientific knowledg e in an
instrumen tal manner, in which the accuracy of the facts are important but less so to the
communic ative aims. This raises questions about rigorous and defensible methodolo gies to
create such scenarios, and that practice's interface with Science.

Scenarios, technolog y vignettes, and similar speculations then have their own ethical and moral
implicatio ns that cause tensions with their source material - Science - in very similar ways to
the tension between the productio n of scientific knowledg e and its applicatio n in political
contests, like managem ent and science-b ased policy formulation.

10.5.3 The size of the idea
Both "landscap e" and "biotechn ology" are very large concepts, involving a multiplici ty of
perspectiv es, ideologica l commitme nts, domains of expertise, and multiple entry points. In
themselve s, each requires significan t amounts of thought to navigate, integrate and extract
meaning. To integrate both, and synthesise new meaning as the participan ts were asked to do in
these workshop s is a very large request. The difficulty was compound ed by the constraint s on
time, style of interaction and unclear endpoints that were introduced by the workshop format.
Finding 9: Large and interdiscip linary concepts, with complex foundations and a plurality of
destinatio ns, can be difficult to work with in short timeframes.
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That the day was challenging, but was an enjoyable challenge, were strong and recurring themes
amongst the feedback received. Many panel members left the day with thoughtful expressions
on their faces, and some had found points of interest and overlap with others. It would be very
interesting to pursue the thoughts of the panel members as they develop over the next few
weeks, months, and perhaps years. The implication of this finding may be that ' short and sharp '
CT A exercises may have to be much more topically focused than this project.
The size and fuzziness of the subject also raises the question of how much background to supply
to the panels. There is an irreducible tension between the supply of an adequate amount of
information and examples to establish a common frame of reference for the workshops, and so
much information as to serious constrain, bias and otherwise restrict the creative work of the
Panel. The provision of information has long been recognised as a point of strategic and
unintentional influence on deliberative exercises. Solutions have included the empowerment of
panel members to select and interrogate experts as they see fit ( eg. Deliberative Mapping;
Eames 2003). Here, we are concerned with the deliberation of experts, but given the bounds of
their knowledge and the interdisciplinarity of the topic, there is a similar need for Panel
members to test and interrogate the facts before them. If the topic is fuzzily defined, large or
indeed contentious, we might expect this step to take considerable time. Again, this seems
incompatible with the goal of a ' short and sharp ' CT A exercise.

Finding 10: Methods used to define issues and avoid undue bias may impose large
requirements on time for deliberative processes. There may be a critical minimum time required
for rigorous defensible deliberation, even among experts.

10.5.4 The outputs

The combined outputs from the Solutions part of the Technical Panel workshops are displayed
in Table 10.2, overleaf. As part of the analysis, I attempted to find a scheme or clear set of
characteristics that might enable the outputs to be classified and interrogated. This has proved
extremely difficult.
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Table 10.2 - The Biotechnological Solutions. The combined outputs from the Solutions part of
the Technical Panel workshops. Note the varied 'completeness' of the outputs - some are
distinct technological devices, others are more in the vein of Tasks, others are simply vague
and generic. Note too that many of the ideas here are tailored to pursue scientific questions,
after which the resulting scientific knowledge may be applied to other agendas in society.
Although it would have been ideal to present the Solutions and their antecedent PNRs and
Tasks, many of the solutions had no clear antecedent, or instead bridged several. Numbering is
simply for convenient reference; where appropriate, Solutions have been broken down into sublistings (non-bordered sections).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

automated , high-throughput procedures
bioinformatics (data processing)
protein profiling
comparison of the potential phenome with the realised phenome
non-invasive field techniques (hand held)
ex-situ analysis
ex-vivo analysis
non-invasive identification
genome-wide techniques
underground tracking of organisms and processes
bioindicator organisms
engineered enzymes
incremental improvement on existing
creation of new functions
use of new amino acids
immobilised enzymes
monitoring the landuse dynamics of organisms
monitoring the landuse dynamics of material flows
bringing an archaeological/environmental history approach to landscape ecology
to furnish us with temporal dynamics
adaptable detection systems
tracking chips signalling with chemicals (e.g. luminescence or volatiles)
high sensitivity , high specificity detection devices
data digitisation
tools for meta-analysis
prediction bioinformatic tools
multispecies responses
spatially explicit data
local adaptation for restoration activities
rapid, reliable and stable transformation technologies
prediction of phenome from genome
targeted, site-specific metagenesis
larger insert vectors
improving existing technologies
faster genome profiling (eg. DART)
cheaper technolog ies
libraries for microarray technology (universal chips)
landscapes metabolomics
integration with GISI information architecture
effective population' genetics
functional profiling (robust in-situ tests for RNA, proteins, metabolites)
tools for measuring impacts on biodiversity
"universal plant" (manipulation of expression "to order")
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43
44
45
46
47

rapid development and deployment of new organisms to meet market shifts
new production - fuel and non-food crops
indicator plants (bioindicators, remote sensing)
new domesticates
perennialisation

48
49
50
51
52
53
54

high-throughput community profiling (identity, function, temporal and spatial
scales, methodologies)
sample delivery to central location
in-situ, real-time analysis
predictive detection
Trojan transposons (genetic devices to destabilise genomes)
Sterile Insect Technique
high-through-put models of random mutagenesis and systematic selection

55
56
57
58
59

plurality of biocides to overcome one-chemical-reliance and resistance (safe,
effective, easy, cheap)
methane-consuming bacteria
better diagnostics
biological hydrogen cell
artificial photosynthetic cell

Broadly:
•

Some outputs are the articulation of specific devices to accomplish a particular aim.

•

Some are simply a nomination of an existing technology, with an invocation of its new
applications to the landscape domain.

•

Some are still "tasks": individual tasks that must be accomplished to achieve preexisting but unarticulated agendas. Often, that agenda seems to be the pursuit of current
science questions.

The very difficulty in analysing these outputs is instructive. Firstly, it indicates that there are
many different attributes that are being considered when the panel members try to envision a
technology. Are they thinking about the function of the technology, the context in which it
would operate, the look and feel of the device, etc? Partly, this suggests that there needs to be
better guidance from the facilitator. But that may be of limited value. These attributes can be
dealt with at a range of levels, and in varying detail - what level of detail is appropriate, and
how should that be effectively articulated by the facilitator?
It may be that the question before the Panel members itself - "design a possible technology to

solve these Tasks" - may be problematic. The tendency to return to the level of Tasks suggests
that it is more important, even inescapable, to examine the greater socio-natural context in
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whic h the techn ologi cal device woul d operate. As such, asking the panel mem bers to come up
with a specific techn ology migh t have been na:ive. To do so, they must envis age a whol e technosocio -natu ral system, in a very short space of time, witho ut the luxur y of articu lating it. This is
coun ter to the stated goal of reflex ivity in CT A proce sses, but that it has emer ged as a probl em
amon gst a relati vely narro w sectio n of socie ty - the Pane l mem bers were all representatives
from Scien ce - valid ates the ideas that goal is based upon. That is, scientific and techn ologi cal
elites can never be objec tive in techn ologi cal deve lopm ent (Scho t 2001 ), and techn ologi es are
alway s a mani festa tion of a paiiic ular world view and agen da (Win ner 1989).
Furth ermo re, it has beco me clear that the analysis of the outpu ts is deeply subjective. In
attem pting to analy se the outputs by theme, by spati al and temp oral scale, by novelty, or any
other criter ion that emer ged from the collection, the resea rcher was confo unde d by the
subje ctivit y of his claims. Judg ing the merit, the signi fican ce, and thus the utility of a
techn ologi cal idea with rigou r and defen sibili ty is not possi ble witho ut clear and explicit
refer ence to an (articu lated ) agenda.
Thes e last two issue s point to a misco ncept ion in the proje ct design, with ramifications for other
work. The articu lation of clear techn ologi cal vigne ttes is possible, but only when the aims, roles
and enrol ling conte xt are made clear. In effect, the Expl orato ry Phase becam e a debat e of norm s
and missions withi n the const rictur es of Scien ce, or withi n the norm s and agend as Science is
recru ited to in the rest of society.

Find ing 11: If a CTA proje ct is to be emba rked upon , both "wha t is possi ble" and "wha t shoul d
happ en" are questions that must be consi dered simu ltane ously . Break ing down the CT A process
into logistically mana geabl e steps shoul d be pursu ed using anoth er conce ptual schema.

The cavea t to this finding is that the Norm ative Phas e of this proje ct was not completed. I do not
consi der that runni ng this phase woul d have corre cted the error - no outputs of the Norm ative
Phas e woul d have clarif ied the details of the scien tific outputs. Howe ver, the Norm ative Phase
migh t have been impo rtant to resto re some balan ce of justic e to the overall proje ct outputs.
After all, not only woul d the scien tific comm unity have had a chanc e to articulate its norms, but
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so would elements of the rest of society. The Normative Phase may also have provided a
schema with which to better interpret the Technical Panels' outputs. In any case, the
Explorato ry Phase - flawed as it is - may have served an adequate purpose, providing a starting
point for the Normative. This would have been less than had been originally envisaged - the
Explorato ry Phase was supposed to have provided concrete outputs that could be taken directly
- and in a productiv e and creative sense, provocativ ely - to the community.

10.6 A brief note on the Normative Phase
The Normativ e phase of this project was not begun. There reasons are several, but mostly stem
from reflection on the Explorato ry Phase.
Firstly, it had been hoped that the Explorato ry Phase would have yielded a clear set of
technolog ical vignettes. With the legitimacy of having come "straight from the experts", these
vignettes would have formed the launching point for normative discussions amongst a group
selected to be broadly representative of the communit y without formal positions in landscape or
biotechno logy organisations. Without them, or at least with a set of outputs that were
significantly different from what had been expected, it was unclear as to what basis and what
legitimacy any launching material would be prepared. Secondly, it was apparent that the scope
of the topic was extraordinarily broad, and that deliberation among people who did not have a
detailed understan ding of at least part of LB concept was going to take more time than
originally planned. Third, it was clear that the membersh ip of the group was to be highly
influential on the outcomes, perhaps higher than originally anticipated. This raised pragmatic
and ethical questions. Pragmatic ally, with limited time and budget especially , just how far could
one go in bringing together the appropriat e stakeholders for such a discussion ? Ethically, which
group had the privilege of including their voice in the proceedin gs? This would become even
more of a quandary if the project was successful - if the report was to be widely read, the
exclusion of other groups would become a more acute ethical failing.
These issues combined with the fact that biotechnology generally is neither well understoo d nor
comfortab ly received in many parts of Australia (Millward Brown Australia & Biotechnology
Australia 2001 ), and that the research contract was for a short term only. Again, the ethical
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validity of pursuing a research project aimed at producing far-reaching conclusions aimed at a
national audience, but with significant limitations on its construction and inputs was
questionable. Who was to ensure the community voices were listened to? Who would champion
the continuation of such a dialogue in the future?
Lastly, it emerged that the funding agency itself had developed new concerns about the potential
of the project to be misconstrued as biotechnology advocacy, alienate elements of its clientbase, and attract controversy to its board and Minister. This concern was part of a broader
period of externally driven review of R&D projects that may have been perceived as sensitive.
Within a risk management framework, LWA were of the view that there were not sufficient
resources available to the project (or the associated institutions) to adequately handle these risks.
Although separately these criticisms might be negotiated or tolerated if the remainder of the
work was solid, in combination they amount to a trigger to stop the project.

10. 7 Conclusions and Recommendations
Perhaps the most important finding from this project has been that there is significant interest in
the idea of Landscap e Biotechnology, and that the scientific community is (in large part)
interested in pursuing discussions about it in a way that engages with the rest of society.
However, it seems that these discussions would need significantly more time.
10.7.1 Time and timeliness
This may indicate that there is a critical minimum time that CT A processes - of any degree of
comprehensiveness - require to be anything more than lip-service to their ideals. CT A is
fundamentally a shared learning process, and like any learning, it takes time. We might well
posit a positive correlation between the size (and perhaps the topicality) of a technological issue
and the time required to generate mutual understandings and a constructive agenda for
development.
10.7.2 Institutional location
Indeed, one of the premises of ' orthodox ' CTA is that the dialogue between technology
sponsors, developers and the affected (the impacted and the users) is that the dialogue process
continues iteratively from the inception of the technology right through to its final (or perhaps
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not so final) delivery (Rip et al. 1995a). It suggests that the best institutional arrangement for
such a project would be housed within- or sponsored by- an agency that had a clear line of
authority over the research activities of the technology developers. Candidates might be the
Australian Research Council, the current funding agency Land & Water Australia (with the
proviso that they became major funders of Landscape Biotechnology), a Co-Operative Research
Centre such as was the Pest Animal Control CRC, or the CSIRO. Whether such a program
would be acceptable to the management cultures and permissible by their enabling legislation is
another question. Given the scale of the issue and the multiple interests engaged, a coalition of
some or all of these agencies might be the most feasible and effective way forward. To be done
properly - given that many of the prospects in LB will take a significant amount of R&D - the
CT A project would have to be given a significant amount of funding and a security of tenure of
perhaps five years or more.

10.7.3 Financial and human resources
It is important to be explicit about human and fmancial resources. Too much of the literature is
vague on these details or simply skips them, and yet money - how much and where it gets spent
- is more often than not the most critical aspect to a projects' operation. Total resources
available to this project were an AUD $80 000 cash grant from LWA, and AUD $20 000 inkind contributions from the CSIRO and Australian National University, delivered as ' time
contributed' by staff to an Advisory Panel. The bulk of the cash grant went to the main
researcher's salary (paid as a junior researcher on the University ' s pay-scale: AUD $60 000,
including oncosts and overheads). The main researcher was the only permanent member of staff
for the project (the two scribes were engaged on a casual basis: AUD $800). Total operating
costs for the project, including for conference attendance and communication of research,
amounted to AUD $15 000
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.

The time donated by the Technical Panel members represents a

considerable contribution as well. In hindsight, to adequately engage a national body of
scientists, citizens and other representatives from the community, with iterative workshops ,
would require a very significant increase on this operating budget. So too should there be more
than one permanent staff member. The invitations and logistics in the Exploratory Phase of the
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The total budget also supported research referred to in the next chapter.
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project alone were difficult and time consuming . The value of colleagues was made clear during
the re-directio n of the first Technical Panel workshop. To scale up a CT A process in terms of
scope, duration and representa tion would take at least two full time permanen t staff, perhaps
three, and the casual engageme nt of other staff during workshop s. Well-train ed facilitators that
are at least familiar with (but perhaps not actively researchin g in) the science covered in the
workshop s would also be an advantage. However, it is unclear what resources for this exist in
Australia at this time.

10.7.4 Method
Beyond these operationa l constraint s, there are significan t methodolo gical problems that need to
be addressed . Linked to issues of adequate representa tion, it is clear that a significan t amount of
time must be devoted to defining the socio-natu ral context in which technolog ies are envisaged
to operate. In other words, whatever method is used for the CT A process, it must spend a lot of
time on problem definition , and take care to be explicit about the assumptio ns entailed in any
technolog ical proposals . Equally clear is that it is a mistake to divide Science and society as was
attempted here. This may be particular ly the case with Landscap e Biotechno logy. Landscape s
are inherently contestab le and pluralistic ally defined spaces (Meinig 1979; Naveh 2000; 2001).
Although it is difficult to think of a "purely natural" domain to which technolog y might be
applied, the nature of geography might make discourses on the biology of a landscape
particular ly sensitive to the manner in which they are (conceptua lly) constructed. The science of
a landscape can never really exclude the interests and motivation s of the humans that live in,
define, influence and are subject to that landscape. It follows that scientists and all other
relevant stakeholders should begin to discuss LB together from the beginning. This raises the
prospect of conflict, and with it the erosion of trust, preventing collaborat ive learning and
invention. Finding ways to deal with conflicts that do not stifle the reflexivity of learning
(Jelsma 1995; Wynne 1995), but foster a collaborat ive and creative atmospher e is a key issue if
CT A is to be successful .

10.7.5 Evaluation, or "How do you know if its any good?"
Finally, there is the question of evaluation. How does one know when the process is going well,
and when it needs to be changed? Some have suggested that a CT A process should be assessed
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on procedural criteria, not on its outcomes (Schot 2001 ). This line of reasoning says CT A
processes are not working when the process fails to anticipate (but not predict) socio-cultural
impacts of a technology, when reflexivity stops, and when societal learning stops. These make
sense, but some may be difficult to assess when in the process - their operational effectiveness
may be limited. The quality of the ideas generated must also be assessed, and in something
approaching real-time. Learning, socio-cultural impacts and reflexivity might all be advanced
with fables. How can we ensure that the technological ideas we discuss (and the foundations on
which they are based) take the best part of science with them - that is, the empirical test? If
technological proposals need to be feasible to be useful in a CTA process (and in some ways
they might not), how do we communicate and regulate the uncertainties that are inherent in the
technological speculations created? More deeply, this issue has strategic relevance to CT A.
Current institutional structures surrounding technology development do not generally favour a
CT A approach (Schot 2001 ). CT A battles for political and institutional credibility. It should be
careful therefore, not to distance itself from allies in Science by producing over-fanciful and
perhaps inflammatory visions of future technologies. This of course must be balanced against
being too conservative and not speculative enough to stimulate thinking.
Perhaps in hindsight a twelve month project such as this should have only tried to do just that:
stimulate thinking. If so, it seems that a briefing paper, a series of lectures, or perhaps even
popular works like magazine articles (eg. New Scientist) or a documentary would have been
more effective. CTA demands a significant commitment ofresources (human, fiscal and
temporal), to be endorsed by a powerful institution for authority, and no small degree of
expertise by those conducting it. Hopefully this project will provide insights of some value to
the CT A (or other) work that comes after.
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Part V-T hink ing Forwards
This is the concludin g part of the thesis. My challenge in this thesis has been to think differently
about biotechnology, moreso than is common practise today. I have tackled this challenge using
four different strategies of thinking:
1.

Consider the underlyin g properties of a thing, not just iconic examples.

2.

Impose simplifyin g boundaries on the subject, such as a domain of application.

3.

Be imaginati ve with the context of a thing - where it interacts with the rest of the
system - rather than the thing itself.

4.

Escape the limitations of a single human mind by talking to others of divergent and
representa tive mindsets:
a.

In a judgemen tal consideration of a particular example, thus exploring
underlyin g issues.

b.

In a creative and collaborative discussion of context and content.

This has lead to a set of wide-rang ing and interesting results.
In Pa1i I (Confronting Biotechnology), I defined and deconstructed biotechnology, and created a
novel framewor k for thinking rigorously about biotechno logy by focusing on its underlyin g
prope1iies. In Part II (Landscape Biotechnology), I explored the relevance of biotechno logy to a
novel domain, "landscap e". This yielded a large and rich set of ideas, and a unifying lens under
which to group them: Landscap e Biotechno logy (LB). In Part III (Implications of Landscap e
Biotechnology), I examined the context and implications of LB for the institutional structures
within Australian domains of landscape and biotechnology, and some of the international
institutional ( or governance) challenges LB will bring. In Part IV (Adventures with the People),
I attempted to give a voice to a wider range of stakeholders on LB issues, demonstrating (a) the
interest and divergent set of knowledges, values and opinions about LB, but also (b) the
considerable challenges in engaging in this work.
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In Part V (Thinking Forwards), I wish to take the fruits of this different type of thinking on
biotechnology, and explore some of their logical implications. I particularly focus on the
institutional challenge of developing a capacity for foresight and dialogue on technology issues.
I tackle this in the next chapter. In the final chapter, I draw the thesis to a conclusion, recap its
·main contributions, and consider avenues for further work.
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11 Australia's options for novel
technology development
In earlier sections, I have suggested that the institutions around LB are deficient in key areas to
handle the challenges and changes LB will bring. The scenarios of Chapter 6 illustrated
hypothetical but plausible ways in which those institutions of landscape (and less so, of
biotechnology) will find themselves exposed to new ways of dealing with the responsibilities of
their portfolio, with new entrants to the domain, and in some cases, with new liabilities. Chapter
7 demonstrated that some LB will bring a new set of extra-national threats and responsibilities
for which we do not currently have the tools to handle. Negotiating these changing
circumstances will inevitably require dialogue between multiple stakeholders. However, this
challenge will require a significant shift in policy stance from the existing expert-driven and
controlling approach cmTently favoured in biotechnology governance today. Furthermore, it
will require intra-Science dialogue under a unified conceptual heading, which I suggest should
be "Landscape Biotechnology" (see section 3.2 for rationale).
This marks a critical bifurcation of strategy. Should LB stakeholders regard LB as an externally
imposed change agent to which they must adapt? Or, should LB stakeholders view LB as
something they can actively shape to their own requirements? This harks back to the
Collingridge dilemma mentioned in section 9 .11 (Collingridge 1980): the time to 'steer' a
technology's development is in the early stages of research and development (R&D), but it is
only after the technology has become highly stable (e.g., about to be released as a product) that
most stakeholders become aware of the technology's (potential) impacts. I experimented with
two cutting-edge techniques for engaging with LB stakeholders in Part IV, Multicriteria
Mapping (MCM) and Constructive Technology Assessment (CT A), each with decidedly mixed
results. Both experiments highlight the novelty of LB, and the very patchy distribution of
awareness about LB , even amongst those stakeholders most engaged in thinking about LBrelevant material as pa1i of their everyday work, or most likely to be notified of LB
developments through their professional networks: the biotechnologists and the ecologists.
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Indeed, the very fact that no-one else has con side red LB as an eme rgin g uni fied phe nom eno n
bef ore now is a critical failing.

If this failing can occur in regards to LB, it suggests ther e are sho rtco min gs generally in
con side ring our technological future. This cha pter examines the bac kgr oun d of, and
con tem por ary overseas experiments in, the stru ctur ed deli ber ativ e con side rati on of
tech nol ogi cal futures. It draws on a set of interviews I con duc ted her e and ove rsea s as par t of
the LW A-f und ed project, New fields, new focus - Landscape Biotechnology, (this also fun ded
the CT A exercise und erta ken as described in Cha pter 10). I con clud e wit h a set of
reco mm end atio ns on ways in whi ch a deliberative tech nol ogy fore sigh ting function cou ld be
inco rpo rate d into the Aus tral ian institutional context. The mat eria l is bas ed on a formal rep ort
for LWA (Gilna In pre ss-c ); the wor k is my own.

11.1 Technology Futures Assessment
Pos t WW II realisations that tech nol ogy wou ld bec om e a major, per hap s central, factor in
soc iety spu rred new thin kin g wit hin aca dem ia and elsewhere, and was eve ntu ally refl ecte d in
institutional responses. The re was an incr eas ing con cern wit h bein g able to cha rt and man age a
tech nol ogy 's development, bot h to pro tect society from pos sibl e neg ativ e impacts and to dep loy
the app rop riat e resources to has ten the adv ent of ben efic ial applications. This activity was
term ed "tec hno log y asse ssm ent" (TA) by US Con gre ssm an Em ilio Dad dar io in 1966. In the
earl y 1970s, the US Congress established the first institution of its kind, the Off ice of
Tec hno log y Ass essm ent (OT A; Bim ber 1996). After an earl y per iod of accusations of bias and
sev eral attempts to shut it down, over time it bec ame a hig hly resp ecte d sou rce of neutral
intelligence on technological developments and their imp acts on Am eric an society. Oth er
gov ern men ts around the wor ld too k note, and man y diff eren t forms of TA institutions and
met hod s wer e developed. The OT A was shut dow n in the late 1990s as par t of sweeping bud get
cuts, (Bimber 1996). Eur ope is now per hap s the stro nge st centre for formal institutional TA
(Vi g & Pas che n 2000), although other nations ( eg. Japan) hav e not able tech nol ogy -mo nito ring
activities, and there is a very large aca dem ic literature on TA and rela ted activities. TA has also
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become a substantia l industry in its own right, serving as consultant s to business and
governme nt alike. The lines between these sectors (academic and consulting) are often blurry.
Many manifesta tions of TA are prospectiv e examinati ons of a technology: they look to describe,
analyse and usually provide advice on the future developm ents surroundi ng a technology. As
such, TA falls within the domain of Futures. Futures is more than simple conjecture about the
years ahead, and should not be confused with prophesy. It is the developm ent of a set of
possible or likely consequen ces of current trends and policies (Glenn 2003b ). Futures is a
diverse field, with several journals that publish on a wide array of topics and methods. Like TA,
there is a substantia l profession al industry in Futures, which may trace its heritage back to
Royal Dutch Shell Corporati on's use of scenario planning to prosper amid the 1970s oil crisis
(de Gueus 1997; Sterman 2000), and seminal reports by the RAND Corporati on (Rip 2001). For
both Futures generally and TA specifically, the many actors and theoretica l framewor ks that
have been applied has created a very wide array of methodolo gies, and no universall y accepted
hierarchy or typology exists (Clar 2003). Some criticism suggests a capture by methodolo gists
and technician s (Johnston 2001 ), where pedantic insistence on particular terminolo gy and
methods becomes the focus , at the expense of the under lying objective of reviewing a
technology.
This is not to say clarity of terms and method is not useful. The Technolo gy Futures Analysis
Methods Working Group has made an important contributi on here (Porter et al. 2004). This US
and European group has attempted to unite and articulate the divisions of the three major
streams of technolog y-focused Futures, which they define as:
1.

Technolo gy Foresight - systematic identifica tion of future technolog ical
developm ents and their interactions with both society and environme nt, undertake n
to provide guidance towards a desired future.

2.

Technolo gy Forecastin g - systematic descriptio n of the emergenc e, performan ce,
features or impacts of a technolog y in the future.

3.

Technolo gy Assessme nt - focus on the impacts of a technology.
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Porte r and colleagues introduce the term Tech nolog y Futur es Analysis (TFA), whic h
"repr esent s any systematic process to produ ce judgm ents abou t emer ging techn ology
characteristics, devel opme nt pathways, and poten tial impa cts of a techn ology in the futur e." The
authors then go on to analy se and comp are several TF A techniques, const ructin g a basic
typology. Readers looking for a synthetic overv iew of TF A are direc ted to this pape r, as well as
one of their prima ry references, (Gor don & Glen n 2003). Thes e sourc es are not comp lete
reviews of the field, but are very useful.

11.2 Using Participation in Technology Futures Analysis
There are strong reasons to use partic ipato ry proce ss in delib eratio n on matters that affect
society generally. By now, there are copious amou nts of mate rial available that frame the
arguments, and interestingly do so from a variety of fields. Readers are direc ted to other texts
(Dryz ek 2000; Sawa rd 2000; Hajer & Wage naar 2003 ) for greater detail. Unsu rprisi ngly,
techn ology asses smen t also has its public engag emen t factions , and there is now both a solid
basis in theor y (stem ming from developments in Scien ce and Tech nolog y Studies, and other
areas that deal with social and envir onme ntal justic e in techn ologi cally domi nated systems).
This dovetails into the general push towa rds inclu siven ess and more open (direct) structures of
decis ion-m aking in weste rn democratic governments. The benef its of engag emen t can be
summ arise d as follows:
•

To comb at public cynic ism and distru st

•

To avoid destructive contr overs y

•

To seek a validating mand ate for publi c resea rch and devel opme nt polic ies

•

To impro ve the substantive and effective quali ty of policies, including:
o

overc omin g 'expe rt-my opia'

o

provi ding an oppo rtunit y to chall enge domi nant but misap prehe nded
assumptions (i.e. , reflexivity and learn ing)

o

to utilise valua ble sources of lay or pract ise-b ased know ledge
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•

As part of the above, to improve the chance of avoiding disaster (emerging from
strategies of risk mitigation and management)

•

To improve the 'fit' of technology to end-user

There are ethical and moral arguments to consult society on major technologies too. This
literature is also large, but the reader is directed to Beck's Risk Society as a canonical text (Beck
1992). Most of these arguments centre about the idea that, in a representative democracy,
citizens affected by a technology (or any policy) should have some say in its construction and
implementation. But it would be a mistake to over-generalise and equate all western
democracies. There are important differences in national histories, discourses and institutional
structures that have a powerful bearing on the degree of public engagement that is called for and
acted upon. Within technology assessment perhaps, these differences are even more pronounced
because the field is so new - early leaders are far ahead of nations whose programs are just
beginning.

11.3 The Netherlands (and Denmark)
Two nations stand above others in terms of technology assessment: the Netherlands and
Denmark. Both these nations have dedicated institutions (the Rathenau Institute (Rathenau
Instituut) and the Danish Board of Technolo gy (Teknologiradet), respectively) that provide
advice to Parliament on matters of technology. This is not unique in itself, but the context in
which this advice is requested, received, used and created worth noting. In addition to the
commissi on of expert reports, both have a sh·ong tradition of engaging with the public
(Eijndhoven 2000; Kluver 2000). This includes the facilitating events in which citizens are
recruited to intensively deliberate on technological matters, such as citizens' juries. In addition
to public involvement as a source of information on technological impacts, the public has access
and influence to their agenda via submissions and diverse representation on steering
committees. The range of topics the institutions examine are not limited to the requests of
parliamentarians (Eijndhoven 2000; Kluver 2000).
There are interesting points of contrast between these nations and those under a Westminster
system, such as Australia. Chief among them is a democratic system in which minority or
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coalition governments are commonplace - acts of parliament, and therefore governance, are
achieved though negotiation and collaboration between several well-represented parties.
Parliament serves as a forum for involved, exploratory debate, i.e. deliberation. This contrasts
strongly with the Westminster system, in which a single-party majority government does not
need to convince the opposition party of the merits of its proposals in the lower house (Norton
2000). Parliament here is less of a chamber for exploration of ideas as for the articulation of
party lines. This criticism does not always apply to the upper houses of Westminster systems,
which are often the source of reasoned and in-depth critical review of proposed legislation.
However, the idea is that - in combination with political histories that encourage open debate these nations may be constitutively predisposed to more direct forms of public engagement with
governance, including that of technology, than are others (Schot 2001 ).
Another important feature of these nations, especially in the Netherlands, has been a strong
academic base in the area of Science and Technology Studies (STS). For a nation of its size, the
Netherlands has what is probably a disproportionately large number of STS scholars distributed
across a number of universities. There is some indication that this is an accident of history in an
affluent and well-educated society, although there may be deeper reasons. There is likely a
causal interplay between the strong academic heritage in STS, an economy that is deeply
involved in technological innovation ( eg., chemical and electronic industries), and high-level
government capacities in TF A.
In 1984, the Dutch Rathenau Institute realised the shortcomings of orthodox, expert-driven TA,
and called for the establishment of a more engaged and constructive form of TA (Rip et al.
1995a). This need was also recognised by prominent scholars (eg. R. Smits , J. Schot, A. Rip), as
well as relevant actors in Denmark, and the term CT A emerged. Readers should not be surprised
at the number of years between the initial call for CT A and the present. CT A requires a radically
different set of relationships between actors, not well facilitated in current institutional
arrangements. Further, prominent academic champions of CT A were distracted by promotions
to departmental heads, while others departed for related fields ( eg. , J. Schot, now focuses on the
history of science and technology). Lastly, there seems to have been a failure to recruit new
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scholars to science and technolog y studies generally during the 1980s and early 1990s, and so
there was a 'labour shortage' that is only recently begun to correct itself.
There are now several prominen t CT A initiatives occurring in the Nether lands. One of the most
interesting concerns nanotechn ology. The Dutch have launched a major (€235m) push into this
technolog ical arena (as have many nations around the world) under a network known as
NanoNed. The program has a TA componen t, and CTA subprogra m within that. Research in
this area is being spearhead ed by a handful of PhD projects attached to senior CT A academics .
One example is PhD researche r Rutger van Merkerk, who is conductin g a CT A project on
medical applicatio ns of integrated microfluid ic devices (Lab-on-a -Chip Workshop s), with
supervisio n from Arie Rip, Ruud Smits and Harm van Lente. This project is progressin g by
means of interviews , innovative structured workshop s and workshop s with a variety of actors,
including good representa tion from industry. Important institution al actors include the Centre
for Studies of Science, Technolo gy and Society at the Universit y of Twente, and the Copernicu s
Institute of the University of Utrecht. Another program of interest is a CT A initiative on the
applicatio n of genomic technolog ies to soil health, part of the Ecogenom ics Consortiu m (itself
part of the Netherlan ds Genomics Initiative) . Again a PhD project, Anneloes Roelofsen is in the
early stages of this work, hosted at the Athena Institute of the Vrije University under the
supervisio n of Jacqueline Broerse and Joske Bunders. Of particular note is the embedded ness of
these CTA exercises in larger technolog y developm ent programs. So too is the backgroun ds of
the researcher s - most if not all the researcher s here (students and senior academics alike) have
backgroun ds in natural sciences, and have made a sideways shift into CT A. In both the projects
mentioned here, the PhD students have backgroun ds that enable them to understan d and engage
with the technical details of the domain, and the scientists themselve s.

11.4 Britain and "Upstream engagement"
Britain is an important comparato r for Australia because of similaritie s in technolog ical
proficienc y, Common Law, and a Westmins ter parliamen tary system. The recent past in Britain
has been bad for science, technolog y and governanc e. Controver sies over nuclear power plants
in the 1970s and 80s (Wynne 1995) establishe d growing wariness of high-tech and high-level
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governance. Per sist ent concerns ove r the health effects of the com bin ed measles and mum ps
imm uni sati on bro ugh t further mis trus t and solidified a strong anti-science mov eme nt. The
hor ror ofb ovi ne- spo rigi form encephalitis/ Cru etzf eldt -Jac ob's dise ase (BS E/C JD, or "ma d cow
disease"), the gra ve laps e of reg ulat ion in this area, and rem ark able gov ern men t
mis man age men t of the situ atio n seri ous ly dam age d the British peo ple 's trus t in science, its role
in technological progress, and the gov ern men t as a whole. The exp erie nce of GM crops in
Bri tain however, per hap s pus hed things to their limits. Wh ile GM crops are not cur ren tly
dem ons trat ed as cau sing har m to hum ans (alth oug h uncertainties ove r their env iron men tal
per form anc e persist), the man ner in whi ch gov ern men t was seen to ign ore the wis hes of the
peo ple and hig h-p rofi le NG Os, and inst ead side with tran sna tion al cor por atio n, has rad ical ly
cha nge d the political landscape. The re is now a strong pus h towards mo re direct forms of
eng age men t with the citi zen ry in matters of science and tech nol ogy und er the ban ner of
"up stre am eng age men t" (Wi lsdo n & Willis 200 4 ).
The flagship aren a in whi ch-u pstr eam eng age men t is bein g spe arh ead ed is nan otec hno log y.
Ma ny com men tato rs are dra win g direct com par ison s and lessons betw een agb iote ch and
nan otec h (Ma yer & Stirling 200 2; Einsiedel & Gol den ber g 2004; Me hta 2004). Wit h nan otec h
full of unc erta in risks and the pro mis e of maj or new ind ustr y, man y view nan otec h as "the nex t
big thing". A join t Roy al Soc iety and Roy al Aca dem y of Eng inee ring rep ort into nan otec h
pro spe cts for Bri tain (Ro yal Soc iety & Roy al Aca dem y of Eng inee ring 200 4) was rele ase d late
July last year, and mad e explicit reference to early dial ogu e with the pub lic as a core area of the
tech nol ogy 's development. This hig h-le vel end orse men t has bee n wel com ed by NG Os,
dem ocr acy -ad voc atin g think-tanks like the Dem os Fou nda tion and Involve, and man y in the
academic sector. The Bri tish Gov ern men t's Off ice of Science and Tec hno log y mad e a pos itiv e
formal resp ons e to the rep ort (HM Gov ern men t (UK ) 200 5), ack now ledg ing the nee d for pro per
reg ulat ion and public involvement, although it did not pro vid e an ind icat ion of funding.
Nevertheless, the adv ice to mov e to early public eng age men t has bee n take n up by som e
Res earc h Councils in thei r policies and awa rdin g of grants. In doi ng so, the pus h to ups trea m
eng age men t has exp and ed bey ond the "se xy" area of nanotech. For example, an ope n and
consultative app roa ch to con stru ctin g scientific age nda s is bein g pur sue d in a new pro ject on the
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research needs of disadvantaged households and communities. This is possibly emblematic of a
creeping shift to public engagement. The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) has recently changed its Partnerships for Public Awareness award scheme to
Partnerships for Public Engagement, reflecting a shift away from the "deficit model" in science
communic ation (where the public are viewed as ignorant of science and need to be educated) to
dialogue. The EPSRC is making this a visible element of nanotechn ology strategy. The
Biotechno logy and Biologica l Sciences Research Council has taken a web-base d approach for
some time, but has also begun a series of Open Meetings that aim to engage with stakeholders
as opposed to a representa tive sample of the public. In a cautious fashion perhaps typical of the
medical establishment, the Medical Research Council has an Advisory Group on Public
Involvem ent that is exploring options "to compleme nt existing channels for taking consumer
views into account".
This flurry of activity is not to say that upstream engagement is without its critics, sceptics and
resistance. Many senior figures in this field stress that the moves are encouraging, but it is still
'early days', and optimism is tempered by a fear that this could all be superficial action to pacify
a nervous public. Nonethele ss, there is enough support with these institutions for a diversity of
public dialogue activities to be either running currently, or planned for the near future. The
dynamics of the interplay between these initiatives is worthy of scrutiny, but will not be
undertake n here. It is of interest, however, that not only are NGOs and other actors running
these activities, but there is also the emergence of collaborations and co-ordina tion between
them. The Office of Science and Technolo gy is also attempting to establish the Nanotech nology
Engageme nt Group, that seeks to co-ordinate (and, some critically query, to co-opt and control?)
the activities. It must be stressed that this is all a very current enterprise, and the terms of the
Nanotech nology Engagem ent Group initiative is being discussed by the various actors (meeting
in the Departme nt of Trade and Industry, Whitehall) as this is being written.
These developm ents go against the predictions of an institutional analysis of the Westminster
system's handling ofTFA (Norton 2000), where the majority Party is government, debates are
held in Cabinet, and the Parliamen t's share of executive power (to move, review and pass
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legislation) is really quite small. Perha ps there are sever al conditions that expla in this
emer gence (if it is not a temp orary fad). There is clearly wide sprea d and profo und
dissatisfaction abou t the proce ss and quality of gove rnanc e in the UK. The previ ous gener al
election saw Brita in's lowe st ever tum-o ut, with a large numb er of votes (thou gh not
represented in seats ) given to the "third party ", the Liber al Democrats. There are sophi sticated
and well- resou rced NGO s that stand in criticism of many gove rnme nt science and techn ology
policies, havin g built a strong 'cons tituen cy' in the controversies of previ ous decades. Unlik e
Australia, Brita in has vocal think-tanks that pursu e a missi on to work across politi cal divides to
prom ote demo cratic principles, as oppo sed to a partic ular factional or ideological agen da (eg.
Demo s ). Thes e organ isatio ns have been influential in the shift to upstr eam engagement. It also
has very well- funde d institutions (mad e feasible perha ps by the benefits of scale) that are able to
foster debate and reflec tion on scien ce and technology, such as museums and royal societies and
academies.
This institutional struc ture sits in a produ ctive relati onshi p with publi cs that are now wellsensitised to techn ologi cal risks and sceptical of gove rnme nt and corpo rate prono uncem ents on
science. For instan ce, there are now large divergent know ledge s const ructe d aroun d GM crops
and comm odity agric ultur e - both of whic h clash again st an endu ring cultural ideal of the
English coun trysid e - that are obvious to even a casua l obser ver of Britis h society . This area of
controversy interfaces in a complex way with significant regio nal suppo rt for some anti- GM
techn ology sentiments in the EU, a posit ion that is in oppo sition to more distant geop olitic al
press ure (USA). It is possi ble that this maintains an active, high- profi le area of contr oversy that
derives energy from areas beyo nd the techn ologi cal issues ( eg. anti-US sentiment,
"Euro scept ism", etc.), whic h in tum unex pecte dly creates the need to conti nuou sly be reflex ive.
For example, some one who is anti-GM and distrustful of the Britis h Gove rnme nt in this arena
may have to nego tiate and reflect on this world view when it compares "Euro phile " signa ls from
the same Gove rnme nt that in effect align Brita in with the EU' s reluc tance to accep t US
overtures to open its markets to GM commodities.
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Britain is affluent and technologically-developed, along the accelerating technologising trend
common to most first-world nations in the post-WWII period. Today more than ever, there is a
strong (if not always articulated) societal memory of times before, during and after
technological change, and tacit understanding that technology matters because it is so influential
in daily lives. The focus on the role of large corporations in the development of GM crops may
have highlighted that technology-development is dynamic and constructed, and thus amenable
to steering. GM crops, widely portrayed as tailored to provide corporate benefits, not consumer
benefits, has clearly placed the political nature of technologies (Winner 1989) in the public
imagination - technologies are developed for an agenda, not some universal mission of
progress. At the same time there seems to be a significant groundswell of opinion, located in a
variety of sectors of society, that deliberative exercises are a right of the citizenry, and a
responsibility of both governments and technology producers.
Few in the technology production process (including the citizens and consumers) want a repeat
of the GM crop controversy. A pragmatic realisation seems to be emerging in some areas of
government and the technocracy, perhaps fostered by a government's marketdelivery/economic-stimulus approach to research and development funding. This economicallyframed idea is that if consumers (citizens) don't want it, there's no point in spending money on
it. Part of this is recognition that once a technology has stabilised - i.e. taken an irreversible
path in its development to its final form - the options for managing it are greatly reduced.
Society is generally faced with a binary choice: adopt or reject. Rejection has proven to be
expensive, destructive and wasteful. A growing realisation that many in society will never be
persuaded to adopt a given technology, (at least in timeframes relevant to contemporary speeds
of innovation), logically points to the need to find another way of doing it.
With the impetus behind many new technologies (like nanotech, stem-cells, surveillance and
identification technologies), the suggestion is that avoiding a cascade of technological
controversies is reinforcing governance. In effect, the government is securing its claim to
authority. A public that rejects government-sponsored technology (as permitted by consumer
freedom, radical protest and sometimes direct action) is rejecting a claim to power. Unwanted
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technologies are thus subversive, disruptive and invalidate claims to authority. It is in the
governme nt's interest for this subversiv e nature to be quelled, and for some it is worth
relinquishing some authority to deliberative processes like upstream engagement. How far this
relinquishment goes, how widesprea d is its demand and support, how current institutions can
accommo date this - especially the authoritative claims of science in governance and policy, are
critical questions that only time will be able to answer.

11.5 The rest of Europe
Institutionally, the most significant feature of European governance is the European Union. The
European Commissi on (EC) has overarchin g and often parallel initiatives in science and
technolog y policy with regards to its member nations. This includes a major research funding
vehicle known as the Framewor k Program. Previousl y on a 4-year basis, Framewor k
programm es nominate areas or research nominated as high priority areas for the EC. Total
expenditure is significant, with the current Framewor k 6 (FP6) program running at €17.5
billion, likely to increase to €40 billion over 6 years in FP7. Interestingly, 0.3% of the FP6
budget (€80 million) was allocated to a "Science and Society" subprogra m of FP6 Priority 2,
"Structuri ng the European Research Area". This forms part of a widesprea d realisation across
the EU that there is growing public disquiet about scientific and technological adventures
(European Commissi on 2005b; a). More broadly still, a Europe-w ide program of institutional
reform that, among other things, is trying to establish open, transparent and accessible structures
of governance (European Commissi on 2001) provides a legitimating context for moves to civil
engagement with science and technology.
A current related project under FP6 is Participat ory Approaches in Science and Technolog y (or
PATH). This relatively small project is not a research project per se, but a "co-ordin ated action",
a category of academic activity denoting synthesis and analysis as opposed to novel research.
The project examines two cross-cutting challenges of representation and scale in participation
on science and technology, runs workshops and conferences, and uses case studies to explore
the issues (including agbiotech and nanotech). There is a growing awareness that participation is
not an end in itself. What is needed is a clearer understanding of the contexts and conditions in
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which various levels of levels of participation are appropriate and effective. Significantly, the
project co-ordinators are aiming to get decision-makers to their conference next year, not just
academics.
The priority-setting mechanisms of the Framewo rk programmes have not thus far been
accessible to the public, but this may be changing in the future. There are elements within the
EC that are interested in the involvem ent of direct democratic influence over research priorities.
Some claim that during the negotiations over FP7, a campaign by civil society organisations and
NGOs attempted to increase public access to the priority setting mechanisms has resulted in the
establishment of a "Science and Governance" working group, which may represent a
formalisation of this interest (Wilsdon et al. 2005). However, there has been a significant
amount of work on the topic prior to this (in addition to the PATH project). The European
Participatory Technolo gy Assessme nt (EUROPTA) project is an early piece of work (1998/99).
Run by the Danish Board of Technolo gy under EC funding, the project has published a
comparative study of instances of public engagement on TF A in Denmark, Germany, Great
Britain, Holland, Austria, and Switzerland. This theme has been taken up again under the
explicit frame of the design of governance in efforts to form the European Research Area. The
work is summarised in a very good report produced by the EC Directorate General of Research
and the German Institute for Organisational Communication (Banthien et al. 2003). The Science
and Society Action Plan includes at least 6 items that cover direct engagement with the
citizenry. However, as significant as these movements are at the European and sub-European
levels, it is important to acknowledge that this is very much a work-in-progress, and there are
pockets of resistance, reluctance and criticism of the move to civil society involvement in
science and technology policy. Furthermore, this all takes place against a backdrop of
considerable uncertainty over the fate of the EU as a whole, after the failure of referenda in
several key nations (eg. France) on adopting an EU Constitution. This is a very fluid space.

11.6 -So what for Australia?
This chapter has followed a progressio n, from the overall idea of assessing the future prospects
of technology generally (technology futures analysis; TF A), though to specific examples of
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direct and deliberative approaches to setting resea rch and devel opme nt agendas. This
progr essio n partly mimics a real-w orld progr essio n of techn ology polic y and asses smen t being a
' close d shop ' affair, towards some thing broad er and directly democratic. In addit ion, the
Euro pean examples explo red in this repor t are conc erned not with a reactive 'ortho dox ' TFA
capacity, but with a proactive respo nse to techn ology development. There are impo rtant
differences in tone. The UK's upstr eam engag emen t is focus ed main ly on avoiding
technological down sides in the conte xt of a broad er crisis of (or publi c disen franc hisem ent
from) governance. On the other hand, the Dutc h CT A appro ach is conce rned with a constructiv e
ethic, interested in avoid ing the downsides but also looki ng for the possibilities of ' win-w in'
situations, of bette r techn ologi cal outcomes. Both of these appro aches have merit, and Austr alia
shoul d take the best devices and most impo rtant lessons from these cultures in consi derin g what
it should do for itself.
Importantly, altho ugh much of Euro pe has an estab lishe d TF A function in its gove rnanc e, and
participatory approaches can be view ed (to an extent) as a modi ficati on of this funct ion,
Austr alia does not have this base to build from. Outs ide fairly narro w appraisals made by
certa in regul atory agencies ( e.g. the Gene Tech nolog y Regulator) , Austr alia does not have an
existing institution or tradition of TF A. TF A activ ity is gener ally sporadic and ad hoc,
distributed across various locations. Thes e inclu de Sena te Comm ittees , Rese arch and
Deve lopm ent Corp oratio ns (RDC s ), the Produ ctivit y Com missi on, heter ogen ous outpu t from
universities, or occasional (often in-house) issues pape rs prepa red by gove rnme nt depar tmen ts
or the CSIRO. One body that may be more influ entia l than is comm only realis ed is the
Com monw ealth 's Parli amen tary Library, whic h prese nts back groun d material on issues as
reque sted by mem bers of the Com monw ealth Parlia ment , a function that may be replic ated at
State levels as well. Past agencies press ed into TFA service include the short-lived Resources
Asse ssme nt Comm ission , the equally short -lived Com missi on for the Futur e, the Australian
Science and Tech nolog y Coun cil and the Offic e of Natio nal Asse ssme nts (although it has now
largely remo ved itself from this role to focus on issues of national security). An interesting
devel opme nt is a relatively low-k ey netw ork of civil servants from a handful of Com monw ealth
agencies, the Joint Agencies Scan ning Grou p (co-or dinat ed by Bure au of Rura l Sciences) that
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engage in futures-focussed or horizon-scanning activities. However, full-time, wide-ranging and
dedicated TF A, especially that which might engage directly with the public, is not an
established capacity anywhere in Australia.
Australia should not necessarily adopt an approach or institutional structure from other nations
unreflexively- our particular cultural, historical, economic and political character will engender
the need for us to develop our own approach, although we can certainly draw on the best of
others' experiences. The point of drawing lessons by comparative policy analysis is not to copy,
but to learn (Rose 2005). Similarly, as is emerging from the European PATH project, the need
to consult and engage with the public on technological matters should not be overplayed,
important as it is - exhausting the public with consultation is simply counter-productive. We
need a wise balance. The goal for us to consider here is Constructive and Participatory
Technology Analysis (CPT A), a TF A capacity that:
•

is proactive on emerging technological issues;

•

has the authority to mandate action on its findings, and thus credibility;

•

has access to elite expertise (using and complementing existing channels, like peerreview);

•

is responsive and proactive in meaningful dialogue with the citizenry, at an appropriate
level;

•

seeks to provide inputs that help create and modulate a technology.

Just as culture, history and political circumstance dictate the form and extent of TF A generally,
so too will they affect the establishment of any CPT A capacity in Australia. At first glance,
however, there seems to be a lack of motive.
Firstly, Australia has a Westminster system of government, which we might expect to bring
with it the same institutional tendencies towards expert-to-government modes of TA. Relevant
to this is an apparent move in contemporary politics toward more closed and closely managed
policy processes in some jurisdictions. This may sit in tension with moves to wider deliberation
now, but may not be an enduring feature on the political landscape. Australia, like Britain, has
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place d an economic-stimulatory framework at the heart of much of its technology polic y for
some time now. The effectiveness of this polic y appro ach is not to be assessed here, but it is
worth noting that the product-and-services delivery mode l relies on consenting consu mers.
Further, markets are not always the best way to articulate the needs of societies, sometime
failing to manage this task completely (as in the Trag edy of the Commons). In turn, these
caveats suggest that assessing the public mood is cruci al to the success of mark et-ba sed policies,
and addressing their shortcomings. Direct engag emen t (in a variety of modes) is one way of
ensuring this.
We have not had the wide sprea d inflammatory controversies that have raged across Europe. No
BSE, no nuclear installations (for war or energy produ ction ), and while GM-crops have made
some notable impa ct (eg. WA' s mora toriu m on GM, and Tasm ania' s similar stanc e),
controversy has not been as great as in the UK. We are innovators in technology, and have one
of the highest rates of technology adoption in the world, especially in infor matio n and
communications technology; The CSIRO, despite being an organ isatio n with extensive
investments in GM crops and partnerships with agro-/life sciences companies, is generally seen
as a public good institution worth y of trust. Tech nolog y, and the institutions that produ ce and
suppo rt it, has not earned the suspi cion of most Australians. None of this suggests that Australia
will feel much of a need to emba rk on a CPT A progr am anyti me soon.
There are, however, several features that are more equiv ocal with regar d to motivation, but will
nonetheless be influential shoul d CPT A begin here. With a much smaller popu lation than
Brita in, we cannot support the same level of sophi sticat ed and diverse NGO presence to
maintain (constructive) criticism and foster a suppo rter-b ase for CPT A. Most of those
organisations that do exist and are politically active are located in the environment movement.
Many thrive on controversy, and strategically some may not wish to support a technological
agenda in any way, preferring to stand outside a negotiative process to preserve their identity as
an opposition (Hendricks 2002). Others may be constructive in their approach, especially wher e
a technology has a putative environmental impact, and be willing to engage or cham pion a
CPTA cause. It is worth considering that political parties not in government (and individuals
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within the governing party) may also be important actors in establishing CPT A processes in
ways not dissimilar to NGOs. Notably, we do not have noticeable or strong democracy-advocate
NGOs and think-tanks like the UK's Demos and Involve.
There are important government-supported institutions in Australia that may be interested in
bringing matters of technology and society to the fore. Museums like the Powerhouse Museum,
the Australian National Museum, and perhaps Questacon, and a variety of others would fall into
this category. Universities might fall into similar roles, but like state museums, may cany strong
State or regional identities that would limit the process' national applicability should they be the
sole supporting institution. This localised approach may be valuable in some situations, but if
technology is national (or global) in its reach, local-only events may be of limited utility.
Australia has a political system of concurrent federalism. This is particularly relevant to natural
resource management issues, which are increasingly addressed through collaborative
anangements across three levels of government. Jurisdiction of some matters is vested in the
States while others in the Commonwealth, and a wide range of issues are assigned to local
government for management. Since these divisions are historical and arbitrary, the many issues
that require co-ordinated regulation and policy need to be supported by more than one level of
government. Concurrent federalism has been seen as the solution, where the Commonwealth coordinates and negotiates with States to implement a policy regime. This sets a condition of
involving at least two tiers of government in any putative CPT A initiative if it is to have
defensible relevance to the nation as a whole. Interesting approaches might be gleaned from
regional natural resource management bodies. The Murray-Darling Basin Commission
(MDBC), the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectricity Commission, and the Great Banier Reef
Marine Park Authority, to name three examples, are bodies whose work transverses all three
levels of government. They handle this by different means, and with varying levels of success in
a variety of contexts. Particularly relevant here is the way the MDBC uses community
engagement extensively, partly as a means to securing (some) political validity for its
recommendations. This could be instructive.
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This intergovernmental involvement may be satisfied at varying levels of formality, depending
on the technology, current politics and other factors. High levels of interg overn ment al
invol veme nt may help satisfy requirements for representativeness, and establish truly national
agendas for technology directions. However, it also carries the risk of being stained by the
existing cynic ism that surrounds the operation of politics, and make the CPT A process
vulnerable to overtly political conflicts that may or may not be relev ant to the technological
issue at hand. We need to bear in mind that the co-operative aspect of concurrent federalism
may come unde r increasing strain from the current state of politics in Australia, with all States
in control of the Labo ur Party , and the Com monw ealth in the hand s of a record-setting
(conservative) Liber al Party. What tensions this may bring to the estab lishm ent of nationally
cohes ive CPT A progr am are unclear, but may be significant. It is interesting to speculate that as
in the case of the OT A in the USA, being stuck in the middle of two powe rful political factions
can drive an institution into a strictly neutral stance (Bimber 1996). This is encouraging.
Unlik e geographically smaller but more densely popu lated nations like the UK, Denm ark and
the Netherlands, Australia may incur a significantly greater cost (fiscal and logistic) in
assem bling a CPT A process of national proportions , particularly with regar d to public
participation. The continental aspect of Australia brings limitations, but the island status of our
natio n is limited. We do not have an overarching governing organ isatio n like the EU to tum to
for assistance, nor to dictate protocol, but that is not to say we are in a condition of isolation.
Tech nolog ically and institutionally, Australia is locked into considerations broad er than the
extent of its borders. For example, Australia must contend with institutions like Food Standards
Austr alia New Zealand, the International Orga nizat ion for Stand ardis ation, and numerous
international treaties (including free trade agreements). A CPT A capac ity in Australia must
therefore have some facility for engaging beyo nd its borders.
If we consider our close ties with New Zealand, we must at a minim um consider trans-Tasman
activities. This brings additional pressures - New Zealand has alrea dy unde rtake n wide-ranging
publi c enquiries into biotechnology with which either natio n may feel Australia does not have
parity, a situation that may be reflected in other multilateral initiatives. How ever, as technology
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accelerates in pace and pervasiveness to levels that may overwhelm a single agency in a single
nation, collaboration with other jurisdictions might be a logistical advantage. This situation is
currently being recognised by the Dutch Rathenau Institute (Eijndhoven 2000). Similarly, our
policies do not command world-wide technology trends in the same way that more powerful
nations like the UK, USA or Japan might. Indeed, since Australia may be unintentionally
impacted by technologies developed elsewhere ( e.g. disseminating biotechnologies for pest
animal control; Gilna et al. 2005), and given our status as a net technology importer, it behoves
us to foster a capacity for international CPT A at some level.
Media has an important role in any deliberative process, including CPT A. In the UK, both the
BBC and The Guardian newspaper have taken an interest in public engagement on
nanotechnology. The Rathenau Institute and the Danish Board of Technology both have
dedicated media strategies that are central to many aspects of their mandate. In Australia, the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation , may be interested in supporting CPT A, and delivering
the information across the nation in its various media formats (television, radio and online).
Similarly, one or more Australian newspapers may provide coverage. However, most (but not
all) media is best geared to the didactic dissemination of information, not facilitating interactive
debate. Co-ordinating the process of CPT A will be beyond their remit.

11 .7 Possible models for CPTA in Australia
Generally, it seems that CPTA needs:
•

Stable financial support

•

An adequate timeframe

•

A non-partisan institutional location for its co-ordination

•

Sufficient authority to recruit major players

•

The flexibility (and a level of autonomy) to maintain relevance and credibility to all
sectors of society, and

•

Commitment from inno·vators/technology producers and sponsors to respond to its
outputs in good faith.
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There are a number of ways in which this could be achieved 11°.
11.7.1 Centralised mandate (I)- modification of the Australian Research Council

The Australian Research Council (ARC) is centrally located in the science and technology
policy arena, interfacing with Government direction on the one hand and the coal-face of
researchers on the other, both in the provision of the majority of non-clinical medical or dental
research grants in Australia, and in the use of scientific elites for its process of peer-review. It
therefore has the potential to exert substantial influence on the direction of research and
development in the nation across many sectors of endeavour. Adding a public-engagement
function to its remit would require significant re-tooling of the policy-setting mechanisms of the
ARC, however. To date, many aspects of ARC research policy could be described as "set-andforget", where there is little review of funded research after the initial (quite intense) screening
of applications. This state of affairs is currently under review. Responsiveness to CPTA findings
could form an important criterion of performance should the ARC start a program of external
review for its projects. It would also assist in both ensuring and demonstrating the merit of
funded research, legitimating the expenditure of significant amounts of public funds. However,
a commitment to accommodate and follow-through with CPT A outputs may be difficult to
integrate with existing ministerial control and responsibility. If something should go wrong as a
result of the CPT A advice, does the minister take responsibility for the error? This flags the
general issues of firstly the political nature of CPT A and the tensions that may produce in
existing institutional infrastructure (Rip et al. 1995a; Wynne 1995; Schot 2001 ), and secondly
the need to accommodate a CPT A function by enabling legislation. We should note that in the
ARC 's case, however, there is access to significant expertise in the social sciences and
humanities by virtue of its funding relationship for this side of Australian scholarship. This is a
valuable resource in navigating the changes required for CPT A.
11.7.2 Embedded CPT A

Another option is for various sectoral Research and Development Corporations, Co-operative
Research Centres, Centres of Excellence, and other topic-focused research and development
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I do not intend to offer a definitive pathway, but to outline a number of plausible ways
forward, for discussion.
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initiatives (eg. major grants to university-based researchers) to incorporate a CPT A function
into their core research activities. This "embedded" approach mirrors promising CPTA ventures
in the UK and the Netherlands on nanotechnology. Advantages include proximity to every-day
decision-making structures (although less so in the RDCs), access to relevant expertise, a sense
of ownership of and responsibility for the technologies being developed, and a sufficient degree
of autonomy to maintain credibility and responsiveness. This model might also be useful to
'road-test' various approaches for CPT A to find the best for Australian conditions and the
pa1iicular socio-technological context at hand. It will be a challenge however (moreso in some
of these research entities than others) to adaptively respond to the outputs of a CPT A line of
research in relevant timeframes, and may simply not be possible in some management cultures.
A version of this embedded approach could also be applied to the CSIRO, either within existing
sub-programs or adjacent to senior levels of management. Within the CSIRO, a CPT A function
would benefit from the generally high levels of trust in the institution, as well as provide a
demonstrable justification of the worth of its work to the nation (complementing market-based
approaches), and as a public good. Demonstrating a public good role in such a clear manner
might help any agency distinguish activities from those that might be viewed as a form of
subsidy, an important consideration in a world increasing influenced by the conventions of the
World Trade Organisation.
11. 7 .3 Centralised mandate (II) - a CPT A or Futures agency

Rather than retro-fit existing institutions to manage the demands of a CPT A function, we could
create a dedicated body for CPT A. The downsides for this include political inertia and the need
to annex authority and power from existing institutional players. However, new institutions
surrounding important technological issues have been established in the recent past (eg. the
Office of the Gene Technology Regulator, Biotechnology Australia). A critical examination of
the dynamics of establishing these bodies, and their current shortcomings, might pave the way
for a smoother birth and more effective agency. Australia has had shadows of such an agency in
the past, particularly the short-lived Resource Assessment Commission, but also past activities
of the Office of National Assessments. Similar to the reasoning made in Europe and elsewhere,
a strong argument can be made for the need for democratic control over the increasingly
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powerful and unquestionably political force that technology now exerts in mode m Australia,
and will in the future. Such an agency might also take on the broader role of Futures analysis.
The need for a forward-looking capacity in Australian governance is not hard to articulate, not
least of which in terms of global competition (most other industrialised nations have some
competence in this area) and the pressures of global change (including climate chan ge and
sustainable development). The Joint Agencies Scanning Group is evidence that some areas of
government are already responding to this need.
A well-designed dedicated agency could provide timely advice to government and researchers at
all levels, and facilitate engagement at international levels on matters of technology. The precise
details of such an agency deserve close examination and consultation with stakeholders to avoid
the worst of inter-departmental conflict and to provide the most effective function to the nation.
Establishing a new agency might be useful way to side-step existing interagency conflicts in this
area (if there are any), and obviate the need to redefine the roles of existing institutions. One
final note on this model, however, concerns credibility. If a new agency is too close to any one
section of powe r (such as Cabinet or a particular Minister) it will be seen as a device for
advancing partic ular political agendas by opposition parties (as was the experience with the
Office of Tech nolog y Assessment in the USA; Bimber 1996), stakeholder groups and the
general public. Without credibility, such an institution woul d be effectively useless in
generating the benefits of CPT A.
11.7.4 Collaborative ad hoc CPTA
The final model to consider is an ad hoc approach to CPT A. If CTP A happens at all in Australia
at the moment, it is in this mode. It could be improved, however, if an explicit attempt was
made to co-ordinate and collaborate across various entities (governmental, academic, industrial
and NGO) to ensure relevance and ownership of the findings, endorsed by senior actors in the
technological arena at hand. This model has the advantage that it could be relatively easily
established withi n existing institutional structures. One pathway would be a grant-based process
to a university-based academic. This could be very autonomous and flexible in its methodology
and communication. It is unlikely that it would have much flexibility in focus , however - a
grant for such a CPT A initiative would probably have to nominate its topic as part of the
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application. This could be an advantage, as effort and focus could be built around a high-priority
technological issue. The downside to this pathway is the obvious lack of authority, influence on
research directions, and thus credibility. Without this credibility, CPT A is hard (if not
impossible) to pursue. However, an ad hoc CPT A process could be commissioned and hosted
by a government agency (in contrast to academic research). Again, this would ensure topicality
and a constituency- an agency would presumably not waste time and money commissioning a
CPT A project if it was not interested in the outcomes. Particularly, if an effort was made to
collaborate across different departments and stakeholders, the level of interest and engagement
with the process could be quite high, elevating the quality and utility of the outputs. One
downside to this is a loss of flexibility and autonomy in the execution of the CPT A process.
Importantly, if such a process was run well, it could be a very good way for Australia to learn
about CPT A processes in general, and develop methods that suit it best.

11.8

Final remarks

The challenges to bringing an effective CPT A capacity into modern democratic societies are
significant, but probably not insurmountable. Australia is behind the mark in any structured
consideration of the impacts of technology, and may not yet feel the demand for such a capacity
- yet. As technology continues to enter our everyday lives, change our infrastructure, industry
and economy, and structure the way our society functions, the probability builds that Australian
society will feel the need to exert democratic control over where these technologies go. At the
same time, as we face the challenge of increasingly dynamic social anangements, global
economic competition, and the mounting challenges of (ecologically and economically)
sustainable development, we will increasingly ask what technology can do for us. Australia
needs to meet the challenge of CPTA at some point, likely sooner than later. Fortunately,
Australia can benefit from the experimentation with methods and institutional structures in
Europe and elsewhere. However, it would be a mistake to think that Australia can advance into
CPT A by purely academic research. More research is often helpful, but not essential - there is
enough expertise available in the literature and in Australian practise to make productive in-
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roads now. The greatest challenge for Australia is for the institutions and stakeholders in
technology development to identify what a CPTA process could do for them, and start.
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12 Conclusion
This thesis has covered a lot of ground. In this concluding chapter, I wish to summarise the key
contributions of the work, namely:
•

A robust definition of biotechnology,

•

The Dimensions of biotechnology, an accessible analytical framework for thinking
about biotechnology (including both technical and public properties),

•

The Landscape Biotechnology (LB) suite,

•

LB's implications for, challenges to and shortcomings of Australian landscape and
biotechnology institutions, and international regulatory agreements,

•

Two separate attempts consult Australian society on LB, and

•

Examined how a deliberative approach to constructing and foresighting technological
futures might be established in Australia.

I also wish to draw out what I see as the most promising opportunities, the most pressing needs,
and the most constructive recommendations for further work.

12.1 Contributions
This thesis has made several novel contributions. The aim of this thesis was to think differently
about biotechnology, and examine aspects of biotechnology that contemporary discourse
overlooked. I have achieved that, and it is an overarching contribution in itself. There are more
particular contributions to be reiterated here.
I have defined biotechnology in a manner that is mindful of the long history humans have of
affecting biology, and of the novel set of technological capabilities modem biotechnological
effort has brought and continues to bring. Because of the strong opinions and ideologies
surrounding many iconic forms of biotechnology at the time of initiating this research (20012002), this perspective was very hard to find. "Using biology" is , however accurate, a rather
broad definition that threatens to be too vague and unworkable in real world consideration of
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biotechnology, where for a variety of actors and for a variety of reasons, judgements about
biotechnology need to be made. Therefore, I also created a framework for considering
biotechnology in terms of its properties. These "Technical Dimensions" are a framework meant
to enable inquiry into, the development of systematic understanding about , and the valid
systematic comparison between different instances of biotechnology. They could be used to
generate a much more sophisticated discussion - should the actors wish - about the nature, fate
and impacts of biotechnology than predominated. As was demonstrated in Chapter 3, and again
in Chapter 8, thinking about biotechnology in terms of these dimensions can offer useful
insights into the technology. However, as a tentative contribution to understanding
biotechnology as a social phenomenon, I constructed a set of "Public Dimensions". I offer these
as a thought experiment, and encourage others to criticise and improve on them. Overall, I have
contributed a novel conceptual framework for enquiry about biotechnology.
I have identified the Landscape Biotechnology suite, a unifying and productive synthesis of
existing biotechnology projects, and potential future applications. LB is a conceptual framework
the makes biotechnology relevant to a new set of actors, such as natural resource managers,
scholars oflan dscap e such as geographers, ecologists, etc. , and other sectors of knowledge not
so neatly defined. Considering biotechnology this way will alert biotechnology practitioners of
the landscape-scale interdependence many separate biotechnology projects have, and thus
encourage dialogue between silos of biotechnology and outside of it. It also suggests a new
perspective on landscapes - a vision of an information-rich, biochemical concept of biology on
the landscape, amenable to highly specific biological interventions, and perhaps therefore a
greater degree of fidelity of control.
The nuances of this biotechnological vision of landscape - the risks and opportunities the
technologies hold, their broader impacts, and ultimately choice and desirability of a
biotechnologically-mediated relationship with the landscape - must be fully explored. To this
end, my contribution has been severalfold. Firstly, the naming of the phenomena under a unified
heading (i.e. LB) makes discussion easier to begin. Secondly, I have examined the crucial
differences between the institutional structures that will pertain to LB in Australia, and
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identified a number of deficiencies and challenges. Thirdly, I have constructed plausible
scenarios that richly illustrate the kind of situations we may expect as LB is deployed. Finally,
with colleagues, I have identified an imminent hazard of the biotechnology - dispersive
applications of LB that threaten unwanted spread across international borders. I have analysed
deficiencies in the international legal framework that will be initially drawn upon to tackle the
issue, and offered corrective steps.
Lastly, I have taken the need to establish a dialogue on LB seriously, ·and made two attempts at
consulting and deliberating with stakeholders on LB issues. These have been pioneering
applications of the respective techniques, and I have made a frank and critical review of
deficiencies in their operation, conceptual design and my own execution of them, criticism that
can be used to improve the methods for future applications. I have consulted with world leaders
in the field, and made a series of suggestions as to how a deliberative approach to constructing
and foresighting technological futures might be established within the research and development
institutional infrastructure of Australia.
The breadth of this thesis, and the novelty of the material, has meant that this thesis has not been
a demonstration of in-depth specialisation in a particular field. It is purposefully an
interdisciplinary work; its aim is to open up constructive lines of both enquiry and action, within
and beyond academia, by a variety of actors.

12.2 Recommendations, opportunities and further .w ork
In this final section, I put forward the areas I think can be most productively or most urgently
pursued with regards to the material in this thesis.
Some four or five years after I began this thesis, the controversy over biotechnology in Australia
(and around the world) has dramatically changed tempo. It is no longer the headline issue, large
sections of society have apparently come to terms with the (positive and negative) uncertainties
it offers and the political and regulatory responses it has generated, although they may not
necessarily be happy with them. In some cases, concern has shifted to the rising star of
nanotechnology. Nevertheless, there still needs to be more sophisticated thought and dialogue
about biotechnology - biotech has certainly not run out of the capacity to surprise. The
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Dimensions of biotechnology from Chap ter 2 need to be used, exam ined, critiq ued and
impro ved upon by others. They migh t also find use in adapt ation to other technological issues,
like nanotechnology. My definition of biote chno logy, and the Dime nsion s frame work, both
need to be interrogated against the significant body of theoretical literature that has accum ulate d
since their production.
More broadly, it is becom ing obvious that biote chno logic al capac ity is reach ing a threshold
level of competence. (There is cross-over and conv ergen ce with other rapidly advan cing
technological domains, too such as nano techn ology , comp uting and infor matio n techn ology ,
and cognitive science). Think ing about biote chno logy withi n a complex systems parad igm may
be useful, with each individual life-science and biote chno logic al break throu gh view ed as a
comp onen t in a system of biotechnology. Some of these discoveries and innovations are highl y
conn ected with many others, such as genomics databases, seque ncing technologies , genetic
trans form ation protocols, etc. - they are depen dant on a great deal of other biote chno logic al
innovations, and they facilitate the gener ation of a large amou nt of new breakthroughs. As these
highl y-con necte d breakthroughs (or nodes) spaw n further breakthroughs (including new nodes),
they form a rich netw ork of biotechnology. In effect, this describes the emer gence of a
biote chno logic al comp lex adaptive system. Biote chno logic al innov ation generates new
understandings about areas of biology that are curre ntly poorl y unde rstoo d ( e.g. wild and
threatened species), and opens them up to mani pulat ion. As biote chno logy becom es more
powerful, and does so in the non-linear, leaps -and- boun ds patterns of grow th we often see in
comp lex adapt ive systems, we might expect radic al increases in our ability to mani pulat e the
biological world sooner rather than later. This line of think ing might be an interesting and
insightful line of pursuit.
The emer gence of a complex adaptive syste m of biote chno logy as described above has
partic ular relevance to Land scape Biote chno logy. So much of the targets of LB are species and
biological processes about whic h we curre ntly know very little. This relev ance becomes even
more acute when one considers that many aspects of the deepe ning environmental crisis we are
in are directly addressable by Land scape Biote chno logy. Aust ralia' s partic ular circumstances
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are worth considering: a vast landscape and low population density, acute problems of soil
degradation and salinity, world-beating extinction rates and invasive species, declining water
availability, climatic shift and increasing population on what was always a continent markedly
constrained in biological productivity (Australian State of the Environment Committee 2001 ).
This situation is coupled with a high level of scientific achievement, an enduring awareness of
the health of the landscape and a social priority placed on environmental issues, technological
proficiency, and indeed a remarkably high level of comfort and confidence in technology. It is
probably no accident that many of the front-runner LB innovations (eg. Sterile Feral
technologies, daughter less carp, functional ecology of horticultural soils using microbial RNA,
and immunocontraception) have emerged from Australia. When one considers that we also are
innovators in land management systems, and that we are firmly ranked among the nations
developing biotechnology, Australia will be a world leader in LB. We might also spare a
thought for how newer entrants to the biotechnology field, including powerful nations like
China that have their own large territories and pressing landscape-management needs, will
pursue LB.
Academically, more needs to be done to integrate biotechnology into the context of the
relationship between culture and landscape. One promising line of attack on this challenge
would be to take the Human Ecology perspective, such as pioneered by Boyden (1987). Cµltural
theorists, sociologists, geographers, and other scholars of modern patterns of consumption of
natural resources and the nature-society divide could all offer rich interpretations about what it
means to establish a suite of bioteclmologies that interface so intimately with the biology of
landscapes. Provocatively, one might compare the intimate knowledge Indigenous peoples have
of their landscape - and the cultural practises, values, identity and land management behaviours
that are associated with this knowledge - with a technological intimacy such as promised by
LB. Could this technology be a transfonnative agent in our society's relationship to the
landscape? Is there an adequate body of theory to investigate such a question, or do existing
theoretical concepts need to be overhauled to handle LB? Given some of the possibilities
discussed here with biotechnology, and the accelerating pace of technological change generally,
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there is a strong suggestion that technology must be considered as centrally as law, demograph y
and natural processes in the study of society and landscape.
Within the natural and applied biophysical sciences, I would like to see a direct engagement of
LB with ecology (particularly landscape ecology), conservation biolo gy (particularly dealing
with the integration of production and conservation) and ecosystem engineering (eg. the
construction of artificial wetlands for water treatment). LB might hold interesting opportunities
for the ecosystem services parad igm (the notion that healthy functioning ecosystems deliv er
economic benefits to huma n societies like clean air, water filtration, pollination services, etc;
Daily 1997). On the one hand LB offers tools to assess the status of an ecosystem, while on the
other a set of tools to make adjustments to the system. Know ing the status of a process and
having the ability to make alterations to it is the basis of process control for the deliv ery of
products; LB might make ecosystem service provi sion a more controlled enterprise. It may also
enable ecosystem services to be valued more precisely. LB could offer up-to-date information
about a particular ecological process (eg. nitrogenation in soils), whic h could be used to predict
a yield, whic h could then in turn be used to compute a price. Furth er, if LB could be used to
intervene in the ecosystem to enhance the production of that service, the ecosystem 's value
might conceivably rise (much in the same way that a broken down car increases in value when
one has access to a mechanic and workshop , but has little value if one had no means of fixing
it). Economics might also therefore have an interest in LB , as might ethics , civics and a range of
other approaches to the complex questions arise from valuing and managing a lands cape in this
way.
Ther e are several areas of the technology I woul d suggest warra nt support and exploration .
Advances in ecotoxicology, metabolomics and metagenomics should be exploited for rationally
designed toxins, Achilles Heel toxins, species-specific delivery or pro-toxin mechanisms, and
sensing applications. Biorational pesticide strategies are under-explored. Many of the
biow eapo nry and bioterrorism technologies that are currently being developed and fi eld-tested
could be "min ed" for applications in landscape sensing; chemical ecology could benefit from
this and similar advances. We might consider the development of vaccination strategies for
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threatened species, or species that might harbour epizootics. The LB component of this thesis
(Part II) was written before avian flu was a world-wide concern; in the future, vaccinating wild
bird populations that are particularly susceptible to the virus, pose a high risk of transmission to
other regions ( eg. migrating species), or human populations could be targeted in response to
such a threat. To do so would require substantial improvements in detection of wild viruses, the
construction and delivery of vaccines, and basic immunology of as yet "unexplored" species all tall orders today but perhaps not in the decades to come, especially if we make a concerted
effort in that direction.
Overall, it seems that the best strategy for accelerating LB is to invest in the establishment of
facilitating or platform technologies (these would be the nodes of the biotechnological complex
adaptive system). This would include an expansion of basic genetic and biochemical knowledge
about the species that exist on landscapes, beyond the handful of carefully studied model
species that exist already. More genome projects and a push into chemical ecology might be an
excellent way of doing this. Links between ecological processes and their genetic components
should be investigated as a matter of priority - finding important ecological genes (and
developing assays for their activity) could yield deep insights into landscape processes and be a
launchpad for other innovations. High-throughput applications of biotechnology should be
actively pursued in the landscape domain. Delivery strategies for biologically active materials
(vaccines, medicines, toxins and metabolically-altering substances) to wild populations should
be examined. Can we develop a set of modular delivery vehicles for these compounds, enabling
a rapid response to events on the landscape? Can these delivery vehicles be species-specific, or
deliver an "intelligent dosage" (e.g. an automatically delivered dose correct for body mass,
reproductive cycle, etc)? We should also consider developments in other fields of technology.
Do the military applications of drone aircraft hold a template for landscape management
applications, such as delivery of an agent across a rugged and inaccessible landscape? Advances
in robotics and nanotechnology too hold promising material. Furthermore, if LB will deliver
large amounts of data that can be related to causative relationships about landscape processes,
we will need information architecture and predictive simulation models that can help us make
sense of the data and act appropriately.
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Clearly, these are proposals for further work that are confident that LB should be pursued. That
is not to say LB is without hazards, and that some forms should be avoided. We need an
inclusive, respectful and critical dialogue for these hazards to be identified and minimised (see
below). I strongly advocate that interventional LB should be non-proliferating. Innovations like
the New Zealand immunocontraceptive worm and Australian viruses, and auto-disseminating
vaccines, are powe rful tools that have little or no precedent, little or no capacity for recall after
release, and demonstrably pose hazards to other jurisdictions from which they cann ot be
sanctioned. Reproduction-limited strategies, like the Sterile Insect Technique, might be a safer
option - if we get it wrong, at least the LB will not persist and multiply in the environment
indefinitely. They would also provide an excellent opportunity for learning about intervening in
landscapes in this very new way.
Ther e is a strong case that the existing international regulatory institutions and devices are
inadequate to hand le this class of problem. LB that is deliberately manufactured and designed to
be destructive has uncomfortable parallels with problems of weapons development. How does a
nation whos e biodiversity is threatened by the biotechnological actions of a secon d nation
pursu e their case? The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety needs to be revisited to better deal with
this challenge, or the Convention on Biodiversity requires another protocol. An isolationist
stance on proliferative LB, like nuclear weapons, is not likely to be tolerated: a disseminating
LB that could threaten a natio n's biodiversity seems strong grounds for sanctions and trade
barriers. Expert legal opinion needs to be brought to bear on this issue, and indeed perhaps on
other areas of LB.
In the immediate and high-risk case of Australian possums and New Zealand GM biocontrol ,

the dispersive technology research (the immunocontraceptive worm) should cease. Australia
and New Zeala nd should collaborate to develop a mutually acceptable strategy for dealing with
feral possu m populations that does not threaten the overall sum of biodiversity betw een both
nations. Australia might well discontinue its own dispersive LB programs, else be labelled a
hypocrite and suffer a loss of negotiating power.
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Cases like this illustrate the need for dialogue on LB on an international level. Divergent
interests may create biotechnology for their own needs, leading to conflict. But this situation
may occur domestically as well. Land-use conflict is an enduring problem of land planning and
associated disciplines. Legislation and court-based remedy is one way of dealing with this. The
legal ramifications of many LBs needs to be examined - issues of privacy, the right to exclude
LBs from property, liability, etc. are all legal issues that need expert investigation. One area that
needs serious consideration is how emerging deliberative and grassroots-driven regimes of the
Natural Heritage Trust's Regional Bodies will approach matters of high technology, and
possibly high controversy. It seems unlikely that the opaque, expert-driven approach to
biotechnology regulation will provide much comfort or compatibility with the processes of
innovation on the one hand, and the realities of devolved landscape governance on the other.
This is a serious clash of institutional cultures, but short of a major overhaul of policy (and with
it a major political change), it is difficult to see how this can be resolved. Certainly, some of the
scenarios discussed in this thesis indicate that institutional reform of landscape in Australia
cannot happen without due regard to the prospect of technological innovations.
The need to look forwards on issues of technology, and the fundamental democratic right of
citizens to have input onto major elements that structure their society, strongly suggests that
Australia will have to embrace some form of Constructive and Participatory Technology
Assessment. I have put forwards four models of how that could happen - they need to be
critiqued and improved upon where possible. It is unlikely there is a perfect process for this
challenge, but Australia does have considerable expertise in deliberation in natural resource
management contexts that put us in good stead. The need will persist, however, and while more
research is useful, real-life experimentation is the only way forwards.
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